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ie role of the

ovement

1-Acia e in the_ Partnership for

5 u.--,_que. Lt represents--an importamt

attempt by a land iv find new ways of providixi,g resources

and services to ru.7..a izeas, ,being, done with the assistance of.

-Id by three vc nun -ty colleges, who have

agreed with the Wa- iiversity to joint appointments

the Kellogg Founda

the Field Program

The ideaof-diving ae. ten county area into three sub-regions

with Program Associates serving each op was not part of the original

proposal.to the Kell Ogg Foundation; It .was during the Camp Field meeting

in June 1976'when representatives from the region met to begin imPlementating

fo

the Project that this idea was born. Aside frok a general job description:

that was used to recruit people for the role of-Field Program .Associate,

there have been few if any guidelines to use by persons who accepted these
90

positions. This document attempts to capture how the people in these roles

perceive themselves. performing various functions ascribed to this role.

The P program is now. at the mid: -point of the four year -grant period

and it seems especially timely to document how this role is functioging

within each of the three regions. Major variables are in operation that

are producing alternative approaches,. These include such factors as the

varied training and experience backgrounds of the Field Program Associates,

size and nature of the sub regions, and-the involvement of different

partners do the sub regions. Variations like these are seen as strengths

that are contributing to the development of the role and contribute to-the

success of the PRI prograC A major purpose of this document is to record



e roles as seen by those persons perform_ the role, analyze =role likeness

and differences and to care them to historic doles a found in the literatur

Later in the,Froject thiS information should aid in the formulation.of: a role

odel for the Field Program-Associate.

The two year history of the PRI' program indicates . that personnel turnover

an important factor and mAstbe anticipated in the future. Another' purpose,

addition, documentation maybe served. -by-this docUdent7one-of_introddction

and orientation to ,the role for the new Field Program Associates'.

The procedures used included an interview schedule that was sent to Field

Program Associates-prior,to the extensive telephone interview and providedithe

basis for the information that lwas gathered. Summaries of these interviews
-

were prepared and copies were reviewed by each Associate prior to drafting the

final. copy. 'The roles,described by the Associates were then analyzed and compared

to some of the more prominent c e ageht literature to-discover any likeness

and/or differences.

Concluding this document are sections containing professional resources

selected to be of

of tools tochniqi

ial interest ASsotiate Also a comprehensive

that have been adapted from previoal published

NorthweSt.Educational Laboratory Materials are included for the field use of

the Associate: The last section contains a bibliographic list of newly acquired

materials that are available for use by FRI staff.

sec ti
,

Obvioully, these sections are incomplete, since voluminous materials are

available; It.is hoped that Program Associates will contribute additional items

their own resOurce --collections to make this' a more valuable resource.,
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.
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OFFICIAL VIEW-OF PRI BEFORE PROJECT BEGAN*

Rural regions are confronted with a variety of 'political,

economic, social and resource impediments to the achievement of

-an-imnroved quality of life and environment. The emergence of

complex bureaucratic systems in bOth publi and private affairs,

abased on advanced technical knowledge requiring skilled specialists,

has led to major shifts in social and economic organization. A

vast array of public and private agericies and organization pro-

vide services to -rural areas, but often-in isolation from each other

and in piecemeal approaches. Citizens and p*ublic-officials are often

confused and Trustrated by, the complexity of issues they must

.resolve. They have not alway,s,been notably- successful 'in Working

simultaneously with the wide range! of .specialized agencies at

'regional, state and.federal leve15. Educational institutions have.

a potential role in's'Orting out' and helping to o

'bit have hpen ill-equipped to proceed.-

der the complexity,

The proposed rural plannin .and development 'programs will

develop, install, and evaluate a model for dollaboration and inte-
-

'gration in a rural region, while incx*easini the competence 0

educational institutions in contributipg to tdrganiiation and

port of planning and development activity. ',Efficieny in the..
=

production, delivery, and utilization, of knowledge will be in-

creased through a collaborative effort among the educational

institutions, support agencies, local jurksOictions,



.The model proposed here has eight tit ical-elements which

are important both to its 'application in
..,

dissemination iw,other areas:

a single region and to

First, the model will strengthen the capacity to achieve

planning an& development at two level ) in localities, as

individuals, organizations, and furisdictionS undertake develop
,

ment.programs; and (2) in externally-baSed support agencies with

responsibility for aisitance to local-_efforts.

Second, it:will improve and strengthen effecti e efforts

support of present development activities.'

Third, the model will identify linkages among communities,

agencies, and educat ional institutions and deelop new linkage

where effective links do not exist. Training activities and

field services wll.he designed to iSsist 'in ividuals and organi-

zations to build'iinksinglmechanisms as a 'bis

Fourt a high leVel.of participation( will assure:a major
r %

public xol in defining issues, building effective collaboration,

and influe cing,agency programs.,

s for collaborati on.

Fift

developme

tions `ser ing the regipn. NOW linkages be ween users norledge

tizens, jurisdicuins, agencies) ,and ed cational institutions

will fac itate joint definition of issues, by users and researche rs

enb:anc= the now o knowledge producti h, delivery and utiliza-

the model will initiate

sstem through a conSortium of /educational institu
1.-

an imp ved research'and

Lion.

h

10



Sixth the capacity responding to public.needs will

,increased among ,eductional'institutionsancl sup'portagencies--

Seirenth, critical new.regional plannfhg'and deyeZopmerit

roles will be developed anoltested-.' TrainlAg.programi' Ito ..support

thepe roles will be designed to. build sk ll an u'tilite know,-

ledge abOut community,and,regional.planning,and d evgloPMeiC

iiquirements

Eighth, programmatic research and evaluation, dll'd000ment,

review.,-,and test ph"e appliction of the, model: .Analysis of
,

will assist in evaluation of planning and

development methods. As ;indicators of-program impact,public

preferences. and reactions will be measured over time.

These eightelements are not. mutually exclUsive., The

interaction suggestp that simultaneous attention to eah should

produce greater 'achievemnts than. would a focus on only a few parts

of the rural system. The program seeks to-pursue- all critical--
-

an improved system'for planning andelements, and thereby create

development in rura..1 regionSz

As, the model ip installed and begins to operate; a number

of consequences are expected which will provide indications of

success.

program,

1. Compunity, regional,state.and federal agencies
J

become more effective achieving goals relate

These indicators are,in one sense objectives of the
)

but in another ,sense they are a test of effectiveness,,

to rural planing and development, through improved
1

lihkages,,co unication and increased collaboratioil;



Community-coll_eges, state coll ges and universities

strengthen their capabilitY: up mmsporting co -or,.

regional---olannifig and.development functions;

communties and support agencies

ill Japrove their ability to identify problem8, -sec

pie:n to ..systematically aehieve-.thoSe

objectives, implement theplarts and-evaluate the can-
,'

sequences;

4, pbb ii"c institutions and agendies 1411 continuously.

examine, redefine and a-dapt their- objectives and

activities in response .to interactions mithNlocal

jurisdictions, other agencies, and to current -and-

futureTroblems and opportunities in rural regions;

The quality and effectiveness general. education
. ,

.
,in rui-al regions through local schools-,-community

-

.

colleges four -year colleges and universities will, ,

be improved;

6. The Land-Grant Universi y §tructure and m-ode.of

operation will be directed toward liTore effective

integi4tion of instructional, research and extension

resources in ruraljegions.

Excerpt from:, "Coflaboration and Iii-tgratioin in Rural nal-ming
and Development," p. 1,2. A proposal to the , 'Kellogg
FeUndatipn, September, .797S.', WSUI,--FulImen, Washington,



Thi _Partnership for _Rural Improvement al= dea!
oris a concept! -I -a Ipaper gant zatidril t =i s c rr'

according to Tof.fler1 It
_

what people-want it to r

.What iS PRI? It is a temporary mec Lzstri

educational agencies, intitutiorfs, and organizationmits Xogerer
with local ;citfzens.. elected officials, plaruers gcmcverriment, and

revving
_

life in eleven 'counties in North and _Nati:teat-17 Washington
state7. In, the. process', agencies- and institutions =ar=e--encOuraged
to examine -,their own `- organizations to _etermine-how ----well they
are-able7to de=liver npecied services- tc these_ rural_ x eas . Col-
labaration and learning how teollabora ksparamowitint the

narrow, well- ined?rograr=n hqused-

a single institution.. Rather, it is a broad, :reatiwe idea that

takes many forms. It. is different things to Lffere=t people
,

PRI is an opportunity to try new things oId settir gs and/or

old ideas. PRI hat pee _e- make itcreate new settings f
It an adventure into the known and unknown Both community

and organizational development strategies are being- fftployed-at

itutional level. At .imes theythe local -level and at the ins
are found together because of their ekes reintion.shL_p.-



may ways `:PRA ted Sy imaginitions
those associated-with it wtat remains after tile. termination

£

he--rfour-yeaT Kellogg Foundation Grant 14111-
have . valuable fulfilling professionalfound

tionally.

at peop
and organ za-



DOCUMENTATION- OF CURRENT FIELD
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v,-

use o

its asecon

t.I Hof

a year. .- However,- all have

ormative stages

am associates havez,be an Staff_less'

thin the project. Al

experience to-the

by now, identified and eStablished.tIeir roles

sociate,brought a wealth of pry

sitions, =the .broad. range of involvement that offert

to assess existing skillst.andi

sociates have ach. developed the assoCiate role in

slightly afferent aid unique ways.-Jre perceive these differences as Stre

to document the differences.

W4 hope that-a comparison Of the differences may lead to the diVelopm

ture PRI-program associates. Therefore, we will dis-

t appropriate, at this

cuss three different -approaches to -the program associate role and draw some

conclusions from-an exploration of the similarities and differences.

.As we planned this position paper, we realized that one Rf the first

would be to interview the three program associates in order to gather

data that would accurately reflect their perspectives Of the tasks. We

designed. an interview 'instrument and mailed copies to each associate-a week

prior to the interviews' Iewas our intention that they have an opportunity'

to review the questions and spend some time reflecting on their positions



or to the: inte

as

_-_-

Lois is st of interview queStions,

_

_

am associate.!;. --
-for PRX?

- _
=

,Interview

t-

How did brOzt

=

ted? What you.r fitst
_

3. What are youarL- going- reepconsibilie

Erainine your schedule and .4elp.t.id;c-sign a generic schedule
for a prOgrauezn assodiate: long range)

5. What entry 2vel .vkilis does a PRX .masodiate need to haze?

6. What zasterias or tecbnica/ assisxce could benefit an associate?

7 How , de you gcmze'

8. What would jo of benefit td you in manual, or resource kit?
* *

&wary of Interv---lews

.=

you de----cribe your roles) as program associate for ?RI?"

Program swine #1 saw- the role fonnira_g two clusters of activities.

He identified activitt- that start up a project -i initiating, motivating,
planning, -- and those actixrd.ties that maintain a program --

and allow it to grow -- facilitatirig organi= frxg, administrating,. doom-denting,

teaching/training. Alhotigh he acknowledged _x_hat there is Much overlap in

the roles, he felt tha= it was important for -r..12.e program associate to recog-

nize the evolution of =he role. -The program _sSociate needs to be prepared

11



---
hencirpeii9n

and.

halve earl do

C

a =11 an-:interestMg

-rile- o catalyst-with

,, ., a _isOtenaici

m another group --of partne

s and an active ---_,"He ' nate d ---khat-±'

ct of role - requires the -pro associate

t.d.c skills. e erefore at it was pc r it to

diagnos the stage of lo group order to shapeable

and define =Qpriate role of the associate

is

gut the position, he gei
antverified by his bra -t

following liSt

source Helping partners arumali o er community meters

cue aware re.ources material

that can 4-7e available.

dr
importan role For opening and maintathing

conammicatico. betwen _the MI project and

key people I state' and local agencie

institutions.

Docume Keeping records o ontac e

identified and reco=-ds of PRL'involVementi

ing FacilLta Or: aging for meeti=ags (date plac etc.);

buildfrig agendas 1D=mitoring and supzorting

ep processes.

of . the PRI reg-ons have prograni assis an
ry, to draw a diet Anction,between information'

and informatio* ft 4ora the assistants .

In this paper we will ,

a=bered from the associates



_rie.FRI

duties

prokn ftuicti

:-Intb addl. to the listed t-isk.s both the associate and
---..

nention e a mere cieriral tasks.

terse were done b e assis int who also-solicited help frian, parmer

a or

, etc.)-themit keep the

iey -R saia that a grea=- deal

,agencies whenever. ible. also identi

g to Build- their own individual understandin

e resources.
afi

e associate in this region-a.1 o felt -it %MS trip

teaming relationship to be built between the associate an istant

beco

-..---shezr-- inin or-tea g el assist ._nt could

le of the associate and be 'able to talc on that

-associate was .not availble. The _r7-. seemed
.

-,/
role when the re

to drift naturaaly
Haw did gou get startea?

to the iecond question:

This associate ,differentiated 'between thdse build the
internal_ realtionshi-p associate/asSistaxi associate/PRI Staff)
and those tasks that build a relationship' with the partners. 5oii--4e Of tlie

Intel tasks were to:
lore expectation's and cos e to agreement about how_

associate and the 'assistant would work together; identify
individual and t asks set up a record keeping and

accoutre system; set up an office,



=

with pateritl

At tl a iate jotined tha stiff is
aployed sue' She idettti led some initial tasl

to identify poten a1. orrAmmanitAl

To do this she I )- read cebnitwittee

5 (state level, example: ftfter--italizing .l al Washington,")-

c1Lentified issues given coverage 2i_ 1-± the local newspapers ; and

wed stef aofthe city plannelq cffice,

as

ter

It seftneezl that an over arching _ task for- -bvi
.

-sistant vstouZdbecome-cleat about --the potential for PRI invorvement
'oriwoce this vtaS acoraplished (acruaiir, as they describe
pkotential els to be an ongoing task) theycould determine

The associate say that after_ some orieptati



job, the peers '-to him
Or whose:

king

V-1

ole -as a -_atalysti

P ers jran the pimilosopkic
,.ge to-a_-_ proactive stag&of Identifying pa ects 'and- . . ,

5 be nee& -and- those wild --could

eves, to that n was conscious of his- ---ole as ne
f itiori, and, :w ei sib e f took one or nore_pa-i.ners alOn,

7-

10g their dente;.

Orig=ting res ponsibi.lities , rr

P 0 _.._,..4*-zoOrSea13d- r :A-s#stent= _d. _

a rate extensive list o

cart a to as a cat-says otivate o ups)

zdpcfnd to ufr7:_xies

with 1"-S .to build expand philosophic base

spit chairpers /vice chairperson (f partner agencies)
te tech=rtiques rainstorming, problen-solv_ng etc.)

chni

PRI staff; withoartnor0

trate community development models, stmtegies and

intern

ideal

es_ to pa=--zners

onmimi----y development needs o f partneri aria_ communities

build and rasintan contacts with state wise organiz-tons
end agencies

Link local peoples to resources

el role of fa=ilitator and help individuals
Facilitation sk is

the purpose of F PRI is to build and

reciprocalrelationship between various instituti
in an ,orioing

agericies in



Was ps, be role- is Rilmost a cyclical
renes bui1 participants to id problems,

o :tin= as a -planner _when- a-splution has been Chosen,-

inforok. eval for the lans are p t+o acti
either it titutiesnaliz or completed le
associate sis -awareness e with e p arti. ci4

_ . _-pant, or sMie :may be- the planning phase-yith ano

your thedttle and 11 deem a g er4c s hedule

-;;4fam,a-paOr env-

th- the associate

lyilOn_

sista= in this region this to

a difficuliW question- to -firer. They felt that there was no one_ typic

Or la They cauld generalize_ t _eac y_ _sore time spentt-in
contacting p sera, sane liaison work with the PRI staff and

spend in keepme.rig the records

le,others wwirere spent- planning

aid that tie was spent in building the

Sys" were meeting, days

ategies for increased involvement.

resource: library.

What level siellIS does 'a FRI: associate need to

The- pr g-ram associate pointed out that tu-ac aurately examine the role-I
of program associate and entry level glifications, we need, to consider
attitudes. in addition to skills. He felt that several attitudes were very

urrPortant for --the associate (and assistant). These were: 'a willingness- to

be flexible (nt=t lose one' s'values on others); an ability to help others
gain skills and to plan

sell*. and a tolerance fo

to diminish one's active role "IL problem

ri tY.



1 d ge-

of 1 gr o
how to intervene cesses

under o ganization Devel9pment: cormunication,

g, budget managene.nt

ion s1

late added several others:

oLuid in spcial pi

Research

Interpers

Both the associate and the assistant commented that since they came from

different disciplines (education and urban planning) they, formed a comple-

tary- relationship and felt that the diversity was an asset.

"What technical= assistance could benefit an assoc

Both the associate and the. assistant identified a need for a PRI
library that could serve as a resource center'for the associate, assistant
and partners. Topics of materials

facilliation, group processes

d growth impact literature.

luded: ge-wentry; onsultation,
ecccoinic sieve ty development



need for a roChure that describes F

noted-7-tha they e t = a little forma

ion about P a broke Tielp
. -

the associate and the t cpmmented that the would{ like

to have information about ongotn ces'iful c my d lopedevelopment o
L

hi other states_

When asked bout to as is ce >nee they identifi a= Tie

for occasional of r 4. ulder assist consultant provid 5

type of techni sistance could a neutral third pa could

different ective ors the progress being i a program sociat

The ccnsult could suggest alternative appro ches or offer, omits for
-

i

iron

p

Y also said that they needed An occasional ihfusion of n
_could be-o tained-at workshops es were workshops

ded by MI and University Associates).

"How do you brut explaining PRI?"

They said that ey follow a S imilar format for bo

and for gra s \.,They 'describe a little about The historY of the 'projkt,

the basic philosophy of PRI andftalk about what is going on in `current

-Ae

projects. If they are meeting with -a group they occasionally engage in

futuiing activities so that participants at the meeting can explore possibil-

ities and goals about proposel future projects.

!What would be of benefit to-you lu a Dual oi- resource k4t?

, The associate and the assistant aught that the manual needed a

preface where the philosophical underpinning of PRI was presented 7 the



science, loci
A = could present_ a generic

suggest thespraCticioner e _adapt do
procedure could outlin -m-a resource-.

Ic

thropol and economics

prioritization; Eor

f- estion ,that the_-.

F..wions s 11s needed by a temm-

Ce-
.

brmins ortin decision

__ct_negotiations',,e

Mori one ef-.the-inter?

I've reinforcement, giving negative feedba

thLL the temporariness_of_ e-prorr

team of one associate

giving each other

in a ay that is- helpful,-

"if you are successful yau work yourself out of a joldit,and how to deal with
a job that is often in -response mode how to turn a crisis' situation into

ve proactive way to build _Comrin_m.--- developmen_t._
-



go
implementati.

.t
& gqals- govern her-work in what-she- de7d

scribed a de t in..mincr,- I pp

agent In ricc

-2feels

reading colutions

ra task§ of a
projects Wit- the par6iership

'Wea_ trategie_s

!cuammali Problens,_ and helping- partnera 'to- see their
in rural dllgevelopment by icou

have .the -resotrmes-

them. hey. be active in

Vie`. especially imekul_.-"-

She Fit Oh to describe her owyi

(Ha=relock, 1973)

ects

ptation of the foUr Wiles of change

st: identifies proble-a areas in oconmuni suggests
_trate i r e; encourages,partnersnip and citizen-

'cipationAin the-solving of cimmunity.'probliks."

=nation. Coordinator: keep the local partnershii and __
on tate Universi administration ardormed about
development rograms and activities in the sub-

des coiltain caps and PRI partners
to of problem solving. This inclu&s not

=ally group facili a tion, but als-11 an understanding of saa
-ige processes Included: in this would be encouraging inter..

-gency cooperatith ' imrovin communication networks."

`Note: Thirr_s program

'iate was -interriewed .separatelx from 'her assiStant.-
vr.reVer, we Will include dents made 1cy the as sistant, when

ni
they

sitficantly different from th.. associate and indicateWho wasthe respondent.
liavelock, Aceald L
Utilizatiown. of cient is
Havelock identified the roles as:
and Resource Linker.

Center for Resea
e, University of Michigan, 1973
Solution Giver, Process Helper, Catalyst,

6



ologist sic

inter-agency- setting-,--tes level- to

The assistant fraa the western region, while using s

also said the Tolle Of the associate is that ofe agent. This itant

too, had -beer v Itired prior to the- associate and had: started tom= gather information

about the. =ramify,: helped build the partner ner =d set
Jdocunentation-file

agencies and orgapizatia

'nation shams to identi f

solving approach to comomi

"How did you yet started? What were yB ur first tasks?"

ist_

flee

better coramication. and

k together in a problem

This associate identified her_ first task was to become familiar with PRI,

State fivers ty,= Wenatchee Valley College, the sub-regional partner-
,

1p and the caramities of her region. In a critique of the first draft of this

position paper, she further elaborated on her ,hitervi

first tasks:

provi list

"Become familiar wi,th. P Ask how it was conceived and
what,it is now Review tae files, read the eport
and _go over the Read the newsletters and, the.
minutes for each subregional meeting, as well as the
minutes for the,RCC and WSU advisory council. Read the
correspondence and re-View the _status of ongoing projects.
Ivhke sure you understand the relationship-PRI has-with.
WS and your relationship td.th the Program Administrator
and try to get a feel for PRI's administrative procedures



ome Fain
--InStittons erativ

LibraryTC- aunty Planning -Service
Districts 'Visit- ea pa.r er- _ an:individual basis--
in ir o ice. k- them or a to oft it office

eople as ssible. to 1
believe PRI to be. What it can be? What

want it to be? Ask them to =tell you_how__ _perceive,_ _
role; and-ask -then what level of-commitment

ve to 7n tenns of staff time and resources."

e Comm-a Look at the p
ea where towns are;ration and other demographic information'for

subregion. Study the organitational-structure of the
calamity. Prepare a mailing list, or look through an
existinz one to see who are the local goveliguent officials,
also note what agencies and Institutions are operat
tn the comminity. Visit as many agencies-and institutions

region as Pdssible and -ask then to take you
on a tour of their offices (PIID, CAP, Port Districts,
County Commissioners, City Councils, etc.). What service
clubs are active in criumzu affairs? What volunteer
groups can yon tap?

is the power structure--who are the other actors
camminity? Read about the roles and responsibilities

of elected officials. Know the governinentart-ystems that
are operating. How many cities are incorporated and what
ervices can they obtain from the cotnity-goveLiiment?



this

some of the=first= tasks that

She noted that addition to many of

late, -sistant also-a
_

-&-projeC

tee ess buil

listed the associate, mi Bared herself with the data from

Project. She = then used fr

line data and attempted to validate the

Alternatives -for Was
(

and other Sources =as

-=also7Lth -iniormation-sp

local needs were sinilar to the _findings. the associate

the assistant had built sevbral key linkages with the partners. They decided,
that the assistant should continue with = iese contacts, main

facilitation continuity witk the parmers.

e.to-tha cimplex nature of building-a partnership between several agencies

the associate felt that was reasonable to expect_ associate to be in an

awareness phase for up to six during this tine there would

be many tasks accomplished in term of ne

resources that would later berme part of a systematic problen solving rocess.

(Thi.s is supported by Comer see the summary for this section.)

your-Ongoing responsibilities?"

essments and identific.ati.on- of

initial telephone interview the sociate identified ten specific

tate Universi

29



- Encourage'partnert to participate

Educate partners in ccumpriity change process (develop models,
team building) -

Documentation

Facilitate mee:tings (or support others in this role)
Work with task forces on -particular assigrmzents

iOn (after
-

paper). she shared this
per ective:

ongoing responsibilities include woring with the partner-ship in the accomplishment of its goals lease refer to question
one) As a. PA,- I am---loo
partner. However, unlike the other partners, I have no stronginstitutional ties and this allows me to remain neutral andobjective. The nature of the neutrality gives me the freedomto create a climate for interagency cooperation by stimulating
and encouraging commication, as well as coordinating the
activities of the partners that are involved in PRI projects.
Potential area of concern in the cormamities are either identi-fied by me (sic) or by the partners, but a consensus is takenbefore project implementation. Once viable projects are
identified, task forces domposed of partners are establishedto set the direction for strategy, my role in the task force
is to encourage partners to participate in conmunity probleri
solving and to guide partners who are not familiar with
processes dough the social change strategies. It is my
attenct to create a learning environment in these task force
meetings so that we may share ja-iformation, exchange ideas,
and learn different ways to approach problems.

My other tasks center around the duties of an administrator
in handling the-budget, doarnentation of pertinent data,
attending staff meetings, and acting as 1-aisen for the
western subregion with the rest mf the P staff.
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o in

thht this was a diic
us a tentative- p

ilmie,197& - November 197g
_-t3esotirces

couraging p
Obtain_utside funding
the two_years: Have lotal
select on.

dot
lenent tr.-ion-. Begin --

inkind contribution.
project that will continue e-b-- '-
government involved in PRI-project

1978 _Nova er 1979' Gain partner
the individuals ls. resent-

e PRI subregion. Begin having partners take on duties
of PRI staff (arranging meetings writing up mtnutes, etc.
as the prop* assistant role should be phased out at this
time ExpOd PRI activities in regional affairs, have CEIA
or grant supported employees placed in different institutions
to promote goals of PRI and carry out the tasks of associates
yith project implementation-

December 1979 - Nh 1980 anlnate the partners effectiveness
in project imp anentation, evaluate = the effectivenesS-of.

cational delivery systems, define the level to which the
partners can effectively and e_ icientlywcni: together on
cooperative projects.

try lave skills doe alR_r as$0C1 e need to has'

le associate generated a list ofqtalifications from her position;

Itiaster's degree
4
with two years experience imeither ,

ESP, Planning mice,. Extension, -.A conummity College _or

4
She did not elaborate further on the reasons for requiring a Nhster s Degree;
i.e., the skills and competencies that this would specifically bring to this
position.

5



-SSA I

le to ge assess 'feu

rstan of how = to work in an' in
s it-would be better if the PA cold

of-the pEirtici partner- institutions

litical st

o content, 1. hiP, p1
it roles and responsi ilities, etc."

"Know how D assess:- conamity-n
_

to Mobilize rekurces"

"Know how to ,de relOP ti

some mentioned sociate. These = included the ability to be perceived as

a neutral third- with no advocacy positions. She felt that this low-key

approach was most facilitative to the partners; it assist the-partners

developer ownership of the outcomes of any project. She also e emphasized the

need for the assoCiate to be a self-starter, a person who can serve as an active

catalyst for the partners, helping then to develop the enthusiasm slid interest

necessary for involvement.



ent,= ::process

help' analyze 'local

trairitng sessions whereistaff

mee prpcedar") would have

The assistant felt that several initi

could learn process sidlis (decision

pful. e ;ate i

fill to her when she first start

Conversely, tie associate- felt that there was air enough assistance

in the area-of grqup processes and %limn group facilitation.

I mentioned before, we ,as Program Associates need more
knfonnation co between grow process skills, (i.e., Real,
Bohlen, Roudabough;-Havelock, ',etc.). We could do well with,
more materials on strategies to change (Rogers, Shoemaker,
Weiss, etc.) and ccenunity resource analysis illiams,
Howell, etc.).

In looking at technical assistance, the best -approach. would be
to assess the local resources first and then make requests.
In my-work I encoiniter axaminities -who need t6clujical-assistance
in civil engineeririg planning, grantw-riting, etc Tt would be
encouraging to know that we had resources in our institutions
that could help commities in the fulfillment of their perceived
needs first, so that we could then' work on other areas Hof need
awareness."

"How-do you go but explain g PRI to the uninitiated?"

The as tncluded two examles of how she defines-

The loo definition: "A simple definition of PRI can be
found ill two goals that are spelled out in the annual report.
Cne is the explanation that Pte. is -a working experiment-

test the level to which various institutions can work to
gether. This test is done project hnplementation.



The assis sheexplains a little
the history of

mid the goals of the proj

of = the person or

lleg -P

esentation to
,

She:helps- th-

tial that th,it with the _pToject _ _

the project.-can see for

Id be oE benefit to you In a mantes or resource kit?"

The associate asked for any material that would help an associate with the
t k of bull in- er-agencY coll

looked for material to help with this

is _obvious, she had not come across

said:

although the need for such material

that was really suitable. She also

"I believe the need for a Program Associate's manual i
justifiable and the time put forth in its deve3.opment
but I would encourage that any document pror ed in the
of PRI include a broader base of philosop and not have its
efforts limited one frame of reference.'



did 4ou_4etstart-
-----

triter vi

Before deter mizing hew_ -_ d carry out the taSk and how she would best,

explored o expectatims

build a t relationship between

rself. be si csnt that she identifi

use own s le-, she cans

role. She met wi

these faculty members

o t e s t she. sstoi
that the PR I faculty and she, coul effective

s: 'te__sa evel_of_

up the norm' that her poSition could be that of a

referral akent for the partners. She would-be available to receive

project referrals and would work as a linker between the agency

initiating the referral and people who could help with meet

For, example, she, received :a rE

potential growth the

nest from some ety cpunissioriers to analyze-

She set,up a meeting. between the commis-

*sioners and a person from WM -who is ert in :g 'oth impact studies.

This pssociate sees much of the role of the associate as that of process

facilitator. The associate needs to work with groups in order for them to

sociate does not, at this time, have am s.

interview reflect the perspective of one person.



previpuslyismentiOn associaie':-does!.not;-at.
_ .

an assistant beeii-worldug: with student ,a.ssistants

Scane paraprofessionals and has develcrtied a proposal for:larmg7 an assist-, --
.

ant- She has given -a good deal Of thought to the various rOles.- that would

. fCoIllprise such -a teatt.:,

1- -

FRO:Wm ASSOCIATE

develops proms
coordinates proj sots

rks resources
.stinalates interagmcy

c=mnicatil
provid2s =aiing

.desi&is =itertals

ASSISNt

.provides direct cannali
davelont help (o projectsrecces

,asists in training and buil
skills in project client groups

ROMSSICNALS

short-tern
Cawsmiry-develop-runt/
process help to client
grows on an intim/clam/
consultation basis

=er zrami

,provides reseaich assistance
as needed

,serves al "apprenticeship"
in c=ity do.Telopemit Neer

3 0



regional
ixed cost b initiating and conducting

y bed available to answer q e sti
PRI. The associate has also identified tasks that canhe delegated
student intern, thus freeing up her, time to work with the par-tners.

1 a ed responsibilities include cleric responsibilities, office maintenance

-eta

She felt that this idnd of tangible doomentation that is shared with eve

one is one way of keeping people up to date in a systematic re air way

"Ex9mine your schedule

'grogram associ t

this associate found the task of developtng a generic
describing daily or weekly tasks, difficult (as did other associates) due

to the fact that so much of the work is responsiv3, she has developed a plan
of work for herself and for other staff involved in her project. This is
included as a saMple:
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=110.1SCI`

_I District
Of

N4S4°'
4 "

^t'y
44e.-EASTER119.c$1.111RECHNIAVPIA:1-,OF'10.11r-

_ .STArr:

Vicki Brig Ito--
.=:

. process-ccnsultatim-

. Fantt writing
Vicki Braglio,

,to)derit Intetn

1

4 .",!1",444&;-.T.nry,

9

51361a7"--- 7SfiCa7,Or---- 'CLIENT
SIAfF

INTERVENTION. -GROUP

II: Bob old
'Scholar director .

land atainistrator-4

pficom qty tight;
?,etry till Henry

District-17,

Prom Shirley
IiicKielson

Co-op FE: Lorna butler

Wry
Mom, Greens
yid Officials

rehensive

ing

Stiff Widow
ad Trains
Spaive C47Anty

LiBorq Sth:ol
Ditirict

Citim Arisory

'aucakmr MOE PaLie to: Jim Bate
Student Intern "Rai -raas

1011.
Ralph Weis -

,process multailm

iproceis raisulca#
,te4htiCal

Joe Luther

inlciel .4141:: Social
ISenrIces agency

staff

4way Spokane CDtrity

PlannIng Ora,

Spoke lcag-range

Planning Staff

Citizens' sups.

Vidd Braglio. Cotter
D.fitlIt ?ace

Vicki Braglio

Bill Cutter
-.1*dia-..Center

VI* -tehicixts_

WW1

leted

first phae

.should

'able drel

.inarefiats

Planning tamtissicri

Spokane qty

?Liming Staff

Clcizeni: School

off161als

Process tecticatianal - Vicki .Briglio
ciiotter .Rd4Project Citizals;trateriAls dveloprent

staff,
41

TABLE II PLAN OF WOW

.assistance in for
a steering ccarnittee:'._

for WI:mini-grant*

lit wit held

!by It with PAW

at thtney

.Student Intern in
-place-siiter19711

Fall 198 vakshop
nn proces
Liam -- 2-

may be further request,
kr help in comity:
aititude sufvey

is PrOi
part itipags, (4)

'credits for 'the serf
of &ix tl-opsworks-,
offered in Fall 19
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--going on 111 g hic area e-

Assi ce" e associate mus ve-or locate is also wide-.
These range frail tecimical skills = (example: land use planning).;,

the expectation of the' client system that they will receive Scaile
to teaChingskilIs, where the client can develop her

ez it

. ..

where the client can receive assistance with
than what specifically

%own skills toprocess

s :art

It is also informative to eXamine how this associate has pulled to
an of people with diverse -and complmentary ski_Us_ (Staff ) to assist

rs. The is -a -proceSs adilitator, wile other
staff persons have dkperience in communi action; land use planning

-

The staff also represents two different institutions of .higirier
reinforcing the partnership concept. Her-resource staff--

potential for consultation-and assistance to paytahers

It is also supportive of the previous sociate comments to note
while some projects are in an initial stage, others are either mid-way
through or have reached some stage of completion'. The tolebf_ the associate

at a different stage
of c ampletion, the role may be one of diminished visibility.



rnemher

:ici22s

=

env foi.: wor with

=
_40t4-410_

yea

-e"TeffortS: and wi

parial!r and potential partner agencies-
_

tation

ccminunicaticin. skills

_ prob] asoliring s . s
a

_
7

-* decision .
gouvs-with decision

diagnosis Skills; intervention skills

e could be labeled. as -facili- _

Is (ability to facilitate

sessmen

* developing a teai relationship

=

She also hasized the need. to be able to identify resom-oes and share

-ixdornation; A subset of skills need

_-----cannumication skills and writing skills

or information sharing include:

wing sane theory base from which to work was seen as useful.

. the associate meant having a rationale (based in theories of change, group

processes, -communicating development, etc. for diagnosis and strategy imple-

mentation. This associate had considerable experience in facilitating

and relied on her understan. Ling of change theory, grow developrnent

messes as a base upon which to build an un.derstanding of communi

evolving in the PEI project.

. - .

3 4 ,



1-situtations

ter.
Ca

ind T an rtmat-te:,
_ - . =

"What materials or technical assistance could benefit,:au-Tasso-ciate?"-

this-person was alr

that she would have benefited-

diverse models of ciange agen

toa network of-

skilled in-group process techniques, she felt

most f =mataials or workshops -fecusing on

e also would have liked having. access

e agents.

-
A directory of resources within the te, and especially- wi

region, wou d have been of very practical assistance. She olco identia

a need for a list of commissioners and faculty that -would be1nvc1ve

in the project. She felt that workshops in the following areas would alWa

be of assistance:

Designing skills for developing ermmental
learning workshops

* Group diagnosis techniques

* Development of strate.esstrafe for citizen
participation

_ .

* Han relations training

This associate identified assistance failing into two categories:

CI) materials (directories, etc.) aid (2) consultation and training assistance

in community development, land use 'planning, -group processes and change agentry.'

"Row do you explain FRI to the uninitiated?"

This associate determined that her 4pscriptions of the project would vary

from audience to audience. For those simply curious, she gives a brief overview'



_-gov-
_

resources tt y fit_ into

the picture.

"What would be of benef

This associate

orreaource Alt?"

shouldbe organized a_ or to

awareness materials (for the-novice associate) and supplemen materials

sociate who has been with the Program for some time. These materials

could fall into several topirnl categories:

Group Processes

ecisiam

communication

- problem solving

conflict managem c

Group Diagnosis

ganizatian

Change Agentry

History S

Land Use Planning

Resources (state and local)

Directories state and local)

infmnaatian about works
training events

Bibliographies

She cautioned, however, that materials, especially procedural materials,

need to have an explanation that they are only videlines or samples, and that

to be effective the associate needs or adapt then to specific

36



-Ant

_ t -were 7-s

between the responses than by the differences. True, each person came from

at'sdd.iate

sfiialaritis

a slightly different :backthd:and rofssional perspe iv; they each
_ -

,7-identified, slightly different_needs, but-_in many cases these were similar

needs. For example, one associate felt that she needed. additian.al tramming _

process skills, .while another, ho had worked as a process facilitatdr-,

expressed a need for additional desigr skills related to developing sessions

that provided participants with experimental learning experiences. Both of

aurberested7b ea o eve o -en .
er similar needs work for additional knowledge about land use planning

environmental imact. As they described the role of the program a.4sociate,

it seemed, too, to validate a model -for a change -agent developed several

years- ago by Ronald Havelock
6

(see Figure 1) .-

FOUR WAYS TO RE A CHANGE AG



our -r4ales-of'-e'

em solver .- Thi-* is h0 see

.. ... , _

ge---ig -t-,-- :tal- ti-'_ roc ess _ '47-tr----;

-----;model- apply=
_ _

. Cat s:--_-_In-.one_way--or -another,- each of the associates des&

role-es that of- a Catalyst. :HaVeloCk descrihes_-the-role_lof _catalysts_
the _ interventien- to overcome :inertia- to-prod and pressure 'system-

to be less complacent and to start working on its serious problems. If we-

consider the stystem the educational and serliice organizations in Washington,

then. n-the program associate, ascaalyst, prods the associations to explore

ways pi which a partnership would result in better delivery of services.

Both_ the- centr-41 and westernsubtegicrla-Uociates_commentedthat they-need

to prod the partners to get fiom the philosophizing phase of awareness to

the-phase where they identified specific-projects that needed attention.

Process Helper: Alt;hough all of the persons interviewed- identified
ft,

the rtile -of Min:fig a strong emphasis in process help, this was especialLY

true of the associates in the central and eastern subregions. Both of

iese people have undergone extensive training in group process work and

therefore are especially sensitive to processeeds. Once a project is

established it is important for the agent to be conscious of the needs of

members (par-tiers and citizens) to the basic needs (Schdtz, 1958) of groups

needs for inclusion, control and affiliation. The , rking with

cormunity feeders, needs to plthi strategies to help participants have these

needs met.

Also in the role of facilitator, the associate is responsible for

helping groups attend to their group -process needs -- commnication, decision

making; problem solving and management of conflict.

4



relation to

cat can as :the

. Consider the various parts this p-reject that need. linkage. (see
Figure 2)

reified
ate was theft of reresource 1

1 -the spokes -_bf- the -PRI net=

To be the source inker to this diverse audience it not stir-,

.sing that those intervi

_directories.

Solution Giver:

said that a major resource need. incl ed

Velock identified a fourth role for tho- change
agent olution Giver. This was not a role that was mentioned by any of

ociates. e closest that anyone came one quoted statement where

ciate described e role -as "identi client needs for them. "

would be fair to assume that they view themselves as outside the system

in that way not legitimate to give solutions, crier legitimate to help
identify alternative solutions and ioo e between=alteinatives.

Considering this difference from the Havelock model one could see

the PRI Program Associate in the following figure:
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-_. , -

,-'

mem lc

Criemuoify

9

'Adopted from Havelock (1973) op.sit
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organize les were no

_tervi e ates mention: building earaing -relation-

ship with those with yafbzom i they_ wo It = d appear-tbat those

facilitate the relationship between- the associate and the partners are also

ewed as important in determining t app

Four other roles have been identified by Desmond M. Connor (1977) 7

and seem also to be supported by the priag-ram associates

ne

Facilitator"

sea_ e- I Publicist

-_

is

cili a == le_ -a facilitatorA o e =der of

key contact 6 comity in g the first months of . This

role of facilitator continues throu project; bo

a team member and externally with the participant gaups (e.g.

ccmmiuni_ty groups. This role calls for knowledge, attitudes and,skills

Y as

partners ail_

in _ experience in the field

of applied social psychology and human relations.

Social Researcher: Another essential task is to obtain a comprehensive

understanding of the various subgroups and publics that constitute the total

canmunity. What values, goals attitudes, beliefs and oph-lions prevail among

Connor, Desmond "Constructive- Citizen Participaxion, The 1977 Annual
Handbook for Group Facilitators University Associates La Jolla Califopla
1977

49



creative alternatives are generated, Valuated and accepted.'

role .refers the capacity _to- orcheStrate both

motion _system releases

essential skill for citizen involvement efforts.
Pim intervi

les identified by Connor are conplei

associa

by the roles identified by Havelock. At any rate, together they seam to

accurately describe _the conplex role of the PRI program associate.

ConCongruence among the associates in role definition was also supported

a similar congruence when the associates (and the assistants) cliscussed -

ice of events for initiating, buil anal. maintaining relationships

e PRI partnership. Here too, coarison can be made with work

done by Connor7 when he describes a five step planning and participatibn

process that we have summarized.

1: -"Start- e month)

Connor sees the objectives of this stage s- aining a rapid appre-
ciation. of the character of the comity and issues it faces; contacting

key citizen leaders, detaining the design of the participation pragram;

0

42
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ntifidsY-the
=

s,- attitudes and tmdeystan

arid cciiiiminicationi- l'p'aiterns

etc.

"Mutual Education (six months)
The objective of this stage is tc_c

a _values,

c ients/citizary leaders

t organizatioris;= reactions to the pro-

'Connor identifies this stage as starting wi f e public distribu-
tion of information: background data, the purpose of the study, alternative
solutions already- proPosed, names of the lic_ or project staff,-, mid a

e form. Individuals and groups are asked to review this -material,
raise questions about it, contribute further ideas for solving the issues
at state, etc. es are then tabulated, sumiarizeil, di ibuted to
planning teed, previewed by the project ccomittee, and
Constructive discussion is encouraged.

4. tt Choice of Alternatives'

e .public.

(one month)'

Connor: "With the help of citizen contributions a number of

nically sound -methods and Solutions- are developed and evaluated in terms of
the criteria put forward by citizens and planners; These alter-natives are



"Once the decon on by the elected representa

tives, the agency responsible cotmnica.tes it, and the reasons underlying

to all involved. P cular concern is given to those adversely affected by

the decision. It is rtant that th6se who conributed to a project be kept-

Loward-i*Plenientata' 7Xtnecessa ccrpl ications

-An evaluation for- the pa ici tion program is essential. for the silo-
cess of future activities."

Purthe-r elaboration of this fivq step involvement process is provided

by the following diagram:

Introduction 2 Initial data --3 Mutual education -4 Public response 5 Present
and start-up collection jon Issues to project: decision

alternatives;
evaluation

Implementation

Planning
process

Introduction 2 Preliminary. Technical studies 4
and start-up design and and development

review of objectives.
criteria, priorities. etc.

Project 5 .Decision by
alternative ropresbntatives

limo
Estimate!
(Months)

Connor, 1977, op. sit.
52



ifes
_

"o-:f15

tasks")="fix'tt-St

_

nowpropose a generc,

this procedure

size,the re sse-

ito dei-re

P1se I Ointion-Awareness : This phase- is o

llecting Information, phases outlined by-Connor.- -,.We :see

bath the associates and the partners having orientation and. awareness

ds. The associate needs to develop an appreciation of the character of

ie ccommity(s) and the is that face it. This can be done by identifying

the different faC:tiOns-wi

attitudes The =associate- -patterns-.:
; --of- le- rship_wm e cam= and the -f infarmal-_Cormounication

community, the different valuesi goals, and

Associates said that they would have benefited from an introductory

brochonthe project at this time. Whether or not they would have er-

stdod the project well eno to develor, one is a question.

Tart of this phase needs to be cspent on orienting new partners and

the conianiity to the potential for PRI. It needs to be -emphasized that
.

I' ,
is a reciprocal process. Although associates may have plans and goals, they

need to develop a teaming, relation with the partners so tit the partners in

fact become the. chief planmers. .(This differs frau Connor s model, where

the agent seems to be in a greater advocacy rolel. One associate said that
this phase could last up to six months.

Phase II - Problem Identification:- This phase incompasses much of

what is covered in "Ritual Education" by Connor. lhe associate's goal is



payers
tentiaj-

solving are_

t two partner agencies dent

collaborative effort fOr'probIera:sol

-e es S:= '1

sesaorSi
'Yr _`mss 2,-

o- --s l -s e so roeLL I ma
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been targeted it is the Tesponsibil of the associate V) link the various

parniers with resburces.- s was demonstrated in ,a project in Eastern
gion when-a community identified some planning needs and-the associate

arranged for land use Q anners-to work with the _cc iiy. The planners help
.

to_see !e of ..ssibilitie_s, amt.-4that,exi
and were possible. It is imPortant to share the i&sible alternatives
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d involve the public in .the g process. Connor
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natives. moist strategies emp ize the role of e associate, as the person-

,clear and that all parties share the same
expectations (process helper role) .

Phase TV Planning and Implementa ion: We have combined two distknct

steps in a problem solving model into one pie -- planning for the project
.

and implementing the project. I some cased-different people may have a role
in the planning, while not in the actual execution .of a ,project. However,

al Futures Develop Tent Strategies No hwest.Regional Education
Laboratory-
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eople ire on condi t e es

involves the -10-'1;1iray that thoSe

tr s o ortant

people who were voli

blem identification going on= during this-phase.

Phase V 7 Ongoing Simply because a project is started

is no indication of success. It has been found that most projects need

adaptation .or modification when installed. "The best laidplans etc.'

erefore, there needs to be -some monitoring and feedback foop from people

1 d with the project and planners. The public too needs to be. kept

Orme --'''Here the c to iii serve ai Monitor. "How are

other partners being kept info:hilted?' you need additional.
outside resources?"

We have de-tiloped a diagram that ho e relationship be --eeri

roles of the associate and sequence of phases in a PRI project (see figure
-.-

Two things are importan to note. Although the figure shows a linear

development approach, the associate will be. in several phases at once if

differertt projects start up at different thnes, and as new 'partners join

It is also important for the as to realize that- while they

have a very substantial role in the direction during the first phase; ttley-

need to diminish their out front role to accomodate the increasing involvement

and ownership of the process by the partners (represented-by clotted diagonal

line). Nip
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_de delve
:Field Progr sociate -scent

t of a new

iiersity.' The -role co

s -concept. Now that the
Project has reached its rd. dpoint, it seemed highly important to collect
frtformation directly from these Msociates a a means of documenting the way.
way these roles mere being performed. 'The purpose-of this dorment is exactly
that: to perceive the proram associate role through the eyes o; ose st

members filling these positions, examine their similarities and differences
d to cot:spare the rc o references research literature.

ed to suggest prescriptiorts for this point
We believe that during the final two

should change as new experiences =fold_ We

if it should occur.

In no way have

role but rather to record perceptions.

years of r3R1 these roles will and

this would be a healthy si

Finally, we_ =1st that program associate's will continue o be-
-ported and encouraged to view. their Toles in a flexible limner. Uniqueness

de ass and to contribute toshould be considered a strength rather than a

knowledge to be gained from, the PRI program-.
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terials. Both'sets of

resources represent the beginnings ctf these collections,

e many other items they will wish tc add. to these resources as the

project continues and their experiences expand. The preliminary collections

will become more valuable F they will do so.
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-_:ctjon. first, is a colI l ç frila a-wide -variety-

of sources, that will likely be of personal interest to the Associate. Their

soCiateThave-befin' inclüdc
=

selection was admittedly arbiVraiyafld have been included to provide general

background infonnation on certain pertaining to the role of the Associate
Obviously these items are not all inclusive and a muctimore comprehensive list

_ -

could be developed. Recognizing that--Pield Program Associates have varied

backgrounds of interests, experiences and training, -these materials ;-'too,

will vary i_n eir appeal and usefulness. No doubt each Associate will make

a personal collection a resource S that he/she finds most helpful.

The second set of resources are different. They are specific tools and

techniques that may bje found useful while performing in the role of Field

tAssociate. T h e s e r e s o u r c e s have-been selected from a-larger set of resources

that were developed by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's Rural

Education Program. Adaptations of them have been made to fit PRI purposes

and they were reviewed by the -Field Program 'Associates for possible use in the

PRI Project.

Again, other tools and techniques are available in abundance. Field

Associates may wish to add, modify or discard items in this set depending upon

their personal style, experience and need. This is as it should be The

bibliography also suggests many other resources for use by the Field Associate.
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lcpment:

1. Thu lien presents twelve descriptive approaches used in

the field of Community Development, and fits them into three
.

basic ustrategyiT alternatives he calls: (a) collaboration, (b)

campaign and (c) contest. He concludes thdt there is no One

right approach to development and approaches need ti-be mixed.

"Comfmanity Development" - John Gisler, University of Utah

Gisler, a professor at University. of Utah provided this digest to his

development students as a quick orientation to the field. It defines

the process, shows how CEunuty Development applies t& professionals, identifies

who cemmimity developers are and shows a problem solving method often employed

by then.

3. An excerpt Fran "The Parameters of a Training gram for Coanmialt

Development Change Agents" - Jeff Boyer 1972 NWREL

Boyer views Comarnity development from his years in the Peace Corps as

comunity Developer and later as trainer of voltmteers. He suggests primary

objectives for cannamity development and outlines what he believes are the

dimensions of co]nmwuty :development.
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'describeg'a-fiiire step-p1 toles required to

is Anticipatory Democracy" AlvinSoffl The Futurist
_ .

October 1975

Toffler, a futurist, believes that democratic poIrtical systns face
crucial problems t 1) lack crf future consciousness and 2) lack of citizen

-participation. He sees "anticipatory democracy" designed to cope with these

Collaboration:

1. "Agency Collaboration in Planning and Service" Ed Moe 1973

A prelentition. by Fike outiin.inz issues, conditions and tmderlying principles
involved in collaboration. He cites researchiStedies that have categorized.
collaboration into low, middle and high lebelS_of cooperation. An extensive
bibliography is also included.

- -

1. An excerpt from "Creative Church Administration" Abingdon Press 1975

Four planning models, as used in
are: planning from strength; by cliche; for tomorrow and, nonplanning.

Though this appears to be an

ch administration are shown. They

table to other circumstances.
reference it is stimulating and ve

2. "The Cookbook Collection" - Joe Luther and Others 197'
. .

These Eastern Washingian University staff members have proposed planning

references basic libraries that cost 1) approximately $50.00 2) approximately

$100.00 and 3) a complete working library for $300.00./

Cooperative Extension Service:

A bulletin that helps the "outsider" become .dquaint with and learn how

use the Cooperative Extension Service._
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=it,AS-4no

Mile, -1970_
_

Moe- _- PaPerr-a- siy land in which he sees,
commmity develoment as =a systems app . He also 'concludes that =man
develornaent is making education relevant to the problem we now confront.

Chge Agent: 6

1. An excerpt from the 11FD Process Facilitators 1976

The RFD Process Facilitator is described as perform_t_ng in at least
roles consultant, process helper, catalyst and solution. giver. Characteristics
of the process facilitator role are 6honz concluding with,cific goals for
the process facilitator.

_AllOther eXCeiTt, frail "The Parmneters qf a aining.,_

-ty_DevelOpment Change Agents" - Jeff _Boyer 1972 NIVREL

Boyer, from his Peace Corps experiences suggests appropriate behaviors

for conummity develognent change agents. He sees the change agent .needing to

create systematic linkages between the agent and the community which is the

target of the effort. Based on Peace Corps works Boyer proposes 20 specific

areas of concern that the community development worker mist address. He sees

connunication as the single most important kind of action in which the change

agent will engage.
t

"Rules of Thumb for Change Agents" - Herbert A. Shepherd

horisms in the form of eight riles are proposed here by Shepherd.

They provide basic concerns for the agent to think about!
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entitled: Citizen%Participation

be b suggesting what individuals and agencies can

do to increase citizen participation. He would like to see a new and ire power-
_

ful partnership between $blic.and private agencies and citizens established.

G

Five

cess Before Pro ipe to lveient" Lee

sic principles of successful citizen pa.rticipvion are outlin

which woul include citizens in planning, goal setting, program bull

cation.. These principles 'include: ownership citizens skill training for

-artfdip ts, Greco Lion of ess of each situation, building and

'de renrc acilitation. Nhile this article is :

directed towayd"CcommmLity Education, the principles semi to apply

of concei

3. A chirt excerpted fran"Effective Citizen Participation kn Transportation

Planning: Volume I, US t of Transportation W.D.C. 1976 4.

Over thirty-five specific citizen participation techniques are listed der

six broad categories. They represent al im techniques that have been

Toyed with citizen groups. The reference book itself describes each of ese

in detail showing strengths and weaknesses of each technique costs involved, etc.

4 "ConstnAive Citizen Participation" - De .end M. Connor Tiniversity,

Associates 1977 Handbook

Connor concludes that "the training profession now has a unique opportunity

to contribute not only, to staff development and Organizational effectiveness, but
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months I- have become increasingly -aware that various individuals and groups
Approach the problem of change in various ways. There tends, however, to be a certain amount
of consistency in the strategies employed within one group or by one individual oVer time

This paper is an attempt to describe-the various approaches-I sea being used most often.
4t is- by, rte means-anlill-inelusieelitreirstrarelles-eiiWintly in ii aFtliiore y
is an attempt, howeveri to describe some of the more prevalent strategies in come detail.

t -n thinking about the varioiss straitgies Usedio bring about change, while working
with a group in Kansas City. This particular. group described their purpose as an atte.inisit to
increase contact between blacks and whites and to increase awareness pf the racial problems
facing the city and country. This was to be done through reading, study, and thscussion in ate
atmosphere which,would_encourage_frank_and-open=examinationtof feelings-and preiudices as
vell as feats. As I worked with this group, it- became dear that they were following a strategy

to that wed by many churches and other volunteer organizations. I call this approach
the Fellows_hiit Strategy-

This strategy, and severe others, are described on the following pages. They are surrimarized
in the table at the end of this article. The order in which they are presented is not meant to
signify eit her their relative importance or frequency of use. =-

FELLOWSHIP STRATEPY

Simply stated, me -assumption underlying this model seems kr be, If we_have good, warm
interpersonal relations. all other problems will be minor.- Great emphasis is placed on getting
to know and like each other For this reason; it is not unusual for groups using this model to
sponsor disiussion groups, group dinners., card parties, and other social events which will bring
everyone together.

This strategy places strong emphasis on treating veryone equally. This is often interpreted
as needing to treat evcone the same way.' Every De must be accepted into membership,
one is turned away. When questioro of choice or decision-making must be faced, everyone
allowed to have his say and all opinions are to be weighed equally. No fact, feeling, opinions
r theory is to be considered inherently superior to any other. Arguments are few and confusing
'nee conflict is generally suppressed and avoided.

The 1372 Annual Handbook For G p Facilitators



so tend_ to be compesed of indiiidualswho have
v tlei!r uiiw sl lriui~h of this strategLisseared

i_nee dinners,- and :Parties' are light pleasant,
with mih mum of conflict-. They ire dasignedin faster feelings of warmth, and goodWill among:

7,

the participants. \
, --

_

Groupsf which_ % toe this approach are fairlysuCcessful in gaining members initially and
often thiy_eritabletomobiliie a great deal of initial-energy-They give` something to
belong to.-.For Many, people, this is- extremely valuable-and nw-sustain a group for--sohne time
even though its goali are uriclearailtd-its concrete accomplishments are few. In fact, this initi-
mobilization of energy *Id coin 'trdent is what the fellowship strategy seems to do best.

However. groups which e play klie Fellowship approach as a primary strategy tend to
Nee somechrimie probleths. ince rata of the initiaVcommitinent is to individuals, rathr
than to ideas orprojects, e up often begins to feel direetionless.Ithas trouble stating what
it is really trying to do_ With added strong emphasis on weini ings and treating everyone
equally, it often- eiecornes virtually irepossibletd-Set prioritaes. There is bbund someone
who does net entirely agree with any decision which is Made.- And, since everyone must be
heard and no one mist be unhappy, oneperson can trnmobilize the whoie.group.

For these same reasons, the group often has trouble implementing any deeisioris it is e
to make- The trouble may take several forms. Being-unable to face Conflict, the group often
makes unrealistic plans. Because the emphasis is primarily on keeping everyonehappy, questions
of economics, politics, or engineering feasibility are often minimized. An example-of this is the
fact that many churches have difficulty remaining financially solvent. Yet unless this is done,
plans may have to be changed or the church dissolved-

As-plans-are-i griered--or- changet-it-becomes-1 nereastngly- difficu s
strategy to maintain the Commitment of their members_ The feeling begins to that the
group is floundering, that it isn't doing anything, and that it is a witste.of time At this point.,
old members, begin to leave and the group can only survive by finding new members who need.
to belong to something.- .

As I have implied above, groups- using this strategy tend to suppress certain questions
their, members These are questions, of individual core petence and ef individualdiffer-epee

which would. threaten the norm that all people are eqUal and that they should all be treatet
iii tame same way. They also suppress rthe question, "What's in it fo me?' This last question is,

- interpreted as "You
also suppress.

trust us (the group).- If the group cannot find a way to face
ese questions, it is usually short lived.

In my experience, the Fellowship strategy is most often used by churches and other voturs
groups which have few-financial or physical
of members.

POLITICAL STRATEGY

The assumption underlying this approach can be stated as follows, "If all the __ uential
people agree that something should be done, it will be done." Emphasis is placedon finding
and understanding the power structure that must be dealt, with. This pos r structure usuay
includes not only the formal, recognized leaders, but the informal uno ial leaders as well.
Much of the work done using this strategy iv done informally on .e basis of one-to-,one
relationships among these leaders.

This strategy 'emphasizes the identification and influencing...of those individuals-who seem
o be most able to make decisions and have them carried out. It generally focuses on those men
who are the most respected and have the largest constituency in a" given area WieLkin this

ategy, influence is based on the level and breadth of one's perceived poWer and on one's

sources with which to reward or punish behavior
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Groups Which use this approach are often fairly. 004' At getting decisions implemented_

.

once they are-n-i4del- E`eciiiise-sitinuicki energy-is evended:on-getting-influential'-PeopleinvolVed--
-initially-, once a decision iis made it-is =often simply a matter of carrying it out. This mobilization
of power and the implementatiOn'Of decisions -is the area-in which this approach seems to =

beSt.
Howeyer, over time, groups which rely primarily ou the political strategy face a varierg. of

chronic problerns. Since inflikirrce is 'defined 'as beini able to get decisions made Which are
beneficial to one's-self and one's constituency, a few adverse decisions may severely litrut ones
influence and completely change the power structure. It is often a fliidy unstable systerri with a
continual shifting of po;itions.

This shifting =of positions leads to another-and related problem, that of maintaining
-credibility. With the constant bargaining and compromising which this approach requires,
it is often difficult trx remain-consistent in ones actions and to fulfill all of the promises made
to one's constituency. Over time this can leadto a loss of faith by one's constituency and a
corresponding loss of power and influence for the leader. .

----7-FfiialltIns4-approach often -leadt- to badklasli- by-the Avider-puhlienri-d-Win-dividuals-with---:
opposing constituencies. Any decision is bound to be unpopkila.r with some people and if enough
decisions are made whiclrthey don't like they may organize their own power group to counter

-- ,those making unpopular decisions.
. People using this strategy -often have trouble dealing with questions concerning value
systems and loyalty. NVhen compromise is called for, it is often hard to draw- the line between
decisions which 'ire within- the bounds of- ace= tabili tv toiones.own-value system and to _one's-
constituency, and decisions which are the resiill o iori term pressures.

ECONQMIC STRATEGY

The underlying assiimption for this approach If we have enough Toney or 'mabrial wealth,
. we can buy anything or any eh:Inge we want. The emphasis in this approach is on acquiring,

or at least having influence over, all forMS of material gdo-di:These might includ money', land,
ks, bonds, or any other tradeable commodity. This strategy is widely used in the United

States and the' Western World.
Inclusion into a = group using this approach is usually based-upon possession-or control of

marketable resources. Influence within the group is based on perceived wealth. The more
_money you have,-the more people are willing to listen to you.

Most of the decisions made by the group are heavily, if not complkely, influenced by
questions_of profitability as measured by an increase in tangible assets.--The approach is highly
rational and all people are assumed- to behave more or less rationally from economic motif;
Groups using this strategy,often evidence strong_ emotional needs for control and rationality
in all of their dealings.

The economic strategy works %yell in the United States.t\Vith the Puiritan ethic still strongly
held by many people, material wealth is not only a means of inakin&life more comfortable, but
is also a positive sign of talent and being one of the chosen. As long as the money holds, out,.
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s strategy is usually able to get decisions implemented once they are made.
This strategy does have some drawbacks, however. As Herz berg (1966) pointed, out, money

and material rewardS- are only terisporarY satisfiers. - When- people have been paid to make
changes, they are satisfied far a while, but sooner- or later they want tore rewards: In order to
maintain a change, it may be necessary to keep payin.*g foss if indefinitely:

This is related to a second problem in using this strategy. Few individuas or groups have
unlimited iesources. Some thinTas or changes may simply be too exp-ensive to buy given the
resources available. There is often no way -to significantly increase the available resources in
the short run.

As with all other strategies, this one suppresses certain questions in its pure form. The
most significant of these is Is the practice ethical?" Since this is a somewhat emotional and
philosophical question, it can not be answered within a strictly logical economic framework.
This strategy also suppresses or ignores all questions which can not be answered in, terms of
profit or loss. Thes inch sticsns dealing with feelings of people.

As rr' most often used by corporations or the very rich. It is
howes oups such as the poor in Operation Breadbasket

ACADEMIC S istATEGY

The academic strategy makes the assumption that "People are rational. If you present encnigh
facts to enough people, people will make the changes requited." To this en& individuals and
groups adopting this strategy undertake an unending series of-studies and produce thousandg
of pages of written reports each year.

Membership in groups using this strategy is based primarily on the posession &knowledge
in a given area: or the desire to acquire such kradeledise.Leadership and influence within the
group is generally dependent upon the degree to which the individual is Perceived to possess
specialized knowledge, i. e., the degree to which he is seen as being an expert. The newcomer
to the field is generallk considered to have little to contribute to the group while the man with
a Ph.D. or many years of specialized studs' is listened to closely.

, andPeople using this strategy tend foiapproacti most problems, ana tne world \ in general, in a
detached, analytical way. Their primary emotional needs appear to be for rationality and
autonomy. People using- this approach as a primary strategy often pride themselves on being-

\disinterested observers or researchers tisk' the world around them.
This'approach is very useful in some cases. It often produces much- -relevant information and

makes it available to people considering change. It may point out opportunities or consequerxes
of action which would not be considered otherwise. It may also point out the cause of problems
so that they may be corrected.

The academic strategy does not, however, have a very goodsrecord when itcomes to actually
bringing about change. There are several reasons for this. Because this approach emphasizes
detached :suet disinterested study, it is often. diffictilt.to get people interested in the findings
later. Only the researcher has been involved in the stud_' during most of the time prior to
publication so only lie feels committed to the findings. The time and effort required to read and
digest a complex report just does not seem worth it to most peoples Without reading the
complete report most peonle have trouble interpreting or believing the results of the study.

The emphasis on beings" disinterested observer also makes it very difficult for the researcher
to mobilize the energy and resources to iMplement the findings. For many academically oriented -

people, the emphasis on being a disinterested observer makes it hard to-,take an advocacy position
on almost anything. Therefore, unless someone else becomes interested in the results Of a study_
no action will be taken on the findings.

University Assn



There is one further:problem with using the academic Strategy to solve most problems, it is
time consuming. It takes time to do studies and_ to write reports: Unless the problem being
studied-is fairk Stable, theSituation.which-faets.the decisithi.maker when the report is finished, 7
may- not be the same one that existed when the study began. This is sometimes the excise given
for not implementing findings, occasionally with justification. _ --

The emphaSis on rationality and being a disinterested observer which this strategy- requires,
makes it very difficult for people using itto answer several questions. One of the most prominent
of these is -1-low should the results' be used ?" Most academically oriented individuals feel this
question is up to other people to answer.

A second but related question that often goes unanswered by the researcher is, low do 'I
feel about the results? The emphasis oi .. itionality blocks direct examination of this question.

My experience would indicate thaits strategy is likely to be used by people in some
positions more often than by people in others. This approach to change is often used by people
who are outside the systein they hope zo effect. For -instance, this approach- is partieularly .--
popular with many consultants and people in staf../f positions( s opposed to line positions

ENGINEERING STRATEGY

This strategy. is particularly interesting beeause it tries to bring about change :in _individual
behaViOrTWithOur Theappariirif-iiii-derrying assUMption can be.

hstated. t e environment or surroundings Change-enough, people will have to change also."
For this reason, much tirrie. may be spent studying the work situation, the classrooin, or the
ghetto street from the standpoint of physical layout; required or. permitted interaction patterns,
and role descriptions.

.Groups which approach change in this way often recruit their members on the basis of the
technical skills the individual possesses, The group may look ,fora systems analyst, an eugineer,
or a managerrtent specialist in order 'to grow. Group needs are often defined in terms of teebnical
skills and these are considered more important than interpersonal style.'

Within the group, infiueriee is based on the perceived level of the particular technieal skills
required at the time. Outside the group, however, influence is-exerted primarily by changing
the structure or the environment-of-given- tasks or- individuals. For example, the assembly line
may be speeded up in order to get workers to produce more. Or, departments may. be reorganited
and tasks redefined in order to break up troublesome cliques.

Basic to this strategy is the need for rationality. The emotional side of human beings gets in
the way and-is- suppressed whenever possible. Within_ this focus on -rationality, there-is a strong
emphasis on task relevance.: Data ,and decisions are evaluated primarily on the -basis of these
criteria. If the information or -decision does not help to get the task done, it is irrelevant.

Because of its strong emphasis on being aware of the structural aspects of problems, this
approach often leads to considerable awareness Of the environment in which a group works.
This may be particularly helpful in highly iinstable''situations, since new deVelopments and
information are discovered quickly. Because. many, management problems are probleMs of
information flow, this approach may also produce results when reorganization and redefinition

/ of tasks results in new and shorter communication links.
Although this ti trategy does get results in some situations, it also runs into some typical

problemS. Management literature is full of studies and articles concerning ways to get people
to accept change. Since people are often treated like- objects Or machines when problems aro
being analyzed, they are often -resistent to changes this approach would indicate as desirable.
The people most directly effected often do not feel committed to the change or do not understand,
it. Since. people arc ,assumed to be totally rational, their feelings are being- ignored, and thus
can not be talked about.
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There are several other :problems which . en encountered by groups using this
strategy. First, it is often time cansurning.-- While gei in the surrounding world may be-
detected gum y analysis anil decisions. . ase_ on these changes take time to implement
Second, structural or environmental changes often produce unexPected A department

.

which is-rearganized'in order to breakup troublesome-cliques-May also lose the close-workin
relationships which- made it -reasonably efficient. Third; in Most organizations, there are very
few people who have a broad enough 'perspective_ and _encaigh power and inflnenee' to bring_
about widespread structural change. For this reason, this strategy_ is most often used by fairly':
high level management in an organization.

The question mast often ignored or by groups using this strategy is "how will
people feel about the Change?" Because of the emphasis on rationality and efficiency which is
inherent in this strategy;, this question is usually considired to be. of little importance,.

MILITARY STRATEGY

This approach to chancre is based on .the use of physical force to change behavior. The name
I. . C.

Military has been given this approach becau-se it seemed to-convey the right connotation to,
most people, not because the military is the sole user of this approach. In various formS, this
approach is also used by Many police deparftnents, 'revolutionary' student groups, and some
teachers,

The basic assumption behind this approach can be stated as "People react to real threats.
If we pos'sess enough physical force, we can make people do anything:- To this end, considerable
time is spent in learning to use weapons and to fight. Priorities may also be given to physical
conditioning, strength, and agility.

Memersbip in groups -using this approach is often deten-nined on the basis of the possession
of physicafl -power, and willingnesi 'to submit to discipline. Both within the group, and in its
dealings with the surrounding world, influence is exerted primarily through the fear of authority
and the threat of punishment. Even thnligh the iron fist is hidden in a velvet glove, there is never
any doubt that the iron fist pests and cen be used.

Much of the perceptual approach used by groups using this strategy is determined by the
emotionafneeds of the members for control, status, and security. Out of these needs often grows
a tendency to see most problems and relationships in terms of power, authority, threat, and

texploitation.
One of the main trengths of this approach is that it is often good at keeping order. If the

. t xi
threats are severe en !ugh, most people are reluctant to misbehave and will try to find ways-of
getting what they w within the e sting'systern.

One of the roost severe handicaps of this approach is that once resorted to, the 'enforcer'
can never relax. As soon as he does, the change that is being imposed will disappear.

A second problem is that -force is often met with force. Resorting to the use of force often
s n ever escalating cycle of violence. People resist having change imposed on them and
ne ver possible will rebel. .

When this approach is used, many moral questions tend to be ignored by most of the
group. The average member seldom asks who should "really" make decisions. He 'knows' that
the answer is -Those in authority "_ Questions of right and wrong are also difficult to face since
in a very real sense "Might makes right- within this approach.

CONFRONTATION STRATEGY

This approach to change is based on the assumption that if you can mobilize enough anger in
enough people and force them to look at the problems around them the required changes will
be made. From this basic assumption, it is clear that this strategy is a high conflict- strategy.
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However, as it_asTheing_il&ght o
.,.-to,theactual use_orphysical force-.

iere thestrategy (tresses noel-violent argument as oppose
_

Membership,in-groups using this dppreaCh to oftin`basedini ones ability to deal
with and use conflict in ways that further_ the goals ofstre group.,Influence th within and

_outside the-grenp Is based priimrilji on one's ability -t6 argue one's point and to de vi
conflict short of coining to blows. Most of the early civil rights groups and student graups made
heavy use of this approach to bring about change.

As I think of the groups that use this approach, it appears that they -base much of their
argument on a very, narrow definition of the ``Truth". Much of their-pereeptual approach is in
terms of highly_ idealized moral arguments. o_ ut of this idealized morality often come_ strong
emotional needs to express one's anger, sense of indignation, and sense of self_ It is out of these
needs that the confrontation witkother !'offending" groups is generated.

This approach to change has several strengths._Whena_group adopts this approach it is_ _
usually fairly 'clear to the "apPonents" that they will need to make some kind of answer before
the confronting group will go away; To this extent, this approach often does get people to look
at problems they would rather not acknoWledge. Secondly, and sometimes more importantly,
this approach gains attention- and publicity in the, larger community, It is very hard to ignore a
thousand, people marching down Main Street. If the cause for which these people are marching_
catches on, the increased pressure on -the decision rrialsers to do-something may bring atout
changes where all other approaches have failed:

This approach to change also has several major drawbacks. While it often does gain
attention and point out problems, this approach, When used exclusively, often fails to suggest
solutions. Because many of the people using this approach have little power to make changes
themselves, and because people join the protest move rents for such a wide variety of reasons,
it is often difficult to get any agreement on alternatives or solutions- to the problems.

Secondly, because this approach is based on the use of conflict, it often polarizes people
and creates considerable backlash. When students stage a sit-in in the dean's office, he often
becomes,determined not-to give into. this type of pressure. If this is the second or third group
of students who has tried to use this strategy, he may feel he has no choice but to call in the
police. When this happens, even students with legitimate complaints may have trouble getting
a hearing.

As the confrontation approach to change escalates, one question tends to get suppr sed.
Is there anything in the opponent's argument that is worthwhile?" Tosuggest that the opp ents

might be right about some things is often close to heresy- and th person who makes that kind
of suggestion is often treated accordingly.

This approach- to change has most often been used by stu tents Land the poor. These group
often feel that they have no other way to make themselves heard.

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE MODEL

In recent years many people have been increasingly vocal in their assertion that most problems
are extremely complex. This is the basic assumption in the Applied Behavioral Science Model.
Simply stated; this "assumption is "Most problems are complex and overdetermined. A com in T
tion of approaches is usually required to achieve a solution."

Groups using this approach usually-argue that inclusion-into membership should be based
on the effect the iStiliS under consideration will have on people. As many people as possible,
who will be effected by the decision, should be included in making the decision. Within the
group, influence is based on knowledge and the degree to which the decision will effect the
individual. Ideally, the individual with the mast knowledge abopt a given problem and/or the
p&rson most effected by the decision :should have the most influence in the group when the
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_

sion being considered, GiVen= this outlook, it also. ollows that leadership orthe-gratili
should changeas the problem being. eon

The.perceptnal approach to-the world by.groUP'S tts ii this approach 4S often verye
.-Any .information--or=theory which will heli) to Underktand the situation and reach- a decision

.

used. In n-its ptirest- the:in, the emotional needs rif meinbers .seem' to -be-Piinfarily for emotional
and intellectual integration. Attempts are made: to keep from fragmenting _one's life and approadh

.

to problems.'
This broad based approach to problems, along with a= situation centered focus, is the major

strength of this model. Very often more information isconsidered and utilized in reaching
decisions by groups employing this approach, than by gLoupS using most of the other approaches.

This approach does have some drawbacks, hove r. One. of the biggest is simply making
self understood. Because it is so eclectic and situation centered, people using it-often have

difficult y answering-what appear to he simple questions._ When considering theauesiinn of how
to motivate workers, for instanc4 the work situation, taskrequireznents, social needs of workers,
value systems of everyone involved, Work precedents and Irian), other factors- need to be looked
at. Any answer which considers all these factors is likely to belong, complex, and somewhat
confusing.

Second, becauie each situation is, somewhat different than every Other, people using this
ippita-Ch-main iigpear-to-be-g-oifieWhat ineonSigt-e-fit.-A-Sliglirchange in one of th-e-variables finder
consideration, may change the reetrmended solution completely. To the outsider, it may
appear that the question is the same but only the answer has changed.

The question that is most often suppressed or ignored by people using this approach is -Ilow
should I 'really' do it?- This queStion just cannot be answered within this approach since the
assumption is made that there is no one best way to solve any problem.

SUM MARY

In the preceding pages, I have tried to describe several of the strategies I have seen used most
often by groups and individuals to bring, about change. I have described each of these as a pure
strategy. In practice, these are seldom u ure approaches. Rather, one strategy may
predominate with modifications based on o or two of the other approaches.

My main purpose here has been to des' ribe each strategy inuas much detail as possible with
the hope that if people can recognize the ategy being used, and the underlying assumptions,
approaches which are appropriate to t e at-ion can be chosen.

All of the strategies described in th eceding pages are summarized in the folio yin table.

Frederick Herzberg. Wurk and the Nature of Alan. Cleveland: World, 1966.
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Basic
Assurrip

Inclusion

lifl e_-

n.

-Perceptual
Approach

Emotional
Needs

Good at

Chronic
Problems

FELLOWSHIP
If we have gOod wam-Linterpersonal
relations, all other problems will
be minor

Get everybodV

Everybody equa

Accepts all: Shuts -out none.

Warmth love andttrust

Mobilizing initial enemy

Financial support_ Actual
implementation of decisions.
=Maintaining-long-him-commitment

Questions What's in it for me? Competence.
suppressed Indic dial difference.

Most often - Churches. Volunteer organizations.
used by Groups with limited power.

p UTICA
-

Ifall the ieallyinffuential people agree .

to do something, it will be done

-Get everyone in who possesses-power

Based on level and breadthbf-
berceived power

Stereotype. Ignore in ideal differences
unless they relate to power

Co trot and attention

Mobilizing power. ImpIemen
once made

Maintaining credibility. Fighting backlash

ing decis ens

Is my action consistent with my
value system?

Those already in power

Basic
Assumption

nclusion

ace

Perceptual
Approach

Emotional
Needs

Good at

Chronic
problems

Questions
suppressed

Most o en
use y

ECONOMIC
If we have enough.money or material,
wealth, we can-buy anything or any.
change we want.

Based on pons
resources

sion of marketable -.

Based on perceived wealth

Materialistic

Control and rationality

Implementing decisions once made

Maintaining change and/or satisfaction.
FeW people or groups have unlimited
resources.

Is it ethical? Most feelings

Corporations. The thy

ACADEMIC
People are rational. If you present
enough facts to people, they change

Based on.possession of knowledge and fa

Based on specialized knowledge and
expertise

Analytical and detached-
:-

Autonomy and rations

Finding causes. Presenting levant
information

Implementing findings. Mobilizing energy.
Getting people to pay attention or read
reports. Time consuming.

How do I feel about results?
How should results be used?

Outsiders. People in staff positi ns.
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Ba_sio
assumptions

Inclusion

Influence

1Perce
approach

Emotional
needs

Good at

Chronic
problems

Questions
suppressed

.

Most often
used by

Eld &LINIEERING
If the invirorirrien: or sutrouridings
change, people have to change

B ed on possession of technical skills=

By changing structure or k
environment

Task relevance and rationality

Rationality. y and str

Being aware of surroundin s and/or
environment

Caining-acceptance for change.-Dealing
with unexpected consequences. Time
consuming. Few people can control
structure.

How will people feel about it?

Top management

CONERONTA _O
If we caNrnobilizeenou anger and force
people to look at problems aroundys,
the required changes will be made

Based on ability to deal with and
use conflict

By nonviolent argument

Narrow belief i "Truth"

Expression of anger. Expression of sel

Forcing people to look at issues they may
not want to acknowledge. Gaining attention'
and publicity

Fir dire alternatives:-Dezding
with backlash

Is anything in opponents argument
worthwhile?

Revolutionary students. The poor Unions.

c
assumption

Inclusion

Influence

Perceptual
approach

Emotional
needs

Good at

Chronic
problems

Question
suppressed

Most often
used by

MILITARY
If we possess enough physical force,
we can make people do anything.

Based on possession of physical power

By-fear of authority and threat of
punishment

Exploit for use.of power structure

Control, status and sec

Keeping order

-tY

Rebellion. Can never relax.

Who should "really" make decisions?
Is it ht"?

Milita Police. hermen-

-
APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Most problems are complex and
overdetexmined. A combination of
approaches is usually. required.

Based on including as many of those
effected as possible

Based on knowledge and the degree
to which the decisions will effect them

Ecclectic but situation centered

Emotional and intellectual integration

Using as much information as possible

Making itself understood Not appearing
"wishy-washy".

How should I "really" do it? Do you
really know what You are doing?

Human relations consultants, nrQ,snization
development consultants
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AL RNATIVE APPROACHES TO D VELOPYZIT

Manfred ThullenZ
ichigan State Univers y

INTRODUCTION

Not too long ago predominant approach to Community Development--

existed. This approach was, an accepted Jay for'working` with and in CoMMuni--.

ties. Very few alternative approaches were considered or utilized by

-CO unity development workers.-

Essentially the Community Development approach that: wan prevalent in

the past emphasized group decisions and needed actions which resulted from

community consensus, collaboration, and coope ation. It was felt that if

. these conditions were not

meat was not possible.

the community.

However, with the-large numbe

involved ii development activities within communities in``the- recent past,

who have 'tried new and different Approaches to this .task it, has become

present, meaningful ommunity change or develop-

an-approach- which.promoted gradual changes

people hat have easingly become

aPparent that there are different ways-in which deVelopment can be brought

about.

As- new approaches try -development evolved, two phenomena occurred. -0

the one handc those who conceived of and implemented a new approach, would

describe it as something else than CommunityDevelopmen Their position

was that CommunityDevelopment was-one approach to charge, while theirs

was a different approach that merited a different. name -- since they, didn't

1/
A paper presented at the North Central Region Intensive Training

Program for Non-Metropolitan Development.

2/
Professor,Associate Professor, Resource Development and Extension Specialisr,

Community Resource Development.i Michigan State University,..East Lansing,
Michigan.



wan heir approach confused, with: as as Community Development.

--4Dn the -ther-hand-,-thers were others who, using- rn_new alteatives deve17

pment, took the Position that their new approach was really the right

Community Development approach, and-that other approaches were, not commu

apse They felt that-thei way was the only waY- threugh'which
r

ningful Planned ,Change could take place in communities.

Tpday, through a combination

to experiment and a willingness

change

here are a growing -number P---People who feel- that there

in the.outlook

new avaiiabie'knowledge, new freedom

-otetrisider alternatives , a welcome state-

peopls concerning alternatives-to development

valid different approaches to development, that none of them is the right

roach under all circumatances,- and that all can be classified as Community

t -There: is also .a growing belief important,, -. for

those who are engaged in development efforts to know about the different

approaches that can be used in different situations, and to know how-to

use different approaches whenever and whereve appropriate..

The purposes for this presentation are for development agency staff:

1.--:To understand the existence of-different:approaches to_develapment4_

2. To understand how different approaches have-been used: and

To gain insights: on their and their agency's approaches,

more effective-development efforts.

this presentation, "approaches" will be discuSsed from two direc-

tions. First, some of the great variety of approaches that have been

developed and in the relatiVely recent past-will be described. They

will be des_ bed from which basis they developed and the kind of rationale

they have-employed.



-:alternative apProachesfrem a more abstract

_ _
perspective -- basically using he hre

social change at the community level, developed -by

and-theor

rategies for

oland Warren.,

be examine

inal.l , these perspectives/wIll be merged into an erall frame-
-,

work. Hopefully, this framework can be a meaningful tools for those engaged

in development efforts.

A DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENT

During the past. Z0-30 years, a great- varietyof approaches to develop-

ment have emerged. .:Somewere identified as."community development," end-

forsome new names were coined. However, if -ronrietary interests are put

asidei it becomes apparent what all

is a desire improve.theAdielity of li
these approac es. have in common

in communities.

For discupsien purposes, a series of alternatives will be described.:

The assumption is that all are alternatiVe approachesto community devel

meet. All use the community problem solving prcicess to one extent or another

and are: aimed at improving.communit es. Each approach is given.a des-

criptive name or title -- to better illustrate it. Most of he titles w

made up, but some have been borrowed from other sources.

The different approaches will be discussed in-the general order they

evolved. However, before they are described, a few brief words of caution

in order. Each -described approach is highly simpl d in some cases

even oversimplified. This was done in order to make a point. In addition,

there is also a certain-amount of overlapping among these categories. They

were not meant to be mutually exclusive, but descriptive of narrow alterna-

tives, again, n order to make a point. Finally, it be remembered



at- this

these

based

asification.is;pUrely-deseriptive., ate*' the presentation,

approaches- will be fitted into-a more rational fraMeworkWhich-.Ii

en _thebry.

It-would help, as each approach described, think -about exaMpleS

noes.m persona

The "Community" Approach

This is one Approach that has been -bor _wed, largely from

who developed it in a rec nt publication entitled 'Approaches

Development.

This approach-was picked first, because 'it represents the original

aPproach which used to Co be equated ith Community Development for long_

Cary,

Cbmmunity

time. Though it

approach-which is widely used here in the United_States ancLin m4ny pa

of the--world ,

not the exclusive approaCh any longer it -is still an

Some majoir elements to this approach are:

work within a well-defined "community" (usually a small

- holistic approach to community change

popular -or :broad based-participation-by most the community

residen

- high emphasis on people- involvement

- high emphasis on consensus. and agreement on action

7 high emphasis on internal comiuriunication within the community

- attempts to involve all aspects and segments of the community

in concert toward common goals.

Some basic:premises to this aoproach are:

- One has to work with the total community, oche _ ise chgnge will

not be significant,



participation by-all el* ant* of the c iurnity centri=
bute -t4 the identification nomm nneeds common gea an

common strategies or dealing with them.

ie only when' the whole community is ihvolved that progress.ogress

in be made toward real improvement,

Some examples:,

- Cooperative Extension 'C.D. t some A s

- Community Development Clubs or organizations in several states

ommunity DevdibPment-Zfieris in develeping countries

- Stets sponsored Community Improvement programs

The "Education Approach

This approach is closely related the; firtt one.

approach that hasibe xr practiced for a long

a. Some malor elements to this approach are:

Educational programs for community leaders and citizens on

-

community problems and issues

Seminars, workshops-for comtunity-decision-makers-
.

InforMation,syStems that "feed" information and data about

community problems and issues to community lead

b. Some basic promises to this approach ar-

If only'people (or their leaders) were educated enough and

enough knowledge about: *hat the issues and problems of the

and citizens

community are;owhat the causes of these problems and issues are;

what kind.of alternative solutions are availabl -for dealing

with the problems and issues; what resources ate available; then

the- cople would be able to solve all their c =unity problems.

c0



,-
1--pAdOle are rational they--were only educated enough,

or" ave enough knowledge, they. would be able .to approach-a

nd Solve them.-

d

comMunity problems na -ational way a

Some examples;

Cooperative Extension-programs in most states

- Other University Extension and Adult-Eddcation programs

_ommuR/ty*College `programs in some ates

- League of Women Voters pro

The qiuman Resource Developmen- proach
_

p

This has been-a more regent approach, but again has.been closely

aced to the past two-apprOaches.
'-

Some malor elements to this approach' are:.

ndividual development- High AmphaSis on

is can' people and their ability t

situations'

- High emphaSis.on selfhelp and "graSs ro

- Low emphasis on the physical, biological environ

Low emphasis on visible outcome or output

Some basic premise's to this approach-are:

Cbmmunities are made up of people

- MO t people don't have the knowledge and'ski1 fOr working

effectivy within their communities.

To help communities,- we musttherefore help people develop to

their\full potential.

we help people develop o their full potential', we will then

automatically help -the community develop.



Many. Adult-,Education progireuW-

- Some Extension programs.

vete-group programs,

S pa 0 0 programs-
-.---

.2The " plannin De -n and Arch ctura roach

tioh as oundition' spansorad C.D pr

Thit-approach-, -fr'

ound for some time. It still has many proPPnents, thaugh less' than

the-previbu: ones, his' also been

did -in the hear past. this category lumps several different approaches

ogether because they are so .similar ln_outlookand in the-desired end results.

Some-maior elements- to this approach are::

u- A Master Plan'-.

bly geared toward--the- improvement -o the-aeSthe_ _s of the
community

- The interrelat onship `of space, volume,. A-- design is highly

important

Low emphasiS on people and .their involvement

A pts-to'besign-physicalty beautiful and ecolo gically (natural

ecology) sound OomMunities

Often_ highly technical a.tion

Some basic premises to this Atp-4211 are:

The archit _tural,and designicomponents of c -munity are highly

important

- If only-the. community ere designed" better, most of our pro

lema would'go#aWay, if the roads and streets e better

designed we would. not have

4

_affix problems.



communities and people ;would only- use consistent architec-

al. design and if our _cities ere made-up- Wftll-designed

and. beautiful bUildings parks, streets, etc. we .-would not
- _

problems we have today.;have: the urban

we only!'ad raster ' plan" t would show _

should .b and-then

our problets.-:

.

Some examples

everything

e could deal with of

-'pfficial planning efforts Cities and metropolitan areas

- Planning of forts in counties

-Planning-efforts-by-consultan

C.B.D. Central-Business Dist

larly Urban Renewal programu

-5. The "Community Facilities Improvomc

This approach Chas been closely allied with. the previous one, though

:es a somewhat different perspective on development. It is so more

ic planning efforts, particu-

arid Ph -al ,Deve o en coach

recent in origin.

Some major elements to this approach are

- Highly oriented toward "bricks and mortar

Very "action" oriented - visible 'action

Usually, technically oriented

Lo -people orientation and involvement

Some- basic. premi e- rto this app-ach are:

- The real problems of moat .communities are that they lack the

properfaciIiiv and services that the citizens need,

water systems, sewers, solid waste dispo

.gi

al facilities.-police,



f CoMmUnitieSonly:bad: hejadil s-a and e _at.peop

need, most of our communities would be in very good hape.

Some examPles:_

Some Regional Planning "and Developmen

- Economic Development D istrict and °EDP programs

-.Resourc Conservation and Development effOrts

HanyCorps of Enginee s programs

- USDA Ru-al Developmenx programs

LawEnforcement programs

- Regional health-programs

"Ed eVaOMitit" oaCh'

This approach is also more-recent in origi then other

closely related to the previous approaches This approach has been widely

and

used and advocated in this country and .across" the woriel in the_pastr3040__.
_ .

years.

Some major elements to this Approach

Economi- plans

High emphasis dn,industrial develop

-ining p °grams

trial and business development

- High eMphasis on job - toward greate Indus-

- _Emphasis- on the development of new technology - in order

foster new industry-

- Strategies for increasing population growth and decreasing Opu-

lation outmigration

- High emphasis on growth 77 more, bigger, bet

b. Some basic premises to this an°- h are:

if only the economy:of the community were 'developed and prosperoui,

all problems ~would take care of themselves..



if everybody had a gtmid paying j ob, our community would be in

good shape: _°

f we only, had enough .industriaa, we couldt at rac

industries, roblems would di sappea

CoMmunity. _development equals community grow U a s economic

rnwth equals popu4ation growth.

e could only increase our tax base, we coul&take care of

most of our problems.

Some examples:

- Economic Development District programs

n ustria_ Development omm ssio

- Chamber of Commerce programs

Multi -state regional efforts

Four Cornersetc.)

- Foreign Aid prograts

11E...fk2i2Dal APProaell

App achian, Dppei GreAt ak.es,

:This is alSo a relatively recent approach

related to the past-several approaches. It is an approach that is still

gaining strength-and- growing.

to development, and is

a. Somemajor elements to this approach

- - Multi-county or even multi -state programs

- Multi-jurisdictional p ograms else

- Emphasis on economies of scale

- Emphasis n efficiency

- £Mphis on avoiding duplication of efforts

-.High emphasis on rationality
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Sa basic premises tb thisapproach are

- Most community:problems are too- big.

communities or po

o,'be VatLbY''indrvidue

jurisdictions

-1Communitias must work together,. to work on th

only communities and/or-pelitical jurisdictions

tual p blem

id work

her in ony on their dotanon problems and sharing their

s, we wouldn't have -many problems

ome.-exampleS:

cegl al .Planning and Development programs, inn sub-state basis.

Molt _state regional efforts.

1-jurisdicti nal-contract-arrange rents .

-.- Councils of Coverrktent

- Area comprehensive planning efforts.

Some Resour e Conservation and Development effor

The "Power udture" A roach

This is a different approach

been'around,in variods forms,.for

om the o es ready des

about thirty year

Ibed, It has

Oftenit is not so

Bch a approach, as it is a state of mind-or a philosophical foundation

community change agents as they pursue

ecause in dome instances it has

which governs the behaVio f the

their approach to development.", However,

very definitely been used as ppreach to development, it has been included.

Some ma or elements to this approach are:

- Work done "behind the scones" - low visibility

- Low citizen participa lop

Emphasis on involving only

or "who are important,

rr

make most of the decisions anyway."

b. Some basic remises to this ap.=)ach are=



t co nity_decisions are =made by. a few powerful or nflu-

entiarAndividuals'

Thus, if these can....be ident ed and enl s__ eten

solve most of.our-community_problems.

-There are Only a few i"n eachicemmunity-who have he _capacity

for deeding w sh6uld-be'-done to improve it.

f we involve the right people, we wodldni.t be "spinning our

eelt" 50 much and would get--Some things done.

Some examples:

.--So Cooperative Extension efforts

- Some city, county, and other planning efforts;

The '.Helping the Disadvantaged" Approach

In some ways, this approach is the opposite of one just described..

s, however-, an approach that has come t the forefront only_ in the-past

10 years or se. It seems to have peaked ,and is apparently declining at

1

pre5ent.

a. Some major elements to this approach are:.

Orgeniza4on of the "pooh " "disadvantaged," "people of limited

resources-, "minorities that-have-been-oppressed,"-etc.-

- Emphasis on self -help and "boOtstrap"-efforts 4 "We will 'go it

alone -- just give us the means"

- Emphasis on local autonomy of programs that were designed

help the disadvantaged, and control of these programs by the

disadvantaged.

- Highly "people" oriented..

b. Some basic premises to this approach are:

S



- Most o our community_problems resul ram inequities ° distri-

button of goodsi servicei and a ess-_to-_-serV -our

commune

- One is not really engaged:in-community development-unless one is

working on the problems of the disadvantaged sector in our

communities - because their. problems" are the keY problems in

our communities,

- If we-could_only solv eproblems of our poor disadvantaged

and/or oppressed min° 'we would solve most_of our problems.

Some. examples:

a -and- =filar onl7oVerty

-ny Social Services pregrams

- Model Cities programs

"Bootstrap" programs and o
=

depressed areas.

:cfgt-a

rations in neglecte -solaced and

highly related approach, which merits special mention., and which

has become more prevalent in recent years, has had the following premises:

- The only kind of valid cOmmunity,.development efforts are those

which try to attack urban and metropolitan proble since it is

here that most of our people 3. ve and here that we have the

greatest proble

- Moat urban -problems are a result. of racial discriminaFion and

oppression.

- Thus. community development programs, if they are to be effective

and relevant, should be aimed at providing the blacks and other

,minorities in inner cities with economic, social and political

power.



y other e

opment efforts-.

cannot be't de

1°' ELIEngEIELLtLAEgtaTt.-

This approach to development is

valid comnpnity devel-
.

also relatively new.

par it has only become visible as an approach in thelast 10-15 years.

b.

Some major elements to this approach: =

"Direct action" - sit ins - protest= maiches - and some cases,

even civic disobedience

- Organization of factions - of the aggrieved -- minorities he

poor

- Sharp delineation of "sides" polariiation:of communitie_

Struggles for power or for changing institutions.

or.: the Pu poSas o

Some basic pIemises to this approach:

- It useless rk7"within"---the:sYs

dealing with most community problei

- Action is needed to 'tshake" the, system, to make it respond.

Drastic action is necessary to significantly change our society,

so it can really deal with its major problems.

Any other approach; which attempts to deal with the system is a

waste of

The present "system' has not been able to deal with the serious-

problems society is confronted with, thus why use

Some-examplea:
11P

- Some past O.E.D. and "War on poverty" projec

nyinner-city-urban programs

"Saul Alinski type' effo

- Many "private" organizat ns working with racial or ethnic nor-

ies, such as Black Pantile-- Brown B A.I.A etc.



1 The "Radical Change' "Reform." 'Approach
--This really a variant the last mentioned approach. However,

seems to _be an appro h that gaining some support recently. deals

less open confrontation than the conflict approach, but is. simila

aims and assumptions In so ways it is -an. approach which has evolved

from the "Conflicts' approach more sophisticated in its ethods.

Some major eletnen s to this approach are:

Orranization the aggrieved - minorities

- Acquisition political power

- Attempts to take over established sys, ems decision-ma

-Working-ttindtiy-siwitrati"-ithesyiteiTi'- taking-' okier;

using it for own ends.

b. Some baSic assumptions to this 222122..sh- are;

can have the power do- things, sae just need to take it

away from those who have it

- The system is really not that bad, just had been misused or used-

inequitahly, thus it needs to be eformed aid redirected.

- Once those who have been mistreated. by the system have taken on

the power and reformed it, they can deal with the problems

communities have been Laced with.

Some exam les;

Some Community Action groups and programs

- Some Model Cities efforts

12. The Revolution" or "Total -Chan A roach

-There-is_some doubt as to whether thiS approach should have been inc

ded in this discussion, but ir is an approach that deserves some scrutiny.



First. because does represent the e end. of continuum, at the

i

opposite end to e appreache which attempt to work with and within our
1

established society. Second,-because this is approach-that seems to

have gained a small but significant following in_our country. This

has been around for some time in manY parts of the world, but only

now does there seem to be an element of acceptance of it, by a few, in

-

approach

this country.

Some major elements to "this as a

Revolution, whether by peacef forceful means

- A complete change in the w y society is structured

- A complete 5hiange in the asic value systems governing society

- Idealism and dogmatism by i s proponents, as well as great

.dedication

- Unwillingness by pr nents

change approaches

- The end,s justify the means"

- Planned, aimed,:nd/or random violence.

Some basic premises to this approach are:

nside

Our society is completely "sick."

- Our society can never deal

itself; the cause of them.

- Thus we must completelychangeoUr society before ade-

quately deal with our problems.

Any other approach a c- plere time.

c. Some eXamples:

- Different revolutionary groups. - usually small splinter groups.

discuss-any ot

ith its problems because it is, in



These-conStitti _elve..--d ptive, approaches .--,,, an,be seen,:; they
.- ---- -1- ,,.--,.... -._.-...:..,,..---,,.-

,.

are-,e simplistic descriptions and have only '-- been'elaborated,on -very

---,- _._ ..

briefly. categories which were developed based an .personal
....,_ ... __. -.....

*---

Xpe nee .and- knowledge No doubt-some _other- approaches haVe been missed.,_

and that other people-wItha.,4ifferent_background,and experience could

it must be keptdevelop different sets of_alte native approaches ,Ho eve

in mind that these were developed illustrate, in aeimplistic fashion,

the great variety approaches-used in DeVelopment=

With this bisi deseriptionof different appreaches that can be identi°

ied in the field of community 'development,. it now would be 'useful to turn

to a different perspective n alternative approaches to development=

E BASIC ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT APPROACRES

It is not too difficult to develop, on a purely descriptive basis,

number of different altenative approaches to development with some obser-

...vation, -experience and analysis The qu stion is though, whether it is

possible to find a more fundamental system for-classifying and ordering

all the different kinds of T.445,'s that change agents approach deVelopMent.

Such a system does one that is relatively simple to understand

and which makes a great deal of sense. In addition, is a system well

founded in social, change theory. Namely, the system of classifying' types

of change strategies- that- Rolaftd* Warren developed4in the first essay of-his

book, "Truth,.Love and SocdalChange."- The following discussion will thus

be orrowing very heavily on his concepts and subject matter.

Basically? Roland Warren has been able.ta classify three major alterna-

tive approaches to developMent efforts. The three approaches are called:

"Collaborative Strategies," "Campaign S axegies,' and "Contest St s."



The C` aborativ -Strategy 'Alternative

This -alternative approach .t0 development -i based n _the assumption h

substantial agreement exists between the change agent (party or arties

Want to-bring a_

- What

- The

a change) and the community on:

s the situation in the community; and

issue (g2mfE14r c222purposive change LJhich
being actively considered)

the coMmunity.

issues thaC need to 'be addreased by

A further assumption is that common va uesiand inters

ponents of change and the community do exist.

In other words, nn "issue consensus situation' present, - in which:

there is basic agreement as to the way an issue should be_ resolved,

there s:Agood-likelihood of eaching such an agreement once the

fully considered.

This state of "issue consensus" can arise out common.. interest

partie involved in the development efforts, bacd on common values

convergence of interests on what needs to be done,

the different parties involved might be different.

even though the values of

The role of the change agent is net so much as that of proposing. changes,

-but of helping the community reach a consensus about the issue and how to

address

If there are differences, they are- only minor -- based on not enough or

the_ right kind of information. The assumption is that if all the pa ties

Concerned knew enough about the issue, and communicate ell with each other

agreement will be reached.



This kind. of n appro ch to development appe is to many:people engaged

uf.c9mmilratIttleve Foment e arts. It.iappeals them bedause there is no

coersion, based on emocratic-ideals-and- is at process tha

should work among "rational" and- "reasonable" people.

However, it is not always posdIble to find sucti basic agreement amon

the parties involved in develppment efforts, and

approaches to. deVelopment must be considered when d

2. The"CazLpaStrateyAlrnative

.This approach-to development is based ah a situation where an "ISSUE

other alternative

ences =do exist.

DIFFERENCE" exists. That is, when at the time the development effort

Propesed, there is

lack L.f agree

exists; or

agreement as

ng the principa

an issue should be resolved..

However, -under either situation, there is an assumption:that:a

-- eventually be reached.

This situation can arise when a:change agent

community does not recognize :t, or when

community agree on the issue,: but disagree on how to deal with

both the

4n issue; but

andchange agent

the change agent's `perspective,

and opiosition in the second case.

dealing with

In-this kind of a' s uatiun, the change

attempts t

jie

st case,

s role revolved around

a - persuade and convince the cotenun.ty that the issue ha sees is

really an issue; or,

persuade /and convince the community that his means for addresSing

the i- ue Are the right ones.



Pe sUas can tie=accomplished--1 different_ways:
_

!educational" campaigns public 6 ationt efforts, obtaining
_.,__ ,_ _

enddra -ents,,-erc,i

The ob

applying -- anbile psture kty individuals and groups_ for

supportl and or,

fering variouakinds of-inducements or rewards to fey individ

stand group- for going along with the proposals.

-ve of "campaign strategies" is to eventualX4 Obtain consensus

about the issue and means for dealing with'

Again, however, situations in communities do exist here there

tle hope for obtaining consensus about the issues or how to deal with,:

them and again there is a need to consider another strategy for these-

SituationS.

The "Contest Stra-tegy' Alternative

Tfiis alternative approach to development 'is based on a stuatic

parties (changewhiCh'"ISSUE DISSENUS" exists. in. this situatio
(

'agent and .target Communily) cannot agree of all about the issue- or how to

deal-with-it. This situation usually occurs when there are basic value and

the two

in

belief differences between'the parties. Whey -there are basic differences

in the values

nine t

and. beliefs of two parties, then one party refu_ s to recog-

exiseence of an issue that the other party is attempting to deal

with; or one arty is, absolutely p sed to the ways of dealing with an

issue, that` b th parties agree d

The role f-the change agent is therefore that a 'contestant," in

which he pursu

The conte role of the change agent can be played in different ways:

his.own goals
,

in opposition- to ther's in the community,



Confrontation and:. contest

through--the -courts,

thin acceptable; and 'normal procedures,
, -

legislatures The attemperis to £gain

over enough control so -that. the p °poser being advocated. can
-

.

plementett.

__..,

-. Attempts to change-- tI e distribution of. power that controls het
/

somethin is an _ sue, or how an issue should be dealt 'with

by electing the right kind people," by proving thebacking of

large numbers of people, legal demonstrations, etc._ .
- Confrontation and contest ' outside the. normal and acceptable proce-

_dures_existing_withinsociety. means..:thatone:or-bothpartieS

break-the rules of the- c-Ontest . 'sit-ins iklegal demon-

strations,

--Roland Warren makes a distinction _b4t14 "contest strate and
.

conflict strategies. He defines a. -conft strategy as 'one in. which here

s not only. IsSue Dissensu hUr whe
*

es to eliminate the -other

e did-not develop this as

party,

separate

the situati-) is so that one` patty

oth try to eliminate each other

ernative approach to develdpment 3

but might be well to consider this- as possibl =fo rei approach.

an Approach that would

understood today,'

be athrocated,
-1

but one- that needs to be recognized and

is being- us.ei throughout thee world and even within.
-

the United States occasion.

INTEGRATION- OF -THE TWO. PERSPECTIVES -C1,

The- twelve .f irst mentioned descriptive pro ches can pus!ling

,and pulling" be-fitted into the three basic "strategy" alternatives of Collo.-

boration, Cappaign, and Contest. - Agaizi, a word cf caution

with complex 'processes

e dealing

and concep r-lppi_



to to the sake of illustrating .points- and s imuiating d_scussion.

The "Collaborativ Str telly "" Approacl

(a) Basic elements ta this approach:

6) "Issue oasepsus -,Actual oF, potential consensus abo t--ithe

issue, or

. .

ways of deafidg with thi issue.

The change agent
.4 a-facilitator stimulator, cata

The change aent'doesnit have precon eived

issue or how to resolve an itsud.'

ideas

People and factions ilfagree-upop the issue and how

rith it, once they have enough knowledge.

(b) Descriptive "a proaches -h fit:

(i) The "Community' approach

(ii) The "Education" approach

(iii) The "Human Resources' approach

-(iv) The "Power Structure" approadh

2 'Campaign Strat_ " Approach.

Basic elements-to this approacla:

(i) "Issue Difference" - Lack of agreement among the principal

parties o

- whether an e exists, or

- how an issue is to be resolved.

,Though there are differences there 3,s an assumption that

agreemen,t can be reached on the issue and how to deal with it.

(ii The change agent role, is that of a persuader, campaigner,

convincer.



(iv) The change agent his "preconteived" ideas about issues and

solutions to issues, which. have to be:"sold" to an apathetic

community or whichhaveto gain acceptance over opposition,

within the community'.

(v) The outcome ofthis strategy is -'state of.issue consensus,

Descriptive "approaches which fit

The Planning; Design and Architec ral" approach
-

The "Community Facilities Improvement and Physital D velop

!gent' approach

(iii) The "Ec ne ic Develop cnt" approach

The-"Regional Development

The "Contest Strategy" Approach

Basic elements to this approach:

(i) Dissensus Complete d sa

(a)

approachl

and bal fs) about

- whether an issue exis

- how an issue is to be resolved

ent (based on values

The differences are basically not reconcilable with the

forseeable future, thus one or the other sidehas to "win.

ICs an "us" Versus them" cOn _

(iii) The..role of the change agent is that of contestant, who tries

to have "his side" Win.

The change agent and the "other side" both have "preconceived "`

ideas about what is an issue and/or what its solutiOn should bd.

The change agent attempts, to -orkf "within the system;. "" at')

ehangingthe'distribution of power; or by- confrontation and

eking "outside the aystem:"



) The outcome is that one dr the other side "wins."

-.DescriptiVe

(

Rtoaches" which fit:

) Disadvantaged" approach

The "Conflict" approach
4

The."Radical'Change" approach

Finally, a fourth possible major alternative approach to develbp en
_

labeled the "ConflictStrategy"_ approach should be 'considered.

It's major elements would Ine:

Compldte "issue dissensus" absolute disagree dt on issues

and methods for dealing with them.

No reconciliation between the factions is possible.,

- Either side (or both) tries to completely and physically'

eliminate the o her, side - a struggle for survival in the
k

literal sense.

- The role. of the change agent is to eliminate' the "o hey's de."

The change agent will usg any Method that. necessary to achieve

his ends - (with the "ends justifying the means") -t7 ineludIng

working with, and through tie "system" all the way to destruction

'f property and actual violence on and. killing off the opposition.

this alternativeThe one "descriptive" approach which would fit' into

would be the "Revolution" or "Total Chang p'proach;..

SOME CONCLUSIONS AVYI IMPLICATIONS

Even though, on a descriptive basis is possible to identi y a hose of
A

different approaches being used in community development, there are hasicallY.

three __ _r alternative approaches'in which the former can be fitted. The

question is h6w can community. development workerg use this in rmatiOn.

99



The first major conclusion, ich has already been aliUded

that there are different ways in which the development of commdni ies Can

be brought about. There is no one right way, but there are . soma alterna-

tives that -are more effective than others depending on: the tuation.

The factors that have to be considered in the situation, for deciding on

what alternatives are best, would include:

-.The personal orientation of the commulvi. development worker

himself.. What are his

and knowledge

can he be?

2 - The orientation and philosophy

beliefs and va ./ What are his skills

corking in different situations? How flexible

he agency or ganization the

community developer works. for. What are the l mits that the

agency permits, -in terms a1 it will becoMe invelve in.

and what kind of alternative-approaches,will it alloW its staff

to become involved in

3 -.what are the issues that confront the community. Does community

consensus, difference or dissensus exist about the issues.

46- What are .the alternative means for addressing the issues in the

communIty. Is there consensus, difference or dissensus about'-

the means far dealing with-an issue.

Ideally, it hald be:posiibl r change agents 0 use all three basic

rnativee to deyelpiMent, whenever and,wherever appropriate. ThoUgh no.

would hope that all community develop ttt were possible using th_ 'collabora-
,

tiVe strategy" approach, practic0. reality precludes In' mast communi-
.

ties, rural or an,, it is usually not possible-to .find '!issue consensus"

situations when significant issueS or problems are being considered. :lost



-ign leant- issues any n 1nit es resuit'in both-

--Hdiff rence nr even

should be able to ae.

fact,

development.

without,being awa:

followed by the "

tuations Thus, chang-

es accordingly.

do use more than, one basic approadh

Ambinationnf-approaches'used usually

.gat. of thd "campaign strategy' :approach '

strategy approach. UsuallY the agent sees

'an issue that a: _resnt, convince g' thd, community that, the issue

exists, and then proceeds to facilitate collaborative efforts in resolving

the issue. 0r, the agent knows of -a way of resolving an issue in the'

community, convinces the community that.his method.is the best, and then

they work together implementing the needed change:

The real difficulty in adapting to the sitUatigil and being able o*aPply
k '

all three major alternative approaches comes wherv:there is a real "issue

dissensus" situation- in the community. Most change agents who can and do

use the "collaborative" and "campaign strategy" approaches, hesit4te to

become involved in a contest strategy" approach. They hesitate-because

of their personal inclinations, philosophy, beliefs and values. Also

because the organization or agency orientation would not allow them to

become involved in such an approach, even f- indiVidual worker was

so inclined-. In addition, those whio do regularly use the "contest strat

approach, do so based on their beliefs,and values, and have no inclination

for using the other approaches.

Under these circumstances, it still.is important, however, that change
,

agents are aware of the different alternatives and can recognize them when

they are being etripinyed by themselves and o=thers. It may ihat, oven

though one: s reluctantto actively use the "contest strategy" approach,



4

po of
_

wor 3 indirectly with tho d ,yho do- employ his, app.r ch.

also' important r:hat, within the limits' that one pers;nally sets, or
4

'that ne's organization or agency setS, one can use hose alternatives

that are available its a flexible and.appropriate Ann

there is Mc) one xiy.ht approach to Aeyelopmen

under, all circumstances- Approaches need to:be-
,

for all communit

cording to th6 situ- '

s .and also recog-ation. icy -de lopers need to' be flexible th

n ze different approaches Used by othdrs. They also needtb'examine what

approach` they, as 1- iduals use,and-14hy: In -addition,'
0

exa_ine what: approaol.l.es their. - :agency" or orgahiza'tioT

Individuals ana'agenrm1es need to examine if the approac

need to

e and approve of

hey use

the re'sult'of a cons sous effort to use the appropriate'approaches,

result of history, edition, rules and regular ns



development is a process of.helping people,-

help theriselVes by

1. facilitating group process in determining

direction of:aciion
\---

supplying technical assistance, reso ces

(financial, human and material)

identifying and mobilizing resources to

facilitate c

unity development as a process is based on certain

assumptiOn0:--

1. PeoPlecan charge themselves and others.

2. PeoPlepave the talents and tbilities to de

effeCtively with their own problems.

3. People should playa significant role. in changes

cting them.

es:n which people are personally involved

11 °: have a meaning different from changes which

imposed.

icipation in.change frog below presents a

fable alternative to, planning and policy setting

solely from above. (Control sharing is imperative

a democratic society).

DENTIOPMT A APPLIES rib PROFESSIONALS

CommunitY development is a tern which is often construed to

b t the saGe as community organization and technical

They are no he same.

[stance.

4 Adapted -a paper by John Gisler, University
of Utah
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III

Develot: is the p
people work together to improve

groups of

condition which kf fects

their lives..,
GoimOrganization: i the of bringing together

people who have connin needs'and litho are looking for changes.

o-

1 Assistance: is the help which °others provide to .n

tion. upon the request of the organization itself. 7t

may be long-term or short-term. The na.tu_r of the technic-na
k -

stance 'must- meet with the approval of the organization

Both carmunity organization and technical_ assistance are tcDol

which facilitate the .c amity develogreat process.

Community developers are those er ins who ex-e facili a

the connunity --development process.

Theyrnax be either orgy

4

ers or technical s (assistant

cession a person may play both roles sirmiltaneously. There is riot

always a clear idistinction beMveen the two. Most often a person vital

be playing one role or the other. Whatever role Ls being played, the

person should be acutely aware of the implications of his/her acticvans.

Basicnily, the distinguishing charaCteristics between the two

roles as they are played out in relation to the or-ganization are as

follows:



Teiriica1 Advi

I Trusted Outsider

ty_Orgamizer

Trusted Insider
e

Non-identification with the group - Identification with the group

Non-initiating Instigator

Advocate.

Uses open doors

Mobilizes resources

Subjective(

Works with_grcups on invitation Brtngs people together in groups
basis

Non-advocate

Opens doors (legitimize

Identifies resources

Objective

iculates needs into problems_ Identifies e's n

Witlan the community development process; it is samettnes neces-

sary to assist the group to adopt and utilize a. problem solving approach

which can lead to logical and effective solutions of problems.

quently a group comes fragmented by seemingly disconnected discus,

sions and `ideas. It is riot uncommon for a group to seek or request the
gP

help of a technical advisor to offer guidance.

One problem solving approach is summarimed below:

Step One - problem identification

Step. Two seeig alternative solutions

Step Three - g objective(s)

resource identification

action steps (who, what bow, when

Step. Four - tmplementation

Step Five - evaluation

Caution: The technical advisor should avoid/alio

to develop long-term dependence on him.



PRIMARY OBJECTIVES Q. CO ITY'ADEVELOP 1,4)n,

To create social structures, social actions and group work which ,

woul4 stimulate:

Self rol an e

2. Self -confid,encs

Self-determina 6n-

4. Self- leadership and initiative

To guide and help community members:

1. q-cb realize their.inAiVidual potentialities and develop their

abilities and. skills

To develop positive,ot,titudes towards life

3. To orient th_-_-lves toward failure and `risk taking

4. To learn new social roles (rights and responsibilities) in- the

co:-unity

5. To discover the division of labor as a convenient, practical and

benar lc is l means

important that community me

group ef- ficiency and productivity
fe

-it
ers discover the limicatiols

division of labor and thereby ,learnt when this technique can

be advantageously employed:

6. To observe anA understand cause :and effect relationships within

is also

the empirical, realm

7. To find out scientific anat ns for social and physical events

* From "fie. Parameter of a Training Program
for Community Development Change Agents
NWREL Jeff Boyer '1972 10 G.



, -

C. To encourage th.e co unity' members

,

To take espons b ity'in communtY drgani ;a. idn,

:-; . -.,

2. To take part in p obIeci,S lying processes anddeciSion. making
. .

,.to feel they are the primary 'factors in the tocial'develapment and

progress of their communities

To have confideran in their promotional elfar s

DLM NSIO::S OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Social .scientific research all over the world has -identified three

,basic factors variables that condition the community development processes.

They are the primary determinants bf the acceptance and success or failure

Of a community development program. These independent variables are:.}.

(1) The change agent behav (2) the characZer: tics of the

community: and (3) the characteristics of theinnovatidn or project. The

remainder of this section treats the important features of each of these

variables and how they interrelate to condition the processes and

outcomes of community development.

The basic conceptional model guiding tpis discussion of the dimensions

of community development is shown on the foltbwing page:
r



DL(ENSlON» Of CO mNir D EVELOahENT

r.

Primary Secondary
Obj ec t iv es Objec rives.

roc ia 1 and
Psychological
Development

Economic
Development



DUALS' AtilD AGENCIES CAN
CITIZFAI PARTICIPATION

,0 INCRZASE

What i s needed --,and possible now -- is an invigoration of citizen--part

and National affairs: Accied because of thecipation- in cdratunify, State

problems which, exist and the

pr.

-petenc-

t-

necessity of rQ.solving conflicts betwce -the
Lt.

4nd public- terest, possibl? becuse of the skill -and con--

izens and the changing philas Ines of and admire

0. n both' public and:private eget . These new philos_phies vat.
_-ditizenparficipati antab it as Omeans to achievement a better

society Poz-ms of manipulation Which parade as participation are,-que ned.-
.

. .

Uses of information _technique of placation and some pects of public rely

Lions are being rejected as merec-tokenism.- e - seeking a and.more

poWerfull_partnership betWeen Publi and-p3.-ivaf through

which perfarmanc :of publiCand.pri e agendies can be evaluated, and

tent ion focused `on. What d what is it being done.- Through snot: a partner-

ship the desire for the of problems and far quality in mmukty life

be exprftsed, 2nd the cllate

This bring. zs then to

a,new partnership.

eated which makes reasonea- c. n_s

citizens and -t-be

d' id 2 Citizen an .

These re same of the things

aooncies can

n individual iz can d

ta. help

Talk with friends and neighbors about things that concsrn

h Raise-Questi ns, Tell others

happen in

happen;, too..

Excerpted from "Citizen
E.0. Moe, Principal Sac
Service, USDA, 'Washington,

_hat held,lika,to see

co to tity, Others°thers may want to see so eet.tsomething

pation i t h,e Key" by Dr.
-Cooperative State Res arch



eek' information about-action which ffects -the -community

ru1/or his interests. Get to know what his rigbts are= as
_citizen.. Become informed.

loixtrorgani.zations or -groups which e trying to do something
to mprove, the c or which voice his views on issues.

.

Seek and /or..2cccpt epport ties to s comnittees

eo ilS boards, ud task farces, bo h those organizations
x4hich h belongs and those appointed by public agencies

d blic o al

all' the means av to hits to actress: to

agepcy. leaders fecal public officials, members of State leggy

atures, do and the ,gen tat pu iic such cOT

tacts; letter petitions; use of mass.media newspapers,

radio, television, attendance at public hearings.

Help other people be volved' of points- where theysce

their interest at stake.
Help_ staffs f public and. p4vat agencies create- opportun

for citizen participation.
When other alternatives are usted and important issues are

not resolved, he can take court ction h cc mpetent legal



di dua a onAction by Amdividual onth r lawn is highly vrain-

channelled through some oup S*nizati-on is likel

fective - most of the ore-pbuerful still are coalition divid-

'nformal groups and f organizations and association h

join their're_ ources o.achieve clea- specifiedly specified "objectives.. Citizens and

organizations working through such coalitions can improve their c

'likely that such ons will be

community improvement and development.

AzenciesSan Igo

_u tool: in the accol-erat

There are many things agencies and organizations can. incre

rticipation nd make it more effective, Some of these are:

o citizen

Re- examine existing strueturesand pre edures-lor involving

citizens to make sure they arc dequatc and effec ive.

Look at the make -up of existing pelidy making and advisory

groups - do they accurately represent Who ver-they are

eupposed_te_represena Are they inclUsive enoUgh? Do they

includc-the loft out,groups?

Create n- itic for participation

general advisory and/or policy making bodies such as policy

recommending groups

propose cvtaprom

quality assurn

.

on special probleM iss J.; gr9IIPP

volutions between conflicting interests;

panels to review plans and programs.

Make groups large enough to represent the interest involved.

Small group o&3 to 15 members cen.reach decisions quickly,

not be implemented. Accept larger, more



resenbative groups and devise effective discussion and

decisibn-Rakinglprocedures.:

Involve _citizens-early and at every step_ of the processes.

Continually stress the p ranee of citien' particip

through public education and informat on.

echnical help and aiSi ance to citizens to support

their participation.
_

Help participating citizens and groups build
C.

support systems to detal with iticism and attack.

their own

Build in 'fledback".Medhani so that. people pa:

-and the general'publcli

tions made by citizens

be an part

hat suggestions = and r commenda-

ken into count. This should.

every public information-pro ra

Give appropreate recognition for participation.

Thes a important co si 7erations

The Road

The present concern about quality

isen in part as a citizen protest.

engthcning citizen participation.

:life and quality of environment has

Great resources and great opportunities

have.not_been translated into the good lif

What is at stake is too important to

mpelicit in the American dream.

be left to the experts. A new partner-

ship between 'citizens their public. ap&privat ennias and tileir Government

with widespread citizen p _ cipation can_ lead the
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_Program Associate

Rural Education Program
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

.

Community educators have invested.sears of effbitin
developing programs to increase the service schools offer-

-20 carnmulutier-Thrs relitlfiTho'nnfhirice moving
into the community and increasing the ties-between the
two. Another direction is taken when community influ-
mice moves into the school and citizens lake up active:
participatory roles in defining educational decision mak-
ing and creating new school-programs from the very be, . --ginning.

- _ __ _

PRINCIPLES FO INVOLVEMENT
The RurarEducadon Program of the Northwest Re-

oriel Educational Laboratory, in Portland, Oregon, has
been working for several years on a process foriinvplving
citizens of small communities in educational planningand,
decision making. As we looked at our successes and fai-
lures; we found some factors kept turningap.., and were

'noticeably present in our successes, and weak or lacking
inourfailures. We deci- d these must be principles. I will
discuss five orthese:. -,01.4?nerthip; 2skill training=, 3

recognition of uniqu ness-ofTeach sttutafion,-4 rep-
- resertanyeness of the community group, and 5 facilita-

tion bya neutral party. It is ray feeling that these principles
are those which a're needed by communi educators as
they work; toward widespread communi invblvement
processes. .

, OWNERSHIP

The principle which seems to be most vital for success-
ful involvement of people is that of ownership as people

'Come to understand that the program and plans involved
belong to then and not to the-school Or to the community
educator they begin-to invest energy and commitment. It
is difficult but not kmpossible to get this understanding of
ownership started; and it is essential that it be -maintained
at WI-times. This causes a somewhat new role for some
community educators: many others have already discov-

Iered -that the alive programs with high participation. are
those where it is -clear that the program belongs to the
people, and the community ethicator is there to facilitate

_

-

Lee Green

,rather than direct their efforts. The skills necessary for
creatingtainingiownershiPinchtdealdlls-for-in-,-----
stigating and supporting :needs assesSmenr aativitics

-. which do not have programassithiptioas builein, for shar-
ing skills on data managementandanalysig, forpromoting
group participation in a way, that encodrages all to -take
part, aid in general, the skill for advancing and guiding

: other people in planning and deciskin making activities
rather than doing any of these things for people; Itis
essential-that such a-process =facilitawr-belieVeviat-iitft----.

persons have a right to be involved in decisions which
affect -t hem. No less essential is the belief that all people
hove the capacityforlearning constructive skills for such
participation_ Without these cornerstones, ownership will

, remain vith - the skilled professional, and community n-
volveme t will be nonexistent or superficial;-

SKILL TRAINING
The second ptinciple which seems tied to the success of

ditizen involvement-is closely related to the first. It is that
people in general do indeed need skill training in order to
participate effectively in groups, and that this skill training
is most successful When done in the-context of real activi-
ty. The early cyclesof community participation efforts are
something like teaching a youngster to cook the mess is
incredible, if takes much lodger than, doing it yourself, the
outcome is often less than perfect arid not what you might
belie 'chosen,-but it's a lot of fun and-they cap do_ it again
wain you are pot. around- Skills for the community
ecfacator who is Providing-skill training for others include
awareness of soUnd 'Problem solving processes, well de-
veloped communication- skills; training skills of a subtle-
nature, and expertiie.in developing leadership skills in
community people. This last is very important. The com-
munity educator or process facilitator who can assist
community people to identify, utilize and support corn-
munitY leadership is well on the way to a successful pro;.'
grarrii- This leadership will be most effective over a long
peribdif it is drawn from both_existing leadership and

J

. -
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potential new leaders, and from. all.conippnents of the
community. When this-is in effect, the first piinciple, that
of 04-ter-Ship, is greatly enhanced.

UNIQUENESS
The ih&d principle whict--seems_ to be. linked to all

successful involvement effiit-t iss ihat Of dcknowledging
_

the uniqueness of each silt:di:9n. This point seems self-
evidenti however, the rainir*ations of iLare not. While

-community educators- may:COOerstand_ that each local
situation is a unique combination of resources;' needs,
awarenesses. and limitationS, they may not realize that the
onlypeople who know what these fattors are are the local
comrnuntly people. The local people are always theloCal
experts, even if they or the professional are not acknow-
ledging this fact. As people begin to work in an accepting
circumstance-where they are valuedthey_often express
themselves in the following way "That sounds like a
really good idea,-but I don't think it will-work here unless
we change it around some." Now that's not a terribly
clear plan, but-the wise process facilitator will recegnize
the elue, and pursue the- hunting for validation
among other community people. Often it turns out some
local custom, attitude, or belief pf which people are only
partially aware underlies the uneasiness., and if this is
-ignored or violated the prograrn Will not succeed. Other
skills related to the principle' of recognition of uniqueness
are those related to assisting people identify local re-
sources, to analyze local capabilities and limitationS. and
to engage in flexible planning.

The-fifth -and final -principle
others operational

the one that Makes-,_

_ -

NEUTRAL FACILITATION
-That is that coinnutniminvolvement processes succeed

n they arifacilitaxed by a neutral party--.:The -kind of
neutrality seferted to here is that of being Willing to have
thqoutcomes of the program be decided by thepeople in
them, by lack of vested interest inany on culax
outcorne by eqUal __valuing of 'fir ofessi on-
professional participants, and by promotion o fairly ob-.
jective evaluation Of all activities, ideas. plani, decisions,
and programs. If the- community educator or process
facilitator has definite ends in mind, and will consider no
effort acceptable-Which does not le -.to these, ownership
will quickly fade if it ever does -gel started. It is s-often

-difficult to ignore armed that seems very clear, and assist a
group to work on a-need they have--defined -which may

z Seem trivial in cotiparispn. illy ,ttkongkauct wp,Fk,
however, Can skills and -awa tress be increased-so ,that
people can widen theirhase and-look at more of.the
situation in which they are f nctioning; As grobps gain
confidence from small successes, they typically begin to
put up their heads and look around, to*see where they can
grow to next. It may take five years before a local group of
citizens expresses inwest in lifelong education. or other
goals community edullitors hold dear,-but experieneetells
us that people in general do want good educationfor thei
children and happy, productive lives .for everyone. its
they become skillful in participationivith the assistance
of a neutral person who knows forshfe that the program ;-
belongs to the people, they find ways to work toward these.
goals with which community educators are very familiar.

REPRESENTATION
A foucth factor linked to successful community partici-

pation efforts is that of representation. When people from
all aspects of the community are involved, program suc-
cess gains in probability. One reason, for this is that wide
representation enhances communications more than any
planned P.R. program people listen to people they
know, and that they view as -having life styles and needs
similar to their own. AnOther reason is that each factio in
a community has contributions to make to the prog
which are valuable, and varieties of values, attitudes, d
information Provide rich resources to groups interested in
mproving education. Skills needed to ensure representa-

tiveness include knowledge of easily used socio-metric
techniques, and skill in supporting an environment in the--
group where differences are valued and respected rather
than suppressed. Art additional note is that many groups-
of people are usually excluded from meaningful participa-
tion in planning and decision making, and will need not
only skill training, but active support and encouragement
for their involvement from the - community educator.
These groups vary from community to community, but
often include the elderly, minority people, students, and
the very poor.

A

GOAL - CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY
These' five principles ownership by the citizens. skill

training for participants; recognition of tire unicpieness of
each situation, building and maintaining wide representa-
tion, and facilitation in a neutral manner, seem to be the
basic factors for successful participation by Citizens in
educational planning, goal setting, program building, and -
program evaluation. William S.- White, in a recent article
in the Christian Science. Monitor said,. "The key thing
here is that the planning-conscious community is a goal-
conscious community. And where the citizens participate
in goal setting thrqugh community councils they hold.

_ themselves accountable for results. The community
council is a vehicle which can bring together all the facets
of the school and-community in a forum ofunderstanding,
trust, and appreciation. This positive atmosphere dissol-
ves feelings of alienation, fear, distrust, and ignorance
which are the heart of most of the problems facing schools
and indeed society today." Community educators can
work toward creating this positive atmosphere by pa-
tiently and skillfully building a successful community par-
ticipation process in their community.
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I Arge-scale agencies in govern ent and business musf cometti terms with thg rising tide
of citizen participition. There- no doubt that the movement tqward citizen, participation..

.. is spreading. From its traditional roots in the-tbwn-me dting form ofrlireet democracy and..its use, by minority:groups in urban-programs in the laSt dedade,-it is now:being adopted
by a large suburban middle -class popUlation id-the-wake cif the environmental and energy
crises. It is furth'er encouraged by the ihyrtst for an accePtabIe="qualiti:of life" (however.defined.), a Cause that can create same unexpected and brbaki alliances among formerly
unrelated .or even antagonisti groups. Thus it becomes important for the oriaanization
development specialist& the community developmentprofesiional; or the change agent to
work with citizens in developing this growing interest- and making it at constructive_as_... _.... .._ _.posib'e for all concerned 7 .

- -DVINITIONS AND AStUMPTIONS

While citizen participation is as Sold as democracy, it is a. relatively recent field of preofes-
sional activity and, like many new areas,. has about .ag many definitions as there are
practiiioners: "persons outside the planning agency,grichiding members of the lay pUblic,
are involved in the planning of public facilities and programs" (Willeke,1974); "those
types'of activities undertaken by members of the public-tainfluence the decisions made g

4aby government officials (Warner, 1971), a communication procep between the planners
and the public with the object being to share in the decisions that are made in the
formulation and impleinentation of projects" (Tabita, 1972).

During a dozen projects over the past five years, the following concept of construct-
ive citizen participation has proven useful (Connor, 1972): citizen participation in plan-
ninvis- a systematic process of mutual education and cooperation that provides an
opportunity for those affected, their representatives,, and technical specialists to work
togeer to create -a plan. This plan will thus reflect in. a democratic manner their values,
knq ledge, experience, and best judgment at the time; it will be understood and sup-
ported by most of those affected by its

This definition makes several assumptions:
1. Public participation is neither a single unitary act, such as a public hearing, nor a

haphazard set ofbccurrences, but a planned process, responsive to the unforeseen
but-guided by a.general concept.

2. The process of public participation is largely a learning experience by .which each
participant acquires a more complete understanding of both the issues and how,
other parties see the issues. Each participant is potentially both a learner and a
teacher; a growing'mutual trust and confidence between the parties is, of course,
an essential foundation for learning and creative cooperation. This view of public.
participation rejects those approaches that focus o conflicts or negotiations be-
tween protagonists froni initially fixed and polariz positions.

The 1977 Annual Handbook for roue Facilita



Pi; p_aitidpat o
meaningful for thepeo
Since"thdie afficte

lrenty nnaWare, _sp
appropriate levels arid-
The responsibility for
;Mortal staff; public parti
elected representatives

6. There is a-focus on cre rig A plan that represents the best contriWitions ofZLthe

participantS,-within, the on aints of the circurnstances,-rathertharrcp .

adapting a standard pra ce to_orie more situation.

?7. Since technologyand an values thange, this concept redognizes that the plan

must_preserve its flexibil ity for future needs; problems, and opportunities.

S. The democratic mannerof operation recognizes an open process to gather infor-

mation ideas and preferences as directl; as pdssible from citizerisAnd to respond
_

*to this input; yet itAlso assumes a representatite process of legislative democracy

in which the political -siisem functions by making 'final decisions on matters of

public policy.

CPNSTRUCilVE WIZEN PARTICIPATION

participation willalwa)is occur-in decisions that people feel are to them,

but too often it is too late, too little, or too,negative tole useful. Although politicians an

planners can hardlylchoose w4ther or not to-have citizen participation; they can help it to

be positive. Specifically, &instructive citizen particiPation happenswhen:

Courage\ e v
z1-=

_

en, inaltide the ttnbin-,- future rni rents, and he.eur,_

en-for7t_ ese--Per-Sorisre-g4; elected-repre _entatives-froin.
genefes,areinchidedin the,process. 1

e stethnict aspects-tf the ojectremains_- rofes
ipationdoeS not remove thatresponsibili northat of thes
under whdrif the project is carried out

plan'ners listen to residents concerning their attitudes, goals, fears, and factual

suggestions;
citizens (which Tay include visitors as well as residents) find early and convenient

opportunities to/make positive contributions;
citizens learn from- planners and- others, a broader and deeper kno vledge and
undersnding of their environment, its potential; and its fragility;

groups,
of others, an work toward a win-win solution cooperatively -rather thanindividuals; and agencies identify their own positions, recognize

become locked into a destructive win-lose or lose:lose pattern;
relationships between planners, polibcians, and other people are siren ened so

that communication barriers arebreached, and mutual trust increases as a founda-

tion for communities to function more effectively in every way.

e *

Constructive citizen participation-is not:

selling a predetermined solution by, public reladons techniques
planning behind closed doors when, instead, information carvbe shared;.

one-way communication; e.g., planners telling people what is best for them;

public confrontations between "people power- and the bureaucracy;

bypassing elected representatives or impairing =their freedom to exercise their _
z.

decision-making responsibilities.

Univets to Associates'



There are many bene to be-o 3taine oug constructive citizen participation.
data on goals, attitudes, values, preferences, and prioritzevare a crucial input to

Planning proceSi. Their-only valid stirce4 are the citizens affected. Attempts to give
people what plannOs think is best for them or whit planners think they want have led to
one debacle after another. Such -diSasteri-leave. the problem, unsolved, a heavy,-
finandkl expenditure with little to show for it, and a corrosive residue of ill will

The creative capacity for Perceiving solutions to problems is not a preregative o
technical- experts. Indeed, their training often equips them with as many blinders as
insights.- Concerned laymen can often see sound" alternatives that experts do not F
example a technically sonhd, alternative highway route in Ottawa was identified-by
citizens'' group; many teams of specialists hadvoniidered the problem for yeafs without
reporting this sound and widely acceptable solution.

Additional data, important to planners, can belorovided by people who often have
decades of yearround experience of the environment-. When official records are recent
and the project does not permit 'a full year of original data collection, the systematic
recruitment of local observations can supplement other data sources.

Technical expertise in- the key subjects of the project is often possessed -by residents
of the area Either they can contribute this valuable resource in support of theprojector, if

--they--feel'atienatedcan conspire powerfillry- against- it. Constructively involving
these people is a skill essential for project success.

involvement in planning is demanded by increasing numbers ofcitizens -wlio want to
experience th,e,process of creation as well as its product. Often they have a substantial
sense of ownership in their part-of the environment; to ignore this is insulting.=

Managerial solutions for environmental problerzs (as opposed to purely, structural
solutions) require. changes in people's behavior,The-likelihood that- changes will occur is
greatly ificreased if people systematically become .aware, interested, informed, and thus
convinced that new behavior is needed. Planners must be careful that new recommenda-
tions are not left to traditional mentalities, thus increasing the need for regulatory legisla-
tion, enforeement procedure; and the needless proliferation of a lawand-order societ

THE PLANNING PROCESS

The stages of this approach to constructive citizen participation (Figure 1) are designed to
parallel the steps in the usual planning process (outlined here for a twelve-month study);

1. Start-Up (One Month)

The objectives of this stage are to gain a rapid appreciation of the character of the com-
munity and the issues it faces; to contact key citizen leaders; to detail the design of the
participation program; to recruit, select, and orient the staff; and to prepare and distribute
an introductory brochure on the project.

2. Collecting Information (Three Months)
Thefocus now is on identifying the different publics and gaining a comprehensive under-
standing of eachthe values goals, attitudes, and knowledge of the people; leadership
patterns; relevant organizations; communication channels; reactions to the project; criter-
ia seen as important in making project decisions, etc.
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Public
Par-Volpe-Hon
Process Introduction 2 Initiai'data 3 Mutual education 4 Public response Present

and start-up - collection T. on issues e to project decision
_ .

-alternatives;
- evaluation

Implementation

Planning
Process ---

introduction 2 Preliminary. 3 Technical studies 4 Project 5 ecision by
and start-up design and and development alternatives representatives

review & objectives.
criteria, priorities, etc

Time
Estimate'

n a one year planning process.

Figure 1. Public Participation in the Planning Proces

Growing mutual understanding. should enable the various interested parties to start
working together.-Afoupdation of acceptance and increasing trust should develop, foster
mg a cooperative climate for the definition of shared goals and encouraging a common
effort to achieve diem. If -this basis for trust does not develdp-betWeen the agency and-the
main citizen organizations, a coalition- among various citizen groups: is likely to occur,
foretelling well-organized confrontation4in the future.

3. Mutual Education (Six Months)
The objective of this phase is to ensure that each party has .a. fUll appreciation of the
viewpoints of each other party.so that blind spots are eliminated, and shared goals become
evident as a- focus for action. .

This phase usually- commences with .the-- public distaibUtion of information:- back-
ground data, the purpose of the study, alternative solutions already proposed, names of
the public- or project staff,. and a response form.. Individuals and groups are -asked to
review this material, raise questions- about it, cbntribute further, ideas for solving the
issues at stake, etc., Responses are-then tabulated, summarized, distributed to the plan- ..

ning team, previewed by-the project committee,- and shared with the public. Constructive
discussion is encouraged.
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With the help of citizen Contributions, a-number lif=tdchnically Sound methods od -go-
_Ititiong--ardfdeVeloPo4 a rid*yaltatedin-iteririS-,oAlid_criteriaJput forwardplanners . TheSe;alternativesare previewed andipiiblished__ailrn_step -a in an attempt todiscover how- sOciallYzaCceptable_aiicLrioliticallyiviable=eacheach-solution is The public-isinvited to relpond: -indicating first and Aecond preferenees. Indivit,lual and groupre-sponses.are

,. d
collectet-tab_ d ated-by'areas. stia narz_e.d, combing wihtechnical.inforna-on in -a final report and passed on to the project cor?imittee and the ublic.

P S.- Deciolon w-Up (6-44 Month) _

nee the. deoition on the project- ti made by' the -elected representatives, the agencyresponsible ccalmunicates it, and the reasons. underlying it, tall 'involved. Particulsrconcern is given to those adversely affectO by the decision. It is important that those whocontributed to a project be kept inforrned of,stePs toward implementation, or unnecessarycomplications rnay,.occur An evaluation of the participation program'is essential for thesuccess of future activities.

STAFFING REQUIREMENTt -

To carry out a citizen7participation program effectively, a high Idvel of staffcompetence isnecessary, as well as an adequate level of other resources, in order to ensure that mostcitizens have a realistic opportunity to learn about the issues -and express their pref-erences on them. To settle for lest is to invite needless trouble..The staff skills required are demonstrated by a proven capacity to carry out com-munity research, group work, and adult eduCation. A master's degreetin one-of the social-_or behavioral sciences, followed by at least-three years' successful field experience, isusually the background of the succeSsful citizen-participation representative. The ca-pacity to focus on interpersonal and intergroup processes is critical.to the success of theseindividuals
Depending on the population of the study area; the complexity of the issues, thelevels of knowledge, the interest of the people, the organizational structures available, theposition and coverage of the news Media, 'etc.; most projects will require at least oneperson on a part-time basis; many projects will require more. -As the project progresses, acumulative curve of citizen participation occurs as issues become more clear, self-interestbecomes more evident, and the information about the project becomes more, credible.Clearly, this curve has some very important implications for the staffing, management,and budgetirtg of citizen-participation programs.
Staff members are selected, trained, and managed in terms of four functional roles:the facilitator, the social researcheri the community educator, and the publicist. Duringthe participative planning process previously outlined, the worker successively accumu-lates these fur roles; as shown in Figure 2.

Facilitator
The first-challenge to participative planning is to create a team t of what is often a new
and multidisciplinary set of individuals. Usually, tl2e level and quality ofcitizen participation does not exceed the level and quality of staff 6articipation in the agency. Frequently,the participation member of the new team is the only person with much training or insightinto interpersonal and intergrouP- processes. His contribution to the process of team for-,=tic:in is often crucial.
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the Four Succe ve Role he-Staff In the Planning Process-

During the first month of start,up, in a typical year-tong plannifig- irpject, the facili
tator must make a number of key contacts in the community. Positive relationships must
be deVeloped With as iitaAY of these = key individuals and-groups as posibl&,-:as soon as
possible.

The role- of facilitator continues throughout the project, both internally as a team
-member and externally with key pet-ions and groups. It calls for knowledge, attitudes, and
skills usually developed through small- groupi training and experience in the field of
applied social pgYaibloe'ald human relations.

Social Researcher
The next essential task for the staff Member is to abtain a mprphensive understanding of
the various subgrotipi and publics that constitute the total What values, goals,

kattitudes, beliefs, and opinions prevail anon each segimen r of the-population? What do
they know and believe at out the project and the agency carrying it out? What are the
leadership patterns, relevant organizations, and effective communication channels for
each public?

Since the answers to these questions will change during the life of the iirojecte a
monitoring activity must continue until the end.-The 'competencies needed for this task
are typically *acquired through the fields of community studies and applied. social
research.

Corrundnity Educator-
A good half of the-pioject, in this model, is invested in a mutual education prdcess through
which initially narrow perspectives are shard and then broadened to develop a larger
shared frame of referedce. Within this procest creative alternatives arelenerated, evalu-
ated, and accepted. Written material and a variety of small meetings/are the main tech-
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piques used to os er joint planning Systematic f_eedback between the proje s
citfzen.groups ii essential. .. _

,
The ability JO .stimulate adult -learning, iliii-Yi e oskd bY prospective. _ . -...v. . % ..changes in behav or, is often gained in nonoldssroom types of a -dikation pro ams -.

^ e-: Publicist . --- t"-=

When the-major thi-ust 4s on obt. tiring the imuirrpublic sponse to.sornetechnigally4 -- .sciundTalternative splutiops, till capacity to o -estrate.both informal conpunicati on- Sys-tems and the mass news _media is-essential; After the rniblIc response is tabnlated aid
presented both to the public and bathe decision and the latter make their ch

e;mstiits Must be conveyed to alrinvolved in an understandable.manner. ----- %

program -=.4The design awl execution of a successful media program usually- result from both=training = . . . . . .. . .-and experience in public relations anchcommunicatiens.1
Obtaining staff'members with.highly developed_ caPacities in all of the fields.

noted is of course highly unlikely. However, it it quite possible tips
,I. Assess the project ana its setting to detetrinrie the comparative importance of each- . _ .of the four roles and their disciplinary fields; i . 4-

2-::--Recruitandiselectttaff-ineinbefS161-elleefthe111aricleTisti..-cs needed-by the proj--
ect, Naturally, if more,' than Pne_.person is -required, staff members with Com-
-plernentarY competencies can be teamed; - .

3. ProVide training as needed to fit individual and project needs .
A+. A

In terirrs of interpr9fessional-grupwth, an individual may possess high competence in
one or,more'areas and lower leveli oT ability in -the remaining areas. Through a process of
on-the-Job training andother opPortunities, with a strong staff-development program, he
may increase and extend his ability to cover each component.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

The whole -phenomenon of citizen partiCipatien, when ditected against .a particular ,

agency, can be viewed as a symptom that the organization has:'
I. An ineffective external sensing mechanism concerning it physical, technical,.

social, and political environment;_
2. An ineffective internal communication and work process involving the extereal

data and resources it receives; and/or
3 An ineffectikre external action process that can visibly respond in i credible and

acceptable manner to the messages received frOrn its constituency..

Ove omiri propriate Processes
So e steps have been proven useful-in improving operating processes in a

.ceirganization. A planner can:
I Have the senior decision makers identify jus' what they der-stand citizen par-

ticipation to be and what they see as its advantages and disadvantages and sup-
plement these with additional information as required; review thoroughly with
the management group, a statement of terms -of reference in order to identify
assumptions, priorities, differences in.perceptions, and bidder, agendas;

2. Study and understand the organization as a social system; especially its communi-
cation and decision- making procegses;

e 1977 Annual 1 a dbook for Croup Facilitators 2
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r;participaliv, f tiiiri , e
iinir g IST-ina- y 46:aced

_ . =

sedum a comm i 'entfrom-top_inana
Lot =sta1

ale syttn 1117[1 ri_it1+atlut3
tpatiOn tin

cipatioifin-the_T
o 13-a-tit-nee de plOvettientS

m-orgamzation -rettyeness-....
' Facilitate--a----r- and---reviitOri-of organizational _prodeSses_Ahrough staff k--
419-iis '-- _team &Al ding;--Stin-aturaLniiidifieatiOnsi=`cOunielingio findiVidnal4retc.;._-_::__

, - : ---- - __, _ .= .

Siinillrly,-FrivesItigaie andirepottfelationship's With other agencies; kome'of which:
_.-may_be vital to the clUdnt group sluccess; foster more-approfriate relationships as --';-

_

-needed using--for example intergropp methods and third-pa cOnsurtation be-. _ .- _ ,.:._ .__

tweeh key persons and groups. _

CONCLI.PSIQN_

-;

The demands for - citizen paiticipation provide opporhmities for large eiganizatioils to
_=rethink the meaning of public service, to integrate themselves internally through organi:
zation develapinent; and to link themselves externally with the public and with other_
agencies. As a result-the rifts in- the faliwie-of society caused by rapid changes in techno
ogy and recent swift shjfts in values may be repaired. The training profesSion now has a,
unique opritirtimity to contribute not only to staff development anekorganization 'effe
tiveness, but to a resurgence of citizen vital'
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMEALT: -MAT IT- IS AND'WHAT: _

At the outset, -let nle-eXpress both-my congratulations to the planners,pf this

conference on rural development research and to you direciori of experiment

stations for your support of it. Rural develoPment research is a new area. In the
existing and emerging development and redevelcipment programs, rural= deVe opment

research,has!a major opportunity to contribute to the-nation, to rural areas,
f

and to the -rural. ccumiunity.

Development activitfes_o a variety of por ludini community development,

resource,.area, rural-and brban development are in many senses coming of age. They

are now _increaSingly significant part of the program of many_universities_and__:

their,extension services, majorcOnCbrns of a large_number of organizations-and

agencies central emphases in the programs of many national states, and an

increasingly iMportant part of. the programs of our Own national government:. They

are counterparts to the elaborate organizational 'development _programs of many

economic enterprises. Organizational development hap made and is making great

contributions in=heightened. effectiveness and heightened efficiency of such
enterpri ses

However onedefines development it connotes effort toward rebuilding and

reshaping the human- environment;--- is is an urgent necessity in a period of
rapid change. The'Point has been Made frequently in recent years that we are in a

revolution and that we.arle closer to Its beginning than we are to its end. If

this is true, and the -good reason to believe it i, the task of developing

A paper by D . Edward O. Moe, University of Utah, presented at the Directors
Workshop for Rural Development Research, March 5, 1970, University of Maryland,
College Park , Maryland..



an uniani--env reinine li4 the VI

n_ -concerns "of- sfic -anCire7certaini yrmajor7to erns socie

Despite the critical _ mpo _Once- Of .diVellipme has,hot been- dad by-

research or subjected .to,yesearch in the way that = have attacked ,other problems;

One is crventhelmed by, ,the ,vast suds IrrnioneY 1a energy that haveibeen invested in

develocment abroad And in the -UnitediStites/and how little research,_ guided or g
ni-

out ei this activity It is a prIvilege--for_me to participate-An,a conference

that begins to address this need and,that begins t'.spell out the kindsc,of

research that:is needed-. prOmiallig turn.of events.,
I

will attempt to,do..iir e ew minutes I have is to b fly-explore.

ese -ma pr ideas:

The context of development and redevelopment in the United States
r , _., - ,

art ity .0*Vcommunity' dei4lbefaient in an -urban'industrlay-sgCle

hat conmunity..development is not: 'community development and Classical
telffinnzapproaches

THE CONTE)goF._OEVELQPMENT' AND REDEVELOPNENT IN THE UNITED STATES

t is :increasingly clear that contemporarY society benefits -from, .And su fers

rom an explosion in knowledge, particularly seientific- knowledge and the

-.-

echnologies related thereto. This knoWledge explosion is the basis for the

ibduStrial, urban, and _bureaudratic revorutions in the modern world. And it s.-

these forcesindustrializationi urbanization, and bureaucratization -t-which

have produced the society, the communities, and the institutions of today and

which provide the context within which attempts to deal with the problems of

the:nation_and of its communities must,be-cOnceived.



-wayA. of Work, -has greatly .increased- prod ve.

affluence, .and has,- through widespread use of the automobile and the .air
tere6 time and-space relationships. _Urbanizationfbas led to 1 poreases. n the site

of cities, the &teatine= in _rural _communities the, urban.;yirawl s the rise- in

sophist4catjan ita,increased.ImportanCe of education, tha,.confronAtion,

And a,con ing;Conflict.in values. Bureaucratization has resulted,inOogreas

th.race,

size and complexity of organizations, the concentration of-payer in few,mho
metropolitan areas,.. greatly increased interdependence, the emphasis.an administration,

_ _ _?rsonal
oelings-oft00Wertetsnett-Ahd:fiMeteness in work;, in affairs,

mmUnities

evident that one of the =significant achievements of American: societ3

and Americaff-communtties has becoie a substantial weakness--that-is, the creation of

-specialfzed-tompetence and the placing of this competence in organizations and
fi!Ln I

agencies. ---This7CaMe 'about in a natural and ordered way in both the public..

and private sectors. What IRS not been recognized until very recently is that

this specialization has led three classical forms oftisolaticin and

estrangement:

the separation and isolation of agencies-from each other;

the separation and isolation Of specialized agenCies frog the
cemmunitn and

the estrangement-of agencies-from b--
those' they might potentially serve

the people they serve and

What has emerged within each community then, is an enormously compleX array-

of specialized organizations,-programs and services with a:built-in dilemma of major

proportions. On the one hand, there is the array of public and private services
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at the,coinnuni y and national le-ve s there is -difficulty lating these

services to each other in such a way that an effective attack can be made on

significant probl = These problems may be rehabintationi poverty, unenvloyme

educa Or-G;-or = jrouth ,or'' they may -be= the composite ffi cul ties
.

Confronting ineighborhoods nv coneunities. In any case, problems usually
- A..

_1'

==transcend the=services_=_o any: specific organization and demand-,the cooperation
-=

and articulation of many services and_ the Work of many agencies.

Not obly is this a um r difficulty-for individuals and-communities-, it

or fielleffe e-S of ng`-serv-reit ndertOndftien`s wh c

noW'exist,, it izi at- -impossible.for an agency to achieVe its own program

objectives by itself. To be most effective, each must relate what it does to th

work of other agencies and organizations.)
The basic problem in development, as see it, arises out- mind of

tutional-underdevelo.ment or the lack of social achinery peo haVe

available through which to attack the_problems which currently confront

Whole systems and whole patterns have broken down or bedome inadequate to perfornw,
the functions now required. It has been observed that communities all over the),

Uni- States, and all over" the world for. that matter are structurally weak,
+--

'.1-- -

that is weak'in their ability to achieve the high possibilities in contemporary

'comniunity. life.fid!,
The systems through which men 7have..worked-a e_outdated and outmoded by time,

by new knowledge, and by. the industrializing ,- urbanizing,.-and bureaucratizing
:*.rT .t .-

society. of which we.. are part. This !boncerns
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The side d l erica of-inadequa e system i is the p ight o the
..

irld.._ ivi_ dua an-ti b eeom ealie nae d-and- powerles. tie could accept his an

an. i nevitable sscondi ti on On the other` hand, We:Might be attacking the problem.
bothi

and maintain a hUMan erivir mei of qual

system, sense and in the i ividual- sense create a new system to build

which enables individua
and 1101 a'- sense of onviun

u.'' a levse o e

of ct

NITY. AND C0111141ITY DEVEktptIENT, Iii 4.14p.BAll I _DUSTRIAL:-sgci4jy.

talking about : amity delopnt Fi c-.

sh-langua in Tnre

different ways han the tee "commun It ha note the place
one lives. -a d lrr d. gar rhi cai. area; the network andany# a tci es

--which exts in an area;. the thi-ngs people have .in common, includiii- va

s $tems which emerge -having locality relevance; 'a way of life,
ionships which. grow up aging people as they. attenipt to deal with the

major concerns of lifg on a. locality basis; a sense of loyalty and-a pers
-investment in a t of relationships which grow-up among human beings. # ie s
areas of major institutions such as hospitals public welfare departments, emPlent
security agencies, a social- system which is made. up of people and their
associations andagencies. Implicit in these ideas are the sociologica
ecological-, :social psychological, anthropological, and geographical app
to community- All of these approa

f---comunity.

Any-appro adequate view of community !MS take into aunt both the

s_ are-valuable in building an adequate vi

system: and the individual as suggested_ above. In the kind of life we hoc live
community has become an .intricate system, in fact a system of 's



ntiividuals organi2ations,-Ahd __institutions. Co ,ratty =in the- ysteut,%

sense` is essentially 7-functional And economic areas Aid have =ome into iiein

through interplay on e forces at work in our, society. _Thee are _the Areas that

now encompass-the life of our people and within which they now satisfy-most-o

ese =Are not the small traditional communities.

be the regional centers and the surrounding counties within itth

economic life is- now organiz

The sman community and the small county- e tome real probleusat

re

social and s

-ands-tiay or may not continue to-exist_ They are more-likely to continue ex

s 1 a areas for detre o rent can e-

velopiaent.

The theorScand technology for defining a connrunity

econoaric area exists. Time does not permit listing the criteria or the 'Procedures'

fir -delineation.' Most of your are probabl familiar in greater or 1--Aser.degree

efelliTal-Cais--becorne

4,
with-what = is and ewhat could be done,

a functi=onal

Frorri the-individual -point Of view, the sense of _conmity is caeeeught up

in he relationships which emerge among human beings. It is expresed in

the- petterns:of .interaction through which people attempt to attain oals they.

hold in common ,abeut-an :environment for human_ living-and through whMch they can

deal with-:problems:tbey confront -in common. 'Whatever the arevmay Vie, it takes

on meaning for:indivjdeals.- It in ;turn helps to impart meaning and give a

sense ofstability.,:continuity and control.-

The Concept of Community Development

Like "community," the, term "community development" 4150 denote- different

things to different people.- For some the emphasis is an processes, For others,

or on programsthe emphasit is on results and outcomes or sequences in development
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_e_u y,Planned -f-. lures.. c
,

onten me;-stude _ -as ---

-ad citizen-Inv° vorent-with -high emphasit on self-he=-.

conceive of,consminitY development At -thel process through -Wkidii

more adequate_ patterns_ and mechaniSMS,==..f4.3, building.an-environment'-o111Vquali-, _
cad through which they can deal with specific problems. It is the cess i~hereb

: _

cmse -w e up the- conintnity arri-ve a co tive decisions and Wion th, , .ante the social, economic, cultural, and phys cal wellbeing of the comity
further described tii s way

Its sy to e, pproac i fatty of ne and-pm

which will bring together the relevant oplet

areas, corrinunities counties -1nto a9rganization.s viable mechanism .

for development. It is develoginental and orientedloward the future,
and it attempts to shape the present by _the future or y ideas about
what

,
people want and.what they "will work -to bring into being.

As a result of the 'systems approach,community developmen

critical ly concerned about the capacity and willingnesi oi< peoPe to

see the community and its problems whole rather than exclusively

as a collection of self-interests and of agencies and institutions and

political units.

ficafCerned'about the capacity to set co to fix

to develop new approaches`, to- test them in action, and
to evaluate erformance against national as well as local standards.
This:incl deS c rehensive planning and developing of plans for
communities, coun rnulti-countY areas, and regilins., It also
Involves planning within ae and institutions,' It strives for a



of plann n hich: 1 ally iiith-rp=troblernS,-.4hd:se
__..

a .ense:__ of d ck-ois T f such play=s =makes possible

ie `mist effetive use of resotsectr-ies and use of resources

frcragiii ,outside the conimu ni or- develop/a:Act area, mats -tools

mplas;Tenient locatly -diviSed

s concerned about the cal City tc ghitiz cusivernmen-tal as _wel
=

-priyate, ressour zsand rgs worr---k ng relatIcionships =among

ncies of both- sec s.

--concernedabout---t Nave affnot
c :ers-of community power- includin tie intellual , in order

brea k-,-through.the bottler, s in.-,
.

anc other; fields.-

is concerned about the cap city to

veloprnent, education, law, health

finance the considerable costs
of f, search and eXperimentati-clas a I oasis

.-Groww--ang out of such ideas as time, cavrainunity development must struggle with
"; `:3

problems- of organization dev_elcioant. This di rectly invol ves_mul ti7_caunty

de velopment.

1-

4-at , cooperlti on among local, stfede==ral'e, and fede==ral' agencies the nature

and role of 4eV--10Pment "corporatjori5,o vatrious, kinds, the initiation and continuity
in plahnIng programs, and the way- clecision are made 'affffiout development. Community

developtwnt. in a -larger sense i5 -thelanagti my& Chang a in such, a way as to. work,

-toward pith 'coin-amity and national goals the integrity and

self:cletrmi nation_ of corraltmity antilop] areas.

So far we have tal ked for the Jug parisrt about, the systems- and the,

devising of new mechanisms to deal with delovelopment., > de can call this the
systems cor community side of oaniiurlity deveael Spent, iff,ere is another side and

3,1

Elf -t,



Sys

9

ithe` incitt-vidual.-or.pet-sonal one. ,
IliTalllity development in- this sensa is the

rpnt
, ..-.-i ..b e people th- en- s elves and their -enhanc capacity to aCt:in Cciart

.

los -roblems -that affect the conknunity or area. _They Y--Ma Mo.th 15
,

1 of bo itiards,. councils-, copwrittees, public and private development
aions, am esoci othe public bodies which work for the Mevelopmetit a
1, came is a critical dif fence, as I. see it, between individual
onand-com,,4tgiunity or coimpunity development education. Our educational

been reasonably effective in enabling individuals to act in thei r
shill to be better_managers, f for example, and to take care of their
,It has not been as efficient in enabling us to act together in

toOrn us &mil. The headlines of every newspaper and every radio or
news piirash atte-st to this -fact.

1,4s4isiqi;--10-_zokar-some things community developme nt is not.

Fl N

r
DEVELOPMENT IS NOT: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CLASSICAL EXTENSION'

Th Uesti CM frequently arises as to whether not cormunity- -development
is. idiftent tri ar-ny significant respect from traditional agricultural educatiCH
and axtemion appr-T-oacnes.. There are many observers who see no difference
in tileseiPProachs. I see 'four major differences. There are others, but that'
are riot of the sarorrie level of signifiCance. Let me attempt to explain:

development is a systems approach. Cooperative extension,

Wily at h east, has been more or less exclusively concernedkwith a

signs i aipart agriculture., Once agriculture was most of the whole. In scan
co,nling tits, it is still most Of the whole, but increasingly, in communities ow

the 11

9

tra
1. Conunity

i an, ag cullture is only part,of'la complex social and economic system.
The tnaclitional extrtension approach would begin from an- analysis of agriculture
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10_-

and2wouldl_be_-mtire- -ess- ex liSivelyi ncerned

development, on the-other ha d, while it might begin with 'a pa egment

would attempt to deal with t yelatiOns-betwEen pas and ,the whole as a totalrt
functioning -system-- It would be concerned with the f-unctional, social acd,,economim

areas as they emgrge and change, -_ It Would: center,,on creating- a ::strang Iota
--, .

economy. -The development and building of small economies s an intricate Job

in most instances because of t e quality, range, and amounts.of resources

available.
!!-

j

Over the years,- agric ltural_ extent on and cooperative extension has

a management -is a-CIA-SS-Tealfeature of-the

extension system and is a, highly significant contribution.. This emphasis

on individual management and individual enterprise leaves under-attended some

aced---high emphasis

highly signifitant probleMS in the contekporary-cdmmunity. In cont4stte emphas

on individual management emphasis in community development i on Fanagement

f things which conCernthe whole community. It is concerned groo

decisions, Plitt decisions about the.total social and economic area atilt plannin

thoot agricul re, education, water,' Sewage, decisions people have to ke

together. Community developrtent, then centers its attentionon'tnanaegent

of things yr ich concern people together, which concerns then .as communities,

a which can be characterized, as the managethent %of ;public 'responsibility.

Public affairs education has made significant contributions but the development

redevelopment of rural areas demand that we go much further than we have

np in the past. The community 6r area develbpment research is urgently needed'

to determine the what and how in development.

4. Over the years, extension, agricultural education and agricultural

development have tended to be activity' and- event oriented._ They have emphasized



thins,_ putting mit many types' of ucational programs. You and

are aware of the- ilchness and diversity of an -extenston- program. e essential
-concern of comunity development, on- the other- hard, with the- impadt of-

.

educational programs and action programs on the community. What happens as a

regultofthe-edUcational and action rograms? Do the program add up.and make
sense within the community? Would they help the community to deal with the
problems of cow= concern and with the public responsibility? This distinction,
it seems to me, is a third important difference. The essential idea in community

development or area development involves specific plans and systems developed

by the people. to make the* community what it can be and perhaps Should be. it

not separate, isolated activities or projects however valuable they may be
4. Another major. difference -concerns the role of eAtension agents. In

.the traditional extension program, extension workers were essentially teachers.

There was a body of knowledge to be corn

to be taught. The extension worker was

with community problems, With decisions

unicated and this body of knowledge was

the teacher. When one attempts to deal

about multi - county areas , devel opment

corporations, about agriculture, about edudationsome teaching is required.

On the other hard, .a more appropriate role is that of the consultant, working
with and helping people to make decisions--and in some sense teaching--but

more importantly helping people to make 'the kinds of decisions which effectively

achievethings that are important to them. When one deals with community problems--

and education here.lis only.an exampleone's role changes because we are not

teaching, people to make decisions. which we haVe arrived at previously. We are

helping them to arrive at decisions which make se-ns to therg and which will

at the same time, achieve the significant ends fOr'wHiCh they strive.

'The insistence on the;A4rt of many peoplc that there ,is no difference,

between clastical -extenston _and community development may be in actuality ..a:
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disserVide.= Ifh diffeizencesf t, and-z1- O, we can -be mote effect ve

by= recognizing the df er ces-rather than by-aisuming that because-our activities-.

held iammb-nTities deve p that they were community development as it Is now

conceived. Does every h ng have to be fitted under an older label, or is it

possible for us to ta e a fresh approach which seems to take into account the

donditjons. of today";

CONCLUSION

.The title 6f this session--"What community development is and what it is not"
. .

=

es us-to confront-some-critical questi6ns- s--- always -ha zardous--to -say---what -------.

something =i and what it is -not. This is particularly the,Ease with communl

development which provides a perspective, and which is eclectic and excluliv6

of most of the things we have done in `the past. The esse lal ideas relate to
.

too system and to the individuals who will creates maintain, and change the system

over time. 'The =sets of ideas about the system encourage the centering of attention

on what exists now, the systeth or noti-systern, d changes and modifications

.which could be made to more effectively and more efficiently accompliih goals

in development. It is the creation of the new system and the new mec ianisrirs

and it is not exclusive attention to the parts whether they be activities,

.

events, or units however important they may be separately.

The idea's about the development of the people centers directly upon individuals

and the capability to understand what is going on around them. It concerns waYi in

Which they, can act to maximize their control. Community development, like

much of what we have done ln agricultural education in the past,;isfnaking

education 'relevant to the problems we now .cOnfront; It is an attempt through

education and through new patterns which- support - education to achieve-the quality



n life of which we. are -notOcapable.

levels:of skill in solving sPecific Problems which confront -us all.

desperately 'needed tO provide ideas and to test approaches' in development.

It has been and it still is a neglected area Some substantial concentration o

brains and money nn development research needed if. we are to meet -`the' needs

of the present- and he hopes of the future.



=

_ A. Change Agent's Behaviory- The agent must create7systema.tic linkaefe
between the agent system-and target systems: Through difid building .n ence

between himself and community members and by his image-building status, -1

rank and recognition in the target 'system.
1. Pre-and -entrY 'knowled of car et- co ..un Knowledgez

of the target cormmu.nity itself and the nature of its multiple relationships
and linkages with the outside at bah the regional level and the society
as a whole. it is strongly advised that the charge agent gather as much

general' information as possible about the target-area before entry. It

is important- that them
physical resource patterns nd anomalies of the region be understood
by the change agent in order to- see the dynamics and resistance to change
in its regional context. Usually this general information can be obtained

outside of the target community and thisinitial inEofration gathering' isti

an essential part of the change agenlos pre-entry preparation. Upon entry
into the community,- the change agent should concentrate on getting to know
community members and starting his own study of the community. His future
actions depend in large part apon the depth and Accuracy of his knowled:le

of the multiple dimensions of t: comunityJ
2. Advancin and - A key concept

that should be discussed at length with the trainees to emphasize the
importance of its implementation to the total community deyelopm-e'nt process.

4
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Cast.

ye-technicl-es _ inetea e,eget v---°_tehniques-, dsitive-technirld-e_
__, _ - , -

h_ ers_ to--working.- to stimulate creative responses:0 the:part_ -0E-

casmiunity members And, to support individuals groups within the
=

- - -

as much as possible." Negative, tSchniqme- would be the use of threats,

coercion, o playing., one group
.Negative technique gourd_ be discouraging cormatinity members to discover for-

f against another. to achieve certain ends.

'selves what alternative courses of action ere -available.

4. Utilizing traditional c ?lture essential that the change agent

understand the customs, k habits, physicallt. gtor patterns, beliefs,
values and sentiments of the core unity and to work within their context.

This a basic- reason ror having an outside change agent conduct a study

the community. Some of the classic failur of cross-culturat- planned

change,programs: were caused by agenc and 'programs neglectin9g to utilize

the traditional-and, local cUlture.-' .-

5. 1.tn.V.zinmation-of_ssiocalleaders 3 A primary goal- IS to

encourage the development of a dynamic, responsive local leadership team,

and as the chang-e agent gets to. know his community, he should begin work

in support of creating this team. also important particularly at

that the local official leaders be consulted

due-. respect.
1

ith and given their

13$



to, the: possibility that new_ alter eatives to community problems= can _collie

into focus that require a change in str to ies and approaches. In situations
= ,

where the efforts of the change ageng t tabli sh systecifc liuka ge with
the .cOMMU y- have reached- an impasse;

ng 'agE

_exibility of approach is
pera.ti e for the co tin uance the progpai

ontiruu ty in the.pro _c Just-as
agent be also, irptir cant

etc project. tha.t sn

e steady, continuous effort to carry out the project.to UPpOrr

energy,

begins me large- pro j e and it for

impor tan hat the Change

at once he-co unity has
uld satisfy felt need(s), agent should rk

resources can wasted

not to Say that

nstance, community

community cannot .carry A:311r_ tw

taneously, but care must be taken

moony poi d its limit

Cr p cts. This

or:,mor projects=imul=--

prevent an over extension

es

e corn-

n as s e "mes with initial bursts
entbusi- at the beginning bf

undertaken at .a time, the pr
p_ ect. e than one project

etts should hot duplicate each Other's Elam n

-weaken-the-other project's -imp act-and ef fectiVeneaa

s tages that

The change agent should be -made

he comMunity, development protease:

a are

usually

e i us
ake,

that he can plan and adapt his app'roach tO the particular circumstances

of each stage. Without discussing the properties of each stage, and

h the knowledge that NWREL posse

ng. I shall merely list them:

extensive researth ls-
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qUieteetice-and- _ese -

o in -this, earcUe:--orde are -all"contingent updh-each_

other and
_
the- comaunity' c"change proess does- have_-an continuity-

.

that the change agent should work to Maintain. _

8.

_

_

n and m rintenanc

T'his is a key strategy
k - -

c arm-nu n ty- developmenti one meaeure)of'develePment

and change is indeed the extent o which the =unity embers are involv

the various ages of- dee n_ ak Caseproblem s 1Vin

:studies her ar -effective n slernons.tratine- the trainees r roe--

f following- h _rategy, and the danger o enco a community

nvolvement.

avoiding con lict are that the processes_ dcial change

occur without some kind of conflict, whether between fac t n nd

Jetta es t g ac. orimUriity-tortbetween7-_th_ rtity:--rand7-the-fjar

power struc

the develop

u-es on the outside. The change

ent of social mecklanisms

agent ou14 encouraee

here conflict can be given attention

and resolved. There aVe some instances hen conflict and

but in most cases effortstactics at e. e e a

confrontation

change- Agent

embroil factions in conflict will only be- -counter oduCtiVa

10.- Observer and, learner. Therole of observer and learner is essentia

to the establishment of systemic linkage th- the community, particularly

the early period after' entry. This role -is necessary in order t
conduct- the change agent.community..study. Finally -it should- be mentioned

that the attempt to appear_ professional' to the point of "knowing _1"

almos t _ways results in c

members to the change agent.

aningful feedback from the coffununity
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.,. --.............,,,.. , :'-- _ ,.,

"ent-'-!per-1-_7_
.----;-'&--.',---r--,---------'--------r"--"s-'`I'-'44'-'7&--1-'4'Af"t''''r47'7mtz.?.77s".--.-r-,:,--4q-4t.---w-.0- -.,----....-s-,-ey,...-e.7,.!--.--,--s,-, -4,- ,..-...----4.-----1 --- --,-.. ,.----. -

fo'ittianciz,--iihe'ageTn-r-mUst -'4z1 eyelUvi-2a: genuine sense of -respect-for _I --al
_ '

.=,11-e-liefsi*ciiStorms-,-and--:--taboos-i,.buth-religious-.rand secular, though they are
_

not _part- of_ hi on system of beliefs. _problem has particular rele-
:-. -

__

yance when asuggested-innovation or change would challenge a traditional

belief as to the true nature : of reality_ perceived by_i_conununity -members



b

n-general the agent must at least show respect fo
=-

if -1,hft is -to accepted 'in' the' COMAunity =

_

these

s ---_Quite of this form-- of participation generates positive-,actin
_attitudes by people the community_ toward s e change agent particularly

they have specifically7-inviced him to -share in the activity: On the'

other , behavior that seen as andstanding", ie an, aggressive attempt

td show that "5ee . them, .l m one -you- is a mockery and c mciunity

members ould.`mdst_ likely ,reject futvre.dont with_ the change agent.

Establishing a friendship ircle As true with all of us the
change agent will simply like some people more than others within the

community and h will probably develop strong perSonal friendships

few people. This should not be confused with_ endShip= circle .'

Feedback-communication fr -th -various;_ ncere st. groups -power. -s

class groups, and min that make up an community is essential for

the change agent, to assess the impact of his program and behavior. He

should try to pick individuals from each of these groups With whom'he feels

comfortable and vide versa, and develop an informal communication network.

The keyword in understanding the function of a -friendship circle

"informal. ".Quite often formal _hannels of communication are very rigid or

even closed to the change agent, and a friendship circle can possibly be

the only effective medium of both feedback and meaningful communication

tureen the change agent and the various community groups. Although the

friendship circle does net have to meet regularly, of

agent should ma ntain frequent n tlet sand communication

even at all, the
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-exy -connunni y `under ges 'a_---Tcycli-C-4-17-eeftes- Of -_-_eVente-that

produce collective positive and- negative 'reactions do -the part of communit

members The change agent should dive' p- a_sensiti y to these changes
. _

-in mood. Annual harvests the fiesta_ of a -patron saint, or other festive

holidays, periodic droughts or flooding_ and crop- failures are all import--

ant events with which the Change agent mist accommodate his program.

is an issue of relevance here and it=is possible for the sensitive agent
to gauge the general

elation
level -re eptiveness _to a new idea innovation in

the general mood of .-the cormmnity at a given time As

the agent begins to "plan his -program h ehould take the cyclical mood of

the people n account. A sudden disaster such as an une.gpected. flood can

produce an mediate- of --Unity, i rtner cOnf riCtlfig-f actions

or stop activity in a contnunity project and the change agent should sense

these change& and react in accordance with them.

15 Treating the local ntell ent and rational ersons. The

sense of this point should be just as Clear as respecting local' beliefs,
but unfortunately it is one of the expected behaviors a, change agent most

-quently- viola tes . The ability to accept people.forswhat.they are is of
critical importanc and there is little doubt that every effective
change .agent poSseeses this quality. Quite often because of the-agents

own cultural- blinders,. he cannot sec the immediate. rationale .of a par-

ticular action made by ind,viduals or groups within the community'. It
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-ientber-

different -cultural-
.

t ese' eople.are pr ngoeati:Under f=o very-

he °will event-aall-Sr 1V.arn ia.151Y:coMMuiii ty-behaVieir is

logical_and consistent with the largest systemi values, = beliefs_and norms.

Without understanding this it will be virtually,

agent to establish systemic -lin particularly
situation.

_ssible for the change

n a cross-cultura

6. Model ersonali This concept should not be taken es suggest lig

that there is only one type of rersonality. and one, set of xpected

behaVior for an effeetive change agent for nothing could be more absurd

merely means

personal disFip

parcLcular` °proleet demands sacrifices, and

e from community ambers, the change agent should

ing make lar sacrifices and _quietly set an_exam.ple

for others. uite o-ftent e change agent brings into focus the

!discrepancy. between "what is' and "what ought t_ be'

community members when his actions shbuld be m

associated with "ought t-

17. Realistic expectations One of the card that change agents

a

in the Minds f the
onsistent with behavior

have tommitted.in the past is to -suggest a series of _rapid changes that

simply are not within the realm of possibility , in the foreseeable future.

This only serves to needlessly -increase the Level. of -frustration within

community. It leads to bitterness' nd a refusal to participate in
cpmmu -City projects, once it is realized that the new felt needs prompted

by the change agent will not be satisfied. The agent should stigseac.alce

natives and changes; that have -a -ealistic chance of success.

a



___ .. ,2-111ng_ promises :ordeitha04-i-han - seen-nt-=be seen as:
--_ --_- -. -_--

dependable-and realistic, he should be very 'careful to make only those

promises that he knows can be met. Unkept-promises obviously destroy

the agents credibj.lity in the eyes of community members.

9-- -11KialL-INJLPALIIEZifSS2MEEEia' is is not--alwayS-Pos_ibl--r--
icularly- where a change agent-must -cove e than one. corrununity.

a

never Erie less very helpful goad_gOrid sys emIc-linkage for

the agent to live -in. the targe comnunity. The agent continued presence

only indicates a special concern about the people, problems and projects. - ,

the ti Cy, but= t also segue L-TC0,---erthence-the-ag entsjAnowled -_,:-.,:-.--__

not

that

20.

community...by experiencing n both the hours of work and leisure.

rather cliches, stereo es andActing according to local -surve

textbooks Every community the -world is unique as experienced

change agents begin to realize. important that action be based

upon that uniqueness as found by the agents spec

community study.

ins and

Arthur H. Neirhoff has rtovided an interesting variation of the basic
conceptual model of the dimensions of _, ommuni y development that I think

should be included- at this point. His model is particularly germang to

the discussion of the role of the change agent because it is primar Ly a
model of communication. As Neirhoff writes:

"Communication by, the innovator (change a

most important kind.pf action in which h

prerequisite for everything-- o I Lows it

ent) Ls probably t e Le

engage, since it Ls

1.45



e

Lprocess
e-his been

ally_defined,by_dra ,_on-,stnaieS-"offchange
- _

Septa :Working-With tbe Peade 'oorPai United
-,-.1fatidna*eoonomic develipment projects, organiza-
--.tiOnal:development in both. industry and- schodils,
and other similar efforts._,Therefore, the RFD
process "facilitator has much _in common with
consultants involved in other change efforts.- _

lilnit'the:process facilitator_ in this process is,
also,

-

THE PROCESS FACILITATOR
AS A CONSULTANT

One way to understand the process facilitator's THE EXPERT
role is to compare and contrast it with some of CONSULTANT
the basic types of changd consultation that exist
elsewhere. The most common type of consultant
provides services that the buyer's omes staff can't
provide. In this case, the relationship of
consultant and employer is essentially one o
seller and buyer, and for some types of organiza-
tional or group, needs,_ such a relationship- works
very well If the buyer has a clear concept of
what is needed and looks carefully for someone
who has expertise in that area, the consultant
who is hired can generally be very helpful for
immediate or short-range problem solving. For
example, a school district might find it helpful
to hire a data processing expert to help set up
a new accounting system.

As an RFD process facilitator however,
this is not your role. You are entering'''.
a systOmwhich may not have clearly:iden-
tified one. specific need, andyou_will
not be.generating solutions. Instead you
will be helping to*form a group of community

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



This is your role. As an RIM process
facilitator, you held groups identify
problems and learn to work together to
solve them, so that the learning lasts
and people are capable of repeiting their
success. Also, as process facilitator,
you assist groups with the methods or
procedures they utilize to deal with
educational issues. You help them learn
a systematic way of building their own
capacity to participate effectively in
.educational decision making.

= _

. THE,DIAGNO
CONSULTA

-

,

oserva=,

defining one _mein- problem, a,po
.ni

;

THE PROCESS
CONSULTANT

iamamagerorT

Anay be -hired-
-hireAl-When,

mprov-
certain procedures or processes. The t
enters,_this-i_system _is, like a doctorwho:diagnoses

and prescribes. If the "patient" -takes the medicine
id the diagnosis is accurate, this too can be a

helpful type of _consultation._ All too often, though,
___.consultant can make an accurate ,diagnosis, but the

"prescription" is rejected by the group. This
rejection may come as a result of the group's leek
of involvement in the diagnosis, the "bitter taste"
of the prescription,_ or any one of a number of other
reasons. On such occasions-, a consultant's advice
i4 mostresia_tadregt-OPPre.g

iis is not your role either. There will
occasions when you will be involved in

diagnosing a situation to determine what
you can best do to help the- group, but your
primary objective is to help your clients
develop_ _problem-solving=skills so _that _they__
can diagnose and -Solve their own problems.

A "process" consultant helps group members to
participate in diagnosis, thereby helping them
learn diagnostic skills. The idea behind procest
consultation is that if people learn to see their
problems and share in decisions and planning, they
will be committed to the chosen solution and be
able to solve their next problem.

147
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ASPECTS OF THE PROCESS
FACILITATOR'S ROLE

- ,

with the task of building local capability as
the focus of your role, four basic categories
of behaviors can be used to Carry it out: you
can act as process helper,

1
catalyst, resource

linker, or solution giver.

Each of these categories is discussed below in
cies cendInge

A critical and often neglected, role is, that of PROCESS HELPER
helper in the process of problem solving. Because
participants are not often -experts in the "how to"
of problem solving, they can be assisted in
learning and applying such a process by people,
suph who-are skilled_in problem-solving
techniques..afid procedures. As a process helper,
you help others learn how to

recognize and define needs or problems

diagnose obstacles to meeting those needs
resolving those problems

search for alternative approaches Or solutions

plan for and install them

evaluate approaches or solutions to determine
if they are satisfying needs or resolving
problems

As a process facilitator, you will help groups
as they develop their capacity to do the following
things=

1. These four categories are defined by Ronald
Havelock in Trainin- for Change Agents.

t
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arty_

_

activities and-

ocess skills and, echniques
ective group participation

buil
with

and maintain productive relationships,
other groups

ess facilitators, are, first and foremost.,
P proses helpers. That is why the, bulk of the
material in this -manual and much of your training
focus on helping you develoRcompetence in this
important dimension of your role. To examine this
dimension in greater detail, refer to the Handbook
of Organizational Development in Schools, listed
in the bibliography,

There are no S ool -Community Process activities
that you should oft be prepared to facilitate--
indeed, spedific guidelines for doing so are the
'major subject matter of this manual. For the most
Part,lhowever,.your activities will center on the.
follOwing subcategories=

32
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Convening7-It is unlikely that partici nts in
the School-Community Process will have had much
experience building agendas or convening the
tyTes of meetings that'are part of this process
(conducting needs assessments, participating in

_

problem solving, building skills, sharing percep-
tions of goals, assessing a group's behavior).

A primary function of your team, therefore; is"
simply to get people together and guide agenda
building and record keeping. Since it is
important for group members to use time wisely
and-feelthey are accomplishing something, you
can .concentrate on' making meeting_ s efficient
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Process -Observation and-F'dedback-',-Pew=-schools
orr:communitiet will have 'h a&experience with
_process observation and-_-feedback -(observing agroUp And giving periodic-reports on both the_riatli;e: of, peOple' interact/06Tand the progress

. of their work on a:,task).7___I--A-_,PP,--teasi=can- help =to build_ this skill by modeling:process observe- =ton procedures And techniques and by encouraging
others to use them too-- The-papOse of process., 'observation, iffl not to offer preScriptions orsolutions, but to provide inforination a groupcan use to become more effeCtive in Meeting
individual members' needs and accomplishingspecific taski.'

gsoupasttLx_Oment-7.Gron.p.work is an-essential--
PertoftheSchOolCommunity'2Process.: There-
fore,-a key role for you is heliing=people-
learn:how,to mine..the negative, frustrating
featUres- of group-WOrk'and build up the 2,
tatisfying,'prodUctive_edpects of:collaborative
Problem,solVing.-'=-Yon=CanTdrhisloy,lhelping-r--each group build upOn the skills Lind strengths
of:its:Members end'=develop,skill:in-diegnosing
and:remedying suchimpediments-to,grositworkT-aS conflict, tension0, apathy distrtrat
dependent, and:Wastedeffort. You 'Can help
pediple assess ,tier strengths as 'well as their
probleine. You can help them:bedome skilled in
chdOsing and using- exercises` that improvetheir capabilitie; to solve problems. 3

Problem SolvingYour most,specific role is to
enable others to develop skill in a systematic
problem-solving process. You do this primarily
by guiding people through the activities of the
School-Community Process, but also by showing
them how to use problem solving to identify. and
meet their group's needs while building positive
relationships with other groups. Here, again,
facilitative behavior involves teaching,
assisting, and modeling. All three behaviors
are appropriate- 4

on--One of the largest impediments
to effective local problim solving is the
of ready access to information upon which to
base decisions. Helping local .problem-solving



-
_ mselves-the

abilities to _ sa{!ve their Ownlprotlems,-:an-essential
behavidithe.PF team is=to-lact=as a-catalYst-t6-

-_help:bring-this pdtential-td the surface A catalyst-
helps to-initiate-=actions, but doestnot becOme an__
-integral-part-of the-action once -it istaking-place.-
The RFD Problem-solving process often gets-started
agthe PF team helps face work on serious
_issues-and problemS. The types of catalytic'--
behavidr that complement the process are:
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ConveninsThis important function of the
PF team is often catalytic in nature. Simply

t_i-_ets often
causes different, conflicting opinions to come
to the surface: These differences can be dealt
with by the whole group. As an unbiased third
party, you can break the ice, suggest new norms
of grodFIZhavior,-i61-introduce skills which
help group and process .

Process ObservationAnother way you can be a
catalyst is to observe a group, determine why
it is having difficulty,- and suggest an exercise
that might help it get over the rough spot. If
groupers can bein to see how their indiVid=-
ual end collective behaviors Support or subvert
proSlem.solving, they can also begin to'plan ways
to work together more effectively.® 6

Intra rou Collaboration--In addition to conven-
ing groups of people who, have no precedent for
meeting, you canpften facilitate cooperative
working arrangements for persons representing
differing opinions and attitudes

Surfacin and Dealin With Conflict - -Helping
others identify, clarify, and resolve conflict
is an appropriate facilitation task. When
groups are made up of people from a small
community where everyone knows one another,
value differencegi.ehostility, and factionalism
are.not always expressed openly. The result
can be that conflict is expressed 'end handled
in ways that destroy productive group-work.
When this situation is ctserved, you may need
to help people discuss-the conflict openly and
deal with it, 7
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blems -ars a ifed7effecti-Vely, needs
be liiyked kesources-such as money

p,, people, printed,matter, and skill- in
diagnosing and solving problems. A very special
and underrated role is that of the "linker"--the
person who brings people together, who helPs..
people-find and use rehources inside and outside
their own. coirtrallnitfy - HoweVer, if you do all the
resource linking, people not begin- to build -

their own capacity to fi d resources. Linking
others to resources mean

Awareness o
Available =you can_= help a sroup -become aware
of the resources available in the commun
in various support agencies, and elsewhere.,
-*Insofar as linking is done to build awareness
and not to offer solutions; it is appropriate.
"Awareness" also refers to helping a group
become _aware of the knowledge and skills- that
each of its members has. This often involves
offering encouragement and suggestions until
the- group is able to. tap its own resources and
have confidence in :ilityto do _so..

Securin Additional Process Hel --Sometimes
you will need to help find and use skill
building or other resources to increase group
process effectiveness. Although you will be
resourceful and knowledgeable in this area,
you will want to involve group members, school
leaders, and others in this type of linking,
and help people learn-to locate their own
resources, in the future. 14) 8

et

Modelin- and Su ting Linkin BehaviorT-As
you work with different groups, you should
use consultants. Through your example, groups,
will get used to seeking outside resources.

Many people who want to .solve a problem or- bring
about change have definite ideas abolit What the

'change should be--they have solutions and they
would like to have others adopt those solutions.
In most cases, however, you shoul5.y. avoid givingsolutions. A group that relies on you for solu-
tions does not increase its Own skills and
competence. However, some areas in which solution
givingfocused on process--could be appropriate
are:,

Group PrOcess-

Communica Skills

SOLUTION GIVER
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WORKING FROM
THE OUTSIDE

BEST C PY AVAILABLE

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
PROCESS FACILITATOR'S ROLE

For many people, process facilitation is unique
and unfamiliar. TherefOre it may be nedessary-
to help People become accustomed- to.seeing you in
that role.' If 'You have worked before with the
school districts:in'your area, you can probably
help people understand your role by making it
clear in both your formal-and.ihformal contac
that you have a new, neutral focus. For instnce,
if you have worked before as a-subject matte.
consultant, it will be important to avoid being
seen as a generator of curriculum solutions. If
you have worked primarily with teachers, it will-
be important for you to establish credibility with
Community members, ,and so on.

When helping groups examine themselve,s4 you must
remain neutral. You are not an advodate for any
particular group's issues or concerns. You are
an advocate for participatory decision making and
systematic problem solving. If you become polit-
ically involved, allocate too much time to one
group, or act as an advocate for one idea, you
will lose your neutrality and your effectiveness.
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Schooi-Cormnunity rocess br ups-o
- people together who have not-previously -Wcirked

cooperatively and, infact may be suspicious-or
_afraid of one another. Whether you begin your

_as a perceived insider who has changed jobsas a new, external facilitator, your first-important job is to take.a firm stand on neutrilground, and then keep it!

All consultants suffer in some degree from the
conditions of "marginality." That is, they will
never quite belong to the groupor organization,
even though they will make many friends within
it. You will always be perceived as an outsider
of sorts. You are not a teacher, board member,
SCG member--and -one day, when your work is' over,
you will leave to work elsewhere. This condition
of marginality to the group is something all
consultants must live with

In addition, rural communities and schools some-
times resist newcomers, especially the "expert"
type. Therefore, you will always encounter some
resistance in working with_groups,-
have requested your help. This is a gondition to
which you should be sensitive but not take personal
affront. It will be overcome quickly when people
find that you are ready _and able to help them
become involved in meaningful activities.

Much of RFD's success depends on-tie skills
PF teams. Because of the number of people,
involved in the-School-Community Process, it is
unlikely that .one process facilitator, working
alone, could assist people to go through a pros
of this complexity. In any case, it is health et
for a team to work with group of people, as
mmnbers can share skills, give each other feedback,
and spark each other's creativity.

WORKING IN PAIRS

The team itself has a very important functicAl.
ff you can constantly provide a model of what
happens when people work together effectively's'
to solve problems--if you work smoothly and
effectively, together--people will likely notice
and begin to imitate your behavior. 'If you work
at cross purposes, or fail to operate in the
systematic, trusting fashion you advocate, your
effectiveness 'will be tremendously impaired.
Working as a team is important and should not be
left to chance. One of the best ways to remain
effective as a team is to establish regular and
systematic ways of receiving your teammate's
perceptions of your behavior and sharing-Your
perceptions. You can each support your efforts
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-_or-structure;-.. paxtnership roles

-toz-ensuretatem.ieffective ;
= _ cessail:teama-seav-_- tbave - some characteristics _

in coon.--, For :inetance,!.e; strong team usually
-benefit_s-]free-1,--=-theadVanta.-ges:of -0ifferent.iated

common' planning =sessions, -flexibility in
leadership, and a -tense of _interdependenee.- Further,
the- team whose- IS43er ovide each other with

aquent and 1 supportive feedback remains strong. .

Differentiated terms of efficiency
landinterPersonal support, you and partner_ .

should utilize each other's skills instead of
striving for a duplicate set. In a process as
comprehensive as the School-Community PrOcess,
one person cannot keep abreast of current
findings in all phases of process facilitation,
and, as a team, you. are-beat- equipped to7help,
a community if you have comple*ntary- backgrounds
and skills. Of Course, you _hold _a set of group
process and communication skills in Common, but
one of you may be especially skilled at Working
with community members and the other with
teachers . 0r one say be adept at managing_
conflicts, the ot.he.r at planning. -As you w rk
together, these special talents will become
obvious, and your strength and resources as a
team will increase. -
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Common PlanningWhile you may divide certain
tasks, common planning sessions will- make- it
possible to share and discuss ideas and mate-
rials and to offer critiques of each other's
pians._ You can set aside time each week to
plan and review the results of your work before

and after meeting with a group. This can be
done whether or not both of you do the actual
field work.

Flexible LeadershipMembers of a. confident
PF team are able to trade off leadership without
either member feeling a loss of prestige or
enthusiasm. Leadership is perhaps most logically
divided bY particular group--with one of you
responsible for _working primarily with adminis-
trators, the other with the board. However,
division according to skills or tasks is also
reasonable. You can determine. whith combination
suits your team .be4

t



In de endenceSharing skills resources,
leadership;--and-2supiiiiit produces an inter-
dependent and-effective-teat a.ddition,

teams .successful tes usually schedule time to
retreat from the task--often With a. trainer

a

discuss.-or neutral , skilled -outs ider-- and
ways they can most effectively 'cataplementeach other's efforts.

Observation and Feedback--If both members a
your tee a. conscious ,,effort to sYstema
ically give and receive feedback, the most
valuable contribution to the continuous
improvement of your skill can came from your
partner.

In summary your role is to help carticipants
become increasingly/skillful in working together,
in utilizing. a systematic problem-solving process,
and mastering a/number of related techniques and
resources whermaking decisions affecting the
future of local education. To take advantage of
differentiated skills, common planning, flexible
leadership, interdependencer-observationrand
feedback, process facilitators work in pairs'.
The material you have just read can help you as
you think about your role. You may therefore
wish- to reread it from time to time. The next
material provides a systernatic procedure for
planning activities that will enable you to
perform this role effectively.

BEST
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- best cocplshed
= When itf-ii=g611 Oriented, focused up.pn the

-
=

_ -next_Ttwo---Sections of this _unit, two goals for 1

process ---facilitators discussed each -Olt

in turri;:-has three objectives- _These two coals
and their accompanying objectives -are:

40

To help local groups (school-cOmmunity grovel,/
school board, and school staff) and individuals
continuously grow in their capacity to participate
in educational problem solving

Objectives: _ , .

:

parti0iPants-'.develop the capacity
and 'carry: out their phase-related =aativities
by learning,: and applying -the:''prOblesolving
_process and by learning OoncOmitant-paloblera-.
solving 'skills !'

2 Improving Group Processes--to help gcups
develop the .capacity to effectively tihize

group process and to help participants learn
about and gain the skills .necessary -
effective group wo

3. Improving Intergroup Relationships--to help
groups develop the capacity to build and
maintain

_
roducti withrelationships

other groups

Goal #2:

To build your own competence to function
effectively as a process facilitator

Objectives:

1., Building work-related competence---to develop
skills in determining the needs of local
participants, selecting appropriate tactics,
and giving help



o_Taccura _one't2-
provement

c _ropriatemeansi-c out
.-assess:-progress_--

=

Bull ng_ c once ersonal
relations ,.".:4to .develop the: ability to

----erigag-e-SlidiietiqeYrillatiOnships With
- both individuals and groups

In Section II, Goal #1 -10.11 be discussed .in more
detail along with a _five7-step planning-processfor' accoinplishing SeCtion -III presents
a planning process focused upon Goal #2.

Meetings

Meetings #7,

Group Dynamics

Problem Solving

Information Gathering

Group Dynamics #11/-#12,

Group Dynamics #5

Information Gatheriig # 2

#14
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RAWAStaCIATE S B-PAIWI OR*

The -PA must----Ozo eate systematic- linkage and -develop -confidence between the
PA-_-and-communiity -members and-achieve an acceptalole image, status and rank
within the corroninity.---;To do so, the- PA- must attend to the conimumity aspects
of behaVior. _ e

_

1; wr and F Entry Knowledge -of the Comuni

Knowledge- must be: gained -shout the :community_ itself and the nature

of its multiple relationships and lAikages with the outside at the
regional tlevel and with the soCriety as a whole. It is strongly
advised that the PA gather -as much general information as possible
about the, target area before entry. This general information
gathering, which usually can be obtained outsidA the target community,
is art essential part of the pre-entry preparation.:- It is important
that the predominant socio-cultural, economic, political and physical
resource patterns and anomalies of the region be understood by the
PA So that the dynamics and resistance to change is seer' in its
regional context.

Upon entry into the community, the PA _should concentrate on getting to
know community members and starting his or her own study of the
community. The future actions of the PA d*pend in large part on, the
depth and accuracy of his or her knowledge ',of the multiple dimensions
of the,community.

-_ Advancing- and G instead of--Decision M

This is a key concept in the total community development prodess.
studies of successful and unsuccessful affords consistently demonstrate
the positive effects of the conscientious use of this behavior pattern
by past PAs and the disasterious e cts of its misuse.

3. Positv es-Instead c tiTe Techniques

The term "positive techniques" refers to working to stimulate creative
responses on the part of community members and to support individuals

--.'and groups within the' community as much as possible. The term
"negative techniques" refers to the use of threats, coercion or playing
one-group off against another to achieve certain ends. Discouraging
community members from discovering for themselves what alternative
courses _of action are 'open to- them in their attempt to solve community.

problems would be a ,negative technique.

4. Utilizin_g
9
Traditfonal Culture

It is essential that the PA understand the customs, work habits, physical
motor patterns, beliefs, values and sentiments of the community and work
within their context. This is a basic reason for having an outside PA
conduct a study of the community. Some of, t1e Classic failures of planned
change programs were caused by agencies and programs neglecting to utilize
the traditional and local
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6. Flex Li.ti proac

The PA should ti,contil=iially open. to the -possibility that new =alternatives _
to community pnoblems an come into focus that require a change -in

_ ..---strategid_s and p-proic-EHaes- When the PA's efforts to establish systematic _= linkage with th e corm have reached an impasse,_ hit or her flexibility
of approach is, of couse, imperative if the program is to continue.

7. Continuity in the Projct
Just at it is importa.n that the PA be flexible, it is also important--
once the community has selected a cro eCt that shoudf-eatisfy felt need(5*-
that the' PA wort to suport the Stead , continuous effort required to
carrl out the Rwoject.__ Weediest en time, and resources can be wasted,
for -inslance,, ftirbegins large proj.eàt and abandans it for'
other projects. This s not to say t.h t communIty cannot carry out two
or more- pro'jectm simulaneously. Howe er, care must be taken to prevent
an overaxtensiori of community past its burst of enthusiasm at the
beginning- of a project-. If more than ne project is uhdertaken at a time,
the projects should no duplicate each- other's function, nor should they
weaken each othris im.c=act and effecti eness. _

PM should be aware of the various sta- s that the community development
process usually takes, so that they can plan and _adapt their approaches
to the particulax circumEmStances-of each stage. The stages of development
observed from ?mace Col...ps experiences are: Cl) perception-awareness;
(2) motivation; '(3) movement; (4) mobilization; (5) quiescence and the
possibility of recycle. Although- these do not have to occur in clear-cut
order, they are all cor=-bingent upon each, other and the PRI Process does
have an importerit conti_rruity that the PA should work to maintain.

8. Involv' Po lation in Plan Mcn lementation and Maintenance

One measure of del/elopeant and change is the extent to which community
members axe involved 'the various stages of decision making and problem
solving. Case mtudie of community development efforts consistently
demonstrate the importace of following this strategy and the dangers of
not encouraging communi ty involvement.

9. .2379icsELfl..i=t

Rarely do the processes of social Change- occur without-some kind of conflict,
whether it is between factions and interest groups in a community, or between
the community arid. the --.arger power structures on the outside The PA shou
encourage he developme=lt of social mechanisms by which conflict can be
given attention and resplved., rather than ignored. There are some instances
when conflict artclt"confontation" tactics are effective, but in most cases
the efforts of ic PA to ..embroil factions in conflict will only be counter-
productive.. 160
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ThePA in. 'r the role OfT-7iOb server_---ana-learrier,-; is essential to the s -babliShment

atiadirdcagez wrth the community, particularly in tbe
= -iafter, entzy.-='..: I 7.1s-i Sierolehat- --PA must- in:Larder condutt.- the-

cominunij sidy,iid any attempt -tâ appea profesuin&l o -:.-thef pOint4-a_f_ _

Owing almost -always results in closing_ off meaningful--feedback _frthàoauniyieto_

11 _
= --. -Rd = --and --Esteem for. Local Beliefs

As obvious as this point-seems, -it remains one of the most -neglected
aspects of necessary PA performance. The PA must develop a. genuine sense =

of respet for 10-cal dustoMs and taboos--both-religious and
= _

. secuiar-even though they are not part of his or her own _system of beliefs.1
This prApies has particular relevance when a suggested innovation or _change
would !allenge a traditional belief Concerning the true nature of reality
as per----iived by comeunity',members.: In general, the PX must at least
demOns ate respect for local beliefs if he- or she to be accepted in'
the cil.qunity.

12. ParticiVating in the Community's Social, Cultural and _Religious_ Activities

Quite often this form of participation generates positive attitudes by
-people in the community towards the PA, particularly if they- have
specifically invited him or her to share in the activity. On the, other
hand, behavior that is seen as "grandstanding"--making an aggressive
attempt to show that "See there, I'm one of You!"--is a mockery. In such
a case, community members would most likely reject future contact with the PA.

l3. Establishing a Friendship. Circle

As is true with all humans, the PA will -simply like some people 'within the
community More than others and will probably develop strong personal
friendships with a few individual's. This type of friendship should not be
confused with a`"friendshi p circle," which should be developed purposely
by the PA as part of his or hek task. Feedback communication from the
various interest groups, power structures, class groups and minorities
that make up a community is essential if the Program Associate is to assess_
the impact of his or her program and behavior. The "circle" should be
formed by picking individuals from each of the groups 'mentioned above with
whom the PA f-els comfortable, and vice versa, and developing- an informal
communication network. The key word in understanding the function of a
friendship circle is "informal.", Quite often formal channels of communication
are very rigid or even closed to the PA, and a friendship circle can possibly
be the only effective medium. of both feedback and meaningful communication
between the PA and the various 'community groups. Although the ,friendship
circle does not have to meet regularly, or even at all, the agent should
maintain frequentontact and communication with these key people.

14. Recognizing and Sympatlaizing,f-With the Haopiness 'and Sadness of the Community
=

Every community undergoes a cyclical series of events that produce
collective positive and negative reactions on the part of community members..

, The PA should develop a sensitivity to these changes in mood. Annual harvests,
the fiesta of a patron sairst-or other festive holidays, periodic droughts

or flooding and crop 'failures are all important events with which the PA
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rs. Treating the Local' People a.4--qhtelti 'and-Rational Persons

The senie.of this point should be just as clear as the reason for
respecting local beliefs, but unfortunately it is one of the behaviors
expected of a PA that is frequently violated. The ability to accept
people_ for what they are is of critical importance here, and _there_ is
little doubt that every effective PA possesses this quality.- Quite often
because of the .PAs own-cultural- or educational blinders, he or she_ -
cannot-se tyof-a--pfarticul-ar-action made by
individuals or groups within the community. It should be rememtiered
that these people may be operating wider a set of rules that is very.
different from what the PA is used to. If the PA_ is patient and

behavior invariably is quite logical and is cons stent with the larger
system's values, beliefs and norms.. Without ,thi. understanding, it
_will be virtually impossible for the PA to establ'sh-systemic
particularly in a cross-cultural situation.

16. Model Personality

This concept should not be taken as suggesting that there is only one type
of personality and one set of expected behavior for an effective PA, or
nothing-coulebe more absurd. It merely means that if a particular -

project demands sacrifices and personal discipline or maintenance of
particular attitudes from- community members,. the PA should be sure to
make similar sacrifices or .maintain those same attitudes. As much as
possible, he or she should quietly set an example for others. -Quite
often the PA brings into focus the discrepancy between "what is" and
"what ought to be" in the minds of the community members,' and his or her
actions should' be more consistent with behavior associated with "ought to

if- M -L - 7

17. Realistic Extectations

One of the cardinal sins that PAs have committed in-the past is to
suggest a series of rapid changes that simply are net within the realm
of possibility in the foreseeable future. This only serves to increase
needlessly the level of frustration within the community. Once community
members realize that the new felt needs prompted by the PA will not be
satisfied', bitterness and a refusal to participate in community projects
result. Therefore, the PA- should suggest alternatives and changes that
have a realistic chance of success.



- _

a ay- be-:seen as= dependable and -they 'should
Only:those premiies that =they know can:be met_

tro
comm *- embers.

Livi 6-Tar Cn--

This is] not always possible, particularly when a PA must cover more than one
community. It is inevertheless very helpful in establishing good systemic

411* linkage for the PA to live in the target community. His or her continued
presence not only -Indicates a special concern about the people, problPmq
and projects of the community, but it also serves to enhance the PA's
knowledge of that communitY by experiencing it both in the hours of work
and the hours of leisure.

2 0 Actin- A din to Kcal. Su e Rather Than Cliches ere

--

es and Te ks

As experienced PAS realize, ever community in the- world is _unique. It -is
important that' action be based on that uniqueness as it is found through
the PA's specific observations and formal and continuous community study..

_ .
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=- ---- _rsr BrarTge1764-1C#ii---Ehings_-tix,think - --_--.
-.. ,au1en'-:Ye!,1 are' a IChang_e- ag,rit,a consultant-,- an organization or

community aevelopment specialist---:or when you a-re just being, yeurself trying
--ta- -bring about- t-omething it-involves : other.' people . . , _ -

RULE I: STAY ALIVE

-This rule counsels against self-sacrifice on behalf of a- cause that you do
not wish to-be your last.,

Two exceptionally talented doctoral students came to. the realization that.
the routines they-were being put through to get their credentials were absurd,

-and decided not to complete the degree because they wbuld be untrue to themselves
to conform to and support an absurd system. -That sort of reasoning is almost
always self-descructive_ Behind the noble gesture there are uSually some childhood
based conflicts that are neither Understood nor admitted. Besides their gesture
was unlikely to- have an impact whatever onthe system theywere taking a stand
against.

This is_not to say that one should never take a stand, or a survival risk-.
But such-risks should be taken as part of a Purposeful strategy of change, and
appropriately timed and targeted. When they are taken under such circumstances,
one is very much alive..

But vule I is much more than a survival rule. The rule means that you should
let your whdle being be involved -in the undertaking- Since-most of us' have never
even been in touch with our whole being, it means a lot of putting together of

_

parts that have been divided, of using internal communication charnels that have
been close& or ware never opened.

Staying alive means loving yourself. Self-disparagement leads to the sup-.pression'og potentials, to a win-lose formulation of the-world and to wasting life
in defensive maneuvering. ---,

Staying 'alive means s-taying in touch with ybur purpose_ it means using your
skills,' your emotions, your labels and positions, rather than being used- by them.
It means not ',Sing trooped in other people's games.' It means turnie.g yourself on
and off, rather than being dependent on the situation. It means cholAing "with a
view to tha consequences as well as the iMpulse. It means going with the flow riven_
while swimming against it. it means living in several worlds without being swallowee
up in any. It means seeing di14:mmas as opportunities for creativity_ It-meane
greeting absurdity with laughter while trying to unscramble -it. It means captufciag
the moment in the light of the future,' It means Seeing the environment through the
eyes of -your purpose.

RUIZ II: START Y.-11-IERE THE SYSTEM, IS

This is such ancient wisdom thaE one fight xpect its Meaning had. been fully
'explored and apprehended_ Yet in practice the rule -- and the. system are oftenviolated-

1 4-
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The. rule implies that one should
systems .(1r, not' necessarily like being
may be Offensive. And the system may
himself a "Change agent." It is easy
tili.ty,Of jargon that prevents layma=n

begin by diagnosing-the system. t

diagnosed; Even the term "diagnosis".-
be even less ready for someone who calls
for the practitioner td forget the ho-c-
-from understanding the professional

Starting-where tho client is can be called the Empathy Rule- To oc mmuni-
cate effectively, to be able to build sound strategy, the change agent needs tq
understand how the.cllent sees himself and his situation, and needs' to understand
the culture of the system- Establishing the reauired rapport does not mean that
the change agent who-wants to viork in a traditional industrial setting should
refrain from growing a beard. It does mean that, if he has a beard, the beard
determines where the client is when they first meet, and the client's curiosity
needs-to -be-dealt _wi th. -_,,Similarlythe_. rule_ does__ not _mean----that -a female- change.
agent in a-male organization should try to act like one of the boys, or that a
young person should try to act like an old person. One thing-it does mean is
that sometimes where the client is, is wondering where the change agent is

Even unwitting or ac c ental v olations of the empathy rule can destroy the
situation. I lost a cli hrough two violations in one morning- The-client
group snent a consulting day at my home. They arrived early in the morning,;
befOreI had my empathy 6n. The Senior member, seeing a picture of, my son in
the living-room, said: "What do you do about boys with long .hair?" I replied
theughtlessly, "I ihink he's handsome that way." The small chasm thus caused
between my client _and me was widened and deepened later that morning when one
the family- tortoises walked through the butter dish.

Sometimes starting where the client is, which sounds both ethically and
technically virtdou$, can lead. to some ethically puzzling situations. Robe
FrostF describes a situation in wtich a consultant was so- empathic with a king
who was unfit to rule that the king discOvered his own uri!itness and had hiMse f
shot, whereubon the consUltantbecame king.

Empathy permits the development of a mutual attachment between client a.nd
onsultant. The resulting relationship may be one in which their creatAvities
are joined, a mutual growth_ relationshio- But it may also become one in which
he CIientbecomes dependent:onethe,consultant so that he can be manip lated

the consultant. The ethical issues are, not associated with starting where the
y tem is, but with where.one takes it. 71,

Are the use of complacency shoe- pulling out the rug of familiar tructure,
and two-bY-four confrontation of differences violations of--this rule? t course,
but the..? do help to determine and to reveal where the client is, sometiMos at tie
cost of the relationship . They are often productive if 'the, client is co-mmitted
to the scenec,end Cho -consultant.

*Robert Frost, "How Hard It is To Keep From Being King-When It's In You And In
Situation," from In The_ eariaa, pp- 74-84. .(New York:- Holt, Rinehart and
Winslon, 1962)
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VIZ- II NEVER WORK 1/111-1ILL

`,This is a coMprehensive rule; and a number of the other rules are corral
or examples of it. It is an appeal for an Organic rather tha
pproach to change, for building strength and blinding on strength_ -it has -a

number of implications that affect -th choices the change agent Makes about how
to use himself, and it says scmethin, ut life itself-. The following-ate some
cdrollarlesf.

mechanistic

This llary cautions against working in a way that builds resistance to
ent in the direction you have chosen as desirable. For example, a program

which has a favorable effect on one portion of a population may have the opposite
effeyt on :order - portions of the -population Perhaps -the-commonest r cr Of-this'
kind- has been -made in the employment of T-group ,training in organizations --
turning on the participants and turning off the_non-participant-s in one easy-lesson--. -

RI= III, Corollary

The physician - patient relationship is often regarded as ogous to consultant-Client relationship. The results for system change can be unfortunate_ For example,
the organizationdevelopment consultant is likely to be greeted with deligh-t_by
executives who see in his _specialty the solution to a hopeless situation in a
currying Rlant. Some organization' development consultants have disappeared for
years because of the irresistibility of such challenges. Others have whiled away
their time' trying to counteract the Peter Principle by shoring up incompetent
managers.

RuLE III, Corollary n" use_one when two coup

'To be less cryp do, anything alone .that could be accomplished moreeasily dr more certainly by a team. Don Quixote is not the only change agent whose
effectiveness was handicapped by ignoring this rule. The change agent's task isan heroic one, and the need to be a hero does not facilitate team-building. As
a result, many Change agents become "spread too Ithin," through failing to develop
partners who can carry on the- work and use the change agent's skills efficiently_
RULE III, Corollary 4: Don't over-or9anize.

The background of democratic ideology and the theories of participative
management that many change agents possess can sometimes interfere with common
sense.' A year or two ago I offered. a course., to be taught by graduate students.
The course was over-subscribed. It seemed that a'rational process for deciding
whom to admit would be desirable, and- that participation of the graduate students
in the decision would also be desirable. So I demanded a good deal of data about
themselves from the candidates for admission, and Xeroxed their responses. Then
the graduate students and I held a series of meetings. Then the candidates were
informed by letter of the decision. I suppose I spent ten days in this absurd
process, and each of the graduate students waste a day or two. In the end we.
concluded that a completely arbitrary decision rule -- liRe first come, first
served-- would have given as good results with much less anguish for the canalthe students and myself.
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Sometimes there a hill in the path of `change which Must be confronted-:
Thus one may begin working with people in the middle of a:power structpre
becaUse th.ey are eager to learn and to move -- working with them is nob irking
uphill -- bUt the undertaking will become a hill-building exercise unless there
is a strategy for gaining,the support of theetop of the structure. If the
strategy encounters opposition rather than interest, the change agent may con-
sider a confrontatiOn mode for achieving his purpose. Unless he has developed
a constituency of support which matches or exceeds the power that the opposition
can muster, he should decide against confrontatipn.

RULE III', Corollary 6: Flay God A little.

The-change-agent's-lifeeis-hs-owne-andeit-is- - short ease another

It is important to evaluate a gi:Ven context, opportunity, or need: is it
appropriate-for'your skills' and learning_ needs and Is :there-as _ _

much potential for change in it as in competing opportunities? 'For example,
the public educational system is a mess. That doesn! mean we know how to save
it, or even whether it should survive. It certainly doesn't mean that the
change agent is morally obligated to try to improve it, destroy it, or develop
a substitute for it -If there is a-moral obligateen, it is to the development
his own talent and Potential.

RULE IV INNOVATION RE&IRES A 00 IDEA, INITIATIVE AND A FEW FRIENDS

As implied above, little can be accomplished alone, and there is evidence
from experiments on the effects of group Pressure on individual perception to
suggest that the change agent _needs a partner, if only to maintain perspective
and` purpose,

The quality of the partner is just as important ae the quality of the idea.

Like the change agent, partners must be-relatively autonomous people_ As an
example, the engineering staff-of a chemical company designed a new process plant
using edge-of-the-art technology- The design departed too radically from the
exoerience of top management, and they were about to reject it. The. engineering
chief suggested that the design be reviewed by a distinguished chemical engineering

professor- The principal designers were in fact former students of the professot.
For this reason he accepted the assignment, charged the company a fee for reviewing
the design (which he did not trouble to examine), and told the management the
design was brilliantly conceived and executed- Sy this means the engineers not
only implemented their innovations, but also grew in the esteem of their management.

A change agent experienced in. the Washington environment reports that he

knows of only one e_ f successful interdepartmental collaboration in mutually
designingi-fan4ng__ carrying -through a joint project-- It was accomplished
through the informal collaboration of four bright yoUng mer, one from each of
four agencies. They were friends, and met weekly for lunch. They conceived the
project.and planned a strategy for implementing it Each person undertook to
interest and inflaence the relevant key people in his awn agency, and the four
erVed one aeother as conSultente and helpers in developing ways of bringing Eh'

_fluence to bear in each agency.
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An altern ve .etat, ment o Ride IV - <is follows: people who
ready and able io work, introduce - to one another, aad,work h tham.
haps because many change agents have been trained, in thehelping Professions,
perhaps becaus we have all been trained. to think bureaiicratically, or meahan
cally, concept like organizational positiora'representativeness or need are
likely to guid the change agent's selection of those he .works with A mora
powerful begi can be maaaaby finding those petsons in the system whose valuesg aa
are congruent h those of t1 change,agent, who Possess vitality And imagination,
who are willi -to work overtime, and who are eager to learn. Such people are
usually glad o have someone like the change agent join in getting aomething
important acu cp, ished, and a careful search is likely to turn up quite A few.
In fact, ther m y be enough of them to accomplish general system change, if they
can team up in appropriate ways_ In building such teamwork the change agent's

fally challangedaaasaheajoinsathemainaeatablabhingaconditions -------

for trust and creativity, dealing with anxieties about-being seen as subverSive,'
enhancing leadership, consulting. prob1era-501._Ving_adiagnosixig and-innovating--
skills, and developing apptoptiate group norms and'policieS-

'Certain norms ancipolicies 'appear to be important lora even titical for,
group effectiveness. The group May have projects which eventuate in legitimized

--formar baclies,abut-it :shouldinotact as-eart:oathe powerstructure-a-asw-aualetaa
taking of the group should be the property of one of its members, with others
in support roles. In planning strategies which involve coordinated action on the
part of several members, no member should be bound by the-decisions emerging from
consultation, but should adapt his behaviar according-tp what. he finds in,the

- action scene.

Rana: V- LOAM" EXPERIMNTS FOR SUCCESS

This sounds like counsel to avoid aaskataking. But the decision to c peri-
ent always entails risk. After-that decision has beea made, take all precautions

The rule also sounds scientifically immoral. But whether an experiment
produces the expected results depends on the experimenter's depth of insight into
the conditions and processes involved. ,:Of course, what is experimental iz what
is new to the system; it may or may- not. be new to the change agent.

Build an umbrella over experiment. A chemical process plant which was
to be shut down because of the inefficiency of its operations andertook a uaion-.
management cooaeration effort bz) improve efficiency, which 'involved'Aamodified
form of profit-sharing. Such plans were contrary to company policy, but the
manufacturing vice president at headquarters was interested in the experimerra and_
successfully concealed it: from his associates. The experiment was successful: the._
plant became prof table. --In this case, the umbrella turned, out not to be big
enough_ The plant wa$ shut down anyway.

e the Hawthorne effect. Even inadeq.uetely conceived, _riments are of
made tia succeed_ when the, participants -feel ownership. Arid conversely, one of:
the obstacles to the. :_;pteatl of useful inn nations is that participants are not
likely to feel ownership of theitn..
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wild on strength= For example, a f the changeagenthopeS tc labora-
ory training as part of.his- strategy, the` -first pardons to be invited Should

be those who congistently-turn 41-1--their experiences into constructive learning
Similarly, in introducing-teaMdevelopment-processes to a system,- begin with the
best functioning team.

Maintain voluntarism. This is not easy to do in systems where invitations
are understood to he commends, but nothing vital can be built on such motives
as duty, obedience or responsiveness to social preSure.

-RULR VI: IGHT MANY FIRES

Not only does a large, monolithic development er change program have high

systems- from developing ownership of, .and consequent commitment to, the program.

The' positive implication of the rule is more orderly than the random pre-
scription -- light many fires -- sn-g-geMts. Any part of a system is the way it
is partly because of the way the rest of the system is. To work towards change
in one subsystem is to become one more determinant of its performance. Not only
is the change agent working.unhill, but as soon as he turns his back, other
forces in the system will Press the subsystem back towards its previous level
of performance.

If many interdependent subsystems are catalyzed, and the change agent bring
them together to facilitate one another's efforts, the entire system begins to
move.

Understanding patterns of interdependency among subsystems can lead to a
strategy of fire-setting_ For example, in public school systems it requires
collaboration among politicians, administrators, teachers, parents and students
to bring about significant innovation, and active opposition on the part of only
one of these groups to prevent it. In parochial school systems, on the othdr
hind:, collaboration between the administration and the church provides a powerful
impetus for change in the other groups.

RULE VII: KEEP AN OPTIMISTIC BIAS

Our society grinds along with much polarization and cruelty, and even the
helping professions compose their world of grim problems to ba"worked through="
The change agent is Usually. flooded with the destructive aspects of the situations
he enters. People in most systems are impressed with one another's weaknesses,
and stereotype each other with such incompetencies as theycan discover.

This rule does not advise ignoring cestructive forces= Its positive pre-'
scriptien is that the change agent be especially alert to the Oristructive forces
which are often masked and suppressed in a problem oriented, envious culture.



e have as great an innate capacity = for joy CIS
sentiment causes_theth to overopportunities for - n

a married couple-were distuSsing their sexual probleM and how
-king g-on it, it became clear-that it would never be solved,
is not a problem- but an opportun

ntment,_but
a workshop wine
hard they were
simply_because

Individuals and grOups locked in destructive kinds of conflict focus on,
their differences. The-change agent's job is to he4p than discover and build on
heir commonalities. The unhappy partners focus onNpat wrdngs, and continue
to destroy the present-and future with them."-The change agent's job is to help

' them chance the present so that they will have a new past th which to create a
future.

RULE VIII: CAPTURE THE MOMENT

A good sense of timing is often treated as though it were a "gift""or
"Intuition," rather-than-something-that can be learned, something spontaneous
rather than something planned. -The opposite is nearer the truth. One ca ores
the moment when everything one has learned is readily aVailable, and ;hen one
is in touch with the events of the moment.

A few years ago-my-wife a d-I- were having-a very destructive fight..
nine-year.old daughter decided to intervene. She put 1-ir arms around.'her mother,
and asked: "What does Daddy do that bugs you?" She was an attentive audience
for the -next few minutes while my wife told her, -ending in tears. She then puk
her arms around me: "What does Mummy do that bugs you?" and listened attenUvely
to my response, which-also ended in- tears.o_She thef-went to the record player,
and put on a favorite love song ("If Ever I'Should Meave You"), and left Us.elon_
to make up.

The elements of my daughter's intervention had all been learned. They were
-simply available to she combined them in a way what could make the
moment better..

perhaps it's our training in linear cause - and - effect thinkingteat makes us
unable fp see the-multiple potential of the moment. Khateverthe reason, the
solution is not to enter the situation blank, and hope thatCspontaneous.action'
will move it forward. It is not' enough for the change agent to have a plan or
strategy. He needs as many plans as postible. It's not endUgh for him to have
a frameworK,for diagnosis; he needs- many frameworks. It's mot enough to involve
his-head in the system; he has. to let his-heart be involved -too. If he has mull
access. to his organized- exearience, to himself, and to the situation, he. is free
to be spontaneous end-capture the moment.
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by Alvin Toffler
_ _ _

Noted futurist author Alvin Toffler, the originator of the term
"anticipatory democracy," here explains what it is and what
he thinks it can accomplish. Toftler believes that democratic
political systems face two crucial problems todaylack of
future-consciousness and lack of citizen participation. Anti-
cipatory democracy is designed to cape with both these prob-
lems simultaneously.
Anticipatory democracy is a pro-

cessa way of reaching decisions that
determine our future. It can be used to
help us regain control over torricirow.

Two crucial problems endanger the
stability and survival of our political .

system today,

First: Lack of future- conecjousness.
Instead of anticipating the problems
and opportunities of the future, we
lurch from crisis to crisis. The energy
shortage, runaway inflation, ecological
troublesall reflect the failure of our
political leaders at ,federal, state, and
local levels to look beyond the next elec-
tion. Our political system is "future-
blind," With but few exceptions, the
same failure of foresight marks our cor-
porations, trade anions, schools, hospi-
tals, voluntary organizations, and -com-
munities as well. The result is political
and social future shbck.

Second: Lack of participation. Our
government and other institutions have"
grown so large and complicated that
most people feel powerless.,-They com-
plain of being "planned upon." Thgy are
seldom consulted or asked for ideas
about their own future. On the rare oc-
casions when they are. it is ritualistic
rather than real consultation. Blue-col-
lar workers,. ,poor people, the elderly,
the youth-.-ven the affluent among us:
feel fraen out of the decision process.
And as -more and more millions feel
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powerless, the danger of violence and
authoritarianism increases.

Moreover, if this is true within the
country, it is even more true of the
world situation in which the previously
powerless are demanding the right to
participate in shaping the global future.

Anticipatory democracy (AID/ is a
way to tackle -both these critical prob-
lems simultaneously. It connects up
future- cdnsciousness with real partici-
pation.

Thus the term "anticipatory"
stresses the 'need for greater attention
to the long-range future. The terra -de-
mocracy" stresses the need for vastly
increased popular participation and
feedback.

There is no single or magical way to
build a truly anticipatory democracy. In
general, we need to support any pro
gram or action that increases future-
awareness in the society, while
simultaneously creating new channels
for genuine, broad-based citizen partic-
ipation. This means, among other
things, an emphasis not on "elite" or
"technocratic" futures work, but on
mass involvement. We certainly need
experts and specialists: they are in-
dispensable, in fact. But in an anti-
cipatory democracy, goals are not set
by elites or experts alone. Thus, where

activity exists, we need to open
it to all sectors of society, making ;t
special effort to involve women, the
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poor. working people, minority groups,
young and oldand to involve them at
all levels of leadership as well. Conver
rely, where participatory activities ex-
ist at community_, state, or federal
levels," or within various corporate Or
voluntary organizations, we need to press
for attention to longer-range futures.
A/D Activities Take Many Forms

Anticipatory democracy may take
many different forms_ the
following:

1. Creation of city or statewide
2000- organizations. These bring

thousands of citizens together to help
define long-range goals, These goals are
sometimes then embodied in legislation.
Examples include Hawaii 2000, Iowa
2000, and Alternatives for Washing-
tonall three at the state level; Seattle
2000 at the city. level. Some sort of
"2000" activity has been identified in
over 20 states.

2. Certain important movements
in American society are inherently pro-
participati ye:, they work to open the
society to the full participation of
women, ethnic minorities, the elderly,
the poor, or others who are frequently
excluded from decision processes in the
system: Working with these movements
to introduce' greater future-conscious-
ness, more attention _to long:term goals,

eness of new technologies or social
trends that may impact on them, con-
tributes to the Spread of AID.`

"T HE TUTU ST; Qcfol/e1-3975

Alvin Toffler appears at a re-
cent congressional meeting on
future thinking. Speaking Is
Senator John C. Culver. an
Iowa Democrat who is a lead-
ing advocate of futurism in
Congress.

Photo: Sally W. Cornish

3. Media feedback programs.
Radio and TV audiences are seldom
given a chance to voice their views
particularly about the future. The use
of TV, radio, cable TV, cassette, the
print media and other communications
systems to present alternative futures
and provide channels for audience feed-
back simultaneously increases both par-
ticipation and future consciousness.

4. Congressional reform. Passage
of a "foresight provision" (HR 988) in
the U.S. House of Representives now
for the first time requires that most
standing committees engage in futures
research and long-range analysis. By
strengthening the Congress vie a vie the
Executive Branch. it increases the po-
tential for democratic participation as
well. For example, anticipatory democ-
racy organizations like Alternatives for
Washington or Iowa 2000 could
systematically feed citizens' views on
the future into foresight discussions in
Congress. We need foresight provi-
siorfs" in the Senate, and in state legis-
latures and city councils as well.

5. Community Action Programs.
Nearly 900 CAPs exist in all parts of
the nation. Aimed at combatting pover-
ty, they all involve some form of partici-
patdry planning, often neighborhood
based. Attempts to strengthen partici-
nation and to extend planning beyond
the short term also help the move
toward anticipatory democracy.

6. Referenda. There Icy
ti

ways to link referenda to long-term
future issues. (The British just made a
long-range decision to stay in the Com-
mon Marketand relied on the referen-
da to tell Parliament how the country
felt on the issue.)

7. Steps aimed at involving
workers, consumers, minorities,
women, and community groups in
sion- making_ in industry and govern-
mentwhen linked to long-term plan-
ningfurther the process of AM. The
Congressional Office of Teehnology
Assessment, for example, has an active
Citizens Advisory panel that becomes
deeply invold in decisions about theve-
very long-range effects of new tech-
nologies. Movements for worker partic-
ipation or self-management in industry,
for consumer watchdog agencies, for
participatory management can all be
encouraged to become more future-con-
scious, Unless participation affects the
planning process, it has little impact.

8. Futurizing the programs of
organizations like the Young Women's
Christian Association. the Red Cross, or
the National Education Associationto
choose three .at randomhelps spiead
the neceseary -awareness through the
network of existing voluntary organiza-
tions.

9. Opening up global or transna-
tional org-anizations to greater partici-
pation and future-consciousness. The
United Nations conferences, especially
the informal meetings that occur
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simultaneously with them, are oppor-
tunities for introducing A/D on the
globarscale. Such conferences as those
devoted to the lavi of the sea in Caracas,
population in Bucharest, environment in
Stockholm, food in Rome, women in
Mexico City, and the forthcoming one
on human settlements in Vancouver are
events at which globally-oriented peo-
:ple and non-governmental organiza-
tions with local constituencies can get
together to exchange information and
strategies, and to influence formal
policy.

10 Creation of participatory plan "A system break of some kind is corn-
. - ing; a new civilization is beginning tofling .mechanisms within community emer.e...

organizations. For example. bringing
the-emir/1r ip of a church; or a-

Mothers of Alvin Toffiers A/D
(AntVpatory Democracy) Network
compiled following list of possi-
ble A/D activities. They emphasize
that these are some posaibilities
not necessarily recommendations. It
is up to you to decide whether any of
them are appropriate. You may want
to adapt them or, better yet, invent
your own!

Visit your city council or state
legislature and urge passage of a
-foresight provision" modelled after
H.R. 988 in the House of Represen-
tatives. 3

Set up "futurist consciousness
teams- to attend political rallies and
meetings. -These teams would ask
speakers to explain what effect their
proposed programs might have on,
say, the year 1985 or 2000. By press-
ing for a discussion of long-range
consequences. the entire political
discussion is raised to a higher level.
Another question that can be asked:
-If we don't really know what effect
your proposal will have by 1985,
what procedures ought we to be
following to find out?"

Phone a radio talk show and siig-
-gest a prOgram on the future. invit
ing !isteriers'rto suggest goals for the
community over the next 15 or 25-
year period. Such shows have
already been tried out in San Diego.
Dallas, Atlanta. New Orleans, and
other cities. A good response can be
used to get interested listeners
together to form an A/D group.

"There is a tremendous amount of
Pent-oP political emotion in this coun-
try. People feel that the future is being

Possible A/D Programs
Contact the city or state planning

agency and suggest citizen partici-
pation activities like Alternatives
for Washington.- Provide the agency
with the names of individuals who
Will take the initiative in organizing
these activities, and sources of infor-
mation on previous activities of this
kind.

Get a group of futurists to visit
the nearest Community Action
Agency or Community Action Pro-
gram and ask: 1. What the futurists
can offer in the way of methods, in-
sights. perspectives. 2. What the
futurists can learn froth community
experiences with public participation
in planning.

Organize speaking teams for
community groups that expresa an
interest in A/D or futurism.

Working with your local Bicen-
tennial planning group, arrange for
an anticipatory democracy booth at
local events. Use booth to distribute
A/D literature, but also to get ideas
and criticism about the future of
your community from the public.

-Approach major companies in
your area and ask them to make
public in at least a general sense
their plans for new investment, jobs,
technologies, etc. Publicize their
reactions as well as their plans. Ask
to what degree consumers,
employees or public, officials were
consulted in drawing up the plans.

7
a

Place ballot boxes in-rocal super-
kets, shopping centers -or

movies, with ballots asking passers-
by to check of the three things. they
most like and the three things they

-most dislike about the community.
Pass findings to local press and rele-
vant officials. What are they doing
now to preserve the good and eradi-
cate the bad by 1985?

Organize an open discussion of
long -term goals in a church or syn-
agogue to define its purposes in rela-
tion to the community over a 10. to
25-year period.

Working with doctors, the nurs-
ing association, and other com-
munity health groups, try to organ-
ize a community-wide "health
plebeseite." asking. through the
mass media and other channels, for
ordinary people to tell what they
think is wrong, and what they think
will be needed to improve health ser-
vices by 1985. Compare their
priorities with the local health
budget.

Approach parent-teacher associ-
ations, teachers' organizations, and
students to run an Education 1985 or
Education 2000 Conference through
which parents and teachers, as well
as .professionals, have a chance to
voice problems, hopes and fears
about the future and to suggest ways
of futurizing education.

Anticipatory dlernocracy is not, a
single "thing" it is a process. It can
be created in a wide variety of ways.
It's up to you to create your own.
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"What 1 call 'the general
'crisis of

dustrial society' has hit the global eco-
nornicsystem."

broadly representative group of
parents, teachers and studqnts in a
school. or patients. medical staff and
service employees in a hospital into the
planning process advances anticipatory`
democracy. Provided the process is
trulyparticipatory and the time horizon
reaches beyond, say, 10 years, it
strengthens A and helps educate people
to play a more active role in the national
political system as well.

11. Democratizing the World
Future Society through expanding its
membership to include groups now un-
derrepresented. and to assure fully
democratic internal procedures is yet
another step in the direction of A/D.
Preventing futurism from becoming
prematurely academicized or super-
professionalized helps avoid its use 'as a
tool for mystification of the public.

These are all examples of A/D ac-
tivity. They are not given in any order
of precedence. but they reflect the
diversity of possibilities. Dozens more
could no doubt be cited. We need to in-
cent many additional kinds of A/D ac-
tivity. This will require the help of
millions of people from every discipline,
from every walk of life. every profes-
sion, ethnic and class background. A de-
mocracy that doesn't anticipate the
future cannot survive. A society that is
good at anticipating but . allows the
fUture to be captured by elites is no
longer a democracy. As we move into
the future, anticipatory democracip
will be the only surviving kind.

Alvin Toftler is the author of Future Shock
and The Eco.Spavrt Report. For more infor-
mation on his anticipatory democracy net-
work. write to: Alvin Toffler, c/o A/D Net
work. 34 IN: 13th -Street. New York. New
York 10011.

,-Toffier:$00ks-:on NUB-Ism
Politics

America's continued economic problems have caused many
people to reevaluate thekr opposition to long-term planning.
But government and industry are still under the influence of an
induitrial mentality which assumes that -planning must be
centralized and hierarchical. Future Shock_ author Alvin
Toffler believes that the multichannel super-industrial society
now evolving will require a flexible, decentralized planning
process on to ordinary people as well as experts,

The future of futurism in politics was
the subject of futurist Alvin TofflerIs
speech- -at the closing session of the
World Future Society's Second General
Assembly, held in Washington. D.C.,
June 2-5. 1975.

Toffler identified two fundamental
changes that are occurring in the
United States:

1. The American people are tired of
management-by-crisis. Disturbed by
the energy crisis, they are developing a
more positive attitude toward planning.

2. Americans are beginning to feel
that they are not in control of their po-
litical institutions, Millions of Ameri-
cans now think that the political institu-
tions are obsolete and that new, partici-
patory ones are needed.

Toffler attributed these shifts in the
public mood mainly to the countrys re-
cent economic problems. He offered the
following analysis of the economic
situation:

"The economic crisis reveals how
totally obsolete our conventional eco-
nomic models and stabilizers are. Many
of the structures that we created for
stabilizing the economy are essentially
aimed at preventing a repetition of 1929
or 1933 wheri that-is no longer the prob-
lem that faces us. They were designed
at a time when we did not have $180
billion in trans-national,currency called
'eurodollars' floating around the world
system. They were designed at a time
when we did not have very powerful
multi- and trans-national corporations
and institutions. They were designed at
a time when conditions were more or
less uniform (as they tend to be in tra-
ditional industrial societies). I believe
what is happening now is a deep mien- -
sification of the .general crisis 'of in-
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dustrial society. A system -break of
some kind is coming: a new civilization
is ginning to emerge. We don't know

e outlines, but we know that some-
thing fundamental is happening. What I
call 'the general fitrisis of industrial
society' has hit the global economic
system."

"We need people.who can
see straight ahead and
deep iinto the problems.

Those are the experts. But
we also need peripheral

vision and experts dre
generally not very good
at providing_ iperipheral

vision."

The breakdown of industrialism, said
Toffler, is much larger than the break-
down of capitalism or socialism'. "In-
dustrialism is a' Iture a, package,
civilization. M- s roduction, mass dis-
tribution, and echnology are funda-
mental parts of it, but it is also depen-
dent upon other systemsmass educa-
tion, mass media, the money system. All
industrial societies- share bureaucratic
forms of industrialization, top-down
hierarchical forms of organization. All
industrial societies essentially share a
materialistic value system. All in-
dustrial soe :es. by and large, are de-
pendent on he nuclear family. All in-
dustrial societies are addicted to fossil
fuels and all industrial societies.
whether communist or_capitalist.
Japanese or Swedish. share certain
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epistemological assumptions about
time, space, causation, certain concep-
tual models about how society works_
Put those all together and you have a
culture. And it is-that culture which I
think is now unravelingand-that may
well be the best -news that the planet
has had in about 300 years."

Bureaucracies Are Obsolete
The demise of industrialism is no

cause for pessimism. Toffler insisted,
because industrialism assumed that
"certain, types of structures could han-
dle all the basic decisions necessary to
manage the society." But those strup-
tures bureaucracy, parliamentary de-
mocracy,-- and centralized planningare
breaking down today. Bureaucracies
work best. in a routine, orderly, predic-

=table environment, but we no longer
have such an environment. Centralized

"Acceleration is one o
the key features of the

super-industrial
revolution," Tiller

declared. "Events are
occurring so fast that we

orget them before we
have had a chance to

learn from them.

-Alvin T

planning has shown serious weaknesses
and even the communist countries are
trying to decentralize the planning pro-
cess because of the enormous informa-
tion overload at the top levels." Parlia-
mentary democracy is now under
severe attack in all of the industrial
countries, mostly because of obsolete
structures which -were products of the
industrial- revolution and reflect an in-
dustrial mentality."

Acceleration is cote' of the key
features of the super-industrial revolu-
tion. Toter declared. Events are occur-
ring so fast that we forget them before
we have had _a chance to learn from
them. Some of our basic assumptions
about the electoral process are being
challenged by this rapid change. Toffler
ekplained one such challenge:

"We believe, for example, that we
should elect congressmen from
228

geographical districts But this assump-
tion was born of. an agricultural era
when people were rooted to the land
and the land was the most important
factor.

is
production. The assumption_

there is that if you tin% like what your
representative has done in the last two
years, you can vote him out. The
assumption on which the system was
based never took into iecount the
possibility that 42 Million Ame6cans
would change their residences each
year and that I may not be able to vote
against my congressman because I am
no longer in his district. And now he
faces a new constituency which Rnows
little or nothing about his past record."
This fluid sit anon mcre[ses` "the
difficulty of forming lasting political
coalitions.

The other key feature of the super-
industrial revolution, Taller asserted,
is. "a shift from industrial etandardiza-
tion and homogeneity to heterogeneity
and destandardization. We are becom-
ing a much more diverse society based
on new, more diverse technological
bases, more varied occupational
specialties, different lifestyles, conflict-
ing value systems, differentiated age-
groupings in the society, and a renewed
ethnicization in the United States. We
are becoming what the Japanese call a
multichannel society."

This diversification is happening in all
the industrial countries, often taking
the form of secessionist movements,
notably in Canada, France, and the
United Kingdom.

Although politicians are lamenting
the loss of unity and consensus, Toffier
insisted that the shift to super-in-
dustrial diversity is "a fundamental
survival which, unfokunately,

"has caused problems that "our weak
and fragile institutions can no longer
solve." While the result has been frag-
mentation, dissension, and conflict,
Toffler pointed out that "diyereity can
be based on symbiosis as well as clash
and conflict." The overload on our deci-
sion-making systems has created a po-
litical malaise that could lead to a new
kind of fascism. But the possibility also
exists of "a major leap forward to a
more decent ecologically balanced,
equitable, and democratic society."

Radically Different Planning Is
Needed

To achieve this breakthrough, Toffler
suggested, we must break free, of the
industrial mentality which has been
reasonably effective for the past 300

years, but is no' longer ap rcable in
many new situations: He exp ined -how
that industrial mentality has particu-
larly affected the nature ogplanning:

"We have seen, in the history of plan-
ning, continual efforts toatandardize
formation, to centra&e:11, to concentr-
ate power, to embiacela andnd larger
units or systems within the plan and to
add experts. All of-that adds up to in-
dustrial-style- planning, technocratic
planning. This industrial 'mentality is
now being challenged by an alternative
consciousness. It is being challenged not
only by angry people who might be
called 'planneea' 'people who are plan-
ned uponbut by many people who do
not know they are plaanees. In fact, we
are all consurrrers-of-plans, and con-
sumer revolt will continue to occur aw
more and more of the life-support
systems in this society-begin to bfeak
down. Technocratic planning, like
bureaucracy, is designed for undifferen-
tiated or, simple industrial societies and
for Slow-change difiditionsi But the
U.S. is no longer a traditional industrial
society, let alone, a simple/one. Hence
we need a radically different approach
to planning."

Integrated coordination of planning
at the national level. is needed. ;oilier
conceded, but "we need to realize that
the nation-state may no lorigeti be-the
single or most appropriate. focus for a
lot of this activity. We are'foing to need
subnational planning on a decentralized
basis, sectoral planning, institutional --
planning. We are doing to need custom-
tailored, continually flexible and changL,
sing plaris, and those cannot be customs
tailoreurfrom the top. Moreover, nations-
are becoming Ws and less independent
of-one another and therefore we are

ST;-:Orie
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The sexual mores,
family structures, and

value systems of the
society impinge on the
economic system and
alter it in sometimes

much more important
ways thansare trackable

in any of our econometric
models and fancyfinput-

output systems."

T

going to need to have transnational in-
- puts into thauplanning process."

Toffier also warned against economic
planning which fails to take into account
social, cultural. and political problems.
He declared that the sexual'. mores!
family structures, and value systems of
the society impinge on the economic
system and alter it in sometimes much
more important ways than are tracka-
ble in any of our econometric models
and fancy input-output systems."

Ordinary People Can Help
Planners

Although we need experts, ways
must be found to involve ordinary peo-

T4E 7-1;11..1j3.1ST October 1975

pie in the planning process. Toffier used "Technocratic planning,the analogy of the human eye to de-
scribe wh t is needed:

Wene d people who can See straight'
ahead an deep into the problems.
Those are the experts. But we also need
peripheral vision and experts. are
generally not very good 'at providing
peripheral vision. And I would suggest
that what we need is a whole set of new;
ways of relating 'experts'people w.ho
have Ph.D.s and specialized expertise
and lay - experts ,those who are ex-
tremely expert about their little piece_-
of the environment, which may turn out
to be very important to the rest of us as
well."

As we shift from industrialism to
super-industrialism, Toffier suggested,
network forms of organization will sup-
plant pyramidal-bureaucratic forms.
The networks will have to be partici-
patory., Toffler insisted, and state plan-
ning programs like Hawaii 2000, Iowa
2000, and Alternatives for Washington
could serve as initial models for such
"anticipatory democracy" networks.

Expressing satisfaction that busi-
nessmen and gomernment officials are
joining the public in taking long-term
planning more seriously, Toffler
nevertheless confessed to a nervous
feeling "when I see big business, big
goverriment, and big unions all agreeing
on something."

Toffier closed his speech with a warn-
ing that "there is a tremendous amount
of pent-up political emotion in this
country. People feel that the future is
being btimbled away: And for this
reason I believe we are entering

like bureaucracy, is
designed for

undiundifferentiated or
imp_ le industrial

societies and for slow-
change conditions. But
the- U.S. is no longer a
traditional industrial

society, let alone a simple
one Hence, we need a

radically different
approach to planning."

-Alvin T

the most exciting and turbulent period
in the history of planning, in the history
of the United States, in the history of
industrial society, in the history of the
globe. And unless we prove to be highly
inventive social innovators, unless we
begin to invent models that open thoSe
channels, we will attempt to apply
yesterday's obsolete methods to tomor-
row's problems, with disastrinis results
for democracy." He concluded with a
plea to all futurists to help in- finding
ways to- "destandardize, decentralize,
cleconcentrate, descale, and democrat-
ize planning."
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l*lay,S:--IsSues---OddC0604tihni 7
*ME Underlying.PrinCiples

NTRODUCTION

The 'Centennial Foruin des red so that ,1.1 of .us,_ pap and presentek
alike, lave an

a con setti
in the deliberations is an intrigit? e provides

1

,-_- ,

g'idthin yhicli to examine organizational structures.: and peocesses,=.

and their renewal We .a
1_111-__the-p_rocess_of-building;=ainew----system-or-new-patte

in a renewing system. 111_ centennial is a time for ,celphration, and or reflection;

--f.Or Theking back and for looking forward- for probing our achieveme nts and fore.

clarifying the tasks before us in the fields of human service and welfare.

This work hop-on Cblialiat,atidh in planning and service designed to examine
issuers in,specific situations--collaboration in develoPing'new programs, collabo-

ation in reaching a particular target group, and collaborition in (fleeting a

comrnunity, crisis throunh' the use of temporary organizational systems. It is my

privilege -to introduce the. session by highlighting today's issues And_ conditions

--and some underlying 'principles.

Following-this brief -presentation three- groups will look at collaboration in
the specificsituationt'. Actual cases will be analyzed and an empt, made to

identify -and report to'the total group the most salient considerations in attempt
_ins to achieve-col-laboration -in-these-situat-ions.

. *Presentation by.Edward D. Moe at a workshop with the same title,.hation.al
Confei-ence on Social Welfare, Centennial Forum, Atlantic City, New Jersey,isray 31, 1973.
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The major points on which I would like to comment are -these:

I. Past-Present Achievements In rggnizationThe Setting for the

"Issues on Collaboration."

Some Assumption's 'about Organizations anti Collaboration Among organizations..

Some Selected Research Findings.

IV. Organizational Alternatives -- Levels of Cooperation and Collaboration.

Following the :repo of the groups we can look at'some of the principles.-,which _

--support rr account. increase'

the _probabilities- of success:

PAST Amp. PRESENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN ORGAMIZATION
Ttit 'SETTING FOR THE ISSUES ON COLLABORATION

To put contemporary society and the human commuifity in perspective, one must

keep in mind, first ofq/11, that our society benefits.from -and suffers from a

tremendous explosion in knoWledge, particularly scientific knoWledge and the tech-'-

noldgies related thereto.
f.-11:

This knowledge explosin is the basis for the industrial, urban, and bureau

cratic revolutions in the modern world. It is these .fords -- industrial1,zation,

urbanization, and bureaucratization:4,410th have produced a near society, and the

communities of today and tomorrow. It is these forces. also, which provide-the

context ciithin, which attempts to deal with the problems of society, the community,

an uman
, .services, must be Conceived. The effects of these forces pervade every

aspect of life.

A Way_ of Conceptualizing Problems in Communities.

It is now evident also that one of the significant achieverients 'Of American

society and American-:COMmunities has become a substantial weaknessthat is the

creation of specialized competence and the placing of this' competence in specialized

oroanizations-and_ageneies. This came about in a natural and seemingly ordered way
_.Q.
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in both the public and private sectors. What has not been recognized until very
recently is_that the development and provision of specialized competence has led
to three classical forms_ of isolation and estrannement:

1. 'The separation and isolation of agencies from each other..

The separation and isolation from the community.

The estrangement of agencies from both the people_ they_sery

those they might potentially serve.
Many factors have contributed to this isolation Once agencies were estab,-

lished they became possessive of programs and areas of work. These :were their

nroperty" and they were defensive about any intrusi b other_agbnoies or by-the-
--community. At the same _time, the community and ,o the agencies more or less assigned
respon ibi -lity for particular programs to an agency. .Freguently the -community was
pleased to be rid of. it aS a general responsibility.

The isolation of 'agencies froth each other and from the community together

with specialization and professionalization of the agency staffs, led to an

estrancfeirt from the, pebple served or to be served..- Thi estrangement was further
Increased by conceptions iD-f the helping function which tended to force peop le
receiying help into a paralyzing-passivity.

What has emerged within each community, then-, is an enormously complex array
.specialized :_organizations, programs,' and services With a:built-in dilemma of

major proportions. - 0n:the one hand, there is the array of public and private ser, .

tykeswith'inter-tonneCtions 1>e-ween*. the local and national levels; and on the other
vISboth at the communittand national levels,, there is difficulty in relating these

services to each other in such a way that an effective attack can be made on sig-..

nificant prciblems. These pro!Terris may be rehabilitation,
alcoholism, poverty, dr'uq

.ab.use, unemployment, education, or youth.- services, or- they may be the -composite

di ffi pul ties .confronting nei ghbOhoods yr communities In either-.case, the problems

1



eration

any specific organ zation and demand t

and articularticulation : .6f- many-Serviget and the Work' of many-.agenci 6$

Mot_ only is this a.. major difficul ty for indiVidualS and communities, it--

e-coop7-

also a problem, for the agencies offering the services Under conditions,- which- .now

exist, isimpOsti le-for an agency working alone to achieve its.own-pr Ogram

objectives however great its resources may be. To be'effective, each must actively

relate what it does to the work' of other,agencies and organizations: The dynamic

properties of the .Situation "arise not tiMply from the Jhte'rattion Of the component

organizations in observe-Emery and .Trist.. (1965 ) "but alto from 'the .field itself.

The ground A's motion."

While it is quite clear that this'is what is needed - -or' even demandedif

constructive efforts at improving the quality of human services are to be made,

agencies and their staffs find-themselves trapped. Agency executives and staff.

members talk- eloquently of cooperation and coordination, but efforts to achieve

these conditions are frequently weak to the_point of futility.

national State, Local Relationships: A Systems View of Organization

Let us turn our attention for a moment to that aspect of the problem compli-

cated by national state, and local relationships. .!le cannot confider: action at

the local level apart from the relationship's and mechanisms thrOugh h thefunc-

tions and services .of national parts. Of organizations are delivered to "thei4.46cal

counterparts One of the most promiting, a complicated yet simple way of viewing

organization at various levels is to view what we have created at each level as a

system At the local level, for example, a chapter or unit of a national o an za-

Von, whether public or pri vate,: is in many respect a system in its oi4n right.

develont out of its purposes, the interaction of the people who compose it, the

things- these people' have, built around themselves, and the character of -their

inter-relation to the ,community: ofwhich they are a part, to their-State and

region and-to -the national- organization of they are a-part.



The local:Onit.bfanatiOnal--Orginiiat on is not only a system in own.,

right, it i s also : "a. sub-system or a sub-part of the community and a sub-system o

a sub-part of a national organization. Those of us who have had experience in

rational organization, and I presume that includes all of us here, are aware of the

subtleties, the intricacies. and,the nuances in the relationships of' local units

communities nand nationil organizations as they attempt 'to meet their own goals,

and as they attempt to function, as a sub-part of a community and' as a sub-part of

a national organization. There are long established patterns in Systems in these

three conteXtsof'playing one relationship against the other.

occasion; the kind of

federited approach.

There is also on

ich,brings great credit to our pluralistic,

Some Restraining Forces and Blocks o Collaboration

There is substantial concurrence between research and experience as to. the

major restraining _ferces and blocks to collaboration. Some of the ma or ones are:

1. -The. organiiational setting itself.

t Climati-of competition, conflict, distrust, suspicion.,

tontinu rig competition fOr- funds, oeople, leadership, positioh.t,

Concern about survival or loss of organizational ldentity.With_

high involvement and commitment to one's. own organization.

Lack of clarity in the goals of collaborative ventures.

a. Failure to clarify the field or the problem on which Vera is to

be Collaboration.

b. Confusion 'at to who is to be served.

Concern over .authority and control.

Concern .as.J..oLutte4.h

to be -servecrwill be as great. as the costs.

Inadequate._, outdated. or ignored 'informal and-

1'
organizations.

nand

real agreements among



Lack of organizational commitment incl ding concern about collaboration

as adijgh risk venture--an invitation to share failure.

Poor communications practices.

Lack of ski 1_ in worki ng out and "Implementing collaborative relationships

and and lack of sensitivity and skill_i_n___implementing_such_

relationsrhips.

Greater than nticipated time demands.

10. Unwise use of -."pressure or "c1 out" to force collaboration
.

Tendency for collaborative or umbrella groups to take over member11.

organizations work. ..`

12. Inadequate means of assessing impact of collaborative activities.

This is an imposing list of restraints and Blocks. Criticism of agencies and

services over the past decade has tended to stress the-constraints and restraints.

t is likely that researchers and practitioners h& overlooked or failed to

identify many of tfig linkingand collaborative hips between and among

organizations'. -Lists such as the one above do not tell the whole story.

r-vr-,7.1 "-
SOME ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT ORGANIZATIONS AND

COLLABORATION AMONG ORGANIZATIONS

=One of the major difficulties in interpreting and assessing research and e

perience. ,on utter-organizational relationships is to ascertain the I ssumption't that
rare made. Aldrich (1970) identified three that tend to, encourage' sikh' study. The

first is that cooperative relations are "good.''. Two specific reasons are cited.

Performance is thought to be higher and-resources .used more efficiently 'when there

non-duplircation of services, an outcome of ooperative relations. I. second
. . t

ionsare_developed,-when-organi124tionsiyttemot

cooperate.. ken 1968.- Levine and AssociateS, 1963). The third'''

assumption is t t.agreeme ove.lapplsog,boards and joint attfons by organizations

are the best ways to deal h the changing organizational, community State and
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federal relationships many respects these assumptions attempt` answer' he

questions for which research is undertaken.

Klonglanand his associates at Iowa State University (1972) made explicit

another, level of assumptions. They attempt to clarify the condttions, and the

limitations confronted= in collaboration. They identify a number of studies-which

illustrate-each of the follewing-assumptions:

1. "Organizations are faced with a situation of limited resources."

2. "Oroanizations.must obtain resources from othqir units in their task

environment "

"Drawing-on'odtsidereSburCes educes an organization's authority."

Organizations prefer autonomy and engage in interaction only when

resource needs cannot be met within the unit."

"OrgenizationS,Prefer to _.level inter*orginizatiOnal-relati6hs

engage in higher level relations only after.lowpr levels have failed to

'fulfill thpir,resource needs."

"Different levels_of inte'r-arganizational relations can be ordered

terms of form and intensity.of interactions."

This set of.assumptions is helpful in understandin

state of research-in inter-orgenizetidnal relationships,

he state o tho-art and

III.- SOME RESEARCH FINDEIGS

It was re or losg inevitable that the increase in research on organizations

and organization processes over the past quarter Of a century would identify inter-

organizational fields and inter-oroanizatibnat-relationshiPs as significant areas

of study (Heydehrand 1971). These areas have emerged also as major concerns of

ses n is one indication of this'.

Research and scholarly writing on organizations haye clarified two perspectives

within Which collaboration can.be examined. In one perspective collaboration _is a

I



dependent variable; i t i is the outcome of action and interaction-among other

variables. A second perspective is to view collaboration as an independent

variable which has impact on

1. Availability and quality of services to various-populationv,

2. ReciOients OfserviCes-their.behaVier-their.attitudestheiirknowledge-.

Organizations.and thiirinternal.structureS and processes.

Relationshipt with.other:organizatidins-+changes.inthe-form content

and quantity of such relatieni.

-Com6ittnities,--theinterorganizationalfielasandAhechange$:--i -structure--

and processes such as the determination of priorities, diciiion-making,

the allocation-of resources and the formalization of collaborative activities.

The very brief review of research findings centers on the-tmpact.questions.

Klonglan and his associates at Iowa State 1969) studied the outcomes or effects

on 400 persons in alcohol programs in four communities and related outcomes td

the amount of collaboration among the orgapizations involved. The-findings Were

mixed. In three communities, the greater the amount of inter-organizational

relations the greater the client outcome. But the community with the highest

score on inter-organizational relatiOnS had the lowest client outcome score.

Richards and Goudy (1971) studied resident perceptions of the effect of a

iiodel Cities Program on coordination among agencies.

in coordination.

Residents saw no increase

:i.i

Aiken and Hage 1968) assessed the effects of interdependence among organ-
, f,

izations,on intra-oroanizatiohal structure. Interdependence tended to increase

complexity in organizational Structure, to increase organizational innovations,

develop more internal communication channels, and to decentralize decision making.

Price (1968) studied the effectsOf'one organization co-opting-members from other

organizations to serve on advisory boards Organizations which followed this

practice were found to be more effective than f s which Aid net do so." Sriram



1969) fbund a sionificant positive relation hip in over 300 organizations between

strong inter-organizational relationships and organizational effectiveness. Timm
and Nosow (1958) foundsomewhat the opposite in their study of-Communities Ih

Disaster, in whip' organizations which were autonomous tehded to 'be most effective.

Hall (1972) found that external pressures on organizations for interaction,with

other organtzation_s has beneficial effects. - It tended to increase- communidations

and interaction among members produce greater commitment, result in more exercise

f authority at various levels, and an increase in cohesiveness among memberS.

Studies-by -Griffen and'his associates -(1972).and OYnes and Quarantelli.0969

---found:that-the-more-cooperation- nd-Collaboration amongorganizationt, the morp

effective the recovery of a communfty after a disaster, These findings are very

4 .different from the. Form- sow findings mentioned above It is likely that the

difference fh time may be significant._ The ground is in motion as Emery and T.ist
observed. Undertoday's conditions'-there is muche0idence to sUpp9rt the con-

clusion that no organization, ,however many resources it may have at its disposal,

can achieve its objectiv5s working solely on its own.. AchieVement of significant

ends, viewed both from the perspective of organizationi and from that of the

community, requires collaboration.

IV. ORGANIZATION ALTERNATIVE5--LEVELS OF
COOPERATION AND COLLABORATION

The present high interest in relationships among 64ganizatiohs and agencies

as units or parts Of the community--both as to what theY are and what they Might
-

.be - -is influenced bv two signifixant'insiohts. The fir it concerns the nature of

the problems people-confront. The second concerns the nature of the response of

of
_

hitations and agencies, and .,nether or not the responses-are both comprehensive

enough and'specific enough to make a differe- Communities are ,the least reductble

units within which to see problems whole, and to relate education and services in

the attempt to resolve them.
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P me-meal and fragmented approaches-in attempting to produce an-envtronment

auality-or set the conditions for quality living have had limited success.

Some significant gains have been made in setting up comprehensive-physical planning

programs, health programs, and rehabilitation programs, among others 'That is

-----needed -now- is-to conceiveof-cornorehensivertess on-a-Trlore--inclusive bas s litsi-s

which would (Moe 1969)

encoMpass the life of people in a limited area--a community, ar in ome
cases-. a'64ighborhood--as it is actually lived and which Would see problems
as wholes, the. way they are!!experienced, as well as in parts , the way
services usually work at reiolving them;

adeauately recognize the friterrelationships between the social , physical
-:economic and political-governmental'factors in problems and solutiOns;

involve the residents of neighborhoods with professionals and sp alists
in public and private agencies in both, clarifying problems and veloping
mays of attacking them.

In this sense' aaencies, their staffs and the people are trapped nd,victimiz

nespite the basic separation and estrangement between agencies and the people,-des-
'

,.pite the existence of fantistically complex problems in cooperation and coordination,

the building of the array of specialized organizations and agency i s-still:a. major

achievement. The question is wfiat we will do . with the organizations now that we

have their!. Imaginative new ways of relating an agency and what -it does to the work

of others are needed. Idhat we urgently need are -new ways of building comprehensive

programs and implementing them, utilizing the best that we know.

This-leads, then to a look at alternatives.,

Alternatives in Oraanizational Patterns:

Over time there has emerged in the American communitka large number of

community decision (Warren 1967 ). Community:decisionorganizations_

are. those such at Community- councils, health and welfare councils, community

service's councils, urban renewal organizations,rantipoverty organizations, civil

defenSe and disasterrelief allianceS,..housing authorities., youth bureaus-and
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authorities, mOdel'iti-tieS--and model neighborhood organization ,.federations o

churches, city 00 (t0ii'tyllealtti:: and Welfare 'OePartmen tt "the -14st is very long

In yarki rig: degrees, :these cormnunity decision :organizations lwye. "become -the legit,
mized means in the attempt

areas.

of_the_decision__organizati-ons-has -sought-and-has -won-the- s -uppoi

to carry out policy decisions and programs in various

influential people. Each has a _director or executive director who has earned a

;Varying amount of influence and. respect. Counterparts of most of the community
decision orwizationsexist at the national

at,the_ con nunity _nor itthe-national !revel have-we alt &tried- the kirml-of-join

s now clear that neither

ecls.-Tbii"rnakfng and t action needed-to deal realistically-with the probleMs

we confront.

Despite all of the efforts
body of evidence as to

or unitary organization

at cooperation to date, including the groning

heir effec

incomplete as

s, the actions o-f a single organization

aeyirnay be are still seen by -many to be
more satisfying elan joint actions. The time demanded to work through the tradeoffs,

the compromises and the achievement of consensus Is incredible. Sometimes it
. --

appears as if the invitation to participate in a joint action is indeed an invita-

tion to failure. This is an overstatement, but the point should be clear. A ma'

reason this is that if an agency thinks it knows what to do and can pull it

off, it will do it. Ilhether or not it makes any sense to the community is another
question. When agencies jointly tackle a big and important problem because they

know they can't do it alone, they find themselves unp pared or poorly prepared

to invest the effort and the time that the planning a d action require.
It is essential to clarify the choices open to us in basic organizational

strategy before considering the new or-diffektrit-WayS:Of

the choices suggested -three basic apPrPaches

-:"

orking. An analysis o



These -a

1-

Single organization or unitary action by an organiiation to
achieve its own goals. This is the old pattern; ft is effective
within limits. Ne. know it well.

Federative organizationscooperative action through membei--
ship in a federation to achieve inclusive oals w th member
organizations _e to set their own goa s. _This too _ an old
Pattern but one with more promise than has yet been realized.

The formation of coalitions--informal coo erative arran ements
mongorganizati s to set_inclusive goals, but with individual
or anizations being free to set their own specific foals autono-
mously. A coalition, then, s an informal a 1 ance, association
or combination of persons, groups, organizations or constituencies
drawn together for_a_specific _purpose. _Typi cal l y, coalitions _ have--

- emerged in time of crisis and last.for the duration of the crisis
or until the_special problems for which they_were_set_up_have
been met or the situation has changed.

P

At this-point in time an agency is- out of it, or on the Way out, unless its-

- basic strategy in the community combines all three approaches. Relatively greate

emphasis now, more than at any time in the past, needs to be placed on federation

membership, on .initiating coalitions around problems in cooperation: with the

people to be served, and in joining such coalitions initiated by others. The

coalition with its informality and specificity is a ,very much underused tool or

organizational form;.

Emphasis on federation, membership and coalitions should not be interpreted

as, nor should it lead to, the.neglect.of the internal structure or the capability
,

for.unitary action on the part of an agency. An agency must be strong internally

if :it is, to have anything to contribute to the community. It is suggested that

an oroanization to meet the problems it is supposed to help solVe.and.to,take a__

Significant role in the community, must he strong in its Own right, take-an active

role in federation, and seize the initiative in helping form coalitions.

The interaction among organizations at the community and the national levels

is not predetermined. It verges outof their relationships with each other in-

:the communtty,/The uncertainty, the lack- of c y, and the problems In the



..i:COITMUnty.--'_CanA0-0Hreduted:::bY-!organizations -relating:td-eacWOther-16 more delibe ateH
. ..ways -A taited:Spedffit-pbjectiveOlr:other--ObjettivesTiMportant-enough -td:.

. ,.____.-.

them to alter Strdngly-.entrenc40-.praCtices.'-

Levels ,of Coo erition

4ithin the context of these-organizational-alternatives we can examine specif

means, specific activities, specificAinds of interaction, cooperation or collabo-,

ration. Counting, measuring, and scaling these activities provide a basis for

determining the-level of cooperation among organizations. Some recent research has

centered attention' on this questiont--Aiken and. Hage- (1968)= approacheiu level and
.

intensity of interaction among agencies, somewhat as practitioners_have done-by

counting the number of joint programs. In 1969 Finley at Cornell identified 17

activities with which the level or intensity of cooperation could be measured and

ith which he could distinguish low, middle level, or. high level cooperation.

He found the items to be scalable, using Gutman scaling techniques, which simply

means that if You reached item 10 on the scale of his 17 items you would also have

done items 1,49.

Others following Finley, notably Klonglan and his associates (1972) found also

that activities could be categorized as indicating low, medium, and high levels of

collaboration. The list below draws on and summarizes both research and experience.

Low Levels of Collaboration

1. Awareness of the existence of other organization(s) in your field.

Acquaintance with Airector staff, counterparts in other organizations.

Acquaintance with programs and activities of organizations

similar field of activity.

the same/

4. Unplanned, unscheduled commu icail,on between/among staffs, board rr4ers.

'5. Unplanned, unscheduled persdnal interaction.

6. Limited exchange of program information as to needs, trends, emphases,

projections.
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t _Mbeirihip:Otvint0a0ancY--:0OUntiis With'igeneral'planning, coordination -,

_and-eValuatiowyttpotisibilities.

MiddleLevel of-,-,CollaboratiOn
.

Planned, specifici*oviSions or. sharing. of info

programs

Deliberate

impact of programs,

planned exchange and interaction among

10. Exchange of personnel; resources 'and materials.

ioh-on policy changes

staffs

11. Plahnectparticipation.on projects initiated by other organizations; toali-,

tions.initiated by Other o anizations;ihOtationteXpectationtbit.other

organigation(s) will participate _in ccrIlitions you initiate.

High Level of Cooperation

12. Joint planning/joint initiation of projects

D. Joint development of budgets/use of funds.

alitions.

Planned of boards,. joint:setting of policies.

5. Planned, continuing collaboration supported-by Jointly determined policies:

and agreements.

It should be clear that this list is a summary drawn from experience and research.

s present form.iehas not been tested. For our purposes however it provides

a perspective on thezrange of collaboration from law level to high leVel,-and

'should help us to forMulate specifiC guidelines fbr achieving the level-of calla

ration that is seen to be appropri in working with oiher-organizations.

This is .a good-timd for the groups- to begin theirwork. The group,leaders and:-

ecorderS following the-analysis of the specific situations will help yo4formulate

your stiggeS,tiont for increasing collaboration. Suggestions are to be put on news-

print so: that they will be aVailable'for.the general discussion.

This paper is not completed. Material produced by the workshop will be added

with appropriate convents .

1
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The best approach in many situations is to avoid a vote_
until a coisensus,has emerged.

It if only one 511E1j-step from ibis discussion of self.ddeat.

ing bbhavior to the subject of "planning models," for in
the selection of the planning model they will use many con-

gregations condemn the elves to another forrh of self-

defeating ,behavior and thus thwart what otherwise could
*be creative and *ieductve efforts to plan for ministry.

ti
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"If should be perfectly obvious to everygne that the num-

ber pne priority here should be youth and young married

couples," :declared a longtim; reader 4t Ebenezer Church.

"Tht future of the church. is with the young people! Jim and

went over the Tnembarship roll last night in. preparation

for this meeting, and out of our 243 resident members, 209

are at least forty years old. Nearly half of those are past fifty-

five! We do net have anyone, in a leadership position under

forty. We have mt. 1.4 Members in 11* twenty to .thirty age

rou an 9 of tlikt are really' inactive, I don't see how

anyone can lotok at those figures'and come,out with any

other conclusions Vc, need to put bore emphasis on our

ministry to youth!"

"You'le right, Martha," agreed anothir older leader, "We

.do a pretty goodjob here at Ebenezer for ,couplei in their

fifties and sixties, .but there is no futurei for our church in
_

that age group. There's no twe!:tion but that reaching out

to young couples Should be our top priority:"

"I couldn't agree with you both mI rck= ilrlded a man who

was gendrally recognized to be the most influential leader

at Ebenezer Church. "I know it's easy to list, a lot of other

problems we have here. The Sunday school is down to a

handful of kids, we're hurting finanCially, we need more

pairing, and we're short of'. (eiders ; but those are Pally

symptoms of a Mere basic problem. If two. dozen young

CRRATIV CI C1t amp; 11.
CoPyriell b
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adults, joined.the congregation next Sunday, 'all of these

other problems would Soon disappearr

This approach to plant priorityletting, and decision.
making is not unusual, It is one of the most 'widely used
"planning models" to be found in the churches. For the
purposes of this discdssion,it can be identified as "plannink
From weakness!' Or, to be more Speck:this planning model.

appears to be based on the assumption that the best ap-
pronch to planning is to identify that area of ministry in

which, our chtirch is least effective or,that function of the
church in which n)e as a congregation are weakest ang make

it the number one. Oriority. This means concentrating on ,tha't--

specialized area of ministry in .which the resources 'are the
fewest, past experiences will be least effective,- and ioct--4:

skills are the scarcest.' There. Ty be-other app oaches,which
have a greater probability of /allure than this planning-from-

weakness model, but it is very .difficult to name pore than

two or three. There may be other techniques which are more
likely to underMine the Morale of a congregation, but they

are very. rare, There may be other adminigtrative' processes

which are more likely to belionpioductive, but they too are
fortunately very rare.

Planning from Strength

A far better planning model for use a Ebenezer Church,
would be one which can be identified as "plank f ore
strength" or the "potentialities model."

4

Recently the leaders in a congregation very similar to
Ebenezer Church began asking thentselves, "Where 'do we

go from here?" As they sought to respond to this question I

they first concluded that they must do so within the context

of the 'call to be faithful and obedient, rather than from a
'concern to perpetuate, th,e institution. Next they.asked two
questionslirst, what are the ,needs of people to which we

can address ourselves as servants of Jesus Christ? Secord,

what are the special gifts, resources, strengths, ralents, nd

PLANNING MODt5

assets we are bleked with that suggest a direction-7 As they

'reflected on the' eighty yearS of the congreggion's life, they

began to realize that in the three decadeS, since the end of.

World War H they had changed front a twoleneration

"family,church" to a congregation of one-generaiion, house-

holds, most which had alreadyy seen the youngest child leave

home, They had become a congregation in which 8 of ,the

.191 names on the mailing list represented on4ersonl house-

holds: Instead of .planning from weakness in an attempt to

re-create yesterday, they saw themselves:. with a meeting

Once in a neighborhoodiwith an increasing proportion of

-older residents.. Many of these individuals, a large number

of whom were widowed,. had no .active affiliation with any

wbrshiping. congregatiOni As they studied this' picture the

leademsaw the needs and the hurts of scores of lonely older

persons. They Also saw that this coincided with the greatest

strength of their own congregationthe ability to minister

to older persons, to-be a family for those whp had ndfamily,

to be a support group for the bereaved, and to, bring- th6

gospel of Good News to tilse who felt there no longer watt

any plod news..

Within the space of fourteen months. this congregation

created a Bible study_ prayer group-quilting fellowship of

'eleven oldr women, most of them widowed, vho met all

day every Tuesday and Thursday: Another group of older

persons came together every Friday morning for Bible study,

fellowship_, and lunch and spent the afternoon calling en

residents of four nearby iiursing homes..A third group was

formed around die idea of a "Fisherman's Club." Following

a carry-in supper and a thirty-five-minute Bible study period\

they went out by twos in a visitation- evangelism. program \

based on the assumption that a minimum of seven calls was

necessary on any unchurched person before they could tell

whether 'or not that individual might be interested in uniting

with their gOivreptioh. A fourth group was formed, to call

regularly on the growing number of shut-ins in the congrega-

tion. A fifth group, met eve' Tuesday evening for interces-
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prayer, A sixth group wastcomposed of nine men, fourof them
Widowed, who met at the church every other Satur.di to spend th'eday going.ontinto the neighb'orhobd to patup storm windows,

repair, front'steps, fix
leaky)faucets, 'andperform a hundred other

"handyman" chores for residentswho couldsnot do these things for
themselves and did -notI feel they could

afford to hire someone 6-do it. every noontwo or three ,of the wives of men in this, group served aheirtyiunch, at the church for the corps of "neighborhood
volunteers."

Twenty-six months after the first meeting of.the planning
a'

committee. which led to the
development o ,the groups 'astatistical

summary revealed that seventy-eight personsfthy-five of them widowed,
divorced, separated,. or nevermarriedwere involved regularly in the life of these sixgroups, All but three of the
seventy.eight had passe,d theirfifty-fifth birthday, and thirty-seven of the seventy-eight werenew members of the congregation. Another 119 persons,again all but three age fifty-five or over, had united withthe congregation as a result of the interisie visitation-evngelism progrant.'

When this statistical summary was being discussed by theleaders ot another, similar,congregation, someone asked,le what's the future of a .congregation which specializes,in a minilry, to older persons?"
One lesponse, was "That's an Irrelevant

question; the,point is, are they being faithful and obedient in respondingto what the Lord is ealling them to do and to be?"more pragmatic-minded person reSponcled,
"`They shavealreat tt6trerrheylit

specializing iri'a ministry to the mostneglected and the
second-fastest-growincage group in thetotal poPtita0}.P

Planning by Cliche

A third planning model in wide use across the NorthAmerican continent today can be identified
simply as

5S
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ning by cliche All too often simplistic
clicith, which latertorsi out ,to be fnllacies,

are offered s the solution ,to thePiolilems facing he church,

Unquestionably th most common of thesecliches is "Oursis a friendly
church, and that's onr main attraction forpeople,"

While it is true that in
most congregations

many .of therecent new members commend the
friendliness of the congregation, this is ,counting only some Of the ballots. Raseis the church which. counts the .number of persons whovisited once or twice and neN came had. Though friend-lines,s is a wonderful attribute, it is not a substitute in thelong rtm for opportunities for perional and spiritual growthsins fa excellence in,program, especially in preaching andmusic, 'Likewise

e
sthe number of ditfereitt

opportunitis forpeoPle to be actively
involved'in ministry is far more sign&cant than the numberof "frlAly"

people,, Every congrega-tion has lots of
"friendly!' people.in it. Every open, friendly,extroverted; 'arid gregarious-

persons finds friendly peoplewhersver he goes. How "friendly" is the friendly church tothe lonely, the alienated, the shy, the introverted, and theoverburdened? That's another question! .
While this

dependence on "friendliness"
represents, the. most extreme example of planning by

does notstand alone, :there are at least five
other examples of thisPlanning model

which,dcserve review here:
. "If only we can reach the youth and keep them; that'llbe our church of, tomorrow,"

Many chtirehes launch a youth ministry in order tostrengthen "our church tomorrow." This pattern has fourbuilt-in areas, of sclf-deecption.
Vint, that is very poormotive for ,developing a: ministry to 'youth.

Second, onlyrarelY,'.in a vigorous and growing urban
congregation willmore than 10 or 15 percent of the high school yotith of1956 be members in 1976. They move away or joie anotherchurch, Third, almost invariably the urban congregatie inwhich more than 30 percent of today's adult leaders ore

'}
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people who were reared in that ;congregation is a church in

trouble. Usually the source of the problem is that-the con

-11Iregation bat- been unable -ro reach-nevi peopleand

!etc them into leadership positions, and thus it has been

forced to dePendtheavily for leadership On persons who are

children or spouses of member Fourth, all too frapiently

thew cliche can be translated into operational English as

"Lit's place a top priority on. '0 ministry to youth, ast.the

youth will grow up to share our values and he like us {;, The

preplem here is the tremendous shortage of high school

youth in the.1,0's who want to .grow up to be like us.!'l

The apartment 1iitam of the past two decades bas' pi6-

duccd a third clich6 for this list: "Whea the 'apartment

buildings proposed for area are constructed, there will

be hundreds of people living within walking distance of our
church; end many Will conic here and become members of

this congregation,"

Though this is not heard as often as it was a decade ago,

'before the failure of most congreetiops to reach the lonely

people in apartments beanie so widely publicized, it is still

a frequently encountered clieh6. The general rule on this

subject is that 'the. congregations which are reaching an

increasing number of people will midi apartinent dwellers,

and the churches which, were not reaching many new

people before the apartments were constructed will not

reach. the .new apartment residents, Apartment dwellers,

like other adults, tend to participate in dip ,life of those

congregations where they have friendS :and /or relatives

among' the members Since most rekidentsiof new apartment

structures have neither friends noHelatives in the congree

gations which meet in' nearby buildings one of two things

happ6is. Either the apartment dwelldrs 'stay awaylrom the

?nearby congregations, or members' these congteptions

seek' out the apartment residents andrtake the initiative in

building friendship, ties.

A fourth cliche that it encountered frequently can he

summarized in this statement: "If we could just unite the
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two or three Churches here, we could' create one larger

congregation which could dO more in ministry,"

dich6 can be heard; thosr frequently in those 'fifteen

hundred counties which haveexperienced a decline in popu-

lation since .1950 and in many Tarts' of the larger central

cities: In' Both cases experience suggests that the arithmetic

comes out two plus .two equals three (and often two) :or'

three plus,: three' plus three equals four or five, Medals

usually produce a:decrease- in the number of people in

contact with that place mhere the Word is preached and

the sadathents are duly administered, The merger of a large

congregation and a small one tends to produce a situation

which can be described\ more realistically as absorption

rather ihakt union.

Closely related ii 1 fifth cliche Which is often'elprsed ,

in these words: "If we're evfr going to reach more people,

we have\ 0 move to ai new location." This statement ,is

heard most' frequently, in hundreds of central-city congre.

sedans with a deilining membership figure,

While many 'relocations have produced larger and stronger

congregations, especially those that were carried out before

1965, this does not automatically happen in .ever case. In

a majority* Monti, is studied that were carried out dur,

_log the,patt ten yea , ir appears that the two critical vari-

ables, were (1) the rger the membership of the relocating

congregation, the. more likely it was that the church Was

unable to reach residents of the community in which the

new meeting place was constructed, and (2 ). die relocatedt

congregations which tended -to grow in membership at ;i..

new location were the congregations whili were growing

in size before relocation.
1

In general, the congregations most likely to grow in mem-

bership following relocation are those, which before relcica-

lion is proposed,have developed the capabilt of reaching
Ne.

and .assimflating unchurched persons, r r than those

whiehire'loc,ite in order to
.
perpetulate an institutional name

and a congregation of people, ,
,
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the last in this set of examples of planning by deli is

developed more adequately in chapter 1 a, but it should be

mentioned here ecause. it is eard..so 12quently. . . .

"If we can bring in prom and ministries so the build-

ing is used every day. of the w -k, that will attract, people;

, and our membership will increase."

Occasionally this does happen. New Members are attracted

by what the church is doing in ininistry!Rarely, however,:

do many of the people toward whom the program is directed

(such as the parents of eliildren in a day, re center, or

senior citizens) join the congre'gation hbusing the program,

A far more typical pattern is that-the congregation redefines

its purpose as acting in a landlord role and the membership

continues to decline in :numbers.

The new members who dp join those congregations with

a heavily used building saved days a week tend overwhelm.

ingly to be attrilecd, not by the prograths, themselves, but

by an activist style of ministry; by the scrvadt role definition

of piirpbse (which is far different from the landlord role),

and by the. opportunity to serve rather than to be served).

Planning for T6norrow

5

A fourth model which is useful/ in some situations and

which parallels. the planning4rom-strength model can be

_described very simply as "getting from here to there." This

model focuses on three questions: What,. our understand-

ing, is God calling this congregation to be and to do five

(or six or four) years from today? Where are we now in

relationship to where we should,be five year's hence? flow

do we go about getting from here to there? This is a very

strongly goal.oriented model and reseMbles the .eancept of

management by,objective, It requires the people to 'dream,

to envision the future, and to focus on the potentialities,

Thk helps dane"where we should be five years from now,"

Second, it requires the people to identify contemporary real=
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ity and to recognize both the assets and the liabilities of

today. Third, the process of getting from "here to "there"

requires planning,_ policy, formulation,_ decisiotmaking,- de..

vision implementation, and evaluation. In very simple terms,

this process can be described by this diagram:

plprining

decisions

Nonplanning

The list of planning models that might be used by ,a

.congfegation is iery long, and it is impossiblelo describe

-them all here, The list includes the system developcdin, the,

United Presbyterian Clihrch as "Planningaidgeting-EValu7

Mion,"th use of the church budget as the beginning OM

for analysis, reflection, and planning since it is usually 'the

plaue. where influential )fanning bias been hakining.i

There is no one "best" model, Which is the best mode)

te use will depend very heavily on local conditions at the

time that a serious planning effort is undertaken, Among.

the least helpful are planning from web:floss, planing lty

click; planning in response to a erkii, 'planning for di-

cieney and economy. (rather than for ministry and quality),

sopegoating, planning for yesterday, and "studying the

community."..Among the generally useful planning and, de.

cision.making models arc management by objective, plan-

ning from strength, planning for tomorrow, cost-benefit

'For an elaboration of this model see Lyle E, Schaller, Parish

Pinning .(Nnshville: Abingdon 1971), pp. 36.64. For other

very helpful approaches to congregational planning models see fames

P. Anderson, To Come Alive! (Philadelphia: Pilgritp Press, 1970);

Marvin T. Judy, The Parish Development Process ,(Nashville: Abing.

don Press, 1973), and L _e E. Schaller, The Deeision-AlakersiNash-

vine: Abingdon yiess, 1 741
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. ., . -: : .. .

lalloeative) innoVative froin-purpose-ta-Orogrankoler-

tormance.to-evahiation; platining-budgeti*evaluation, from
,. r

old_ role to new -role to new g6als, .pdiey-planning, and:

the "here:to-there" inodel describ'ed earlier. ..
.

Regardless of which model is used, Waver, there is one -_

concept..which should be kept in mind- and which can be

integrated gild' most. other models. Identified by is critics

as "n clan"nonpnig, it can be desribed by: contrasting two

approaches: While the fitst is a caricature, jt is not as much

of an exaggeration as it may first appear, Back in t4e late

1940s and early 1950s,if out; judges by actions rither.thin

by'- the rhetoric,. Much planning was apparently based on

the assumption Islever again will we havi the wisdom, the

foresight, and the talents of so many gifted people assembled

in one place as we have here today.--Therefore it is our
respOnsibility to make all the decisions now on. questions

-which may arise during the next, qUarter-century because

tliose pnor folks ten or tienty__ears.. from DON .1113y,not .

have the Genet of our wisdom,"

At the othe extreme a view represented by the state-

ment "We do not -know the .needs of the people who will

be here ten or twenty years hence, sothire is no point in our

trying jo plan feiriomorrove

Between tlfese`'qto extremes _is a, view which is reflected

in this stateinentWe do not know--the'fieeds;--the values,;

and the wishes of the people who will follow us, We do

know, however, that they will probably want to do things

differently than .we do now. Therefore let us plan in such

a way that we leave the optimum range of choices open to

those leaders who. will follow 'us here so they can make

use of what we do but also have the flexibility necessary

to change and to adapt ,to the needs of their day." The

Akron plan of church construetiOnlwhich flourished it the,
1870-1925-era is One example .6t the first approach. The

PLANNING MODELS

. .

flexible and multiple-use worship facilities bein4built in the

1970s represent:this intentional "nonplanaing" model.

-the- -shape o the administrative structure and the

itkntrenalselectiph of a relevant planning model are in _

fluential in creative ihnreh administration, imost leaders,

sooner or later, will raise the gues_lion "But how do we

motivate people?" That is a relatedvestion, and to some

extent it is influenced by organizational forms an is the

choice of planning models, This -que!tiof on motivation`

deserves a, separate chapter, however, since it is at essential

element of creative chth administration.
'1

'For an elaboration of hire concept see Lyle E Schaller, Hu)
Thae$ Our Church! (Nashville'. Abingdon Press, 1975), pli 16047.
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"THE=COOKBOOK COLLECTION ".

SUGGESTIONS FOR -A PLANNING 'LIBRARY FOR-.SMALL TOWNS_ AND RURAL.- AREAS:

Prepared by
_Dr. Joseph Luther

Richard Knoll
Ochi Achinivu

PARTNERSHIP FOR RURAL IMPROVEMENT,
CENTER FOR URBAN AND-REGIONAL PLANNING

EASTERN WASHINGT N UNIVERSITY
Febtuar 1978



HE'BASIC_LIBRARY - APPROXIMATE COSTIS $50-00-

NAMB_ (1974) LAND DEVELOP ENT -MANOAL Washington _th!tiona)

Ascciation _o Floe Bu1 ers,_ O
t2. eUnd_ 19 TRINCIPLES_AND_PRACTICE_OF

URBAWPLANNING;-_=-Washing Internationa ii-City _Managers

Assocat4on.-T20.00-
3. Sargent-, F.O. (197 .RURAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING. Montpelier:

Univeriity. of VerMont. $8.00 -

*4. Sol nit, A. (1974 -)_ THE JOB4OF-THE PLANNING COMMISSIONER: A GUIDE
TO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL -PLANNING. Berke)ey: UniVersitY
'extension - UniVerstty.of California. $4.00
Campbell, E.H. and P.W. Masqn (1977) SURVEYS, SUBDIVISION AND PLATTING,
AND BOUNDARIES, University-of Washington, Seattle: Municipal
__Research_andServices-Centerof Wash_ington--$8_130
Solberg, ED. HOW AND WHY OF RURAL ZONING. Washington D.C.: U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture:---$0.50

7. Malone, P. (1977) THE LANGUAGE PLANNING: LAY GARY_ OF SELECTED
LAND USE PLANNING ZONING;1-1 ANDPHRASES. O ympia Office
o Community Dave opment. re

8, OCD (1977) WASHINGTON_ STATE RE-4URCE DIRECTORY F R LOCAL JURISDICTIONS.
Olympia:--Office-of-Commumity- eveloPmeit. -Free=

9. OCD (1977) DIRECTORY-OF_CITY, OUNTL-REGIONAL, STATEAND
PLANNING AGENCIM Olympia: fice of Community Devel omen Free.'

10. Roberts, Paul 11-976) THE HOUSING PLANNING COOK BOOK. 01

Office of Community Development-. Free.
*11.Clark County Regional Planning Council (1970 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

AND GUIDELINES FOR LAND USE REGULATIONS. Spokane: Planning Association
of Washington. $5.00

BETTER=- LIBRARY FOR APPROXIMATELY- $5000 MORE

*1.B *NB -( 1975)-_RESIDENT14 SITE PLANNING GUIDE. Washington -10-. C

National Assciciation--bflHOMe- 861106 IsAo
*13 -ULI (1974) .RESIDENTIAL STREETS OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES AND

DESIGN:CONSIDERATIONS.. WashipgtOn.13.C.:-UrbanLand.:1-nstitUte_ 7.50
14. ULI ,(197-5)7ktSIDENTIAL-STORWWATER- MANAGEMENT::MANAGEMENT:: OBJECTIVES±, -PRINCIPLES,

AND_ bESIAN_ CONSIDERATIONS. Washington F. . Urban Land institutd,$750
15.. R.H. and R.S. t1975Y-MODEL -SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS:_

TEXT AND COMMENTARY. -$10.00 Chicago:- Ameritan. Society of -Planning- Officials.
16 WoTTOTTNIPWIANCE CONTROLS TOR -SENSITIVE LANDS: A- PRACTICAL

GUIDE ,FOR LOCAL. ADMINISTRATORS. Chicago:- American'. Society -of Planning
T- O..

1'17; Marshall, 1)-*(1977)-CITIZEN-PARTICIPATIOOLUERTIFICATIOK FOR-COMMUNITY ---
DEVEtOPMENT:-- A.'READER ON.THE-CITIKN PARTICIPATION PROCESS.. Washington
C.;- National Association of-HOusing and Redevelooment.Officials, $9.50



=_COMPLETE WORKING LIBRAR'eFOR-APPROXIMATELY2-$200.00-MORE-7

eChiara;7 J. -and L. Koppelman (1769) URBAN PLANNING DESIGN: CRITERIA.
_2nd Edition. NeVi York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. $35.00

*79.- Hagman, D.G. (1971) URBAN_ PLANNING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT- COVROL LAW.
Hornbook Series_ St. Paul = West Publishing Company. $17.00
-Krueckenberg; A.L. Silvers (19741-URBAN PLANNING ANALY IS:
METHODS AND MODELS. New York: John, Wiley and Sons. -_$15.0b

*U. Berk, E. (1976)' -DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT MANUAL; Chicago: American
Society. of Planning Officials $20,00

*22.. NAH8 (1976) ,COST EFFECTIVE SITE PLANNING_ yashingto'n C.G. : National
Association of Home Builders. $12.50

23, ULI (1975)- INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT HANDBOOK. Washington D.C.: Urban
'Land Institute. $24.00-

24, ULI (1977) RESIDENTIAL_ DEVELOPMENT HANDBOOK. Washington- D.C. Urbqn

IHOPPINGCE DEVELOPMENTHANOBOOK liashingfll-D:C
Land $28.00

Urban Land Institute. $24.00
*26. Wellburn, S.M. (1975) ENVIRONMENTAL CERtIFICATION FORtOMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT :'A MANUAL OF PROCEDURES. Washington D.C.: National
Association of Housing and Redevelbpment Officials. $7.50

*27. Wronski. and-K.J. Davies (1972) PHOTOINTERPRETATION FOR PLANNERS.
Rochester: Eastman Kodak Company. $1.75

*28. Chapin, F.S. (1972) URBAN:LAND.USE PLANNING. 2nd Edition. Urbana:
-University of Illinois Press. ___$12.00

*29. McHarg, I.L. 1969) DESIGN WITH NATURE. New York: Doubleday. $6.00

'TOTAL COST FOR THE THREE OPTIONS IS _APPROXIMATELY $300.00

* Boo vailable on loan from Eastern Washington University and PRI.
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-Public time e7 -149

it -Lever Ant--es amended

PUF Pt SE

are made to Stara ExcensionSeivices of desig-
land grant 14selintions of higher education to

helP flnance.coo erativ-education-and_information o-
greats 'in-agriculture. itMde-eCodomica,-and community-

--developMenr. acid = .oncrirlrage° the apolieation -of new
oCedures and techninueS-in thesefields. FederaZ
s are allocred to Stare Excension=Services-primarily

on che'basWof the:Staterural-and farm-population.'

program include.

ultural oroductionand-marketin--.-educitinal
and chnical assistan__- ncluding pereonal
sultation; is provided to help farners:

:abo _LtechnolOgleal developmenta____

learn hoW to appky research. findings And agri-
cultural technology to improve .efficiency and
quality of-agricultural production

study and-analyze crop reports, market news; and
other information to develOP the*ost economical
produCtion4and marketing plans

. study their farm business;.' -And' develop and
implement. -places ,f0r.imprObment:of their,farm
ing,p_rogram Standarde

"learn about aneuse relevant:U.S. bepartment-of
Agri-culture and other Federal agency programs

commUni rov _entand resource deve onment
prograos for he pingAeople:understand:

. efficient methods;Afplanning and providing
'community serviced'

competitive uses of land and
to community growth

solutions to problems in community areas within
metropolitan areas (rural-urban fringe and
rural-slums)

joint concerns and responsibilities of rural
and urban areas

methodEAf-improving conditions and'aVailable
services provideCby health, adoption.
recreation, religious, and other governmental
and private institutions

conservation, developments and use- of natural
resources - programs for'effective repOurne_
Management and use which develop Aa appreciarion
of :both the - economic and recreational values of
natural resources and their` - inherent values`

---nomic develooment progroMs for developing new
business And industry or expanding:existing' ones
t6:1-ncrense income and employment,

UP/rip! VOA-
by Mew Century Education Corporation

home AConeoleseducarion and consumer serVices
prograMs:Amatesiiing -nutrition tnd family health.
consumec eduCation, management. .family-ecoAemi00--,
Child-AeveloPtent human relations,

4-H-A oath develooment,.- chool
educationql assistance and,lEaderahlp dev opmen
to youri?.itrough- work projectal:demonscrations.
Aommnnicy;Service_acciVities. leadership responsi_
bilities. achi programs.

,
and career explor;-

Ation project

Funds mav_be-Used for

. salaries and office expenses

, -

. travel -eXptnses'

demonstration terja1s a.nd

Funds may not be used d-fort

purchase, erection. preservation,,:
or.eurchaSe or rental

repair of env
and_ -1

college course teaching or.luctures in college

_WHAT A PARTICIPANT DOES

-County Extension Office

Ascertains:urobable eligib lity. Governing
officials of the -county, groupg-specified by State'
law, or-rather county bodies which are qualified
deal officially with the land grant college are
eligible

Obtains and assistance from:, theState
n Service of the Statb land grant college

(sae yoetr .STATE.:offoe,Totrb:

. Consults with local community' groups, to identify_
needs problems and:e ortunities in the areas

agricultural prodUctiOn and marketing, community
-N--='-end resource developmertE, !loins economics and non-,'

sumer educatiop, and Youth-deVelopment.
,e7

. Flans out -of- school educational 'ro.,rams,-in coop-

erationwith local groups and the land grant college.
to interpret, demenstrate,-and encourage the apeli-
'acion eLnew techniques and procedures to be used
in developing community, regions_. and induStry-
'wide plans for total community acceleration (cee Purpose
:for mador--program =WW). Programs may consist of

.# Sonsoring informational and instructional
Nae2,!tingp and offering demonstrations

1i-'-Atributing educational publications

auotnin- nor perrninnM- Itnittnal in THE clime may not
nteroiluend in nincile orr in dart in any fo,nlydn-a(To tf

ESof--j209



_ .

disseminating-information through teleyis
= -radio; and namanapers.-

proViding advice:, acid mssistande

-
Fecleral9Extension-SerVice

. _

Agriculture
_

.--

delves from the -State-Extenston_Service:

technical assistance, when necessary

State and Fedetal'funds 1

Also -receives support fromtesaeCtiVerland grant
dlleges:mnd--7GniVertitiee throngh-StAti4atie-
edhnical andadministratiVe'extension Workers,

State experiment stations in&teafdent teat/tins -
staffs, and tha.technical information and resources

.

of-the-1J.S.'Departnent of Agriculture.,

Matchiri Re uirement

the source and amount o
to State=

county

- :-___
____

=Coordinates Conpere ye-gxtension_service

Acts as the =liaison between-the
--

o
Agriculturemad-the,,of icielm of-the-land-grent--
colleges'end universities-on matters relating to
cooperative extention work,

sters4-through'landlgrant institutions,
e*tenSiorvwerk-irOagricillture-home econonlea,
and related subjects authorized by Cargress.

AssistsState:exteniinn workers in in:Sdvisory and
str#L.-nsincapocity.'

Provides t State Extension- Services
the-fields of program:leadership. educational,
-research
tion, an

. Assists

State Extension Service - . arid_Gr nt College or
University

ReeeiveeuadSjappropriated-[by Congress and the
State legislature.

Organizesend maintain
for the management o

an administrative div
sion work.

Receives assistance from Federal extension_
specialists 'in olannleveloaltandcoOrdi
nating national,-regional, and State extension
programs, .

aining-subject matter epetializa==
ice of educational.: media.

e extension direCtots, supervisors,
And sir gram leaders in planning,_ developing, and
coordinating national,` regional, and'State
extension prOgrams..

=

7 _. Receives'State Extension Services -annual Plan of
work for-the use of Federal funds in support- of
extension work and =a -co of its annual report of
extension activities.

on flakes payments of-FederAl funds to land grant
institutions for extensf tivities.,N ..

P and conducts educational and extension work
n the field-5'0f Agriculture, home economics., and

related subjects.

Provides:

technical and administrative assistance, when
necessary, to County Extension Offices;.,

services of Drofessionally trained staff
specialists in agricalture. home - economics,
youth work, and community development

Submits_annualteport of extension operatio
including a ste'efiment of receipts and expe urea
from all, sources for extension activities. to the
State.Sovernor Arid a copy of the report to the
Federal Extension Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington D.C. 20250:

Submits annual work Plans for the use of Federal
funds in support of extension work for rApproval by
the U.S.-Department of Agriculture (ass FEDERAL
FUNDS AND -DEADLINES, Tob A) .

Matchin Reouir -n

States are generally required to provide an equal
amount of note-Federal:funds to match Federal funds

allotted.

2
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County exteasion
---- Mirth° -1,--rpos%

vo ugty 5

t or eaten,. home econ
ce, or other7 1- bqil og,-

RELATED FED L PROG

PageProgrdin -
17107- COmmUnity sere

"progress
end giant collie

contfnuingCoducatiow'

es- campus -inatruction

FOR:
. Brochures no p ograma in yqur area

CONTACT:-

.17 1.

ciract

r, State
State 1r nd grant

STATE ice

FOR:
-Brochures on pr

=

rams in your area

Technical-An d admluistratIVa asslatanCe.

-..---,,-Sers.esa-aL-s Lai I,- specialists
home economics, youth work, And- community_ devel-

.

opment

CONTACT:
Federal Extension Service
U.S. :Deparrment of Agriculture
Washington-D.C.-2015v_

FOR:
Advice and echnica stance

974.
er New Century Education Corporation-

talainal i 'Ene GUIDE in not
or in nnat in any funs vynntittovnr

01 t$,ptataignyy_
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es_ fourfor Fie

o a Folmar CbMniuni
ies Needed for G Achievement
hive Wayt ting s To _Serve on the Ccomruni

ernative Ways .-to out..the C
Attitude Check L

Comami
Ito' Wig. a -Cry
ara.cteristice-Of ami_Effective'G

C fined= Won Leader Iaentification
Community DeveloPers Check .List
City Mix Criteria List
Co _nimojni7,-ty_ Opinion Lader.,(4)tio

Commit,/ Size and Needs Assessment
COmmnity SurAreY Tasks A Check List
Conflict Negotiation Exercise
Consequences of Various Needs Assessment Choices

and-Needs sessmen

Constructing and Using Questionnaires
Construct big QuAtionnaires and Interviews
Contrasting Two Needs Assessment Approaches
Criteria for Giving Feedback
Criteria for Use in Prepari
Decision raying by Consensus

.Goal Statements
Rationale and Exercise: Fred Litt

Developing Program Evaluation Plans
Distinguishing "Whats From "Haws" in
Effective Group Su
Fishbowl:. A Group Process Technique
Five Dimensions of Group Growth
Focusing on a Problem
Functions that Help Groups
Goal Congruency
Group Agreements
Group Member Functions - Observer Form
Group Observer's Reaction Sheet
Group Process Checklist

Analysis Protess

213



1 amble Statements
iscussion-

to Build i= A t or a CG Meetting
How to Buip Evaluation Plans

to !Mild Simiation Exercises
ow'to-Conduet a "Visidns t f Potential-

A-Look into the Future Sample
. .

seof Visions of Potential Exercise
,to Do Evaluat#kg tie Effectiveness °of' Mee
to Write. Goal s Problem Statmen ts

"How Tos" for Task Force
in_gace-toFace

Imfonnation.Packet for School Boar
Introduttion41, Collegial Groups as a-

the catioi
Letter to Ccemrunity Group Nominee
Ltter-to Community
List of Potential Group Ccmpetencies or Skil

CommLi_ssioners, City Councils, Other

Major C onents of a Proposal -_
Meet orkshop Assessment Instilment
Needs Assessment Approaches
Needs Assessment Procedures Instrument #1
Needs Assessment Procedures Instrument #2
New Program Checklist
New Program = P1

New Program Pi
Worksheet #1

Worksheet #2

Notes of Introddcing Training into CG Activities

Notes
Obt

irdon

a First Visit to-a Commity
Feedback

ether Criteria and Criteria of Mix

inion Leader Survey.- Sample

Personal Style in the arganizatioll

Planfiing Group Sessions

Preparing for a Meeting

Problem Solving: Discussion. of a Six Step Process

Problem Solving Exercise



-MemPer of a

_e eri e. -Briefs'Note-

le of- the_ Group Convenor_ or ChairperEon

le Playing Stinsilation

r f6r UsefULInforma on-

dup Le des, for your Task Force
for Program Associates

Skills for Commi Leaders

Suggested- List of C of a Commluni

Tabulating Dtta

k Force Evaluation

ebook'

T k-force-Membersi---

Task Force - .Using for Problem' Solving

`Task Force Characteristics of the Cougositi

Task Force - Usk for Search

The Commity oup Its Work, Organization and

The Formation and Use of Task Force Teams

e Job of the Chairperson

The Kiva

Program Associates Role in Crea
Sharing in A_Cu,,;ty',

The Work of the COMM1111:1 Gr

Things to Consider Whrtn Tabulating Data

_Various Methods of Doing a Community .Survey

What an Effective Group Discussion. Requires

What Are the Different Ways of Gathering Information

Worksheet for Building a School-Coraffiunity GroUp Sample

Worksheet for Determining Criteria for An Effective Solution



A :FORMAL- COMMUilIC4TIONS NETWORK.

mm I9r41-chamiels-:are
e. 1 1bwing _rarsdel.Ofthings:--to-be _.corsi4ei-

cation- channels-: was --developed by Ric' lard I-
has 'been -adapted for usto with. the-. Communihas

.

rities

What Information = should. be -sent?
or is it _mandated?

should send,

1. Objectives

are the intended results

In terms of the-selected audience?

these objectives measurable

ri ieh zard and loft to chan
.

before using the form.al
a

common

er t the University of.Kentuc
r _

elo ent Model.

III. Strategy

A. Wliat process

1. What s't

decision onere ab6ice

ca ti

1 De developed for achieving stated -objectives?

nature of the message?

a general community information
technical knowledge

c._ special reports
d. ideas

Who is-the sender?

a. local officials'
b. Ngoverning board/group
c. Community Grown
d. task ,force team A

What is the best timing?

When 'should the_ message be sent?, -

What factors should determine this?

4. What meat= should be used?

c.

d,

e.
f.

memorandum
newspaper
radio
television
special meetings
informal communications network, etc.



money w-1,11_.be-

ersonnal will be _required2
- -

deree of awareness shoufd sough selec ted audience?

aluation

e a catiou -a h -deS o "vas?

Interviews
Unsolicited feedback

letters
phone calls'
informal comments



upe ce hesi verse uch as:_
tt'

° gather/figs.,:

B: Meeting physiaa
Comfort

_

1

in terms a
_

erature breaks, -food,

Meeting "emotional needs by letting peo e tell
complimenting,.a person, expressing sympathy

-

you their sto
tvd

-Gatekeeping--in other words, helping bring everyone into thediscussion I

- E.. Supporting people by listening attentively, showing interest,
and encouraging them-to give more details about their ideas

ideas when
roads o

group object ves

armonizing+

in 11
require it

giv p one

redueing areas
g people reach agreement or
of onflict

leg the group of standa -has set,_and_,Z
duals

understand.ing

Reducing emotional tension by.lntroducg h o suggestinga break

Activities that he the group Lts task
nq the problem clearly, either by pointing out problemsthat need attention or getting others t state problems

cognizing the need for information and helping people secure

Recognizing_ the need,for sharing opinions or.,feelin

D. Offerifog proposals for solving problems

Evaluating suggestions and testing their practicality

zing group progress, decisions, or disagreements

Making procedural 'suggestionsfor example asking the group toconsider forming subcommittees, using buzz groups, trying a roleplay, listing suggesti on the board, 'or assigning prioritiesto agenda items

H. Calling attention to the amount of time remaining. and theagenda still to be covered

Recording stiggeitions and dec sions
21
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prodedures -assuine-
established and

Vie._

riteris have been
each rcriteri ve =beeneen--

partners' or temporary -group-members (a) divide up- the- list =of first nominees-_,
for each position-- (dividing by familiarity with pers6ns ;Alen possible).(b) -talk to _them in person; and__then :(c) send a letter reiterating purpose,, _thartk.ing for acceptance,' and designating first-meeting date and place

A letter from--the Partners andfor
nominees to server then af etpnfirin&t.idn.:1,3, -received, sis sent specifying t#ie .and-place of the t meeting.

the porip-Lex4, PA or t vary group_ member 'telephone -each. individual and_ask ,him or her to sexve, a latter -Ls- sent :-con_firming the agreement_
and specifying the time and place of the_first ;neeting.

. .

0
esting
letter

4. All nominees are invited to one. meeting. The-proces6 and the-CG are
described and information sheets passed out before people decide to
,accept the nomination.

es are invited to 4a meeting, a min -needy as esament
ways to conduct a needs aspessment are looked at, and Task

__do _zeeds___assessment-tasks- are--organized. Then-a-definitenominated opinion leaders is asked for.
The following ems need tc be included in phone, personal,

People are being requested to serve on a Comm.City Group for
community improvement.

2.

3

-onducted
Orce TeamS

at it -fr

letter

The candidate has been nominated by his or

Group members-will be working with people
of life other than their own.

Training will be provided to
definition, probleM so ving,

Acceptance does not imply a
rotate in and out as desired.

he pe

ominated

help the group with problem
decision making, and communication.

a

Ver- responsibility: members can



Knowledge-of thmlitarget community Is necessary to the success

the Community Developer:, and is an eSsential-ingredient-fer-en

h of the information=about.a community can b_e gathered

the co, and will contribute to O o

predominant economic, political, cultural, and physical -aspec

de

the community. Notice paid linkages and. relationships..to loci

outside the communitycormrunity will ~assist 3n understanding the strengths
.

constraints coal situation. Construction'of a communi

profile prio 1-1-provide a uSefUl-guideline,

a unobtrusively gathered existing records.will provide

the Community. Developer with a basic understanding of the community

ion: information is deired=or agreed -upon, quiet use

of simple instrument will provide information for construction of a

community p ofile with as little disturbance to the local situation
a

as possible.

Informa7_conversation with people in a community will also reveal

who the "power" people are. Questions like: -Who are the people that get

`things done in this community? Who-must be "behind" A project to make

go? Who are the people in your community that

foil° ? After several such contacts have be

ether people' listen- to,and

the names of certain

individual ill be repeated, helping you to identify community'leader hip.

-NWREL --15R1-1978.



FoR--comfirmaTy- Dot

-d scussion .40 involvement in ,cometuni decision= mak -issue of -th
sl it (Sf eCraeinnity "DeVeioP4k arises.- ere ifeno'one- o :skills which

_

are applicable to -every situation: however, -conmkuni involvement is
_

effective when many-_kinds-of-people--wrk t+ ether in-a -.Oat-melt:ins effort
to:

share tasks and skillS, the attitude of the COmmunity Developer is as crit-_-
ical as his or her skills 3= = Inde4,- a person's attitude may define his/her
skill as an- encourager of interaction between community people. The
following checklist may be helpful in dis sing or assessing -your_own
"encourager" skills.

As aperson, do you:
Welcome new experiences and keep an open mind about community
-alternatives -for their solution?
sess your owl.) motivations, capacities and limitations?

Keep informed of educational:m.1d social issues of the community?
Work for minority group involvement in co.nunity programs and efforts?
Encourage people to belieVe that they can something for themselves ?- --

Realle that doing things_ for people does not develop their initiative
or stiefigth7
Develop your program in a way_ to allow its continuance after your exit?

I=
rob lems and

working with s do you:
Acknowledge that people have the power within themselves to develop
programs of action for their own betterment?

Accept minimal forma_l education does not necessarily denote inability
to think or act?
Understand that people will cooperate in carry out plans only t the
extent that they have a part in making them? 2

Consider that people do for themselves things that are meaningful to them?
-Look for new ideas and new techniques for solving familiar problems.
Include new leadership from youth, minority groups or other untapped sources?
Establish and inaintain constructive relationships with government officials
and other members of the power structure in the community?
Seek the opinions of others, including those whose views differ from yours?
Acknowledge the contributions and strengths of others?
Allow time for winning confidence and acceptance by others?

In care ng; out action, do you:

Allow for flexibility and experimentation in your plans?
Evaluate where, you are' and allow for alternative,strategies
Determine realistically what -resources are needed and what are available?

_ Consider people more important than programst
See thi development of people as a basic object of you_ r program?

ye the patience to wait perhaps months or years for visible results?
See Success in a program as a sprineboard for future act -ion?
Learn from setbacks or failures -for your future efforts?
Recognize that community involvment produces -more than tangible ItS?

1T=

Adapted from "Attitude /Skills Checklist for Potential Change Agents",

Dr. Michale G Giammatteo.
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=.7

You2,7have-been.-zas -to Iderve-Pn -a atiiimuri ty-grOup-,- or CG for short. Thetwo pages' include some iliforination abut hat ..type-Of gronp,ieiai will be
_what_ w be .expecited , ef;iron-- as al-member-.1-: , _ __ - _

How Is the drou Famed?-

This group will have approximately -15 -to .20 mambere. Many -are representatives
onanunity.Who--have-joeen-caretially:Select to make suie all -egments
unity are represented,- The-entire group as',been :approved .by. Mayor/

CiI/pcitulty__COMmissioner or other governing _The f6.ct,-that 'You-
asked -7 to _serve means youlhave.been selected by other citizens in your

community and: by City:Council/Mayor/Comity Commisaioner, The entire
y represents a- cross -section of -the=. re'', each person is

e commmityrtant i. group is to get view from ail sec

the Group Do?

-7an-gindepende -address_ c eedsr-In.
recommendations to the City Council/County Commissioners and take action to
make improvements.- The fact that you have been approved by them shows theii
interest in knowing what citizens expect from their comhunity. The major.,
undertaking of ,this group will be to _work through a problem-solving cycle called
the Partnership for- Rural Improvement Process.in order to

etersine what-1thetneeds -of-the co up
what the priorities should be

ek out information about soluti6ns to

design a plan to put selected improvement pr

_ putting that'plan into operation

assist in evaluating the results and the way
was conducted

The total time for such a Set of -tasks maybe expected to range from 9 to 22months, -depending upon the pace the group chooses. The number of meetingsyou will need to attend will depend -on the pace set by the group. The entiregroup may not _neet to work on each item. Task forces may be selected orvolunteer to consider certain items or to meet with consultants. However,each major decision will ;be considered byte entire CC before it is recom-mended to thetouncil or--.B6aid of Commissionerd.
Who Operates or Controls the Group?

As an independent group, the CG will choose, its own leaders, move at ,its own
pace, and decide on its own issues. People from PRI will, work`, with the group
to help get things started and will remain available to consult with groupleaders, task forces, and individuals. These people-will not serve on the
group, Their p imary job is to introduce the process and aid as- the group
moves through i



The support
(PkT.
institutions:- gay

ssible,-,;_repreaentativet
-AssOciate- emPloyed by assist as need
expertise .when_asked- to -do scL by the 'Commun.&
can-Paiiit to Way to consultants infoionatic

rola

= ,

alkrepreOaMt4-ti!f0a-fittit'_
agencies- who iciale Partners'_Grou

-1.10-ogther
lend

up, Dien;
lam the'

7a- Pr
its staff and
agency staff
group.

The :philosophy _behind, these efforts is.: a 13.fould he-allowsttdy It :self and its needs Without interference; out de agencies t-1experts, but that these agenciesand exports sholti4be ready to lend support
Whenever tlieliyc are needed. _ As .suthh a process ift-cleatopet, -the -community
builds -the- 1.11s and capabilities _to deal with 1.-tsneed without becoming-

_dependent on. outside____ agencies. -"At the: same tine, ligieve it it building theskill to utilize the-fassistance available from stlichagenies. This'pattern
results in programs and- dhangis being under tie clortuol_-(=At the local community.

_u gettimg 4-mUolved with such a. group,
ur
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Write uggesti

a hlatichidard,-
ne-_carz read- it

idea promotes Other
Do not G..-reen or sort ,suggestions.

If pOssi:_ble; write down the exact words of the contributor,However, _= if the statement -is. too lon4, write down a shrirtarversion 0_,of it which the contributor agrees is accurate.

oz.,1dly from' one item
D

_

tissifomus r the p_ urPoserather an the worth of an idea.
of cl- firing the mean

s n ious ideas -a ell as care

_ideamts _,fro le_gro

1y Consider

Have a potter __to help `solicit ideas and one are personsto help record them.
Set a tin.,,no ltrit or a maximum number items before youbegint F_,Ive or ten minutes is usually enough_time.
Make she group members understand that they' will sort andevaluate t the ideas 'after the-hrainStOrming is completed.



I'lerabeido-not-i oejle- sl into ded:------contributiofiS.-_-

Feottlwe-- ,-_need t e- effect of x _ remarks -rf- th;y are to irnpree_-.wy e ,;= ici ra -"the= group.- -7-A./hen- others do not respond, theSpealc:_canneSt
z they did nottunderStand the term:Lark

1=2.. they understood it and agreed %ri.rth _it
they understood it, bUt disagred with it
they understood it but thotight it was irreie,vant
check e -sure the at a s =maker means

veer. d sa- h-

members should ask "What
-ut it?" 'Group mernbeinns, and 'sun-mad:2e discussi

0.thers_ere.saying,and-fee

c more e speaks onlee vee.

he

--a

contribution

ce

a e

,,re- they ask flow do
to paraphrasej check per-
clarify their assumptions

h' lets tilde

bath veer Cates reaction as his
j_1==a-ate them to others or_ give the

for -.01.4ers---;-:E-Ach-meatter7Freports---hit
hone=ly, so the group can take them

a
her own d does not

of speaking
owT,]:,ettions

=--to- account.

A inetril=mmer who makes a .suggestion does no have to defend it.Instted , all accept responsibrlity for ...evaluating it as theJoint property of the group

rc ate but in di fferen--&-t comolemen wa

z_ some member work ..-ily on taks , others work on
improv-z--ing interpersonal relations . While some members areroviding. information, others are roakin sure it is understoodand organizedc- or identifying points of agreement or disagree-ment, However, each member doeS not alc.rays participate in thesame w...a.y. Depending on his or her interim in the task, and onthe .behavior of the other group members~ a member fulfills what-ever faction is appropriate and necessary

Sonie syrnotorns of difficulty are excessiwe hair-splitting, repeatingpoints over and over, failing to consider suggestions, holding
privat...e conversations; letting two or tree- people dominate the
cusstore taking sides and refusing to 4=ornprornise, att4ckisig ideasbefore they are completely expressed, ar--ad ,participa-ting apatheti-cally. When such symptoms occur, the g=-oup needs to shift from

.rhe tab( ,discuss.i. u...rn- interpersonal processes
ty
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default__

def de
-create tensions -among-create _not to act an by not actin

e _a_ n _act

-kereit=="
by .op-e

hey :cod-1d- rxot agree

In -a_ prOductive group-,_ people view each decision" as. a trie1_, which-can -be -carried icut , revaluated i--- and=revised-'.i'rf -lightTof
ley -know -t..hat-.-ettehr,de-cision need not andeed.- not rest forever. -,-Xhen_fthis -kind of -group--makes a deo onwhich it .doss- net"_c its members_ recognize -that-Ty-help

ecided not to act.-=- The- gro openly discusses_Why the_=aeipatentreal 'decis ; Were:. not -th same 'I' They 16arit,Vittir 'itmeere agreed-with the .decision, :although..they -felt -no- pqrecialcommitment- _to _carry it out.
.

An effective. group makes-decisions in different ways de-
tesirder- e -0 co_ _-.-_yote delegate, the - decision: to = a special= sUbgrogp ,- flipre fire -complete_consensus-.: The crucialfactor is thatagree on the way to take_each

A an
up._

a 34; or
to getip

'I12e members---redo gillee that conflict -is-inevitable and that *le
can decide whethrr,to discuss it openly or disguise' it.

havior wh.i hinders its work. as

A person who continually introduces
irrelevancies can .change the

topic only if other members follow that person's lead.. IneteM of
labeling the person as the 'problem, _the group_ considers- it A groupproblem. They determine why they all let it happen. Perhepa the.
other, members welcome these digressions as a way of avoiding the
open conflict which would occur if they stayed on the tonic.
Li_kewise, the person who talks too much, jokes too neich,tinually attacks others, or never participates, is a problernshared by the total group. The group needs to discuss "our
problem" openly to eliminate..the disruption.

The group gives helpful information to individe el.s about theimpact of their actions on the group. It doge .not, however,analyze, dissect, and work these-people over.,

2



L'Zird011#1±q.ATI

t-ggbnp

d- =-croup in ga

newspapers;

_Help group to "uselalI-colleotedi-,_information
the cofitents of the -needs ---assesSment _Survey. -

, -
5. Revie4 with th -TOG-alternative-methods (strengths

collecting needs' assessment irrFormatiOn from the ==cc
eaknesses1

Help group create the data- lIection truments which_ will needed
to conduct the survey usingthe methods they have selected.

7. Provide-an
e.g., interviewing s

-
Assist group in data collection.procedures; e.g.,
for canvas, logging in data.'

zing communa

Provide training needed in, gditing, collating, tabulating and analyzing

10. Separate Opinion. Leader data from. the needs assessment data and begin
tabulating these turns- as first' priority

Help prepare Opinion Leader report for localboard/group; e,g., take
75 or 100 names, list them alphabetically as potential candidates
local CO.

I Help arrange to have Opinion Leader report resented to local board/
group after they have identified community mix criteria.

Aid board/group in getting a primary and alterriative person appointed
for each criteria of mix and assist them with ways of getting these
nominees to serve. Also establish-date for organizational meeting
of the CO.

14. Continue working with the' igroup to comple
assessment data and compile into a report.

tabulation of needs

15. Help group get needs assessment report duplicated_

16. Assist group in (n)- making
a preserYtation of needs assessment report

to board/group, w mailing copies to new CO members, i(c) distributing
cop of report throughout community

17. Work with CO in its first meeting to-organize itself and begin pro-
cedurescedures for establishing priority goals upon which they will concen--
trate their initial effo



-alootrt---what---it cre
establish" a :reputation: as,TTa--famillar:_friend-,.7 the .Coninunity:- Dev

Well'to,haVa`ras vri.t-h -S-
following questfoni intended tii_help assess the xtent _of exposure= to
.and awareness of., the _communities in: -whicht-vwork is: in progress -

__ -- : Yes NO
I. -Nave you = attended a variety* meetings-in the ro _ ty? __- ( ) ( ),__.

(i.e;co-cOmmiseioner, City- =3=41. ' school board. "etc:- )
' . . .

Have You read a copy of a local newspaper?
more -than one? - -- - - -

3. gave you shopped in a local store? ( ) C )

4. Nave you eaten a local restaurant*
More:then one?,

_ you stayed overnight in the-community?
you stayed overnight in-a private hc6e7

h. NANO you talked with staff(s) of Lop-Al:establishments
about-what it is like to-live in thisrown?-

7. =gave-you-talked with several fecal people about the
town's history aodior present conditions? And make-up
Some groups-are seldom talked about).

YOu sought out_a possible relative, acqUaintance
or friend in thecemounitY?::

9. Have you studied the local telephone boa?

10. Have you read any atudieS or comprehensive'planS)
about the cpmounity?

no you know anything about the
geography of the area?
Locally famous landmarks?

-g

Doyou know the local industries (if anY)?

13. are youaware of any famous people froin,this town?

la. Have you asked where people get medical financal,'
social and huSiness services?

15. Have you asked about the local recreations?
Have. you engaged in any?

Are.you aware of theinfo
tructure?

17 Knowledge of the. eristirs.1 groups and
within the community -and which -ones
:Most important?

1 and

( )
)

( )
( )

( (

) (

rganizaticn
eon to be



5. Indians

6. Farmers

7. Bus Ima:y deed several categories)

B. Parents with Kids-in School

10. Comfortable Iacome, Retired

11., Poverty, to

na
.

13. Formal Groups (Kiwa.nis, Lions, DICG, C of C)

14. Teacher Aides'

15. Industry

16. Balance Between Male and Female Representatives
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developing a she form for nomina cink fr

d the
- _

gr np in gadaumg _needed_approvalsrfor, use- of the-
_ -

As t as-needed in conducting Opinion Leader Survey, provide
trig for proCesses ;identified in work plan, for edittn

tabulation of data, etc. ;

Train for handling data, report preparation, and presentation ofanion Leadez report to the governing board or group.

6 sist as,needed in processing of data and report preparation.

7. t± ik withwit i governing board/group to develop an'approvd list of
Mmuni ty 'mix criteria ta form a-Ccifimunit-kGridiim: CcG1 and obtain
prpvil at regular- governing board meeting'.

Attend board/group meeting_ to hear'Optnion Leader report 'from vol ear
_ ups. Assist' board in getting primary and alternate positions filled

for -eacli,omiteria_of-miJc-and discusafvptionS:for-getrommnineea-to
Serve. 'Schedule CG organizational meeting date and help board group
plan for first meeting. -=----

Attend first Meeting of community group. Serve as consultant for
group, offering ideas, proce and methods us e 1:in orgamizing
for community improvement.

16. Provide information to the CC to assist them in developing a plan for
effective meetings. 'Group skills training may be needed; i.e- listening
Skills, problem Identification, goal setting, building informal communi-
catI6ns, etc.c

When the 6G_indicates a need for identifying local community problems,
`start by helping theme__ develop plans for a needs assessment.

12. Help group review data collection alternatives.

Assist group to- -determiie methOds of developing
survey,-

14. Assist group examine
ones to be use

15 Assist in translati
survey items.

16. Assist group create

it a community"

options data.collec ing methods and select

n of comet ncerns and r

c011ectionins 'r-ument(s

dies into

IMPEL - p 1916



vide n u

n

in Fj-0014acrt prep _dtion d- presentation.

local' governing group.

sessment report is .presented by CC
eded.

See to it that d, copy of preliminary needs- assessmenereport is mailed
to every-CC member and .-de widely-available to community members.,



.
V-..41.1: - .kW.7,137-, - ,iy AV"'

-,..,,zzAe--.,-,:,.,:n.1.---,---- ---

-ga

3_e
-;-7--'1-3; -2-LZoflowupca

--those-.1
-aisessment
tabilations-

--rtriews
jgiiare_---checkad:-

by vo1uteers used to
d not -attend. -The- needs

umbérof itemson the iristriseent ised. -(Variations ___On':thii-method have been
sucdessfur- with _caimunities f2,.500 population.)

Another:method- appropriate, to small: communities- is the ,=
existing: infoimar-ConimiiiiOations netWoiks. ' -_Tbe SCG
recruits additional workers-: and -together they divide up - the
community and systematically canvas: all- th fairies_ living =in the community._ A high, school-math de= social studies classmight also follow this- procedure. as. a learning experience.

In communit_iei.Of approximately 2,560-10,009 populat-ion-Z it 4may be,poesibler to hold meetings in the elementary 'school and '--get a fairly large -number of people i (mostly parents) to attend.
Obviously, *hià survey needs to be supplemented by opinions
from people not having students iri sohool. , A sampling pro-
cedure can help determine whether -opinions. gromthe- two groups'___

--.-1-_'--- -------_,-tta&e-----4Liiiiir: --TelePliOne_siMpiingTiriny-Ooe- one Way of obtaining-
this information.

Needs --assetement'in a larger community- requires more publicity,
- more volunteers, simpler procedures, More time and more expense.

In. cozzaunities ,having-more --than one elementary school, a -needs _assessment survey for each elementa.ry.sohool attendance areais organized. Thls survey should provide a pattern whichcould be repeated throughout _a district of any size_and--Syield useful daa.
(,

..

iA small town o city with community pride is easier to suthan one where little or no sense of community pride exists.

Procedures already outlined may be successful in a well-identified,.
proud community'. The community which has little cohesion requiresother methods. ' -

try to discover the major groups, organizations, clubs,
and churches. Find representatives from each group and
organize for each as you would for an elementary livingarea





StrategY

Millingsi, to =411=2.hbilsehOlds_7=-Sin---_areat,
,

_

-- 2. --Mailings_ to sampleT1.- Whet-is-a good--semple:selection? -

3. -,Inteiv-lews with each_houself
-

_

4. Interviews with sample

--5.- Pick -up or Mail -back if mailings are used '-

6. Postal rates, post office numbers, good days to mail bulk material,

deiivery schedules, return rates need -to be discussed with post office-
.

7. What is acceptable response r te?

8. E6w will second coverage:be made if It is necessar
N eed_eid

1. Mileage

2. Postage

3. Printing facilities

4. Paper

5. Personnel

6. Maps

each task

7. . Storage and work space. _
)

8. Time - completion date in agreement with real constraints

C. Record Keepin,,

. 1. Area assignment for intett4iewing and/or pickup of mailers

2. System for keeping track of how much Of an area has responded

3. System for_keeping track of community response rates

4. Where and how will forms be accumulated as they are returned to protect

confidentiality

5. How will tallies nada and whi; will make them to protect confidentiality?

6. Row will final its t.be created and presented to local board/group?

0 AL NVIREL pRI. .1978
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current -situitiow

e'-i_disag.reement -7
The: problers-as I -see it is .

2. Description.!--of -tile- -ideal- situation--
The wag= r-dz ,the.asituatinal
What._ d -like- to see= is .

Descript on -of the current feeling
Example The :wag feel about- the situation is

- -
Descriptio ention
Example: _ t willing to do to create what I want

Alternate

Person B then paraphrases what Person A has said. If the
paraphrase is accurate,-Person B then moves through. the

_ se. uence_and__PersorL,_A-par

Person A glen asks, "Do we have a resolution?" If the
answer is "no," Person A begins the-sequence again. Ifthe answer is "yes," both parties review .their agreements.

Procedure: ells exercise may be modifi d or _use wi th groups by having
representatives engage in a exercise and seek confirmation
from. the people they represent as to whether the conflict 4resolved

NWREL PR1 1978
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,

stion
:"

1. WhO

tha distrument?-

. ."

.)ft,g:- r'i'-'4"' e-:--- ---41 1. .....f.'. ::._:-'..

'. ,' .-:1!, -

7

\ High',:qpnlitillitiTani-$Oheiol. --.6wiiership-_of the needs, assessment.

, Skills for building instruments gained by SCG members:

,.-- Persons' afficted--aie able to influence this -activity. SCG

-- members encouraged to' have confidence in -their, ability to do
..

, -the next- activity. , , :

Outside , Low c mmunity_ ownership. No skill _building fox local people.

-Experts Persons affected unable to influence this activity

2. How complex is Simple Limited number of questions can be asked. Easily used and
*-the instrument? und9rstood. Resulting data can be processed locally with

limited- time and energy from SCG. High community under-

standing of meaning of data.

Complex

3 Who processes SOO,

the data?

Large number of questions can be asked: May be difficult for

SCG to use Resultin data cannot be-processed,loclly

exce t wit !t II I HI' IA *i,

standing of meaning of data in community.

High ownership of resulting data. High use in local decision

making: High understanding of meaningiof data. . May result

in less than technically perfect data analysis. Skill

1: bullath-foiriiidints encourages them to understand

their capacity for doing a task.
.

Outside Low ownership of resulting data. Low understanding of.

Experts meaning of data Low use of data in local decision making.

Technically sophisticated data analysis. Ho skill building

for local residents.

-.7.,pill,-

23
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-

tmgermueri jeopIerea
over-a wide atêa...

They are less costly than petson-to-erson contaats over
wi.da areas.

Fewer persons-are required tndutd a survey.

isadvanoUsg Questiorznaiies
Often, questionnaires are--not zetuned..

-. In bicultural areas, use of questionnaires requires pro-ficiency in, and willingness to use, a common language -

They are often impersonal. It -is difficult to communicate
puxpose,goa1s, aziduses.. .

,-----------.--

. A mailed qLiestiomiaire may be completed by someone other
than the intended respondent.

-How tOCOnstrTICt Questionnaires

The following statemeñt ar intended to be hcpful to thç process
facilitator who is faced with thà task f getting an CG o construóta qztiànEiai.re - Rather than being prescriptive statementh, they areguiding principles which may be modified to existing conditiOns.

-. 1.. Appropriateness of questionnaires--ecide whether a
questionnaire is an appropriate way to get the information.
a. The questionnaire should be. valid--it- should provide

the kinds of answers you want..:

b. The questionnaire should bereliable--it should
osisterty provide the kinds of answers you want.

c. The questionnaire should be representative--it should
offer the respondent a chance to address all aspects

-. of the problem..
-

d. The questionnaire shoul4 be written in language that
coummunicates with respondents simplj and directly.
Any technical words should be explained.



process s- ac ta :.tor nee r
t, e -la.eeSeMent is_ ','pcmiliiniiiiiowisury_

-Rencw,,,matters, cientific_or -technical interest-0
must h acrificed to practical nee

2. con -

getting starte

mographic data-inforirietion about respondents such as
age, sex, and race; ir used at ell; such data sh- d
be appropriate to the problem at Yid All requestS,
even'for something as simple as the respondent's name,
should he made. explici,t.

Forimilating 'questions

es ne-shbfild-be-Phteied-ina
f

not or influence answers.
actual questions should request information
readily avail le to the respondent.

estions are

en-ended questions.-those in which the
respondent is free to write any am4er.
example: Will you please describe your
feelings about education?

Advantages:

tends produce 'honest answers

useful in obt aining judgments or. opinions

not suggest answers

reveals reasons or respondent's feelings

Disadvantages:

takes longer to tabulate than fixed -
alternative questions

tends to veal more emotion than act

CONSTRUCTING USING QT EQUESTIONNAIRES L 978
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...,,,,,.-.,..c a...,-

,----': :,

is-ccntrplIed.oiTr-

--

- JO
._- -- --__ .._.- -_ - -- - ..- - - - _ _ ..-.- ----

- thnktha
.

_
bad?-----
no opinion-

Check, one of the above

Adventages:'

Tresporises are easy to classi

data axe easy to7manage

rs are simple and factual.

Dzsadvantages:

range of alte ratives might be
insufficient

ori ;the cpsst,top_sgggests, theanswer_

responses need careful consideration
to yield desired infomation and this_

can be time consuming

(-3414 It may be desirable to start with broad, general
questions and then proceed to (more specific ones.
Other kinds. of sequences may be possible, but the
_process facilitator should be able to help the -

7_cG with the matter_ of _'sequencing.

3. Validating a Quest ionnaire-- en working with an CC on
questionnaire construction, the process facilitator shouldsee to it that the entire CC is allowed to review a completeddraft of the questionnaire. It might be a good idea for CC
members to try filling out the questionnaire to see how it
works. Or the CG may _wish to invite persons they consider
typical respondents to try out the questionnaire. One useful
way to check out. questionnaire is to try to tabulate- the
data generated iri-a trial run. If the data are usable and
easily managed, the questionnaire is probably good. If not,
revisions may be called for.

24
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-right_
response
Arista'

this-as-well-asprovida'clSar
a- stamped addressed envelope,
questionnaire.

c
men of p a al

is:possible_for.
:cover letter shoUld.state

litritations-;-
for return of the_comtlleted

Format _

b.

Instructions - should be clear xplicit.

Enough space should be provided for responses.

Addi.tional a --Attention to following errors
questionnaire= construction May be of some help:
a. failing to pretest to_check for ambiguous or objection

able questions

b. asking too many questions, which make unreasonable demands
on the respondent's time, produce more data ti e usable,
and cause 'a dropoff in the qualityi of later responses

overlooking ryas errors =mat and grammar which
might make, favorable impression

electing questions that are easily answered but not
serve the origLnal purpose of the_survey_ _

nstructing:questions 0 that -reSultS are influenced'
(leading questions, socially desirable. responses,.. no
negative response:boxes,:etc )

not pl. analysis until after the su

C NSrRUCT G AND USING TE STIONNA_



ask for s gaup constrfiating;a tiOnnaire, ors an iriterview
deeide' the, estiOns't ,The = =r red-ults o_ f a'_ _

minineeds" assessment visionS of-potentials-seSsion often serves as
t h e'- basis, for _generating=questions. Deter jsosort of decisions=411 -be z

_

(1) to ask 'the=-comity' what: it likes a doesn't like about th com-
munity(often,hard data to use,: but produces "hot_ topics"' that need atten--
tion); (2) to ask what three.dreas-the CG' could best work on-in-the coming
school, year (simple tabulation- determines most popular topics may miss
underlying problems); and (3) _to ask detailed: questions about these areas,-

attitudes and. ideas on each (produces masses of data, may con-
tain many small items for quik success of the CG). ,Af r the focu of the
data is decided uponi instrument construction can begin.

'To develop skills trume construction:

Divide the group into Have each trio take one or more
ideas or issues from a pre-existing list such as a mini-needs
assessment, or have all ,groups work with the same broad focus .

helpful. are
'open-response

at questions, "prioritizing" questions,
questions, 'and multiple-choice questions,

Study the s les 7.: then individually try, to write one question
about each _topic in each of the sample patterns

Share your sample questions; discuss which, style seems to work
best for each topic or type of information wanted.

Jot down the insights or agreeme"nts you reach on why one kind
of question is better than another for one or more kinds of
topics. List pitfalls of some methods.

Work `together to construct one good question- for each topic.

In a large group, have each trio share ideas about good question
formats for particular types of topics. Have a group recorder
write these where they' can be seen, eliminating overlaps from
the groups. Share your. "best" questionswrite these on a
blackboard or newsprint so the group can see them together..

Discuss togetheefr how the data from the various types of questions
would look. Ask yourselves if the data would be. clear. Could
it be interpreted? Could you make recommendations from it?

Review the work to this pointis there a good question for
each topic or type 0 -f data wanted, or is more work needed?
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=

c ggupato
over
stzent

e ,
:-Complete f.rst raft
If _ an -intei-IieTf and:Contanis Topen-resPonse_ questions,

re-SPonse isinsufficient *

Try Out the instrument in circumstancei-,similar to-its =-intended A2.se . , _ 1

Examine the data resulting from- the draft -instrument. Is
it manageable?' Useful? Informative? ,

I V

Revise qustions that are difficult to use or produce_
,diffi cvcult or obs e data.

Construct the fina.1 questionnaire--re se data-managementplans to fit.

.
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Failing topretest check:-
= ot objectional -questions-__;s;

-es tibisintreMik-ing-T_--unr--"-------Ia o-
I 1on -the respondent_!s producing more dt

or manageable-and tausing-.:0---droPM-ff Ln the-.
responses

3. Overlooking gross errors -of format and grainer which might
Imake an- unfavorable impression t.

4. Selecting questions that are easily answ red but do not
serve the original purpoee of the surve

... -:i
. /Constructing questions so that-_biased'results- are obtained

(leading questions; -socially desitable. responses; no negative
.response boxes, etc;),

Not planning the añalysté until after they survey- is
conduCted,4which can createa- format that makes _tabulatien

Imnon Errors in Int iening
A11 of the above,

1- Not writing the intertiiew guide in enough detail
2. Insufficiently practicing needed skills of interviewing
3- Failing to establish safeguards against interviewer bias
4. Using language in the interview that is not understood

by the respon.dent

Asking for information the respondent cannot be expected
to have or may reasonably feel is confidential

245
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8.

- Builds. group feelin
around common- purpose-

Uses logical steps --sets up-
easily for- problem solving

Allows obstacles to be
easily connected to goals

Is futuristic

Mists court ant

Concern

SPlinters,--..groUp
-de fenlive =;unitsl`:-

polarizia

_mo stly_ 7 '1..
with symptoms

3. Results in quick and easy-
solutions that are often
Punitive in nature

uilds interest and
motivation

s self-educating_ and has
syChologicil order

es bit _

May miss "hot issues" in the
community

Emphasizes the past and the
present

Produces negative felings
which =are t to
i6alsgai7positively

Produces high- interest
Immediately and is
corrective id- nature

considerable,: -

professional help- to moVe
the group in a positive
direction

Moves quickly &- alloys people

May only represent immediate
gripes and not larger goals
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"Feedback" is a way of helping an er person to_consider a change in_behavior.It -is _communication to a -person-- (or a group) Which' gives that _persan-informa-
-tion _about how he/she- affeCts` others'.- --As -in gnided missile -systems; feedback-

-=

=
, _ ,_ _

- helPs individuals- keep their- behavior 7°W-target" -and -thus better achieve 7 --:individuals-
their- goals. = - _ , w -,__

,-7--

Some criteria for useful feectback:

1. It is descriptive rather than evaluative. By describing ones own
eaction, _it leaves- the individual -free to use It- or not to use it as
ees fit. By avoiding- evaluatiVe- language,'It reduces the -need for' the
ndividual to react- defensively.

is specific rather- th general. To be told that _one is "domina-
ting' will probably not.be as useful' as to told that "Just how when
we were deciding the issue, you :did not listen- to what` others said,' and
I felt forced to accept your arguments or face- attack from you".

3. It takes into account - -the needs of to#1,,. the receiver and giver of
Feedback- _can be destructive when-'-it,-.serves only our own needs

and -fella= ta'-coridar- t h e 7 n i e r s o Tale red _

. 4. k It is directed toward behavioF which the receiver can do something-
about. Frustration is only increased _when a person is reminded of
Some short-doming over which he has no control.

5. . It. is_ _soliCi tad', rather __than_ imposed, _t_Feedbadk_is_ moPt _ useful . when

the receiver himself ihas some-formulated the kind' of quettion which
,

those observing him can answer.

6. It is well-timed.-, In general, feedback is most useful at the
earliest opportunity after the-given behavior- .(depending, of,cobrse,
the person's readines to hear it, support available from others,

7.. It is chedked to insure clear communication. One way of doing this
is to have the receiver try to rephrase the feedback he has received

-:to see-if-it corresponds-toVhat-the sender had 'in-mind.

8. When feedback is
have the opportunity
of the feedback. Is
by others?

given -in a training group, both giver and receiver
to cheek with others in the group - on the accuracy:
this One periOn's impression or `an impression shared

1
Feedback; then, is .a way of g v g help; it is a corrective mechanism
for the individual s- who want to learn haw well their behavior matches -their
intentions; and it is a means for establishing 'one's identityfor
answering, "Who am I?"
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4. -Clearly statedlandUses straightforward; simple language

Solutions--Goal statements should not "-say" how goals are to be achieved.
contain the means-of obtaining the desired goals.

ant our-school to be a place where people (especially parents
-children in -schoolY-feel frea-to-g0--yith-their-questions-(ProblPmq);

where they are received in a courteous and friendly manner and
problems or questiOns are answered with promptness and accuracy.
In addition, we believe all our citizens should feel well-informed
on 'school matters and recognize they have a real voice in helping
to guide decisions that affect their children's education.

*2. We want our community to be a place where people enjoy living;
where they feel wanted and needed; where they can raise their

ildren in safety and confidence; where local government and
ublic agencies expect citizens to influence the direction and
flow of local servicee; and racial and rgligious tolerance is the
expected practice.
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_ i d 1-3ftehaed tons-Produdedeby groups Which interact lirieCission are 34periotAtil l'i:itKtheinajcItity.of jiidginerrts-i ,or the average of individualni._ArrincreasehideciSion idequaay-Seeriitin occur in groUpS iniwhielf-the decision-makers
discuss- le issues surrounding the-decision- = _

rah has ra.ua Ily compa'red#weedecisiort-ma nig= llniques:_ (t 1 decision by individual and/or(2) ISions beci_on,the support -:rnisittri-ty-of e group-members, and= Ydecisioibased on equal. support and agreement of the total group'rnernbership

DecisiOns based on the minority control tectmiquerriore often ill:in-not are the least effective in pro-ducing adequate decisions.

The majority vote technique has been-rounit to besuperior_to the minority control technique in termsof producinc. adequate decisions. This mayle due to the fact that more interaction does result underthe majority technique than in the minontv control technique.
The last technique, consensus. reptiesents a pattern of interaction in which all coup members shareequally in the final decision. No decision becomes fnal which2cannot meet with the_approvaLor_each_and every member. By approval we mean a decision with whit you are comfonable and can supporteven if not the ultimate in your opiMon. Research data ìndicates that the consensus technique resultsin decisions of superior quali

Probab
Decision
Adequacy

Average- Leila
Individual Control Vat

ME HOD OF DECISION NIAKING

The impatient autocrat has sometimes claimed that a coup output is limited to the level of the leastskilled member. Research has shown this not to be so. Especially in the consensus technique where thegroup product represents a form of hasurance that a decision :`v ' be obtained which-is superior to thatobtainable from individuals or majority vote.

PROCEDURE:

Consensus Means that the total group ust az-ee on what they would do with Fred Little. Consensus isdiffiCUlt to In all likelihood the final decision will not be what everyone wanted if they could havewhat they perceive as "perfection." As a coup you must come to a decision with which alt coup memberScan partially agree.

GUIDES:

I. Try to understand why the others reached their individual decisions k forhelp from them for your clarification.

Avoid arguhientsuppOrtina only your individual judgrrlent. Approach on basisof !ogle:

Avoid changing mind. only to reach agreement and avoid conflict. Supp
decisions with which you are able to agree somewhat.

4. Avoid "conflict reducing techniques such as nlajority vote, averaging, tradingin reaching consensus.

242View difference of opinion as helpful rather. than a ain ante n decision -m a
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Fred Little hai work

just recently been --ele

campany he has made a

inlet' Company as -a p half a year.

a newf p -lit _union- lEb

ring on jib de many *lends =with the

crtiter workers-. . ore being employed: by-the Mt McKinley Company he _worked as a lathe

operator- for alocal-reachine tool Company. Fre q itr tliis_previo us job aftee he and two other

menshed argued -vieleetly wi argument centered around a disam-eernent

to the way an operation s Prorme- t proved Fref d Subsequent`

quitting. however, Fred had- difficul in betting another job: During these mon

unemployment: rued bills and .o debts 6- _to.

e -problem eafeeerrefore de SWifeeii-d ...sense operation-Ilex
month and his medical insurance v over only a fractio of the cost. Fred has become
nervous and inirable.. His fellow workers _ noticed that as become moody and argues

at the drop the hat.

---Nowea

On Friday a foreman, Harvey, e u i.t Fred smoking on the job. This is tkeniest the formal

rules although-, unofficially, it is known that some of the workers-do smoke from time to

time This is the first time Fred has smoked on the job, and he feels that Mr. Harvey is just

making an example out of him to_show tlie others "who is boss."Fred knows the penalty for-

the "no smoking" violation a three day, layoff without pa . He cannot afford the loss of
vases. Yesterday he went to-the union steward, John Willie , with leis problem. Williams

',mows Fred to be a conscientious worker, who as far as he knows, has never smoked on the

job before. He is willing to make an issue out of the incident, espeCially since he believes

the "no smoking" rule'is not fair because smoking does rich create a safety hazard on this joie.

Williams has taken this grievance to you, Fred's foreman, as the fi

procedure: You must decide what to do with FRED LITTLE.
p in the grievance
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1. Don't kenigiie Fred ezite RtilBook so that aT-pentityla--mit a'priiicabie-= 7
_

_ 0 a sin° mg* n.

0 2, -Give Frecia second. chance by not penalizing him -Par-his first offense. At thesame titne discuss the probletri-witlt.--hini to s--O. if he iris -Niy suc-aestionscerning the-rute as tar as the other workers are-conderned.

3. Don t penalize Fred this time but make it clear that he is getting by th itonly bcaeiViUiah

0 4. GI uced penalty of a two-day layoff 'th secondout pay p us a.ixna
0 5. Make-it clear that_t.he riles ase made to be enforced although-Fred can forfeitthe three days anytime in the next two months.

0 5. Enforce the rule as it stands; give Fred the three-day layoff.

0 7. Enforce the rule and reprimand Fred severely for the infraction, m.a. nclear to him that it is going in on his company record.

0 8 ecause of his poor record with a previous company, Fred should be fixed.

251
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taro ram-ev_a____L____aluation'-

variables:relate
=

hae_variable
the.process

as d all- stages

relates measurable changes to the variables_

contains a systematic, continuoUs proc

izes ec v- `observations

utilizers knowledge' about validity and eliability

good-generalizati ns about Why change-has
or'has 'plaice

a ro= evaluation is not.
a test o

void of value judgments

-concerned only with the product
_

a single assessment

a. mechanical Process

an attempt to quantify

intended to hold someone accountable th
generalizations

final answer

alse

*Adapted from-leslie 647Browder& Jr,, W. A. Alkins,' Jr;,
Kaya,

(Berkeleyr McCutchan Publishing Corp.., 1973).
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to defer solutions

the problem-sOlVing process it is important

s)= and continue to define objectives (whets

htough the process of a.nalysis

solution-oriented, t

om '''ho

zero
e, important

get th ,at this

or_v_purposes.-;o1--

tend to be very muc

ire-"whats"-

tion-r-suppost we e m g

"assisting a rural community solvt-educations problems

this

that might emerge are:

old a training workshop for citizens.

Some

Purchase or deVelop materials for use with s hool-cOmmnftity ups
3evelop profile of e ch-community

Hire a consultant

The f ego lug -"Would be, stored. They are not esired at

LIndtead_we_are looking-to "whats."--In-this prabler
some of the whets Might be

Assist Community Advise_ Council learn skills of oup
work.

Increase field consultants' understandlug of this
assigned community.

Improve the kills df field consultants to help ca people
identify and solve problems.

-Help local citizens,- educators:and-Studente foil
-systematic problem solving procasses.'
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- - -c - --- - -.

- .

_ - -7-
Rroc eSS ac -1 tors---_--;-!--crPro:Cest ObSar*ers_i-_--and--_-group,members _at..-large ,may

- S 4--7i-iant- to assess the:: group'_s_:capability-_ for .workiug,_ prOdUcti_valy. --
-,5 - survey7_Cans.-_,-bp be-by_ one-_--__pr,manyl--, with-I-the': results,opsted ;and -sad to -_-the end of: anei_ting._ --

, .,

Directions: -ale the lettpr- opposite each item on the survey belowthat best des-ceb,- for you, the group's interactions.
The scale used is

A All group members
B Host group members (two-thirds or more)
C About halt the group riembers
D A few group members (one-thir or fewer)

None of this grout

During this (or the most recent) session, how many group members,including yourself:
-

-- --,, -- - = -:----_

Gave due consideration to all seriously
_intended contributions of -Other gro

memi-ers? .- A B D
_

,2. Checked (by paraphrasing,_ etc.) to make --sure .

they lazew what was really_meantbefore
agreeing or disagreeing? A

3. Spoke only for themselves and let otheFs
speak for then:selves?

4. - viewed all contributions as elonging to
the group, to be used or not the. group
decided?

C D

A B C

5. Had the opportunity to participate in the
group if tey desired to dizi so? A B

6. Tried to Ind the reason if the group was
hav g trouble getting work done?

7. Helped the group eke decialoils ,openly
rather than by default? A B C 0 E

S. Helped bring conflict into the ope
group could deal with it?

9. Loked upon behavior which hindered group
process as a group problem, rather- than as
a "problem member?"

?54
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-Selec -a' small number-of people to- sit. in the inner c e
e central' grouw-attend to:whatever i$on the l
s-agenda (scion, skills praCtice,:aimulatien,

groUp obsei-ve.

Provide one or two empty chairs in
so that observers may join the actkvity on
rotatin basis=

- _
If the will be discus
the full select participants to
ative as possile of the large group

ues affecting
be as represent-

observers and participants per odic

55
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DINENSIONS4---

- _

There ire -fiVe-diMenSions_ along- which =groups-- typically_-_develop;--and
-

, - -

- - -
grow, _ They have to do with clarity about membership,i-influence, _fddlirkgs;_r

individual differences and productivity. _People in new groups tend VI

concern themselves with these dimensions in the order just given.

Membership When you become part of _anew .grouP, the first thng
you're apt to care about is what it will mean to be a member. How will otheike.

expect yo to act? When should you speak and how do you go ,about it? if -

you se- m hing_as a oL 1 laughor --w---i1-1---they think you-Tere
being serious? is it all right to come late, to leave early, to smoke, to

y.,--1.15_1-1-membership in this-group hold the same vallies and

attitudes? Will membership in this group facilitate or conflict with other

roles you have in life? Will membership in this group be stimulating,

boring, exciting, threatening, rewarding, inconsequential?

Influence -- As the meaning of membership becomes clearer, attention

generally turns to questions of influence. Whb is the leader of this group?

Is there a chairMan? Will the ''real ,leadee' please stand up? How do deci-

sions .6et :math!? in what wayz do people try to influence each other? Are

individuals open to letting others influence them? What opportunities are

there for you to influence r carry leadership functions? Are there indivi-
duals in the group who care nore about the power of being leaders.- than they

do _about the goals and issues of the group?

Feelings -- As norms of membersh ip and influence become clear, the

expression of feelis becomes increasingly important. Linen others like an

idea or action, do they say so? When there is boredon, frustration or

25 NWREL FRi 1978
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--T;_shiredPropenly. ao--_that :it dinrbe worked out dons truCtively? -_

----_-:_rati?yndi-oxpie4='YOur;,_-keelings_-:freely- as they aocir -so you don't- have to

_ _bo 1e-them And,let -them-build-up tb-a-point where they -bntse through

-in poropriately? Do, people wait=until they 'get out the door" to tell _

one or two cdlleagues how
they'-"really.-felt- aboa the meeting"? Is the

ekpression of negative -feelings-..seen as honest ;feedback that can help,

rather than a destructive attack? Ag4in, fie expression of positive feel-

ings seen as honest feedback, rather than simply trying to influence or

Individual Differences--Each member of a stoup repreaents certain

un que experiences knowledge and sk±lis Few groups seem to reach a

point where they take maximum advantage of these individual differbnces.
.It's rather common for members of .a group to reach a- level of sharing feel-.

ings where each sees the others as likable because they-are pretty much
7

the same as himself. This is sometimes referred to as the uhonexmoon stage."
If enough trust develops, the members may begin to be able to both ecog

nine and value the individual differences that each posseeses. A new set

of questions takes on meanin Do the members take time and effort to

learn about-the_experiences,. attitudes, knowledge, values,. skills and

ideologies of each other? Does each work at sharing his own ideas in order

to get others' reactions and different:ways of looking at issues? Do they

let each other know they appreciate these differences even when they don't

necessarily agree with them?J

Pro4--Most stoups exist for a purpose that involves some kind
-

of product. It might simply be toThave fun together. It Might be to build'

better mouse -traps or to improve the learning experTeaces oF chilaren.

2
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he produe t-- o lowes c6mMan denominator
that _potential which, the- individuals 'in -the,:grOup

.. Dare :capable: =J
how norms_of membership, influence, feelings -and individual differ-:

ences get worked out, group can reach a, level
_

of
. clifferent. Ideas

no one alone_would hay than

can be combined Lit°

reative productivity.

better new ideas which \
ques n become important. Flow

much energy goe into arguing abolit which ideas are b e ' or 'might"
as ompared to energy spent on d oping new ideas from combining old -ones?,

e -rt spent an diaanosing situations to bring out underlyinci issues?
When problems are raised, there a value for orking them through thoroughly.

as-opposed vinu ciyrhard' -ac a members 'take the time
actions and ideaseek your

support ..time and ways for you

There are ,two kinds of results from the ways new group works

Do the norms o the grouP organization
give your reactions and ideas?

these five-dimensions of its growth. One concerns task accomplishment
Tasks may be accomplished efficiently or inefficiently, thorou hly or only
partially; with high quality or in a shoddy manner. The other kind
result has to do with maintenance of the group, There may be high esprit
de corps where indiA. duals are pleased and excited to be embers. There

where individuals readily leave the group.may be confusion and rustratio
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_

?pa paiats b=:that-thiir t I-eats-ate -represen

Xdi_ tifying -some 'rresources that will- aid-problem
--a

Theory

1. Solving a problem involves Ehre types of n
deciding what is desired (the goal)
deciding whatthe present-state is, what forces are
contributing to the problem, and what .obstacles there___
are to i = -5010i0n

deciding- what actions.-ought-to happen i 'goal is
be achieved

2. When a group aids in.problem solving development)
it possible to ensure:

lots ideas
b. better ideas
c. a creative pooling of 6t ideas for more realistic

forecasting

These potential advantages may not be realized if g up
_embers:

-hold back their ideas
engage simultaneously ih the difleren=

-Advantages may be bettrealized i the group

f in

convener:

A. organizes the problem for presentation
b. involves group members in all three types of in

at an early stage of problem solving
c. keeps everybne engaged in the same level

1. DeScrib. the

A problem is the discrepancy between vwhitkiA des
"what is." Tlie'problem statement should



describe concretely the goal ,
describe the situation as lit

Presenr and discuss the probreM-s atement, checking
to be sure that each group member undeistands the
goal.
Ate, group members to list subgoals
acc9mplish the = main goal.
Find out what other items anyone
considered.
List sources of information
accomplish subgoals.

Clarify=

needed to

that can.help

1. Order the items according to similar ty.
2. Code each item for the amountof time required and

thfor wheer the item Involves a report, discus ion,
or some other action.
Fill in the gaps-:-Have you planned tomake a deci-
sion before planning to obtain relevant information?

Selecting

Group the items according to time blocks.
Eliminate redundancy.
Establish priorities and sequencing.
Check = to see if each participant understands the
agenda And believes that his resources will be used.
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CTION9:-,tHAZ,HELP

_Fror_a_group,:tobe-effective,t- ese _` functions mgt take place.
person can apply these functi ns-to help a group work_ on -arLiz task.When any =of these-functions are omitted; the effectiveness of =thegrou?-declines_; Any group member needs to beprepared-to fill anyof these functions whenever it appears helpful to the= group.

nitatin Activity:
_

- help_ing the-group get started; proposingsolutions; suggesting ideas, new definitions of the problem,
new attacks on the pro , or new organization of what has
already been discussed

Seekin 'Information
that have been made

asking _clarification of suggestions
resting additional information

Seeking -n.on : trying to help the
_

think -0T-L-feel-ehout'-what-is-being -diat
of Opinions offered

d out what persons
'Inc; clarification

Giving Information: offering usefill
own experience to illustrate a point

vine Ilion: stating an opinion concerning a suggestion;
pressing what one s or-feels, rather than offering furtherfacts

Elaborating:- offering further clarifications of pip nts, tryingto "spell out" what other members have already said or to helpthe group imagine how a proposal would work if adopted.

Coordinating: showing relationships among different kinds of
ideas;.trying-to pull ideas and suggestions together; trying
draw together the activities of various subgroups

Summarizing:- pulling together related ideas or suggestions;
restating suggestions after the group has discussed them;
organizing ideas so the group will know vhat it has said

gam.ITestincilitab: making appli*ion of suggestions to real
situations; examining the practicality and workability of ideas;trying to help the group test a proposed decision for workability
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school system--cannot be all things-to-all people-. Considering- the staff-in
your school syteM, the financial Support for the system, the kinds of__,children
who- attend the sIhools; and the_ attitudes of the community, what would you feel
are the_ four .primary,_mbjectives _towards ..which -effort' should be -put- in your
school' sys tem during the next two years? Put -77-17:by the most :important, "2"
by the next mos t--,----"3":by-__the next---most.important -and="4":,for--the next Lmdst
important. Remember, you anp thinking of =objectives for this 'school system
for the = next two years.- Use only the numbers 2,-7'3, 4 to show the four
objectives you feel are primary. .Leave the other items blank.

Reducing the dropoutrate
b Improving 'attention to basic skills in the .first three 'grades
c._ Improving attention to physical health and safety of_stndents
d. _ Increasing children's motivation and desire to leauL

Improving learning opportunities for disadvantaged children
Tncreas-ing--the-percentage----of-callege- attenda.nce by-seniors

g. Improving discipline `and the behavior of "difficult" children
h -Improving the quality of student academic achievement at all levels

Tmproving children's.' adherence to moral and ethical standards
- learning opportunities for gifted_ or talented children

k. _,Other specify-:

2 Please think of the, person (or group) to whom are you immediately responsible
(for example, your principal or department head if you are a teacher particular
central office ad4histratitn if you are a principal and so on.) Write the
position of this person (or group) here (not names). Position of person or
group to whom I am mainly responsible:

Now here is the same list` of objective again, This tune, please -es timate how
the person whose position you have written above would answer it. Put "1"
to show, your estimate of what he or she would regard as the most important
objective for the next two years, "2" by the next most, and so on Use only
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and leave the rest blank. If you are not sure, give
your best guess as to what the person's primary objectives for the system are

a.

b.

d.
.

f

g.

Reducing the dropout rate
Improving attention to basic skills in the first three grades
Improving attention to physical health and safety of students
Increasing children's motivation and_desire to lea=
Improving learning opportunities for disadvantaged children
Increasing the percentage of college attendance by seniors
Improving discipline and the behavior of "difficult" children
Improving the quality of student academic achievement at all levels
Improving children's adherence to moral and ethical standards
Improving learning opportunities for gifted or talented children
Other....sper y



A group functions better if members are clear eh-out what kinds of behavior.
of each-other as group members.

1 of.agreements,a group might= make

Confidentiality: Eden talking with 'people_who are not membera_bf-this--
-group,j understand that-imay report-anything-that happens in ,the group
if I dp-not name-or4Identify individual- members in connection with
incidents. that mighi-embarrass erreflect..unfavorahly a .-pon_them

Directness: am-dissatiafied' with way the group:ia-gning
report my rea tions-dfrectly to the- memb when it Is in_sessiow.-

If another member tells me of h
sesaidn-41th-the groutc-Imill
regular session.

-dissatisfaction outside of a regular
uggest that he bring up the matter at a

Survey: Any member may ask for a survey at any time The reque
member states what he wants to know from the total group. Others then
paraphrase or clarify the topic until all are_clear what they are being
asked. Each person briefly states hi i-current_position on the_topic_in

.r.,two or three sentences.-
.

t- n

1

A survey is not a vote. It does not bind the group or-its members.

A survey must be taken at the.time it is requestedF,it suspends any Other
adtivity.

TASK: Your group should now,discuss and

1. Whether you wish to make .any group agreements

If so, what they shall be



GROUPAMMETEREGITONS VER FORM

1. InitiAting : Proposing
tasks or goals; defining
a group problem; suggesting
a procedure or ideas for
solving a problem....

:LIEEEEISLEIJIEJ2E1212-
seeking_; requesting facts;
seeking relevant informa-
tion about a group concern;
stating a belief; giving
suggestions or ideas.

3. Information or opinion
giving_; offering facts;
providing relevant informa--
tion about group concern;
stating a belief; giving
suggestions or ideas,.

4. Clarifying or elaborating._
-Interpreting or re reflecting
ideas and suggestions;
clearing up confusions; in-
dicating alternatives and
issues before the group;
giving examples.

5. SUmmariring: Pulling to-
gether related ideas; re-
statingsuggestions after
group has discussed then*
offering a decision or
tonclusion for the group
to accept or reject....

6° Consensus- testing: Send-
ing up "trial" balloons to
see if group is nearing a
conclusion; thecking_Vith_group
to see how much agreement has
been reached. 641



UF:013§ER RIS'REACtIONTS

felt this group

USS_= e heir-for each-activity)-

fever the:idea
Understood-what_clear--
s4pp4red tiOdO

2
7

Was interested in
doing this task

Encourage. the participation
and contributionofall-
members

4. Functioned with hostility
or internal competition

1 2 .3

5. =Was assisted by having
group roles of recorder
and observer functioning

Recorder:

Observer:
1 2

Comments or ideas :

5

265

gas

-Was not interested in
attempting this task

7

Was dom. _aced by ;one__
a few meters i6 the

exclusion of the others

Had a cooperative
atmosphere

'7

Was Windered by group
role assignments of
recorder and/or observer

PRI 1978



Instructions:

Observe your group with skills in mind-- timate = the degree to whitthe groups use ea eh- one Check it-
teeing 5L4 lin

Paraphrwang 1. 2 3 4 3 6 _7Repeating
Cheer perceptions

Sp
- Not
aoUeSS:

SgOntaneouo
sports Owo etreagt bS'

rts feelings
I 2 34 5 6

rust:

/Wks for help
ie _ck: ,

Mika for reaction self
Gives feedbaek is useful w
Reports when helped

Awareness of Own Behavior:
Acknowledges-personal rreaCtiorie:

- .17aes reaCtions irt deciding bay to
behave

4--

Experimenting leitta C Behavior:
- Taking and evaluating new roles

Idencilies heed for shifting roles
Reports personal meanings of role
rair4,g

- Asks for feedback oa stole taking
Contributing to Group' a Awareness

- Calls attention to what i happertirtg
- Offers own views of what is

happening
= Etaices questions about what is

-happening
Problem Sol_ ving Effectiveness:

Knows and uses problem solving tools
Helps group make decisions -

problem solving activity
10. Helping Group tiaintenance:

rearms feeling
others to .stress

upports others expression a
erT,Jugs

Group Diagrostio Ability:
324,9 Lhz things happen

mvolves group in producing
diagnostic iniormati about itself

- Interprets diagnosis to facilitate
Corrective action

ral.l Effectiveness as a Group
Inv'ites group to evaluate how
doing

- Suggests resources for learning
- Facilitates using resources, of the

group

1 2 4

3 4 3 6 7

1 -2 3 4 -5 6 7 --

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4: 5 6 -7

1 2 3 4 5 6

2
8



GRODP PRO IST

Periodically, it, May be useful for each group member to check perce
'Clans of the g oup process by circling the appropriat number 'on a

e of 1 to

-I5 = Ope at deally

Missing Completely

LISTENING

Members don't really,
listen to-one -anoher--
they interrupt and don't
-try to understand others.

2 OPEN COMMUNICATION'

MemberS are guarded or
cautious in4iscussions-.--

:ST AND CONTIDENCE

Members evidence susoicion
of one another's motives.

4. ATTITUDES TOWARD DIFFEPE CES WITHIN GROUP

Members avoid arguments,
smooth over differences,
suppress or avoid conflicts.

5. MUTUAL SUPPORT

Members are defensive
about themselves and their
functions.

2 3 4

All members really

to understand.

Members express both,
thoughts-and-leelinge-
openly.

Members trust one another
and do not fear ridicule
or reprisal.

Members sech for,
`respect, and accept dif--
ferences and work through
them openly-they are not
pressUred to conform.

1 2 3 4 5 Members are able to give
and receive help.

6. INVOLVEMENT-PARTICIPATION

Discussion is dominated by 1 2 3 4 5 All members are involved,
a few members. - free to participate in

any way they choose.

267
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CONTROLMETHODS
=

z3ect matter and deci--
sions are controlle&by
the -chairperson._

ILITY

e group ck*
established rules end
members find it hard
change procedures.

USE OE MEMBER RESOURCES

abilities, and
not utilized.

xperience

10. OBJECTI OR PURPOSES

-Objectives are not clear
or not understood and
there is no conmtitment
to them.

Should your
mously rate
ratings for
It may also
and discuss
wide.

2 embers accept
ponsibility fdr pro-

ductive discussion
for dacitions.

4 5 embe s readily ellen
pr es in.' response
to new situations.

4

Each--membe led
abilities, and experience
are fully utilized.

Objectives are clear,
art-:understood
theke is full commitment
o them.

group wish to analyze :process, have each member ancny-
each variable on the scale of from 1 to 5. Average the
each variable and discuss those which appear at 3 or lower.
be useful to .indicate the highest and lowett rated variables
those on which the range between high and low is unusually

268
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HELPERHELPEE RELATIONSHIPS IN-GROUPS DEVELOPING PROBLEM STATEMENTS
=-

The development of-problem statements is no different than,many other_ . _tasks il a,-grolipiproduct tends tor-basbetterthan that produced by a single
groUp-td-t4erk- together as a-team,. certain role

dust be pleYed=by. the small groupsierbers.- Here-we-are referring to two-
roles, helper.and helpee. Those roles must be e-belPful,
cooperative, positive mapner. Below. are listed certain behaviers or
questions covring each tole. Participants shouldjrequently Eheck
themselves ''to_aae- if they stay within the role.- it is permissible to
raise the question within -the small group if -members are-not playing
eheir proper:rele.

HELPEE
The helpeeis role is to get as much value in developipg his own product

or improving the product as he can from, the helpers. The following types of
behaviors seem to assist in this process:

Are you being clear?
Do--you take time to clarify?
Awe yS3u ring words and tes that are understood
Are you being direct and to the point?
Are. you checking to see whether the others have heard?
What kind of non-verbal behalvor are sou usi
Are you indicating how you want to be helped in wfiat way or style

(as "argue with me", "tell me what you _have heard," "a k'me questions"
Are You letting helper know when yqu have been helped?
Are you letting helper know in what ways he has been helpful?
Are you letting helper know when he has net been helpful?
Are you letting helper know what _you need to be helped?

HELPER:
The. helper's role is a sort of inquiry process to help the helpee develop

his awn product.' The helper is not there to argue for his point of view= but
to clarify, develop and guide the helpee_ As helper ask yourself questions
like the following:

Am I.1itteningt
Do I'ask the helpee to repeat? .

Have I asked the helpee'toNillus rate?
Do I'repeat what I have heard to see if I am getting it right?
Do I seem to understand?
What nonverbal clues am I giving the helpee?
Do I press for specifics an&clarification.
Do I give. the helpee clues (verbal or nonverbal) confirming Understanding?
Do I direct or re-direct analysis in new and productive directions?
Do I provide closure by confirming when he is gettin hinga clearly?
Do I ask for illustrations?
Am I-being suppottiye (not just being nice)?

INTERACTION BETWEEN HELPER AND IELPE
Both helper and helpee need to ask themselves questions such as the

following to see if they are leveling with-each other:
Are you really-following each other?
Are you maintaining continuity or jumping from oneone;th -,,g to another?
Are you63ecking for understanding?
Are you doing the job of clarifying the problem you are working on?
Have you noticed times when you did or said something that caused

the others to become actively involvedl
-Have-you done or said things that caused others to become less active

and withdrawn?

L PR1-1978



GROUP
3TIDNS FOR FACILITATING

I AND -DISCUSSION*-

The questions elow can be usedr try help ideas tip faci at
bu discussion.

What is your goa u g e ting or using this idea?

What are you after.

Why would, you be doing it?

2; TO filar definiti

Wii des you mean when you say that ,

What would be some examples of your idea?
2

of Leone's ideas a-

What_groups aUthOrsvagree,

Where were these ideas started'

Whe e could we get data to support your ideas?

Is that based on personal experience, data,

4. To and information about the idea, s

Could we hear more?

How might we find out more about your views?

Sow can we help you build your ideas?

Do you have other reasons for saying that?,

ftb What would be examples of your idea?

h?

_*These materials have been adapted from the works'of Sid Simon
of Temple University, Louis Raths of the University of Maryland, and
Merril Haman of Southern Illinois University.

20
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clerifiL how ion held an idea ask

Is thaL a current belief you hold?

Say you been feeling this- ay long?
---

u feel you that

clarify crucial aCtors, ask

Which event was
way?

significant in causing you to feel this

hat incident aided yo

'To, po- t out inconsisteftcles, ask

I- this consistent Wi

rming your point of view ?.

r points of view you have sed?

To u- '-n the usefulness of. am a , ask

Would it be beneficial for us?

Could we e t idea work for our group

Is it some -g (value) (need)?-

What are some bad aspects of the idea?

9- To consider consegucnces,.

use your idea, what might we anticipate?

If implemented, would your idea create a better situation?,

10., To

will you idea take us?

the siren- h of an idea ask

sure are you?

Could any other points of view be valid?

To consider alternatives-, ask

What other choices might the group make?

Was this yOur only choice?.

other possibilities are there?

EEI FUL QUESTIONS FOR FACILITATING.
GROUP INTERACTION AND DISCUSSION
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12 ant .out similarities and dissi i.larities ideas s

In what ways is your idea similar '

d you_and Bill di e

summariz :asl

fan one of you recall the facts we discussed?

the can lay back the data have uncove

rovide tun insi ht valua ion, ask14..

6,6

If given the opportunity to present this idea again, what
would you do differently?

How did you feel while we were discussing this idea.

Would you share an idea with this group a-
-

en o a e hare other ideas ue-

help h group test to see if one member'
accepted

. _

-limitations person's ideas

give a pers the chance

ions which would

vernally`

ist.exceptions to his or her ideas

encourage a person to list alternatives to an idea

bring out evidence count to a o on's ideas

cause a group to locate inconsistencies in a proposal

cause persons to inspect the, credibilit their information_
Sources

2
HELPFUL QUESTIONS FOR FACILITATING

:'GROUP INTERACTION AND .DISCUSSION



SOW_PRODUCTIVE:GROUPS_-Ac

some groups more success fill than others? _Why are some groups
able to work together more easily than others? People who have worked
with groups, :and studied group behavior report these d'fferenoes:

In Productive Groups

People liSten and pay atten-
tion to one znother.

People discuss
han.

ct at_ -_

x veryr ne'e i4e L. sugge
tibbs are welcomed

Everyone has a chance to state
his or her views.

Tie group uses its agenda as a
guide for discussion.

One or two members are
appoOted to summarize the
discussion and to see that
everyone has had a chance
to speak.

rs know and use oblem-
'solving steps.

Members are clear about group
decisions and committed to
them.

s o c ve Grd

eoP1 not listen and all
tend to talk at the*sme time

The discussion jumps fry one
idea

3 -Some- mbez
"to count,
not -act as
to the group.

!--'ideas-don't-tSeem
so these people-do

they really.ioelong

One or people do all
talking.

--

The agenda is not clear and
there is no written
discussion.

No one summarizes or checks
see if everyone who wants to
speak has actually spoken.
Discussions go on and on until
people get tired-

No order is followed for identi-
fying and solving problem0.

Decision makingsis muddy and
people are not cOmmitted to.t
group's plans.

.Adapted from "Research Utilizing Problem Solving," Northwest Re
Educational Laboratory.
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HOW TO BUILD AN P.GENDA FOR A CO MEETING

Building an agenda for a CO meeting involves the basic idea that people have
right. to influence decisions which- affect theM. Experienced communi

developers suggest using the following steps to build. agenda for a CO
meeting.

The Program Associate reviews group's progress, as
well as the skill training and resources it might need;
then the PA gathers resources for...the next meeting.

The PA prepares temporary agenda to accomplish what he or
she feels is a reasonable target for the next meeting, reviews

. this agenda, than TEARS IT UP AND THROWS IT AWAY.

The PA and the CO chairperson meet to discuss the group s
current needs and taskt and the activities, prodessest and
resources that might be useful.

4. Together, the PA and chairperson build temporary agenda,
discuss who could conduct each activity, arrange for or gather
resources needed to do the activities, review the temporary
agenda, then either discard it or print ue a clearly labeled
T4PORARY agenda to pass out to the entire group.

At the begin ing f the meeting, the -chairperfah-briefly
reviews the group's deeds and tasks and leads a. disaussion of
the suggested activity and processes; then, with members
contributing ideas and suggested items, the group builds an
agenda'for the meeting. This can be done most easily on a
blackboard or newsprint so it is visible to everyone.

is set of activities takes more titme than if one or two people were to
wild a fixed agenda, but it acdomplishes several ends. 'It applies the
skills and information of the PF . team to the taska and problems of the
group, It utilizes the chairperson's special.nowledge of local circumstances.
Alto the information, ideas, and skills of the. entire group are tapped, and
all persons involved have an opportunity to influence activities in which
they are to .take part, This,ia an important aspect of the PRI Process.

A PA needs to be ready to intervene actively if the chairperson has difficulty
A=ilcabg an agenda 'with,a group. The activity is best conducted rapidly,

but without ignoring;any contributions from the group. If only a few people
oppose an activity or idea, the chairperson or a-MA can seek their permission
to at least iryit -since much: of. the group is interested.

Sometimes group members 'keel that items from previous meetings need to be
finished. If these items- are not added to the agenda, some other way of
recognizing. their validity can be used. - It is important that this activity
be friendly and open and not take up long periods of time. It is essential
however, that all groUp members understand that each of- -them is walcome to
influence- the work of the group.

- PRI .1978



HOW TO BUILD EVALUATION-.PLANS

valuation

u have "'done

-.among other things, 'the process o

what you wanted ta_do- (reached your objectives).

In order to find outJlow close you came ,to- doing what you wanted to-do,

you must collect some information (often Called data) and decide what

it 'tells you about what has been accomplished (interpreting data).

techniques, from a simple
A
head count of graduates from a

complex statistical measures, are just various ways of doing

_these tasks. Remember that the best evaluation is one that-helps in

decision making. Gather only information which will actually assist you

in decisions.abOut the program in question.

A sitple, bu sy r building an evaluation 'plan is a

fotr-column chart:

What you intend
to accomplish or
to have happen

1.- Pr

Wh'at you
intend-to
do -to -make

it happen

DATA tO BE
COLLECTED
AND WHEN

Indicators
of success-
or_how=you
will determine.
when you have
done or
accomplished
,what you

.

wanted

HOW THE.DATA
WILL BE USED

What decision
will it help

th

3

objectives, Any new program needs clear (but not complex

objectives'. Most results of a new progrn should not be ected.

State as simply as possible whit it is yo hope to accomplish, when you

will have. it done, what' con'itions you will do under, and hoi./ completely

you will have to accomplish your objectives to

275
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success, These- statements - -o objectives _ere often most useful 'if. each

or a few sentences Ion g, and-are written- in s

lan ge-that everybody- an understand.

Procedures. This "column telleh you plan to accomplish "your

PurPoses. It is
.e

2. How

often useful to further divide this dolumn into

you intend-to do' soMethin and

you actually do omething and 'fill the second part

in as the program is action. -:This will be a great help people

edpIng you good
trying to do similar things later=-, as well

-

decisions during-and after the program.

Data Collected and When. The best data is that Which will

help people make decisions of various kinds about the program. Early-

ix the:progra these decisioas'will-be around questions such as: "Dees

em- to .be going the way we intended ?' What might e tinker with to

_e it work better? Do we need more or different resources '(or people)

to make it go the way we had intended? Are there any unexp

esults which need attention ?"

ted

In general, the question is, "How are

we doing? Decisions at the end of the program are more often: "Did

--e -c)o what we said we wanted to do? Was itWorth it in human and /or

economic tens? What would we want to th -gt if we did it again?

.Would we want to. do it again at allZ" Signs of success (called indica-

tors) which help to these` questions a you will want to

list in buildin your evaluation plan. Yo evaluation plan should

provide for th- collection of,data at lax points throughout the

program to-help make the key decisi points in the program at

which decisions will be made can be identified in advance, it will help

ypOr eValuatidn planning a gre =t deal.
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ost us fui signs of success berthose that the-people_

agree together 1_ help them-COMake- decisions

it would be useful to know,-then-find or

that data A roegh, homemade measure of-

he:-pro

Determinfe--- together what

c ways of collect:

what youwant to know that will really be used is more valuable than an

ant develeped by someone else that yields information

-Plain-counting is Often tie mnst useful evaluation tool.

"Twenty-five .p increase in daily attendance," e

reform school experience graduated from high school this year when none
.had before"

five boy with

wan

ay be the of indicators which:- tell you what you really

-ow. Again, try to identify ahead of time points during the

project when such Indicators 'can help tall you how it is going, so you

make decisions about changing things,. continuing them, adding

urces, etc,, to-make a good program better

4. How the data will be Explain br

each type of ollected data will assist.

elim nate extra or overlapping

in order, to do only th

intended aim

ly what kinds of decisions

nking this through can help

types of data and data collection processes,

the s

evaluation. Taxing'therogra staff and resources to
4 ,

which will _be .uSed., Improved progr

collected dare which will not b

iag before data

and frustration,

used, weakens the program. Careful .

collected will ve time, tempers, money,, Taper

Many more complext patterns for evaluation exist If your project

has complicated goals,.or you need information for decision making which

ou can't figure ou ay to get, your local or state educational

research and evaluation specialists can be consulted, or text about

evaluatio tudied. 9If you thinkou want data analysia in statistical
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term (beca are sure, you be sure you

-

involve someone in-your planning ho has been- doing such analysis

reglilarly and recently. lie c help you design your data: collection

e you

instruments so that it is easy to p data on a-computer if you

don't do this before the data collection begins9 is often very time-

consuming (and,expensive) to redo it later.:

your final report now

Build an outline of your final report during the pla ing stage,

to-remind: yourselves _of-information you._ ll _ want to gather durin g _ the

prof e t Your final evaluation report will include a description. of

the data collected, the analysis and consideration pse results were

%

given, and the decisions that were made because of th

Unexpected resultss,f the program should be included.

results.

It should also

contain some indication of how the project affected the people and

institutions nose closely associated with it. The total impact of the

program should be indicated as clearly (and as succinctly) as possible.

Recommendations -for changes, continuation,

be made.

discontinuation should
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MULATION:EXERCXSES-7,

ulations are approximations =of reality which enable people to ao ice
ding to reel situations spontaneously and competently - -without

being limited to predetermined, prescribed ways of doing so. Experienc
in designing and running simulations can be useful when preparing
for concil or board presentations.

Steps in Buildin Simulations

tate what you want
ssible.

...

practice.

-Identify the situation, the issues, the events you expect to
confront and for which you want practice. What do you expect
will happen? What do you hope will happen? What do you fear
might happen

List who is involved in the situation or events. Sketch out
the roles and the behaviors of those involved. Sketch them in
enough detail so that someone can play each role. Plan to have
some -people-observe-the- simulation

4. List specific events to which participants can re-act.

List specific things for observers to watch fo

Decide how feedback from observers and your own reactions can
be most effectively used

Estimate the time required to enact the simulation.

Clarify the sequence of actions in the simulation.

Prepare for the simulation:

Arr- ge the room to approximate the real situation.

Have the person or persons playins "themselves" orepare for
the simulation-`With coaches who help them with their roles
and with the interpretation of what happens.

Haue other participants prepare for their roles=

Have observers prepare to make observations, using
visual equipment, if available.

10. Run the simulation.

11. Report the observations and feedback about the simulation,
analyze and interpret what happened, explore alternative ways
of handling the situation, and clarify what was leaned.

1?. Rerun the simulation, trying out other people where appropriate;
discuss what you think was learned, other possible approaches,
and other ways of respondipg in the-simulation.
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HOW TO CONDUCT 'A "VISIONS OF POTENTIAL" OP-"FUTURING' SES ION
_

A "visions of potentials" session may be used to help group members-
build goals, begin problem-solving activities, or share perceptions as
a method of getting to know one-another. The following list of procedures-
is suggeeted, but any of a variety ofrearrangements or variations of
subject.matter can accomplish the same p oses.

Discuss-with the group the idea of examining the subject
of their:inteest (school,: community, politiCal party,
buSiness venture) in a- new way-just to see what the groUp
can come up with.-

For a warmup to the main task, suggest the folllowing:
"lmagine'Your ideal spouse-rlist a few characteristics
on paper. Next imagine an ideal job (something other than
the main interest of the group) and list a few
teristics pep

o Lead the group through- a short imaginary trip, such as:
"Imagine it is years froM7n6W7Clonger=than one or'
two years), and you are hovering in a helicopter over
your-ideal community. You can see everything about it--
what it looks like, how it operates, how people in it
thinkand-feelf what it accomolishes.- It:ts-your own
community changed into everything you could want'it to be.
Spend ,a few minuted observing this'ideal community in
your mind; then jot down sentences about what you'eee,
noting everything you can thathelps to tell why it is
your ideal."

o Group into trios; share your notes. Together, build a
short list of ideal characteristics about which you all,
agree or which iSne person feels strongly are vital. Agree
on the order-of-importance of these items- and number them
to indicate the order.

,

Share the lists with the large group, either one atatime,
with discussion or brainstroming. During this time
combine the lists.,

USe either the discussion or the list-to lead into goal-
setting or problem- solving activities. The list can be
prioritized. by the gzeoUp in a. number of ways, or the items
can be assigneitto categories and used as an idea list for
Work.

This is a'simple exercise that can be used with any type of group on any
topic. The materials required Are pencils and paper and perhaps a
blackboard or newsprint. It is easily conducted in one hour and can be
comfortably done with good results iniine-half hour if the lists have a
limited number of itemsAthree to five). , It is sometimes helpful to build
simple worksheets for the group to write on'if barriers to the ideas will
be listed along with the ideas themselves;= This sort of form can also be
modified. The attached sample.was uses with-a group.

2a0
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A= LOOKINTO MIS FLau

" You have seen gone- from your community for a few years and are
now returning. What changes s would you ba'pet to see in the Communi ty?

List them in the left column.

Changes (Your Ideals
i.st in order of Importance)

Obstacles To Changes

a

2. 2.-

HOW TO CONDUCT A "VISIONS OF POS'ENTIAL"
OR "PURINA" SESSION

281
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Your Ideals
order of importance)

Obstaclet: To Ideals

"Now, in the right-hand column, list-the most serious obstacles that
y hav% kept these ideals from occurring."

=3. Form. small groups and share 1 and 2.

Ask groups to report and-re-Ord on newsprint - clarify if needed.

Prioritize list.

6. Probleth solving Methods such as. Force Field Analysis can be used to.begin
examining these issues and advising a plan of action.

HOW TO CONDUCT A "VISIONS OF POTENTIAL"
OR "FT3TUPiNG" SESSION

--PRI 1978



List all individuals'
Summarize the state men
We do not want Problems

idealS obstacles. Avoid duolid4t-_nsi
but be-careful not to change the

-lutions at this time.

Ideals
(List in order of im nce)

Obstaolet to Ideals

2.

HOW TO CON _CT A "VISIONS OF POTENTIAL"'
OR "FUTtp2NV8ESSION

NWREL PRI 1978



Ideals

(List ln order of imp ance)
Obstacles To-Ideals

5.

.Now
cho

through grout; agreement, prioritize yoUr § re :Se
es and mark them down,

284
HOW TO CONDUCT A "VISIONS FJ,OTENTIAL"
OR "ruggpaNG" SESSION

78t



List all mall -rouprohan

IDEALS-
. GI

is dup l cat

Grou Ideals Priority.

1.

HOW TO CONDUCT A "VISIONS
OR "FUTDRING" SESSION

_ POTENTIAL"

28
NW-- 1978



Small Group Ideals Pziority

Now prioritize by , group agreement, your firet three or_ more= choicesand number them in the right -hand column. If ,necessarv, ask foranother sheet_

HOW TO coNDucr A "VTSIONS OF P
OR "FUTUR_ING" SESSION

ENTIA" 286



BAFFLE -FUSE -OF."VISIONS---:0F.POTENTIAL" EXERCISE'
(modify for use with other groupsi

OC ION: Orientation to. School Ord
Meeting at Paul's Cafe

From NWREL: Adams, Johgew
From ISD: Beamer, Ass' t. B.J.
State,Board-Plember!: 011ie May Johnson

Dinner

All communities representedexcept Winth
(conflict).

Prenlannifig with entire group: considered
(1.)--forqnal- presentation, (2) -game- and--( 3
involvement in real experience from CCP'.

-Iorthport

Involvement was chosen.
'1

PROCEDUREr Board _members and superintendeints asked to think
of ideal spouse, ideal business, ideal- orchard,
etc., then think of.- ideal school in terms off
what, education could be!

Superintendents. oard members formed
groups in separat rooms and conducted parallel
activities.

E ch person. listed as ny ideas _oh pape as he
she could think of Approximktiely 10 minutes

ed trios, avoiding -their- own board. members.

Trios made common list of idealS, eliminated
duplications

Lists were charted on wall, eliminatingduplicatio

items were numbered. Each person orally
indicated his or her "number one". choice,, which
was tallied- on the charts.

he top three sere charted separately. Each
person was oraiLy rated on 'a three-point scale,
which was on a wall chart. .The tallies indicated
02 as the ideal that 'was not being met as
well as the otp.ers in the individual schools.
of each member'.



A,

-Individual- lis s-o arriers to that ideal
were generated.

1
.

.

Trios rOfined the listsand-they weA

Superintendents lists'of (1)-,ideals
were brought in. and pieced on wall begi
bOard lists.

eCharte6:.

Resuj.ts ere slAmmarized.

The purpose of the experience was -then ex-la4n,
eading.to analysis-of Community Change ()cps*:

and its plaee in- he Rural Futures. Development.
Stages of, CCP wer handed out and progress in
Okanogan pinpCintedin the first stage--Entr

The next immediate-steps were pointed out
their order of anticipated occurrence:-

1.1

1. Superintendent would obtain ratings from
each of his board members and him or herself
as_ .to readiness. for CCP. of the superintendbnt,
the board, e staffland the cothlufaty.

The Process Facilitator(s) would then sit
-down with each superintendent and board'
and Compare own ratings made won the basis
of exploratory visits.

A preliminary, voluntary group-of students,
staff and community,leaderswould be,set
tip by administration to organize and conduct
opinion leader survey (s -) for_ student t, staff
and. community,.

4. The board would develop,under Proc
Facilitator guidance,a criteria of mix and
-choose a-rdhoolComMunity Group-.based upon
the-criteria.

5. The,SCG would be organized by t.hechool
board and` administration an immedia
job of,abndUcting- a needs-asSeSsment:



HOW TO D9
EQUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS Ok SIEETINGS

Purpbses

1. To influence lanning during a workshop

2. To-shareinfOrmation and identify gaps in

3. To Bide future plann

Theory

1. ,People continuously evaluate every meeting they. attend. What they
do not do, however, is evaluate systematically, using all the
information available to find out how they are progressing and
wher&imprbvements Can be made.

2. Often, groups waste time- effort because all their membe
to offer or'ask for information, believing themdelves to be
ones concerned.

Systematid evaluation at several points during a meeting can
convener define better ways to rgach goals and group members
personal responsibility .for what is happening.

Activities

Gathering information

a. Categories of useful
\

1. Are we making pr resa toward our goals
.1221 Ara me using alLmemberS'resource

3. Are,we communicating clearly?

nforrriatioti.

s hesitate
the only

help the
iden y

.pelethods fOr obtaining information

1. Questionnaire
. Inverviewe.g., debriefing' or.taking a survey

6bservation-e.g., desCribing behaviors and checking percep
2: Processing the information

°Sus arise results

urage each,grCup member to answer three questions concerning
each evaluation:i4ste:

. Where are we?
2. Where doI,want us.to be? .

3. What can I do to help us get there.

c. Encourage People to share these ideas?

d. Ehcburage.the grOup to reach Agreements for smoother functioning.'
,Gronps are more effective if members have,dlear expectations of '

what kinds of 'behavior. are expected and desired- cf..themby'others.

Lens

9,



Hoy TO,WRZTE GOAL PROBLEM BTA MENTS

preliminary,:you_Mightsay."What'y ere about
could eaaily'influenceA44-this group will do for-the next six._ months
or even year mayfind it a bit frustrating, bUt it is important
to keep to the task.."

ReprodudW copies of data should be diitributed. Everyone can study
the tabulations from the needs aeseasment. Taesticims which asked people to
report the "things :they-would =like to.see happen in the community," This
cam be done together or in smaller groups. Exaqine the clusters of
similar answers. These:can-be used for general headings, with the
items under theil being the ingredients of the group's goals...what they
want to see happen.

After a few minUtes of working im' smallgroupsupass out the sheet sh;-:ing
sample criteria for writing"a goal statement and some examples of
community: statements of goals. TheY-.may be helpful. 15730 min.):

Group can share some of the resultsresults`a.nd read preliminary statements.

'Now you might say, "We now have theae goal statements.' yerylikel
will want to return to them inthe future and make some' hanges,. bu

-lase, let's put them aside and work on another part of this
activity. It is easier and more familiar to us because itdeals'with
the priobl_ms...the reasons why these things aren't going on now. .tie
barriers r obstacles that seem to prevent us, from teaching our goals."

Again, the same small. groups, look at the-tabulated data. ,The_ groups
may review data (if any) about why the things they feltthqy would like,
to see happen in the cammulity are not happening. .Discuss the barriers6r ;pais'
obstacles that are in the. way. Opposite the. generafstatements of goals =.
listed previously, list all the barriers. 'Barriers can be found in
data, or generated from knowledgeof the situation. Several reasons
these "desired" things aren't happening should appear. These can be
assembled into -what canbe called'a problem statement.--.(15-30 tin.)

Trios may:wish to practice writing problem atateMents and discussing.
them. (15-20 min.) 11

droups may then refine either goal or problem statement until they are
reasonably pleases with them. These are very important pieces ot mark-,
and will infltkence what the CO does during the next several months:

2 0
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FO4 TASK FORCE MEMBERS

'Aa a member of a task. forqe4 you take on temporary reePoneibility far a
particular task.' The following list of ideas has been found useful in
getting the job done well and on time.. YOU may think of other items to
add to this list. Decide together which are useful for your,group.

Make suretyo4 know what the task is. If. there is no clear_
description or definitiOn'from the grout) that gave you the
task,. have each member of thetisk force jot down quickly
on paper each. one's idea of thet0k.. Share these until
all agree on a comprdMise definition.

ake'sure.you know when the task is to completed.

Review the makeup of your, team. Who will:be affected by the
topic or issue' Who is'not represented? Decide who else
.you need to include to, have contact with all community_

-sentiments.

Set.up ground rules for your work as a group: write-a purpose
statement (the definition you agreed on)

Flan to -.review the
effectiveness of your group t theend of its work. Now is
the time to:plan a feedback heet to use then (see sample) .

Layout the outline of your task-4st parts of the task, who
will be'responsible,-when eaph,pamt:needs to be done, ..what
resources or kinds'of help are needed.

Review the size of group--now that you see the job to be
done, as yOur group big enough?

Think'about,persons pr groups opposed to the task -you have.vr

you include a xepresentative or plan a way to hear'their
point Of'view? Would including them in the task help them
to' understand it and you their" point of view.

'Ask for 11010 roM meny:spurces while you'd° your
brainstorWhd could be a.reAource to ,you. r

Report your progress pg ay through the task; check to see
that 'you axe on target.

1__ Repert'yOlik outcomes at the e d.cpthe talk Fto the group that
4created'your task force.
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This form is to helpyou thinkabou
situations. You can use it to

steps.

ace Comran1.thitation

-. _oate With others -in face-tb-face
goals for improvement by following

Read through the nSire
you'are doing ell, right

. less often. Check each

If some goals that are
the list, write yOur'ac_

Go back over the .whoL.-
.

would be most valuable

With your group, discuss
agree with y r 'priorit
tent? Why?

itern to sho w whether you. think
more often should do it
riate column

important to y
n Ehe.hlank

,le the three r tour skillscY
.-

_
Aprave at this time.

1se o fPUi..iXgm you selected. -Do other
the 'think other are more impor-

'believe

On the basis of your own judgment,
the others; make a final election

now that you have
of the.skills"you

heard the Opinions of
most wish to iMprove -.

xpressing -inforrrsuggestions

1. Being brief and, cOhcise..getting -to the point
Being fOrceful and definite rather than
hesitant and apologetic .

Talking in specifics....giving examples, details
Talking in generalizations, principles
explanations

Expressing. Feeling

7. Letting others
something they
Letting others
they have said

9. Letting others
10. Letting others know

changed the-s4bject
Letting-others know
irritated

12. Letting others know when Ifeel'hurt,
embar'assed or put down by something
have said or done '

know when
have said
know when
or done
knoW when

When

11.

I do not understand

I like something..

lisagree-WIth' them
I think theYhaVe,

, .

or become irrelevant
when I am getting

Need to'
dd it
LESS

Doing
all

right

Need_to
. -do it
MORE

I

10
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Underst. =nation, ideas a uggestion
-----LESS right

of

Listening o understand ra
any next remark
HelPing,others participate in the discussion
Before agreeing or disagreeing checking to

e sure I do understand what others meai
1 SUmmarizing points of disagreement and

a9

21.

agreement
Asking questions in ways that get more
infqrmation than "yes" or "no"

Understanding-and resuonding to thers' feelings

22. Checking out with others what I think they are
feeling rather than assuming I know

231 Bespondi.ng to a'oerson who is Angry with me'1_
such a way that I do not ignore hie.'feelings
Responding to -a personwhoSe feelings are:hurt -

in, such .a way that I do not ignore his feelings
w25:. Responding to a person ho is expressing,close-

ness and affection.for me in such a way that
do ncyg 'ignore-his feelings

26. siz-v-yizr g: =up to determine how-much,ag-ee-
ment ing a group decision

27.

28.

General

29. TalVng in group discussions
30. Getting feedback...encouraging others to let

know how my actions affect them
Being aware when I am trying to cope
own feelings Of discomfort rather than
respondingto the other person..
Being abl to stand silence,when with other_s
Being able to stand tension and conflIct

34. Accepting help frot\others
35. Offerin4 help to other
36. .YielOing to others ..'.giving in to of ?ers

Standing up for myself,
36. Being protective of others

18'

19

20

22

3

24

25

28

29

30

31
3
33
34
35
3,6

37
38

39

40



SAMPLE I "C TI I PACKET FOR

$CUOOL BOARDS, COMITY'

COMMISSIONERS; CITY"

WUNCILS, OTHERS
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A COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

is Designed to Include

A board Representative _GrOnp

cal.People

Comminity

Plannibg and Decision Making



COMMUNITY, IMPROVEMENT P-- ES .HASID PRINCIPALS AN ASSUPTI NS:

Each, individual has worth and dignity.

Good communities-demand the participation of individuals.
-in making decisions-that directly affect'them.

3. Helping citizens gain skills in problem solving, decision-
making and interpersonal communication will increase
group productivity and' achievement of goals.'

4= leaving skills with community leaders inspires confidence
in Own ability and ressens continuing dependence on
outside help.

Getting community members involve
the goal which will result in imp
the community.

nd staying involved
ad opportunities for

.
.

Differences of opinions and conflicts do _xi tbut can be
dealt with constructively if open and honest communication
is established. (...

_

7; Decision making shared among members of_a community gill
. -

improve the living environment and. of community life.

Many local citizens are willing to serve the'role of consultants
to citizen groups as they study community problems.

Roles of,government and elected officials can e reoriented to
assist them to become facilitators and implementers of communitty
changes that have been agreed upon by citAzen.groups.

.10. Often dedisions are made on an emotional rather than a adtuai
base.. Buirding awareness,andprovidingiekill- training to citiz
grouPs cangimProVe their -'sion-making

(2 9



'THE COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT:PROCESS-M

CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING STAGES:

1_ The Community Seeks Help (En ry)

identification and Aualyais of Needs and Problems

- Searching for Alternatives

4..TPlanning for Action-

5. ''Implementing the Plan

6. Evaluating the Plan.

Complete implementation of the Model in a
Community requires approximately one year
to eighteen months.
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THE C Y SEEKS HELP (PREPA T N.FOR ENTRY)

INITIANTACT' WITH COMMUNITY Or ICIAT,A

DE CRIPTION OF MODEL

EXPLA LATION, OF COMMITMENTS REQUIRED

1. Letts requesting assistance in implementing CIP

2. Financial commitment

3. Commitment of local offic als.to philosophy of
CIP--inCluding necessary time commitment.

4.. An A-V documentation of the present community status .

and gathering of other agreed upon baseline data.. (optional)



STEP 2

PROCEDURE:

1.

AND ANALYZING N RD AND PRORLEMS'

A'small.temporhry community groUp is formed who (a create the
community mix Criteria and (b) determine selection prOcedures
for- obtaining-a broadly representative grbup.

A permanent Community Improvement Group is form d who _(a) engage
in processes that gather opinions and attitudes m Members
of the community, (b) establishes pribrity orals for cOmMunitir
improvement. and (c) develops plans and strategies for waking .

on these priorities and-keeping the whole, community involved.
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citizen` become increasingly aware of
r. haveommunit ,goals and problems _because

participated, in tine needs assessinent.

A preliminary- documen,
goals of the community-

tired tha t steer

A repre entetive group eaders are
formed who i1i be involved in later .ctivities.



The_Community Group with is Task Force Teams .(TFT)
searches availabfe-literaturei- community resources
and other informatifbn.sources for all needed-data-

(during study of how to attain the community goals.

Representatives from the Community Group may make
ite----visits-ItorAnnovative 'conmurnity-programS-and--
port its findings to the total group.

The Community Group develops a list of alternative
,rilgrams or innovations that hold promise for improving

eir own community.

--The - Community `Group = determines -prthrity of these
k suggested implementation into the community and
commends that action be taken.



OUTCOMES:

informal communications n twork.

R n t1on s for improving the community.



Subc ommittees o task forces evelop-preliminary
plans for installing new ideas or-programs.

unity Group uses informal network
n to these plans.

nat-al-TatiOn are .iompietea-
to evaluate/.

The Community Group presents plans for implementation -

and evaluation Of. new programs to local govern ng
officials to gain their approval.



an community 7 impkove ht, , athiipiet with entati n-, . ..

and' evaluation -suggestions, which.lhas
_ en tested agginst

-..people -in the _1 (J( community...



5

NT-ING AVE PLAN

elpfan(a .recommended -1y the omm-'uni y,-
al officials and' approved by them are scheduled

New ideas =not requiring new materials and/or outside
assistance are filliplementect raRldly Ls possible-

New'-icleasrequiring new materialsAquipmant facilities
ant" into action as. resourqea 4-11434-.

.

Schedule f eveluatii.re date collecti

ll mama i Graup,monitors progre
Or nesj prof ram,

The Community Group rosponlis to needs ai
new.prOgramts

is stated



New programS commun

Support for these new- programe
and consultants where- needed.

each_ new 'prhg



TEP

= EVALTIATIO14

The Community_ Group 'members are taughi bap opriate*
skills needed to d r xne etrectiVeness ot,net.0 piog

he Co mmunitY Grovp memiiers partiollpate, in gatherin
nforWhtion and summa ive data-needed to assess them

-
.

The Community Group members will tabulate analyze
. 4nd draw .p reCommendationS.'

The Community Group` will consider new problems
,ideas for discussion and/or implementation.

The-Community-Group members determine indicators of copanunity,
1 and edscational grwth.

The Community Group will review its -own operation to deVermine
what alterations, if any, 'are needed to increase its effectiveness

The Community Group will report o local governing officials
and the commuhity about-the progress of the new programs

_The -CoWmuni ty Ci oup wi i 1 estehlish.plan of -operation for
. new year'.





Coun
the m-

The1--PR.t ProcesS' not only-outlines some
. rie.ric changes for

but it provides for means- to 'change. One these means, dedigned- for.
.

individual leadbra who haVeacbepted the challienge of thesprocess is a model, ,

for deliberate, planned change -_--a:four-ste prOcedureithatleorts like "this:

1:oraxxmim-pRopps-,-As_k-UPPPRT-F0A-_-

LEADERSHIP ROLE CHANGE 4--

&y.aministratbrs may rightly-feel overwhelmed at prospect of
sive o rganisatio role-Change the,PRI _ocess appears

AW SS IMPLEMENTING

Individual Community leaders will find this'imodel-useful in designing- and carrying-
out role-related behavior changes. Over the next year or more, leaders pill
design their own goals and objectives for role change, plan-how to achieve tbsse
changes, describe any indications of progiess and design feedback mechanisms
to monftor progress.

A
The responsibility for role change belongs -to individual leaders. Only*they
can make the commitments, take the risks, and solve the problems related to
their own change of behavior. However, they can derive considerable support
by meeting with a group of their colleagues.

.TeamS of Co:ilea:rues can help individUals .

gain support for their self- and y-iMprovement projects

learn., about comMun- and self - improvement ideas that "work"

obtain help on self-assessment processes-and tesults

gain personal satisfaction. in being part of a challenging program
that is recognized in the. district.s performing an important`
leadership function

gain unity and direction for districtdistrict. leadership

The distinctive features of such a collegial team approach are these:

o They occur in a job-related situation.

o They.represent a proceSS that a coMMunity employs to provide its
-leaderS with-'efficient and economical-lifelong:learning and change
opportunities..,
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learning = ences-Mx orient c
ated and lackingtin cOntext.

Each participating:a determines his or her own'
growth and, change Still, he or she usU4ly tes
with tbers,involved in similar activities.' The-collegial'Arteams

cmm-c also- cos local community es.

pravide: forlearning-- with Cana .tents and
leaders. This optieAres sharing, gictivationi anc

e .allong r ti hi4hly individualted activities.

By:aasoc at'
probjects bo

ership growth with actual community:improvement
anizativr4al and leadership capabilities-improve-

erial is adapted from the CF1C, Ltd. Occasional Paper "Individuali
AdministratorContinuing Education,' Fall, 1973, p. 64.

MTRODUCTION TO COLLEGIAL GROUPS AS A SUPPORT FOR
LEADERSHIP GE
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_ - - .--ciateorzczmov-'orni

a- CG- Warks_--to-- build:7'-

ence all along y

-imp roven ',
--- ;

--the -final

Of =

'asi ugeful_-

as possible, and will help to educate- all those -concerned abou the
_

various aspects of any new prOgrams being considerid.

_This is a time for lots of contact. The -teak force teams (ITTs1 _

working on a task ghoul:dr-talk not just to each other, but to everyone
ey can The following sharing should be part of their work.

. . .. -

-Use the informal gommunication network to reach into
wren, segment of the commulity. This may be done by
the TFT, but should be planned at the CG level to
avoid overtaxing the system. **

Incorporate feedback fpm the total community into theplans in other words, make the commurfication real br .using it be influenced as well as, influencing others.
ITT report progreskt;egular3.y to the CG Cha_i

limits-- especially interested groups to a WT meeting,
or attend their meetin-g to share informat_ion.

a Report completed plans to CG, verbally as well as inwriting.
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OUP

The Spring Va ey. C j is initratim
A representative grogp_otpeople from'

process fdr Cdmpunity,iaprov
-e'commiJni zisneeded.

-r
You are a. nominee to that:group.'' You-have been nominated-.by others as a
person who can -represent ep and who is interested in comml,ini improvement.,

Thesday, OctoberThe first meeting of the Community
in the high school cafeteria.

Pleas the los

.7,We-nope-you- beLasle-

Group

orm as c cr as-posSibl

3
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Spring Valley Office
._429 Street-=-
_S ing'Vellev, Washin

Yee, I am willing to serve, as member of the
proposed Commun. GrouC. X 71

, I am =avail b1l to

'1 c attend_ the First meeting of

avail .tie- In -that dat

the Cd:-

1978



--4=w-Qtry

goal
_ -

=select tactics -likely=to:brinvabout-

eatablishtmeasuriblectiteria_ef
.lee- available resov.ree

determine' whether_ mate-

f. planrechniqUes--to assesa_effectiVenes

_

Taping groups accompliSh_taska:

help groups,surfaCe and clarify proof a ar needs
s° .

..- use systematic-teChniques-to-help a lattlip establish goals_ and Objectivea

-help a group. identify obstacles-to aChiev_- t

-IeaYa-ae _qi&e to -_help A group

_1. identify criteria for a successful Solution to,_a problem

2. locate and assess altAnative solutions

choOse preferred-
____plan_ancLimplement. a solution

assess the effect of a solution

modify a solution

a group to

design, construct and admini
_

process and analyze-data

reporting data orally and-in wri

4.---,:translate-findingS-into-action and

onnaires instrtments

g to-differentaudiencea,-,

-sess consequences of

Helping groups function properly

a. Using group maintenance techniques

1. re ognizeand develop its identity

2. c camunicate effectively

_ age conflicts and_hostility

diagnose-group -need how and when o

agenda buildingl

use method& to locate and allocate-f

Es ablishing group operating norms e.g,

1. use a method of a' lgroup ete.blish bolic

es

membership, organization and operatl.rig procedures



4 tr. 7 1 tA# tflt

-1,0_==fa
_

thy and describe Wilk: in.-which- decisions-are-Made in a. group-

- _

a. Diagnostic skill -
,

_

-1. locate and deseribe- formal- and informal communication neiwor

2. 'naa7knowledge-_- Want': grOU-P':functiOnin-g-id'aseist -gibupe collaborate ZI

b.- Build awareness for need to collaborate

1, assess extent to which proposed actions affect other groups .

2. examine -alternative ways in which linkages to other groups can-be' made

c. Buildipg, commitment among groups:

1. use techniques-to-_ initiate collaboration

2. help groups make and keep commitments

_ 3.- recognize when they have -common goals
. _

4. recognize- need for- shared resources

. Help groups_Fhuild productive relationships

a. know how to read basic non verbal messages

b. know and be able to use techniques for discovering cultural norms

of the group

c. know and be able to use team building techniques

feel at ease with a wide variety_ of persons

e recognize and deal -with situations .when work- is being Impeded

6. Help groups attend to organizational,atters

a. know how collahorate on agendas

h. solicit feedback on organization and content of plans

c, unde;4and logistics of meetings - who to be involved, setting and time

d.- use.a systematic technique for making and keeping commitments

e. know and use techniques of -negotiating commitments needed from others

f. use techniques for planning and using time
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yes:

rocedi

et Pc

What will we-do differently

What.do _we plan to do? (Bile
statement - - "we plan to build a radio station")

What= are the spec c go
will be acceptable_for- show
objectives have been reach

What is the project plate.? (petafle
st step description)

mcic
hese

0 be a.ffect How are they
acted (if selected)

rent and nth Wit qnestions need to.be answered
What da.ta will be collected? How?

Atialysis and Evation

Time

o

How will data by analyzed and evaluated?
When By whom? Howwil.1 results be us

How much time will be needed for each
portion of the project? What decision poin
occur, and when? When-will in
and repqrt writing occur?

Personnel and Faciliti6s

Vim_ Budget 1

What do iou expect the results of the
project lib be ? What contribution will be
made? how will the target population be
affected? What reports will emerge,- to
whom? How will the results be made
available to others?

Who will do the project ? Where? Why
are they the right persons to do it
What assistance will they need?

What will each part of the project cost?
List evety item in plan which requires time,
sane, equipment, supplies, service or

ole.
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1. Identify Go sv

2. Identify Barriers

3. Establish Priority

f_tonceirns;

1;---Identi47. Concerns

Establish Priority

4. Write Goal/Needs
Statements,

= Diacre_pan

_Identify "What
-Ought ,

-Translate E.Concerns --
Into Needs -=

Relate Needs To
Goals

Identify "What Is"

cif a ences

4

late
Iferences: Into

N aaB Statements

Task. - Forces Begi.0
Searching for
Alternatives

Task Forces Conduct a
Search. and: Develop a
Re-_ rt for the SCG

The SCG Studies,
Discusses, Modifie
and Agrees on the
Report

he SCG Presents the
Report to the School
Board far Discussion
Suggestions, --a
Approval

L PRI 1978



CV -o
of 44C-g

the_ ee_illain:!obsta at:hiCoki Prioritize- -
--goals -a c,-for readh.4Cal-._

ri nt_ the _.lint
be (potential)
prior]. oppos
person check

goalC shoving Miat-the "__= =Considers to
obstacles _taccording-to the.tr_ adjudged

.ite_ each one. Leave space for cam* 'tys
degree of agreanent- -(see form) .

Use one of the following m thoit:

a. save each C _conmninity person circulate

gyres alts-

90a1/
alate

Mail goa_ obstacle list ta e a regular
stionnai :Arrange to pick or ask' people to
1 them hack.- -Tabulate.

a e---:SoaligthStacle--!aist-rmi
comet dough clubs, organizati9ns, -churches, --_stones, etc. Tabulate aS above -(may not reach full
range of views).

d._ Print goals /barriers lists in local paper, include
address to mail returns, to (often low rate of ,respon
Other.

CG analyzes results, eat l].she priori
obstacles within goals- and deci es which
begin to Work, on.

n goals and
it will

3. PR 1978



_ _ '-.1t5:-K :-' ___
,

-.47-41,0T-.....7 ....,-
,-Z---=`_7-:.=i--=:41,-,

='--i. ,-:77- :.---',,,-' - ,----,,,-,_-=-1,Y-7.
.'''`,--.=_.=,-,---*- --_ .1,--Z-----_-_ -7,---, .44,=-,-.1-1,:war

-.1

--
The Community D4vel iir_,..-:" ,' . ----_--t1*-ineed to learn -what the _-_,- -_---, -- -- - _-

-:- r:tc.10Pgraty-_. _ evesz.;_tax.7,ba:.- the. manor- -areas-need -of:.--.zctim-.---- r-1--- -1-_,*,----,-----
munity _inttlrcrveMent_.- The COununity Develooek-- suggest that past--

-_--e-iperience-- has -s- -that.. three or --lour' eviestions can be asked. to --_
= provide reasbnable-:-assUrance_ithat-imPortant-areas are being _attacked._

k suggested list of qUestions' is _provided to the -CG as follows,,

What do you like- about our -coximun ame two -or three things.)_

-

2- Suggest two or three goals you would like to see the conununi
work toward to improve its quality of life

,,
. .

,

_ame--the--eaLstacIeS,- or 'Zerriers- -that prevent- our c
realizing these goals v

4. List one or two things you would like to see begun immediately
at-you -think would improve our =Immunity.-

r
Write these-questions in language the group decides upon. Test theset of questions on a few people, Organize the resulting data. This
will help thip grOupto'understand the kind of inf9ation this typeof question tends to collect. -

0
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-Velbpn-_

esv:to o -tn-deterrthae-;extentno
.

_

agrefament:With use. network:idea;-draw-ek-
emple or survey'the entire odimmuni ).

3.- For the top three, have them suggest one or two major b
which prpvent these gOals from being reached.



--__for- iisef
konto Car
to reuiei those pr-anS before-

digr oup.

es the-proposed,innova on o c e:

1, Contribute to. the goals of the community? How?

la. Offer at:least,a partial solution ;to one of the identified:
priority, community needs? what_ way?

3. Have a well-developed installation and evaluation plan

tive-s-

. identified signs of -success or fail-ure

c. additional t.raining neezied

d. a continuing program of communication

e. outside-personnel to be used

- f. materials-and equipment-meeded

g. added costs.

Ii . a time schedule for staeoLng and.cbllecting data for
evaluation, including decision points for changes

i. a stated trial period for the new program

4. Provide arrangements for local and outside visitors?

5. Identify .local and outside resources- available for help as
the program becomes operational?
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Specifig Objectives Signs of SuCceas
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Coal /s of New Program
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UO TrVITIES-

of train mmiinity.Gro 'activities will be done, theently-by eve- aci _iS done, e followingideas- _a.t6 generally helpful

o 'Erse the word 41Y--such. as the follow

"There are a. few
I will, share these
time and I feel 'the

One: way._is to make a -Statement

we have e save many problems
with the u p = will only take at short

ly help_ you with this task."
weep activities sp ic: when the grou is working
dontt have other things going on too.

ions short and precis

e'-wOrk". Poddribre-aia he
being worthwhile and coniributin4 t

ye local people _help wi ill training when ve p

o When 'training is necessary, irk at being a good teacher " --
one whose enthusiasm, energy and imagination infect the
and -`who se' reinforcenient- is positive , generous and _honest .

data,

'a out e task
b.

4- P/ 1979



e_s

!!,

Before !cu GO

-
'7? Select ttoe items that -are---,'appropriate for '-.you and for the

_ ev ént1 agencies 'end

{.7

1.- -.001.1.ect=informa. on _ablaut cou=unityl what are: the _ nwiesi _ -
of 0j,ty' of ficials, school stiperintendent- and other influential_

pealvle?_ What are the available- communications (newspapers, --- =-rediO)? Are census data/industria.1_-surveys 'available?

coneIder having a sedoiid person make the initial visit with
I you to help confirm and/or_ deny observations made.

3. Preps the local grOUp for youxl using -phone calls,
letteks, intermediary endorsements that may help legitimigeit, id what are the issues? Get,aliuneei-a-people,
0

4 Why are you going' Set an agenda for yourself Bow long
do 17013 plan to stay? What are you planning -to do there?

a

5. ._ &Iasi where to gat \ information. Expected hot snots might be
- _local cafe, bar, r_sheriff 1-s_ office, newspaper, bather shops, =-_._ _

dontitiz court house, native groups, migrant office and labor=offiCe .
'',,,:

6 Decide what 1g appropriate to Wear and how to- travel. Mod---clothes, long hair, Sporty car may be questionable.)

T. Ask Your colleagues about the community you plan to 'visit;
Maybe it is their homq town!

Buy-a local newspaper for a Week-prior to your visit. Seewhat local issues an concerns axe!

Then You Are There:

1 First Visit your contact person/agency--explain why you are
--' there. (Be henest-ask who else you should see.)

2. Buy a loca3. community newspaper or high school paper.'
3. Become familiar with the cormunity:5 drive around, walk around'.

4. Listen, list to people (be patient) .

NWRL -FRI 1978



'vi me
down= yOur

- - -
- _

=
max__

10.

Be flexible I in your yi good leads you

Be Luiz= time- (s active) especially about local= events
of which_ townspeople may= be proud._

_

Accept invitations carefully. Remember, your purpos
.

make wise use of the limited -time available.

These topics- have been found -to be useful to'
esporipes from most people in a positive way:

omo

the fact -that you And your organization are being- considered
for poisible- work- with the community an you are interested

_ _

in knowing :.about it

history of the community.

scent accomplishments outstanding events

ic es available_

ocal issues -end-probl

Back

Summarize your visit by reviewin 'all your activities, Write
notes about what you did, hear thought.

2-- - Review -your Community Profile to see how much
you now have. What did= you miss?

Write down any ideas, thOughts and/or recommendations that
seem to be 'especially. important for followup activities
(letters or visits) .

tion

weber that thank you letters to people who have been
especially helpful are often important. Keep them brief
friendly.



_s,
v

n'_of A.7pro

-a _la g,,situation
receive feedback-.f-This---..t
group seslion.-
level of openness expect
addition ,- -the-PA 1-s- shaiild contanuously tested.
trust develop gradually," so it is important not_ to expresar-too
much feeling at the outset.

Toward the end of a session,_thePA encourages the groupi't performance. Then _a staff member and~ a
decide en a method of proViding" feedback. This
also- prepares feedback for the end of the. session

,ways

t- to =negotiate the-
sonal relation.

rots someone to monitor the session- is +er nleqeps the groups attention_.focused on its task, ice:ts
members the time they a.relrestending on issues, and suggestsways to improve next meeting.

The PA -a

The PA develops a checklist of appropriate performance -behavio
to he used by 'tile group at the end of a session.

view

330
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o listen- to several points of -view and then,
-?by -any -group,I.ralate: thetiirto the communitY

one whd--is_wellinformed about school:me
zhas an-open-..mind and a broad viewpoint

omeone who inspires confidence

Iling is be involved, and to
then to pass on information for the betterment

shed :markers
aboreis

downtown merchants
.cal people

clergy
young marrieds
-senior-citizens
old timers
newcomers
bridal club
chamber of cozener e
grange
kiwa.nis
garden club
triange club

civic league
women's church oups
farmers
cattlemen
others (whi
dam workers
housewives
Indians

1978



_

--1. They have demonstrated an interest in the community.'

2. They have done something new or efferent in their line _of work.

3. They axe the -kinds-, of persons
believe.

yod-_=wolildi listen to,- trust and
3 1.1!*

First Choice

Second Choice

Third Choice
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.
t_ c essions4ig-t-Me Odical_ Planning-._legit of_pl sult-s?- r _su e al,...Plrlin!il c e for bo, ormation sessions_

d_ure includes the folloWinq steps:

g the-puepose 'and audience-to thd conten
siert

t g the purpose, aiiciience content arc_
n c-ting the session

your plan

will look at each of these steps in moreder

g the Session

help you define the purpose of a group ssi n, try this imple
exerciser

Put do

Then, set down the actions you want
after the session is concluded-

Repeat this procedure until you, are happy with e results. Ask others
to help you. -Four group session will have a clear focus when you know
what you want it to achieve and what kinds of actions or behaviors you
want to elicit from participants.

ion;
to see people-take

cfini the Audience You_Will Be Working With

what audience is your group session aimed at? What do members of your
audience already know about the - pp Process? What do they
expect? HoW interested or disinterested are they? _Are they supPortive
or hostile? -Do they want to change or stay the same? What do they
want to know? What is relevant to them? Keep asking yourself questions
until you feel comfortable with the definition of the audience you will
be working with.

Plan= g _the Session' s Content-

Go back and take a good look at your purpose and audience. Is your
intent to inform on a general level or to promote more -indepth learning?

334
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-_geniaralixed-
_Ude

_them-. Cowie you.
_

ijait-short- pose _developing -
a- -is not.- to_ tell- it all, but ,to tell ill

knowZ-What Your -audience is seeking
and will -tolerate_helps-_you know when your j is: done.
Do not wait for You on the- head with a club
before.iyou stop Set = a tom- 1_41114 t if necessary:

your intent is to promote inderith =lea mling, Your methods will be
different... -You will no doubt find-it necessary' to employ abstractions
and concepts. You will want to show the relationship

.
conce.ptiand--betlep_st theory-- and--: pre_ d --A-Yasu--may-

introduce new wards:

t per f your audience to come to-you more as they se
and r uest in You do not want to rush them and will often
Ind' yourself waiting for You will alsce want to provide for
evaluation-evuation of new ls knoWledge , and attitudes and
eva uatiolf -dif-the itself;-- -As- yOu can see ,- the-content- of- infor-

Illation sessions and work/study sessions takes different shapes, thus
requiring different methods of presentation.

Planning How To Present Conte.n

Taking into account the purposes, audlence, and content of the session
it is now time to plan how to present the content. As, you plan, remembe
that each group is unique, as are the individuals that comprise it-

r, too, that procedures are ,important. A procedure which is
appropriate for one group might be ill-suited to another group. In
fact, procedures that work well with one group at one time might not
work with the same group at another time The proper selection 'and
use of procedures can mean the difference between an ineffective session
and one that achieves its goals in a stimulating way. The following
suggestions might help you determine th'h appropriateness of specific
procedures:

Determine what kind of people you are workin% w Look
at needs, interests, background, aculture, extent of knowl-
edge, age, and physical condition; en match these' consid-
erati.ons to appropriate procedures.

2



prdcedu.res
c as_ eader-

procedures specifie
mcvi.e, s or overhead projectors.

5. Consider -the characteriitics of procedures themselves..
the appropriate uses of &procedure, its-advantages and
lireitarions its pattern of concaunication, and match
information wi h your p audience, and_ content.. _

.

ollowing -are= some. examples of procedures you,may w1 eurP_ y.. informationconducti.ng i ssions:-

a group

to iew (a presentation _before an au fence in which
3o _urce person responds to systematic __questioning)--------

a panel discussion

an audienee reaction, team people planted tie audience
to Interrupt a speaker and seek clarification on points)

queCtion and answer period

When planning work/study sessions to cover learning in more
might wish to consider some of the following procedures:

all of those listed above for information sesslons

2.- a committee appointed or elected to perform a task that
cannot be done efficiently by the whole group

3. field trips., in which,a group visits places or things
interest for firsthand observation and study

role - playing --acting out a situation, condition,
circumstance by= selected members of a group

buzz sessifihs in which s al small groups meet simu t
ously to a topic or perform a task

you



AJ `V=

ofXdes rpe-

--8.- systposiema-serie_
'fied2-to--

or closely related topics1--

lel at
erenp

cbes (2-5)-- by people
_

These procedures take--plice certaln contexts or sett.ings. When
planning workistudy-sessiont-,- there-axe different ways of approarhing

Here sr e_a*-fewof the,-Common,ones: _

Base the session onthe expressed interests and needs of-
rticipants. Emphasize individual proficiency and

understanding and encourage participants to work out a
program of personal study.

2. Place caphasi.s on diagnosing and analyzing- problem and seeking
solutions to them. Present the group with life-14e situations
(simulations) in order to provide prac-tice for actdal_

ituation
. -_ _

3. Emphasize data-based instruction. Present an organized
body of kaowledge -to learners and raise issues for their
'consideration.

In addition to the above procedures, you may wish to consider the
_following -aids_ to planning _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---

1. all of those listed above for information sessions

2. printed materials such as books, journals, and information
briefs

3. annotated reading lists

-4. case studies or histories ,

Evaluating and Restructuring the Plan.

Evaluation, as the term is used here, is concerned with judging the
extent to which a. plan is appropriate and well conceived. In one sen
of the word, you will be evaluating throughout the planning process--
you will continually make jud4ments about the worth of a session's
purpose and the viability of the procedures employed in it- You will
also want to judge the plan's worth after you have prepared it. Start
this second evaluation process by setting the plan slide for awhile
and then try to approach it as a new reader. Next, show your- plan to
othersother process facilitatoa, trainers, or representatives of the
group the plan is intended for. for their impressions, suggested
improvements, additions, and deletions. Listen carefully to these

@,
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JoIT-jSeel_,-, -_ nt-,-:-.:-
---..

-,Tiiiie-r--d-- - e ings4f
,fliela,044_, Ch-

-__
-__.----

=
steps ---1-

a , 4-i-'-,=-74
mafi t 7 -le y-thi-,fetaii

facilitiet_snd-meteri- -_by-as g ancth _:person-t ___e terse
--_ _arrangeMen-- ,_

.The checklist presented below oaf > use by any on es
ponsibility.

Item

Space

The room is large enotgnthat-several
small groups can-m simultaneously

is can be used to Asst n wsprint.

Both temperature and ventilation c
controlled

Access

IelininiZeiSt-6---i-tlii41.4 large

Restroces ar ac essibl

A phone is available.

Duplicating equipment available
desired.

Furniture

Tables and chairs are plentiful.

Furniture can be moved around freely.

c. Amh trays ere available.

339
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=
; -

a. Enoigsels 1_ cha
for---,= writ _ =

erhead,, .prolector air-audio/video
tape recorSeir is available:, if- desired

- --

C. Newsprint i-Markers ma.ski.ngi = tape
ready.

.- clipboards,. paper, pencils, axpens

e . Plenty -of._, chalk _is y.

-Refreshments

. a-. and-.

b. Napki1s, cups, az

FPRING FOR A ETING 2,



lim,O1 voce Problers-may7-be-t ught of- as-a "felt--
need. A= alt.- need may beieltlier,- (a) an evil we want to eliminate-

avoid or-_(b):._a = poditives: irantagewe -would -.like to gain.- Seme-.7_,-.
times Problems -in -the- future, that is, we predict jemethine-is,

,

.

go -to happen we do not "like and -plan to avoid it or keep it from
harp

If you haVe a problem ,as-defined here, you face a situation 'in which
yOu must make a- choice adong alternateA;pourses of action available_

1

-for potentially solying 'your probleM. Your. challenge is to discover or
invent that solution which will best -solve the problem and at the =same
time bring about the least possible ditadvantges:
Getting an Overvietv of the Problm Area If a problem is at- ail. .

complex, and the investigator does noVihave much information on it,
the 'first move should be i

to get .an overview of the problem area. This '
calls for general inveatTlation. It involves: (1) 'introspection in:

,----wiakehyOu=-ank-yourSelf-what-You-'alread.Y-knowt-effieftb em an s
possible 'causes; (2) compiling a tentative bibliogr'aphy to determine where :
you are likely to _be able to find the information you need; and (3)
doing some 'initial research tin the form of general-reading in order to
get insight into the nature of the problem and an overview of the
problem area This reading may be supplemented by direct observation where
possible, had by interviewswithfen expert or_ two. it_ may...include gain=
ing -A-chronell-dgical oveiVie4 of the history of the probrem, which may
help to provide insight into the nature of the problem and its ,tauses,
and which nay reveal solutions that have.been tried or propesed in the
past.

Phrasing the Problem Question. After some inital study, you need
. to 4tempt to phrase a 'problem- questiOn in clear and- terms.
Problem questions should be Phrased in order to leave the door open
to all :possible solutions.

Wrong: "Should I buy a ca_r for tran
year?" -

-Right: "What, kind -of transportation should IUse during this
schoolyear?"

You should not phrase your problem question .(1) : so as to include
problems even if they are closely related; -(2) so as to refer to
causes; (3)in terms of a problem of persuasion;_ (4)- as a question of
information; or (5) in vague and embiguoUs terms.

Karr_owing the Problem. 'Along with phrasing: your problem ques
it may be' necessary to ilso narrow your problem. In part this is a
practical matter related to cbo time :and resources you have available.

chool--



"Er

earlYr-

.Treat_ one blem. Instead of
studying, at hould be-done about, the low stander of = living in
Cbantry "study, "What-canbe-ddrie to raise_the literacy of the
people in Country X?",-_aSsuming illiteracy is one of the causal
factors-ofthe-low-standard of -

Gatheri and Recordine Ineormation. After your initial invests-
-gation you will need tio- gather much reliable data as you can regard-
ing your-problem. Set up your card file (use 4 x 8 cards) in sections
which parallel key steps in the problem-solving sequence which will
be discussed later.

I. Orientation. (Definitions .of key terms, history of the
problem, etc.)

II. Description .of the Problem. Ex pies extent,
seriousness.)

-III. auSes of-the -F' iablem: roxiaate, unde y rig-
--

IV. 'Criteria. (Including justification.)
V. Solutions. (Advantages,-disdvantagec'.)-

As you come acrods important information related to any of these
.34etts, record it accurately on a file card and'file under the ap-
propriate headiug. Pit only "one" item -- quotation of, a single
opinion, a related groue_ qf numberical data, on a card._

The Problem- Solving Sequence. FollOwing is a discussion of six
steps to help guide problem-s4ving investigations. These steps are
as follows:

1. Describe the problem.
2. Dig out _the causes of the problem.
3. Discover all possible solutions.
4. Dedree criteria for evaluating solutioi s
5. Determine the advantages and disadvantages of eadh solution.
6. Decide on the best solution,

Each of .these steps needs to be taken up in- turn-and- studied' system-
atically. Of eourse, you may need to go back and reconsider your
thinking on some step if you uncover new evidence- or think 9f new .

implications which may modify your,thinking on a step previously
studied. --

o Sten 1. Describe the Problem. In describing the prOblem you
re. attempting to arrive at a fell understanding of its nature,

extent, .and seriousness. You should (a) sl'ffely_conerete examples'
of it, (b) gather numerical data or instances brief
example form to determine how widespread it is, (c) reason whether
or not, kt may become worse



he f =and -(d) deet-lhitl
.

ed,r=,z,
0 .Step '2.----:e-Di -oat: the, auseS- he- roblem.. eat); order _toe solve-.:

a.'"Drobleatwe need to= get at e:.'causal'factore which have -brought_it
--- -about and ere- co_ ntirailiteTeil-Werate-to'_ keep the pit:it-demin existence

y_ if we know the:causal-factors:can we eliminate-J:0r -6ircumvent oneor more of them and so_solve the problem.
Proicimate censalLfectors arc _runes which permit =or encourage

Ievents and coridi Lions to crime into -axistende, while Underlying factorsmight be t -ermed the. "real" causes., eDiei street lightsmay _be a_
proximate caus-Cief-- crime,- xs.'hile Underlying causal factorsr may be avariety of socie-erdnoMic faCtors. Proximate causes may be relatedeto short-ranee solutions. If we do not know enough about the

cannotunderlying causes of a problem tsr. if we I cannot control theta,
have to rely on -short-range ._solutions . ,,

Beware of superficial analysis of causes. If we say that automo-
bile accidents are largley due to "carelessness," this is superficialanalysis, fpr the real .question is, "[oat are the causal, factors thataccount for the carelessness?"s.

In part, the causal factors which have brought about a.problemmay be the inadequacy of current policies and programs which arenot designed well to' solve the problem. Always ask, "What is wrong
with what we are doing now

Ilways make a unique study of your particular problem situation.
__Similareappearing ....eff ectsmey_ Wave-dif f eren t-cruc ial-underlying-causal-----factors. One student may -be doing a poor job of studying because of ,alack of motivation, another because of poor study skills, and still an-

other because of e lack of aptitude.
0 Step 3 Disecnier all possible solutions. At this point do notatop to evaluate solutions, but rather exert all possible effort to

discover as many solutions as you can. You may have uncovered co-
lotions that have been- tried -or ProPosed in you. initial investigation,
you may run across solutions proposed by current writers or speakers,
you 'may talk to people who have been faced with a Similar problem to
find out what actions they took and how successful they were.

Do not forget the possibility of combining solutions. or the bestfeatures of different solutions so as to come up with something "new."
Do not forget that iyou -also may invent a new solution. Be sure to in-clude the status quo in your list of solutions, for it may turn out
that you will decide that the current policy or plan being followed isstill the best of all _possible solutions. e

In some cases it is necdssary to group 'solutions into broad classesfor your'initial analysis. This occurs when many solutions have been
pioposed and some have onky _sliglic variations. In the area of
financing medical care, you might want to consider such broad classes
as government plans, priVate plans, insurance plans, and so on. Latei,you will have to add. your individual specifications. to the solution
decided on.

o Ste 4. Decree Criteria Evaluatin Plans When-you set uu
criteria you are like a knowledgeable Shopping for a new car; hefirst decides on the essential features he wants and then he searches
for a car which has all or the most important of those features.
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same way,
-standards:And _th
measures :those

The first-triterion4 -of--cou se-, -has to-do with- solving the -problemi-.
We should ask, "What are the minimum acceptable. results?" -We often -
cannot -expect- a "perfect" --soltuion-,__;-but we can often judge the minimum
exults .we- would be willing to settle - Other :than this , we want_

make, sure that further. evila will not -result from adopting a plan.
lug to _solve a problem in one area may-create problemsi in other

reds, and we need to-anticipate -theses -When the Eighteenth Amend-
ment to the Consititution Was passed, it ushered in an era of under-
cover I_ and crime.

Other criteria may be related to the amount of -time and money
-and. the number of personnel available.- Still .others may _be related
to legal and poliey--considerations, for a solution that may be work-
able may. be illegal or contrary to an established policy. Either the
solution or the policy must be changed. Ethical considerations-
may also arise, for some-solutions may be judged to be-unfair to
individuals or groups. We may also have to consider the approval
of interest-groups whose approval is necessary for the adoption of
a plan, or whose.cooperation is necessary if the plan is to work;

In some` eases the time element is a factor, for it may be a
plan must be solved by a. given date or not at all, add the solution

-chosen-should -provide --:-larthis-.-,,-
Here are some examples of statements of criteria: "Any plan'

adopted to reduce the over-crowding in our schools should not re-
sult in the hiring of poorly trained teachers"; "Any plan adopted should
stay within the $100,000,00 budgeted"; "Any plan adopted to lower
the cost of-manufacturing our produce should not conflict with the
policy of maintaining high standards of workmanship and materials."

42 -Sten' 5. Determine the end-Disadvantages of Each-
Solution. In order to accomplish this step you will need to have
a reasonably complete description of each solution. In addition,
you can use a B-1/2x11 Sheet of paper for each solution. List the
advantages on one half of the page and the disadvantages on the other.

A. With each solution, you want to first of all judge to what
extent it will solve the problem. B. You then need to judge to what
extent it is likely to bring about new ,significant evils. C. You
then proceed to judge each solution in terms of the other criteria
you have decided on in Step 4. D. In some cases, this evaluation
may uncover other criteria which you will want to add to your list.

After evaluating each soution individually,- you are'then ready
compare and contrast the solutions.
o Step 6. Decide on the best- solution. The last step in

problem-solving is to. decide on the 'best solution -- that one which
in the balance has the most significant advantages and least
significant disadvantages. Tais,calls for systematic comparison and
contrast of the solutions.. -

Mumber_bhe solutions, and the'r. start out by comparing Nu. I to-
No. 2; after you decide which is the best, then compare that one to
No a., and so on. Continue this process until the one or the com-
bination remaining are judged to he the most satisfactory. Not

roblem solver
a a e determine which solution best

arch = '
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settle on'-the--Aolutiou.which- promises to most -com-;-pletely the,:probleri; such a sointion-_MayhaVe4forte_or_more.
si gnificance _ _

You ,-should' givethe`'EfolUtipiirYou':deCide7'iiii a,'final_i Careful- check
to -make-sure -You--13eve;'not-Ini Ajudge& it pobsibIe-,Yon should
run s pilot study' to 'pretest- it bef ore --puttinz._ it into action._- =

--ttAitio-n -into jozeration, Putting a...
solution into operation-.calla f or careful study:Of_'whaCh eas td be- don,
when,- and by whom. Sometimes calls .for persuasion- -in order to get

. _ _ _the solution accepted.-- It may. call' 'for people vatte-- Special coMpetericiesand supervisoty skills. SuccessfUI problem solving does not stop with
the decision as to .what plan to Adopt, but...cat-ries over into an actionphase.



-----_PROBLESOLVItid:==E SE-
_

_

'-Objective: The leader_-r1:11-_-be able. to iced and
e-.3raff-an:problem-solving-activities-. --=

Activity C _

_rTraiz

1. Present the following model of a proceaire- for analyzing
ptoblems and hand out the sheet "Steps in Problem Analysis."

Effects of-the Problems of :a Problem

(Statement of
the Problem)

Possible. Ctan_rs

Break into groups of three. Each group_ should have a black-
_or....-nearsprint-sheet-and draw-the;-_modeorkthe.-sheet,----

le ving ample room for writing. Ask. each group to state a
problem, if passible a problem co=on to mers of- that
group.

The problem statement goes into- the "Statement-oft the Problem" --
box. Each small group then proceeds to list the reasons why
the problem exists and some of the consequences of it.

The group then tries to list as many possible course of
action as it can, selects one, and lists what might happen
if it were to be adopted. This activity should not be rushed.

Reassemble the total group. Ask
manmarize the work of his or her group. Allow about five
mutes for each su

a member of each trio to

2. Use force field-analysis to have the group examine a possible
activity, list all the projected consequencesboth positive
d negative, -and deter-mine the point at which they balance.

*This exercise .can be used in a training session or other
work session. One rson must take the role of trainr, the
others those of participants-.
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State a ibommon problem, and_ analyze its causes and effects.
follading

(Statement of
the Probrem)°

.

.P le. Co ion

Every s tdation a,history. Pb+lems Est because people
have done (or not done). things. When a group reaches a
point-of extreme_dissatisfactidn-with a -situation,_something
can he done.` However, until the problem is thoroughly

concerned-to take, action.

someone must state the problem. For example, a problem
might be "coop Intension people do not like or participate effectively
in staff meetings." - This statement goes into the box in the
model above.

s it that staff memberts donit like about meetinge- Why don't
they get involved in them? &They cover items that are of
little or no concern to individual teachers, they are domi-
nated by one or two people, nothing is really, ever
accomplished, etC0

What are the effects of this problem-inattention and lack of
commitment, boredom, frustration, anger, impatience?

4

At some point, i.t will become evident that there is general
dissatisfaction with the situation because most people see and are
not content with the consequences. Now, but not before this
point, it is appropriate to take some action.

S. List as many possible courses of action as you can. Taker enough
time. Do not work with any one alternative until you are
satisfied you have listed all options available. Then, f
each alternative,' develop a list of probable consequences
you were to adopt it. Again, take enough time. The problem
was probably a long time in development, so take a little more
time to be sure of the course of action to solve it.

PROBLEM:- OL _ EXE 'SS
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The role. of the proceas o
group proceeds and-at-some
taken place.

,-ia-te.monitor the way, in :which the
re0ort -back Xo the group What,has

observer does not picipate in the discussion. e stetsfrom -the_ group in.orderi to gain a more obje-ct3-ve what -ihappening withimthe'group.: When a discussion becomes. hopelessly boggeddoWn or whenever the group members want -.to make use of the observer, he,or she be-icalled- on .to---give -feedback' on -what has taken -place. Atthe conclusion of the-meeting, the observer relates his or her percep-tions of- the group's process and -behaviors to its members.
tress observers look fo fpllowirg things:

Is the group keeping to e.agenda?

How

-the group convene on time? End _on time?

a

tional atmosphere?

th 'nib e "person- dominating?

Do nonverbal clues match verbal expressions?

group dependent on the chairperson-or convene-

Do members help others
points?

mmunicate by paraphrasing or restating

Are good questions= asked and, answered?

Is the group distracted by side issues?
Are members building others' contributions or overlookingthese contributions?

:Are people actively listening and asking for clarification ifneeded? ,

Is there feedback and perception checking?

Are me ss summarizing and checking fOr understanding?

1

'Are points being:backed up withvdita And reasons?
gtHow are decisions made?

des everyone -have a chance to get
fi

decision makin
Has the crouo ruched coon around in the time 'Matted

Wan - PRI 1978
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to 13 illIneed-to-pay7speciar17,'
attentior 2-110wever i- _1 process_ obierverS may want_
have a- cliacklist;in-o o;remind themselves - what-- to =, look- -for.

obsery .._prepared_to'giv , eedback in of behavior
descriptio ,i--me -ra ,were late= to_ eting"-.77not In ,evalua7

=Live -- 4 _,.. ._ .. __-__`fin ___. ... _ ,..,_ _., _..- - 7'Live terms -e ..never -on- 'time because-they are disorga
nizedln- Feedback should be directed to both sender and receiver and -_-

_ should be candid but stated-=kindly . -Objective _reporting is_what is desire
.

e the obsei-ver does not enter into the discussion., it y' :b
ss to. rotate this role from meeting to meeting' or to ask a

person outside the group to assume this role. Taking-turns offers
an opportunity to learn this skill be experiencing it

349
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It is -a group of citizens ements,of the communi
who will work together- improvei% community or reglpn.

_

2. it try to accomplish?

The CG will attmapt to-deter mine what the total communitY wants to be,
to gather and process those ideas, to look for ways to accomplish plans

grow from those ideas--in short, to make the leadership of the
community responsive to particular needs and capabilities of theresponsive
total corimunity.

How much time will

oent .invlvements
and task accomplishment time--can be expected.

.

t will he doin

t'Lrl ...e

You will have direct involvment in decisions affecting the ,conalluni
including helping to determine the= needs and order of priority-of those
ne helping to search for -solutions_to thoeejproblems,=helping- =-
institute those solutions, assisting in evaluating the results end
receiving ski.11 training for these tasks whenever needed.

Can I do-just of all th
Yes, you can serve on specific, task
of the CG, but it helps to be fairly
available for several meetings and skill training
enjoy working with and talking to other people.

e teams without being member
anent in the community, to be

sessions, and to

6. Can my friends help me?

Yes, sharing each decision or plan with 5 or 10 of your friehrls and
sharing the nAqk to be done telps the whole community to be involved
in decision making, bringg amore ideas And energy to the tasks, and
helps the people in the community to understand each other.

3 0
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o What concerns or questions do you have now?

A second _reason -to write a report is to make your work -in the_ next
community easier. i, The -following questions provide -help for reminding.you of your 'own work and also provide guidelines to yourself or
others_ who might-- develop= useful :materials to assist another experience,
either your own or someone else's.

.o What particular support material or process was helpful
or would have been helpful during this field experience--
.if it had been Available?

.

o Plow did the that you planned to try work out?

o How did something work out that you. didn't plan but actually
did or .used? Please give brief examples of things that werit well.

o What important or una.swered questions or concerns were relied
board, citizens,- others?,
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ON

_conv_ ener
_

-er
_

ive -processes: :for doing- work _ =

' =I= --I r

conducting meetings
group

As group le- . -the convener is cons Taus of the potential for
dominating the group and tries to con l such _tendencies. Therefore ,
the convener -avoids talking a- lot, records everyone 's comments , and
does not argue = vociferously with group members.- He or: she Also
tries to draw everyone _into group deliberations.

As discussion- leader, e convener- tries not to dominate discussio
ifowever, when the need arises, he or she is forceful and definite
avoid unp olive periods, the convener also keeps the group moving .
sys tematica y through ift.s tasks by summarizing,- reminding. people
that they h e a certa n amount_to ,accomplish during the meeting,
and asking ent questions.

Guideline

e meeting:

Review the agenda.

Ask_ for a volunteer

g the -Meeting:
4

a. Call

b. Help the group establish priorities
much time to spend on each agenda item.

Keep the group
discussion and
agenda) .

Keep the group

Be attuned to,

At the

fOcused on the subject (i.e., monitor the
inform the group when it strays from the

to its time counittnehts for each agenda

and try to help avoid, any confusion.

of each agenda item:-

Check to be 'sure that everyone who wanted
to contribute to' the discussion.

Summarize or ask someone else to sumMarie
e.hp sflavoltAry :records the summ
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- - ,
ippropriatei.regarding:

_ati.sfaction ó group_members'with- their- participation-.--;

. decision making

h. Conduct or- ask sermons to conduct a debriefing: session
ding the last10 minutia of tha-maeting--- -Ask the
foUciinqieztton

Did -we accomplish _our goals fos the meeting?

Did we use Our resources effectively?.

Did weg waste time?'

Call the meeting to a close prcuiptl_y.

3- After, the meeting,:

, --Check-,with-4ths-;secretary to-sets- that.he ol
but minutes-
Transfer left-over agenda items to the-agenda for the
next. meeting

2 53
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__, ,- ----.-------,-, ,--

ill iliciirti-li ii method for- =a es' and
individrials--ill-

Procedure
_

p k o ant roles and improvise dial-Gs-us
action to- or hypothetical situation. In this way, they

i
cmi learn'

-more t their own attitudes and behavior =and try to find
new ways of dealing with situa ions they face. Role_ playing.is usually
followed-by a discussion of what Vent onIsisdhow the participants
observers, if any) felt aboutit. Participants and observers descr
the behavior they have seen share thlir feelings to aid in the
analysis.

des of Role Plays

imulations. In a simulation, a tracer s facilitator-- Ma C
with prepared situations and described roles. Participants u
select the roles they wish to play.

Role Re In ro
conflict may be asked
opponents! viewpoints.

eversal, e actuilly involved in a
act out the situation, taking their

Demonstrations: As a demonstration, two tzalne faCilitators
may act out a situation for a group and then have group members

t out the same situation.

Role playing provides a useful way to work through problems, menage
conflict, try new behavior, and gain an understanding of -another ro
or point of view_
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Task--f ces can look for new -ideas by (1) -searching_ for literature,
_(2) = consulting er_:peoplea-or (3 _7 visiting progrmis

1. Searching the Literature

Mist staff members will have publication_ r
state professional associations.

Most state departments issue publications that are

If ai local library doesn!t. have what-the
one :the.re may be able to out other- area

A hu bet of
.

n ne uch
in 0 bat:Lk, exist that offer a wide, variety
as eff iciest e wig,
can be obtained state universi ties
agencies.

nsulting Other_ People

_d

lable.

force needs.;'

state resources.

ERIC _system .Agrie
orsiation,- as well

:ebOU-t::;:theSe_z.litertwew

onal education

There are many untapped resources inside the community.
e -that -learns- how -to.- find - and consult to al' person-y-1.

has a potential source of ideas. As a starter, once
the ce decides what it wants to know, it can ask the
en Lire CG to suggest possib' le sources.

y people are-also availavailable outside the community. The
rtant thing, is to find them- ConsultentsAfrom regional and

state agencies) are often available for the asking. The task
force-will need some assistance fram the Community Developer in
finding and arranging the meetings with agency'consultants.

Visitations

A bulletin "How to Visit'Schools is a good example of how
plan, arrange and conduct site visitations. it is easily
adaptable to other sivations.



SELECTING 'A:- FORcE

Groups func ion-best sane person agrees to assume leadership re
ilities. A group with a specific' task to perform in a short peri
time should not leave the-designation of a leader or a leader's-

responsibilities. to ch ce.

Factors to consider when a leader are

responsibilitie -and pers ;will have

ideline his or her behavior

ways to choose the leader--for ex le, on emus or

The leader should be someone who is acceptable '50 everyone, _wants the
task, and can operate impartially. In the event.that there no effec-
tive leader within the group, the group may wish to be enlarged t
include such a person.
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SHORT RS FOR_ p TES

hb is helping others-in new situatio

olio dea en

w proce

workinswitb a sr

p a

can use the

:Repetition,

Repetition of any-one stephelps people master it d des It fairly

n one process is mastered, any 1-m1-Tar process

master and can be introduced. with much less Assi-

The helper should show and explain; he or she should not s too
4

ch help or make those he or she is helping feel embarrassed.

3 5 7
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9 -
--AsaCcomunity Leader c an active role in community problem solving, y_u
may be required to use specific skills to.help-guide,the group to-function ef eCtively.

Wiese Skills are: '

Skills nece s for facilitating'a p

The leaderffacilitator should he falai
method for each of. the follow g:

conducting a nos asses=ent

managing dat

blem-solving _process.

least one

rom.a' needs :asses

creati a pr tized list of community problems

lishing criteria-for an acceptable solution .

setting up teams to search for a solution

identifying resources

visiting -other es to ga rmation=

considering alternative and selecting solutions

creating.implementation and evaluation plans

monitoring and adopting the solution

aluating the project

Skills necessary for facilitating changing norms in a group.

In'working a: community group the. leader should'be able to:

identify and resolve conflicts

support new_norms and roles

support those groups previously excluded from participation

promote

Skills in int-
hould be

n of role constraints

sonal communications .

ain others to :

function as observers

refrain from projecting personal bias onto t

listen

give and receive feedback
358
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ems help-a.c o keep a_record- its a itieS

lopment

spaper
developen

es about

y and agency support

community's involvement in commmnity

Lei

Products of the work of the c ity group including:

opinion leader survey forms

"criteria of mix" developed to represent community attitude an
beliefs

needs assessment surrey

needs assessment survey results.

prioritized list of community concerns

recommendations of search task force te

,Other products of the work of,.the Community Group as
moves through, the stages of COmmunity development
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The CG now-has the results of its survey back and the actual
information-gathering activity is finished . If the data are not us
at-this point, any hopes and:'expectations raised in the community and
school about -the_needs assessment will vanish- -and be nearly impotsibl
to resurrect.

With:the help-of:the ComMunity Developer,-the:CG 6hOuld-explore, be possibil
localgetting help from. the regional.or,local-scnoolAistrict office./ Other

sources-ofaabor--espedially students-7might be investigated4/

Following are some suggestions that Community Mevelopera can share with
the CG to help in tabulating_ data.-

Y

)
Generally, the most efficient way Zor CGs to tabulate needs assessment
data is by hand. Sophisticated electronic _and machine techniques are
usually far beyond the reach of the CO's. resources. Furthermore,:when
the CC manages its awn data, a-sense of ownership is built, and-the group
is encouraged to feel a sense of responsibility and wants to do something
about the results.

The following hand tabulation procedure may be used for both questionnaires
and interviews. In either case a tabulation form must be designed., This
form would consist of coded blanks/or cells, preceded by the actual
questions used-. For example:

Do you think the cOmmunityservices are::

No
food Bad Opinion

In tabulating the answers to open-ended questions, categories of responses
must be identified. Here, too, a row of.cells will sufficef_labeling'sach
cell by category. For example, responses to the question, "What is your
attitude toward vocational education ?" might be:

Good idea.

Kids need it.

Prepa-s:kids for real world.

practical.

360
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you were trying to determine whether people would support vocationaleducation, you might wish to use the following cells to categorize the
answers- peOple- gave;

:Favorable

On the other hand you might want to know the range of attitudes tovocational

Generally
PoSitiVe,

Necessary,-
!art of

Education-

_ Things
Are:More

Cmportant
Too

Expensive

These categories are' flexible depending-on what: you had inthe question. Use your hest judgment i setting them up,



The k force On

was not willing to do
e task assigned

all_and didn't get the
job done

was eager to assume
its responsibilities

4 rked-dh-atseful,
-orderly fashion and
completed the task

did not present useful ).1-

inforMation to anyone

5.- became a new power
group tb protect a
set of ideas

'Ideas which , ould have helped this task

repprted its findincis
to the
community #1. a way
which assisted decisiOn
making

quickly dissolved as
_a temporary work force
in order to get on to
other things

ce are as follows:

9'78



]kt DES F EEDBA

e this group::

never got a clear
idea of the task

was interested in
doing this task

3- encouraged the
participation and
contribution of all
members

functioned
hostility or internal
competition

T-

ude'tc what it
was supposed to do

was not interested in
attempting this tesk

3 was dominated by one
or more members-to the
exclusion of others

had a cooperative
atmosphere

had the skills neCes-
_- sary to 40,the:task or
successfully sought and.
used Consultant help

did not have skills
necessary to dd' a good
job, and/or failed to
get help



A task force is ate _azy ill group chosen, by a larger SrbuB 'to
solve a particular problem and report what they have learned. Such
task forces expand the prOblem-solving capabilities of= the larger
group.

.They can conaentra the energies _n

They are .chosen for-the ir-ihtereStin this task and generally_
have speciaLexperience or expertise.

ne particula task.

As a smaller unit they have less difficulty getting together
and sharing ideas.

icy learn special problems
and these skills can bTifused
future.

lying skills doing theirtask
to help the entire 5CC in the

Tasks forces Work efficiently when (1) the group gives them a clear task
t (2) members are chosen 'on the basis of their time and willingness

task,, meMberS':haveacCess-to help and resources from-the
larger group or a facilitator, and (4) their final recommendations are
taken seriously by the larger group.

a
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order to
wit

bined.in one
also know_wh

In gen

CTEMSTI THECOMpOSITI
rmrricTIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING

at ack their problem effectively, task -fordes ve
cein veral competencies -can befcom-
member--for instance, one person-can be a. goodleader and
re `to -get skill training.-

al, the group will_ ;will function best if it contains:

someone who has competence in the problem area being
(i.e., a math teacher, a tax consultant, a Cook)

someone o is a good group leader and can facilitate
raol

members who have access .to skill training and are-Willing;to
be trained

who represent diverse jobs or comr`unity orientations,
so that the group.will be-made-aware-of a' variety of!resources

5. someone who can objectively view the group's functioning and
purposes (a good group leader, a teacher, or-the
facilitator

6. members who represent se groups affected by the grou
decisions

The task force will be most efficient if it has 4 to 6 members. Larger
groups tend to (a) daave difficulty getting together, (b) need constant
clarification of the task, and (c) lose members who do not play important
roles. Therefore, the group, should be small enough that (a) everyone can
talk in meetings and contact one another informally and (b) all members
play an active role.

NWREL - FRI 1978



-TASK PORCFA FOR ttEARca

The CC_ often divides' up its work among task- forces. These groups ere
small enough to worktogether easily and-large enough to include
representatives of all affected groups. These persons need not be-

TASK

e
ems but may agree to serve on a:temporary_ committee. Including
rse representatives encourages communication with other groups.

Generally, search activities begin while the needs assessment report as
heing,asSoubled-Fdrnal,searnh activities take-place- to a-prioritiz
list of goals is published. It is recommended that in some areas a dat
be set for400noluding search activities. This date should take into
account budget planninggperiods. It is important that at least. prelimin
figures for new programs be provided at the aPprOPriate budget time.

How

The first search meeting usually begins wit_h sharing ideas about whet.
the search task involves. This discussion can be conducted by the CG,
chairperson or the Community Developer. In presenting this overview,
may be belpful to reflect on the reasons the CG was created. it_isfalso
helpful to emphasize that this is an integrating actives, not a
competitive one, hat it is intended to help others share rather. than
replace the tasks cif local igency staffs and administrators._

For each search activity, community goals and needs are reviewed. These
-will include some-or all of the final prioritized list the CC rep9rted7
earlier, Then tentative timelines are established for completing search
activities, and-CG members volunteer for task,forces in each area

Next, these task forces meet separately. A-useful first activity for
each group is to consider whether its Membership includes representatives
of all groups affected by the need or .goal. Some 'groups may require
staff= specialty areas. The task force can recruit members from these
local resources to share 'ts-work-or-request help from state or university
reseurces.

Next, members consider the tasks involved
possible resources and creating a storage system for information are
usually top concerns.

Task force members may also want to write up a definition of the task for
their group. At this point, the search can usually begin in a successful

Cc members, meanwhile may find it useful to pbdlicize a list of search
areas and names of task force chairpersons. They can also Invite members
of the community to contribute any helpful Information, suggestingthat
people call chairpersons directly at home.

in a search. Identifying
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Each member, of the Community Group_(CO) was ;nominated -by people
because_their ooinions and idamq-were respected. The CG membership is
therefore-composed of respected persons represen 47 a-wide variety of-

aiaz_ _sentiments, occupations and/or org_ atmons w_ i
are "opinion leaders" for the people who live in the community
-they think, what they discuss, what they be2teve, what they learn is
important for what happens now and for future actions that might be
ken within the community. It is crucial for community improvement

that the focus of skills- training in cOmmunication, problem solving and
decision making be on thisgroup in order to increase individual-and-
group skill+ that will enable the group to be independent and productive.

Organization

The formal structure for the CG is very simple....purposely so!
In the formation of it a temporary Chairman and a Recorder (secretary)
are usually elected by the grout?, Informal procedures (not sloppy) for
conducting the business of the group are usually more interesting and
productive than formal, highly structured ways of doing things. Attempts
are made early to gain concensus rather than becomeinvolved in win/lose
voting procedures. --(Robert =Rules are much-too formal and often cause
the emphasis to be placed parliamentary maneuvers rather than on the

rtant content under di ssion.)

As the Community Group matures, it sometimes appoints an Observer to
monitor the:progress ofeach meeting. This task is usually rotated each
meeting so that every CG member has, this learning opportunity. The

hereon is the key to keeping meetings moving, interesting and pro-
ductive. Meetings are called when it has been agreed that something
important requires the attention of the group. An agenda is prepared
In advance and definite starting and stopping times for meetings
established.

It is very Important to keep the CG " intact. If individuals
representing a specific criteria of mix fail to attend CAT meetings and/
or move away, the group should fill the position, thereby keeping the,'
CG at full strength. If a group or sentiment has been omitted from the
original mix, the CO should add another mix category and appoint a new
member.
a

No formal plan has been followed regarding "term of office" for CG
s. Some groups have "drawn straws" for 3, 2 and 1 year terms.

Others have allowed normal mobility to keep the flow of new members
coming into the organization. Experience has shown that when a CO begins
creating action in the community, other individuals identify themselves
and offer to help, New leadership frequently emerges from unexpected
sources.

Stand ng Task Force Teams (committees) can be formed to prevent
duplicatin advisory groups. Usually Task Force Teams are appointed for
specific p oses and disbanded when the task is completed,
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Tat. FORMATION AND U OF FORCE. TEAMS (TFTs

The ITT is a working of the -p for al Tmpro ement. a

por (usually) body appointedby the CG in a

ecided upon by: the CG. . Its

.assessment instrument

use
A

ful for the

visit thre

task is ecific, such as design a needs

communitie grams might,

coal cameanity and report n that` visit, plan the evaluation

need in the oounit

e new program.

procedures for a new ograh which ill be implem

design-and conduct a process for handling visitors t

BefOg a TFT

be clely
voted for,

the task

the specific task it will be ' celled upon tb do should

forma lated by the CG This allows for, p sons to volunteer , zbe

appointed to the TFT.Who'se skills, time or information best fit
/

TFTs are most useful when

elements.,

y contain all or to ing ship

r of the CG (necessary

A person with appropriate. skills

o Representatives: from groups who will be responsible
by, the task in question.

Sufficient poeplepower for the task at hand - a community -wide
survey-team.needs many members

affected

o A representative or persons or groups opposed to the suggested tasks
in order- to provide a feedback mechanic to that group about the
progress of the task-. Often very strong support,iS gathered for a
community prograM after opponents oche to understand and be included inthe new program.

After the TFT is formed, its specific task should be explained and a timeline

p for,reporting on progress or completion of the task. A TFT often

reports progress to the CG chair

entire CG for action.

d makes'completion reports on tasks to the

3 6C
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Tke following help to m TFTs- both effective and pi -11

concerned.

Describe the task clearly. a' deftite _n-.

When a TE'T reperts,--- -sure he/she_is- commended--for whet/
he/she did. Work- accepted in.= un-responsiva- way does, a
retention of skills, -concepts or involvement, or feelAngs
worthwhileneres" of the task or the effort spent. /
nly r-ffer a t k back to a ITT once for additional war
informatioa.

If the CG decides more work of inform Lion s then _needed,
should be described as a NEW task, and a new TFT Selected-.

a There should be group rewards for quick formation and ,disbandinent
of ITTs. This will promote the work of the group being done in
an- effective way, will.encourage participation in .17T effort's,
and will increase the capaci of the entire CG to function as a
problem-solving group.

ot
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THE JOB- A ON

The chairperso job in a Commun roup is critical to le success..
of the Troup. The person selected to fill this role has many responsibilites,
such as,

Exercising (or developing) skills to assist others to
participate constructively, in the group so they do not
doMinate or withdraw from group work

NA.
2. - working at all times toward an open climateand consensus

decisions

.

-Funettening (or arning to function) as. a group facia
whose own opinions, idpas .&n4 feelings do not dominate
Or control the group

4. Utilizing (Or learnin
other group members an

utilize)bOthtbe_skills_-
e skills of consultants

Monitoring.the work of task-force-teams .for compl
f workt-Compliance with timelines and need for

resources or assistance

Monitoring attendance
-- and replacement bf

members in order to maintain a balanced
group

on

community-group
epresentative

Planning and reviewing each group activity with th
Community 'Facilitator and. others

Communicating- with
work being accbmplished b

in the Community about the
the group

-_is a_time-and-energy-consuming job; s-rewards-are a smoothly
functioning group whose memberS share tasks; work well together, and
et work done, all of. which` promote community improvement

0



he: =VA is _especlaIly useful when people are talking without listening to
each other. It sti-uctures the time and conditions for speaking so that many
points of view-can-be expressed. It generally builds a cpllabora.tive spirit.
It clarifies the significant points of disagreement.

'va is a technique tor: - groups to use when they need to liSten \to diverse
ions in the group.; It is a modification of the fishbowl techni que. Each

circle is made up of the Members_ of each of the-different role or opinion
groUps. For example, suppose different points of view need- to be discussed
about passing a city-bond issue. The PA might suggest a' Kiva--one circle of
CountY/City administrators, one of County/City staff members, and one of
community members. Or instead oft dividing' according to roles, the PA might
divide according to those who strongly, oppose another-bond and those who. _ - ---- = _ -
strongly support another bond. These circles are arrangedas indicated below.

= .

_ty/City Adminis

Staff members

Datermlne the role
a circle or square-.

interest 4roups.and arrange the groups:.in

2. Announce the amount of 'time to be allocated
20 ffilnuteS.

each 'group --i.

.Present a clear statement of the issue to be disCUssed.

4. Ask the group in the center to use its time to talk, without
interruptlim from opposing points of view, about their opinion,
experience,. and wishes.

Rotate each group- into the center and give it the same amount of
e to explore the issue.

Allow additional time for inters
0

ion among all participan
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'TES PROGRAM ASSOC TE!S.R0 TING A-.CONT
PROCESS :OF INFORMATION SEARING I A qqbgpmiTY,

=

The PA a Comm Group has responsibilitY for encouraging

many processes: data gathering and analysis before decision making, systematic

referral of issue the larger Community and.others. One of these many

processes is that of habitual sharing o formation.

helping to establish the-Habits and mores of ormation sharing,

the primary role of the PA is that of setting ample. It is particularly

important for the PA to create an awareness that people working together can

help each other consciously seeing themselves as resources to each oth

The following behavio have-beenfOund helpfUl in creating such an awareness:

Provide, in a- casual way, books;,articles fromnewspapersi
advertising material, maps, data about people and places.:
If this is-done-in4 manner-that says:"Thia-is from me to
you as a friend" it helps to establish infOrtation sharing
behavior in the community.

Reward by commenting positively on sharing that is seen to
occur between people. Again, this needs to be casual, and
it must be sincere. Such recognition willhelp to make
information sharing a consciously chosen process.,

o Serve as a messenger to get information sharing going, Carry,
a book that was tavotablY-tentioned by one group member to
another member, with the comment -that "George thought /this
was useful, and it might help with. your_task.7_, Try to get
them to talk briefly to each other aboutit.

Keep_it_up:all the time. Establish as part of your' own set,
of behaviors the carrying of helpful stuff from one person,:or
place to another. When you are going anyway, take along'that
movie or that ad f-r a set of books and share it with someone
whose task it supp rts.
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e "Work of jthe -CoMmird.tv Group

The CG group which is independent _ the local governing
boird/group is function is to examine problems, which it identifies
study them by looking at alternative solutions, develop a plan of action
and recommemd it'to the local governing'board/group for implementation.
To accomplish its purpose, the CG usually appoints Task Force Teams to'
delyemore deeply into issues, or problems. While a TFT may consist of
many community membapat least.one member of should be a CC member
in order to provide--comMunication to and from the &immunity Group.

,1

At times, the-(CG May be asked by,the local governing board/group-
to assist, monitorAdd help evaluate new programs-wbich have been
approved., A TFT for this purposS is usually appointed by the C.

A highly importint part of the work of the CC is communication.
Information about CG e.ctivity needs to constantly flow within the
con u,,ity. Each CC mamber must carry a responsibility for communicating
ith 'hi own friendship_group_if_the CG

If possible, when. a CG has bin newly formed, large and com.plex
problem should' be postponed unti17the CG has been able to accomplish
some smaller tasks. Motivation is ,created for the CC to tackle bigger,
more compliCated problems,-if some success can be elmerienced early in,
its history as an organization.

The CG often becomes an intake" for community problems or concerns
found in the community. CC members may. bring them to the attention of the
group or non -CC members are welcomed at the me gs to express thwrmelves
on specific issues. Manpower to investigate a concerns expressed soon
becomes a factor with which the CC must deal. priority of work usually
is established. The CG usually finds itself a "referral agency" in order
to satisfy questions/problems/concerns of individuals withfn the community.
This is an important activity of the CC since it deals with "here and now"
concerns of the people. Sometimes by providing a "forum" for ventilating
an issue larger conflicts can be prevented.

When TFTS are studying specific- .problems At is very important to
°bring in all points of view'from thdlocal community. This Can be done
informally through personal interviAs, invitations.to TFT meetings And/
or hoording neighborhood coffee hours: The CC is most effective when it
is adtivaly trying to educate itself on all-the different facets of fan
issue.

pperatini,Procedures

As. an independent group, of, course, the CC is free to establish its
awn methods of working for community improvement. Few groups have
formalized these into a set of by-laws or stvdard operating' procedures.
What many have done, however, is to chart the decision-making procesSes

are being used. It \is important that CG members understand clearly
procedures and that all groups and individuals in the community

w how the CC operates. A simple flow chart of evInts seems to work
well to communicate this information

#
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The Community Group is an important group within a. cc mmunity.
exs are opinion-leaders representing the mix of the-community. They

hold the key to any significant, lasting, long-range educational improve
ment that will be made. Gaining increased skill in communication:
decision making and problem solving is crucial for each CG member and
for the group if it is to become an independent and productive group.
The Task Force Teams enable the work of the CommuhitY Group to be
accomplished. Their effective operation is necessary if the CG is to
be successful.
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If responses to some of your needs assessment has been a simple "yesn
or !,110," a tally can be kept. Two people may wish to do this one
reading the response, one keePing:-

You may ish -t6 break out the mowers:

Men
Women
Students

Yes No
10 5

4-

2

15

Yes
Community persons 30
School Staff
Students 25.

No
40
10
3

TOTAL 60 53

If your data are in the form of long, detailed answers
to handle, you may wish to categorize them:

Thinks curriculum
is OK

Thinks curriculum
needs improvement

asy

Adults
Students

_S can further reduced:

20

matli Shop Reading Art
13 5
5 4
4 '7

Citizens 10 2
School Staff 3 6
Students 10. 4

You can also tally alipecific suggestions about each curriculri area:

Math

Algebra 4
Beginning Calculus 1
Accounting - Mark Greene System 2
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:ITY SURVEY

Four_ Alternative_ Strategies for a_ Cclunity Survey_

The process-facilitator helps the, school-oOmmun,
its on perceptions of educational goals and barr-

From the survey data gathered, the SCG establishes a prio
list covering= the major goals and barriers of the-group

oup survey

Before constructing a :questionnaire to use in the community,
the SCG uses its informal communication :network to check its
own perceptions-.

Oh the basis of this inforiati n the SCa.00nstructs a community
questionnaire .and/or interview` guide with which

,

to survey the
larger communty-

-- -

The facilitator works with the SCG ohairperson and /or steer in
committee to collect recent studies-or-survey_results that
indicate what the local educational problems are.

The SCG analyzes this.. information and agrees on ,a priority
listlofitemsvfrom whiCh a-questionnaireinterview schedule,
or guide for speakup sessions can be constructed

he facilitator presents examPles of community surveys that
have been used in other communities and reviews them with the
SCG.

The. SCG studies these models and obtains ideas oC how to franc
questions that would be appropriate for the community.

Using their best-judgment,,SCG members create their--
tionnaire, interview, or guide for speakup sessions.

4. The facilitator helps the SCG imoondudting community meetings
at which citizens, staff, and students generate their own goals
and barriers, tabulate the data, and bring the information back
to the SCG.

The SCG conduct's e e-sessions, generating and tabulating data
from each.

The SCG analyzes
mum coverage
are conducted as

IP
the groups and the-people who attend to insure
of the entire community. Additional sessions
needed-.

Finally the SCE. is satisfied that data represent all ,seg-
ments.of the community and that ryone po ible has been
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involved. process.. e_

and prepares it :'for analysis.

n all data have been analyzed, the SCG determines what the
community's major educational goals and barriers are and compiles
a report of its findings for the school board.

Suggested Ways of.tnvolviig the; CG_in. a Survey

1. The SCG.designs.e. plan-for surveying the entire commun
Several alternatives are .possible.

On a community map, all populated areas are plotted and
divided into block areas to be canvassed by interviewers
or to deliver and pick up questionnaires.

If more than one elementary school exists in a district,
each one can be. designated as-an,_organizational -imit--for --
the community survey.

The SCG can make an inventory of all church, business
and civic organizations, service groups, and Institut' ns
its own members represpnt. 'Each member is made resp ible
for contacting the groups to ,which he or she belongs
conducting a survey, and bringing'the data back to th SCG.

A high school class (mathematics/social gtudies, etc.
enlisted by the 5CC to help distribute survey. forms, pick
them up,, tabulate- them, and prepare a report.

f the SCG finds that everyone in town (small t 'has
a telephone, phone canvassers can be recruited all
all the people in the community using an interview schedUle
deVeloped by the' G.

SCG designs a plan wherebY all data collected in e survey
are tabulated. .Again, many Options are available.

The 5CC can choose to have all its members participate in
the tabulations by scheduling several work sessions for
this purpose. All members can help with all questions or
small groups can be assigned specific questions.

The SCG can elect a task force to supervise all tabulations,
using community people and/or high school students to do
the work.

The SCG may ask the school -staff -and high soh students
to assist with the tabulations.

Pttak fcirCe can be appointed by the 5CC to examine alterna-
tives for tabulating the survey data and recommend a plan
to. the SCG for approval.
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Effectie group discussions occur when' e ize o
statements they might make and consciously choose types that are appro-
Priate at particular times. These t s of statements are,discussed
below.

Input Statements may provide llowin

Factual information. '"We had 26, requests for service last
week."

Opinions: "We can't. fill that many." "W 're getting too
much publicity

initions of tea "We don't conside
been made until we receive a deposit."

Action propos and suggestions: "Let's work on
priorities, so a can decide which orders to fill."

Input statements may deal with an e*ternal problem the way the
group works, or relationships among group members.

that a request has

list

Ormenting-Statements help-group members agree on the answer
question: "If this discussion is successful, what will we have
accompllshed'when we finish?" Orienting responses help members
focus on common goals--"Would you help me relate your comment to
our topicr

Summarizing Statements describe;' the issues on which ers agree
and disagree. Summaries are especially htlpful if recorded pub-
licly on a blackboard ai a pad of newsprint.

Clarifying Statements help the group understand a member' tzi-
butian. Such statements include paraphrasing and giving examples.

Procedural Statements deal with group methods and include the
amount of time given to various agenda items, the methods used
in analyzing a problem, and the size and divisions of subgroups.

Surveying Statements are made to. learn each member's reaction tas
a summery statement. They include testing for agreement and
,polling the group.

7. Process Check Statements are statements that invite the group to
examine and discuss the way it is wdrking, group may be helped
to examine its lack of progress, by considering the meaning of dan-
ger signs such as nit-pidking, jumping from topic to topic without
reaching decisions, carrying on private conversations during meet-
ings, and attacking ideas before they are fully deicrible,.

. Climate Building- Statements establish a friendly atmosphere'and

include making it easier for silent members 'to participate.

ted from John L. Wallen's Consultant work wi
Regional Edugational Laboratory, June l97

e Northwest
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T _DI ENT. WAYS OF GATHERIN IP ORMATION?

ere-are some ways to gether. data:

estionna

1. Open-ended Answeri
to writing an essay

Multiple Choice:

ything from fin ishing a sentence

: Foreed choice where you Must:pick only
one or free choice to select as many
as are correct for ydu.'

Pref ed C ice- A form of forced choice_ where you select
the things you like best or least
compared with other things (Would you
rather.be a helper in reading or arithmetic?)

el Re pause: ---On-a-fIvepoint-seal where l-ii-nnet-atall."
and 5 is "very_mnch, check how you liked the
way we worked on social studies today. For
younger children' peck the face that shows
how you feel about our new workbooks.

Interview: May be open and free flowing or highly-struc ured with
questions figured out in advance and closely followed.

'Total ilroup:

Key Informant:

Each Individual:

When selac
mind:

Discussion where questions are raised
how they are, responded to in the total group.

A certain combination of people who are
relevant are brought together for (Uscussion

Data is gathered from-rune or more individuals
who you have reason to believe can give
accurate views on what the others would say.

An interview where each individual
the questions by himself

ng tools for data collection, two factors should be

answers

kept in

1. The selection of one force to seek data abdut, should be
based on Its probably importance

-2. The method by which data is gathered should be determined
by considering the kind of infOrMation needed- against .a
consideration of possible effects of trying to get that
information in a particularway.

The selection of the instrument should reflect thebest possible match
between these two factorst
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R.Y.SBEET-gOR BUILDING A-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY GROUP

=PIA

Orchardists

Shed workers.

Laborers

Downtown merchans

Medical people.

Clergy

Young marrieds

Senior citizens

Old- tiMers

tY

Newcomers s

Bridal club,

Chamber of
commerce

Grange

Kiwanis

Garden club

Triangle club

Civic le:gne

Women's church
.groups

Farmers

Cattlemen

Others (which
could be added)

Dam workers

Housewives

Indians

TE AT E.#

)
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e_ vocational edUcation
t,

AL We went tleg dth.grader-s to have soap concept of careers they
Lsh to explore before they go to high school, so' they can take advan-

tage-of the career preparation apprenticeship, and work:experience
Rrograms there.

CRITERIA SELECTION

Who is affected? Staffs of the elementary and vocations
education department in the high school,-counseloa.s and interestE
students.

CRITERIA: The solution must be chosen by a group, which includes
interested elementary and secondary staff, counselors; and voca-
tional education students.

AREA: What resources are available? We could request a staff
inservice. Teachers are probably willing to teach career awareness
units. A special teacher for this area is probably not feasible,
since, the upper grades are so badly overloaded. New teachers will
be needed next year in three grades just to get the class size down
to 30. The high school has some materials which might be useful to
the elementary schools. The counselor in the high school has been
to several workshops.

CRITERIA: The solution_should take int0 a_count exirting materials
.and expertise in the high school and should be in the form of
materials and inservice:training:fOristaff rather-than a-!!Voc ad " --
teacher.

AREA: What (other programs or 'procedures will be affected by a
soluion?. ObAausly the high school vocational education program
Should be able to build on what the elementary school does. What
about the curriculum goals the faculty established Iasi summer?
The new courses or materialKphould beconipatible with-those. Are
students going to have fieldtrips or work experience that might
cause some scheduling confusion or use up field trip funds for
other grades?

CRITERIA: The SolutiOn -should be compatible with curriculum goals
of the entire school, should take no more than what the faculty
considers' to'be affair share of field trip monies, and should include
activities which do not place undue burden on,other staff and
programs.

881.
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The bibliography section has twO divisions: th,first is a recent

listing of available materials pulJlished by the Comuni_ty Development

Division bf the American Society for Tranung and Development (ASTI)); the

second part\ is a 'listing of books and materials-recently acquired by PRI

available for use at IMRE, . Again, these materials represent only a

beginning.. Nanny, many more are available and would prove valuable

resources to P staff
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Rural Community Develop

APILED AND ANNOTATED:

Pect,j;" Hitchcock
Human Resource Dept.. City of Phoenix

Edworld Formee
Cooperative Extension Se ice, Univrsi#y

COMMUNIT, DEVELOPMENT DI !SION
(Tr tnih VolUnteers for Community 5e



Coda

"The Source and Resource Directory"

Volume

Source ald Resource, action.

Rural Community Development

Literature-- General
C Published Articles
D Journals/Magazines/Newsletters
P/C -Periodicals/BiblicigraPhicsietc.

See next page
for coded subjects
by content Area.

Community .Development Division
The American Society for Training and Development

P.O. Box 5307
Madison, Wisconsin 53705

a free service for CD- Division members
1

*-A STD member price-Volume 2, 'Source 4 Resource-Directo
4g nonmember pride-Volume 2 Source,4 ResourceDirectory
10% discount for orders of 10 or more .

$1.00
V.00

Coyyright, 1977 by Community DevelopMent Division
American Society for Training an
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ce and Res ce

A - Book,
B - Film
C-
D'- Ramphlet
E Training Programs

ContempOrary Concerns

Age - Okder,,Younger._Workera
n Disciminationrin Employment
- Retirement-and Planning

Minority
DiscriminatiOn in Employment
Workshops For/About

Consume

7 Poverty

e Law Enforcement
Penal Reform

Handicapped - Physical
- Mental

Economic Development

15. Education

Merl oddloey

'16. Crisis.Interven ion

.17. Funding Private Source
Publke Sector

--ibdic-
- Bibilogra or Ocher

Resoiarce Liscim g ,
H s Association, Organization

:Sex 7 Woden's Businesses
- Discrimination In Emp o en;
Workshops For/About

4. E nicity

6 Ecolo)gy

Employment,Prectices
Employment'

- 'NAB E
.

- Hard Core Unemployed
- Job Corps

10. Healthcare - Social Secur
0

12. Chemical D dency - Alcohol
Drugs

18. Community Involvement TechniqueS
- Case Studies

Theoretical Basis

19- Corporate Responsioi..

20. PhilosophiCar/Thedlogical
%

21. Change Process.

Community and.

,

.27. Rural DevelopMent

Consum_

.cal

Housing
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AgriculturePolicy Institute. :Selected Persoectiv4__for Community
DeveloPment. Raleigh, NC. _North Carolina State ,University.

Selection of papers discussing 'problems definitions, setting's and-,
strategies for community resource development.

Beal, ,.G.M. , .Bonlen tT.M., and Raudabaugh, J.N. 1...L4Atlakapmiaraic
9-uLitasfj25. Ames, IA. The Iowa State University ,press. 19-62- ..

Biddle, W.W., and Biddle, L.J. The.Comfilunitm Development. Process.
New York City, NY. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc-, .1965.

The scope of the community development-process from rural to urban, -
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